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PREFACE
This report presents the recommendations of the Study of the ~ati~nal
Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program of the Federal Bureau of InvestIga~IOn,
conducted for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) and the FBI by Abt AssocIates
Inc. Overseen by a joint BJS/FBI Task Force, the study began in ~eptember 1982. The
first phase examined both the original program (as implemented I~ 1930, bas~d <;>n the
plan of the Committee on Uniform Crime Records of the InternatIOnal AssocIation of
Chiefs of Police) and the current program. The second phase of the study ~as
examined alternative potential enhancements to the UCR system and concludes wIth
the set of recommended modifications presented in this report. Upon approval of
these recommendations by the Department of Justice, the third and final phase of the
study will design and implement the recommended changes.
Earlier reports document the first phase of the study. Foremost among these
is the "Study of the National Uniform Crime Repor~ing Progr~m ,of the FBI: ~hase I
Interim Report" (Poggio et al., 1984), whi~h descnbes the fIn,dIngs concerning the
current program. "A Listing and ClassificatIon of Iss~es ,Regarding th~ UCR Program
of the FBI" (Rovetch et al., 1984) outlines the major issues regarding the current
system. Two other documents relate specifically to a conference convened, as part of
this study. One, "First Steps Towards Phase II of the Study of the NatIOnal UCR
Program of the FBI" (Kennedy and Poggio, 1984) was prepared for the confer~nce to
stimulate discussion' the other, "On the Future of the UCR Program: Proceedings of
the Belmont Confer~nce" (June 1984), records the proceedings of the conference.
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management and administrative data.
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SUMMARY
The Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is the nation's primary source of information about reported crimes and
arrests.
Every month nearly 16,000 law enforcement agencies submit reports
summarizing, by type of crime, the number of offenses, arrests, and clearances that
occurred in their jurisdiction during the month. Once a year the FBI releases a
summary of this information in a publication entitled Crime in the United States.
Begun as a voluntary reporting activity more than fifty years ago by the
Committee on Uniform Records of the International Association of Chiefs of Police,
the UCR program was soon transferred to the FBI. Since then, it has remained
fundamentally unchanged except for a steadily increasing number of contributing
agencies, now covering 97 percent of the U.S. population, and the development of
state UCR programs which receive and process the data before sending it to the FBI.
While UCR data have been widely used by law enforcement agencies,
researchers, government policy makers, and the media, many criticisms of the
program have arisen from the same sources. Many think the system needs to be
expanded to cover a wider range of offense types and provide more detailed
information on the nature of criminal incidents. Some indicate that the system needs
to provide greater analytic flexibility, while others suggest that published reports
should have more analysis and interpretation. Many question the accuracy of UCR
data. UCR statistics appear to disagree in some ways from those of related sources,
such as the National Crime Survey, but the form of UCR data prevents meaningful
comparison or reconciliation between different crime series. At the same time, data
processing capabilities of state programs and large police and sheriffs' agencies have
begun to outpace the antiquated methods of the UCR national program. Based on the
extensive criticism and the rapidly changing data processing environment, the IACP
three times called for a review of the UCR program. In response, the Bureau of
Justice Statistics and the Federal Bureau of Investigation formed a joint task force,
which in 1982 contracted with Abt Associates Inc. to determine what, if any, changes
should be made to the current national UCR program.
The study encompassed all aspects of the program, including its objectives
and intended user audience, data items, reporting mechanisms, quality control,
publicatjnn~
'1 user services, and relationships with other criminal justice data
system~.
/' _ ~port presents the study's recommendations for a new national UCR
program.
The study relied on extensive outreach to obtain the views of all interested
parties. A Steering Cummittee composed of leading criminal justice researchers and
practitioners (see Acknowledgments) regularly reviewed the study's progress, as did
the Joint UCR Committee of the International Association of Chiefs of Police and the
National Sheriffs' Association. Moreover, we solicited the views of collectors and
users of UCR data through site visits and survey;.; of law enforcement agencies and
state UCR programs, interviews with criminal justice researchers, and a national
The law enforcement agency survey drew 34-00
conference of UCR experts.
responses. From all these sources a remarkable consensus emerged on desirable
improvements to be made.
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Table 1
COHPARISON OF CURRENT AND RECOI-fI!ENDED UCR SYSTEMS

,,

,,

Recommended system

Overview of the Recommended UCR System
The proposed new UCR program differs from the existing one in two
fundamental ways. First, rather than sending only monthly summary statistics to, the
National Program, state or local agencies will submit individual records for each
incident and each arrest that occurred during the month. This conversion to unitrecord reporting provides the flexibility that was needed to incorporate'additional
data elements into the system, and it will enhance the accuracy and usefulness of
UCR data. Second, two levels of reporting will be established: most contributors will
pruvide basic offense and arrest information similar to that currently reported, while
a comparatively small sample of agencies will report much :nore extensive
information. All large agencies will be expected to participate in the second reporting
level, together with a nationally representative sample of smaller agencies. Two-level
reporting meets the needs for increased depth and scope of regional and national
statistics about crime while minimizing the burden imposed on contributors and
agencies that process the data.

Characteristic
Target percentage of
agencies
Type of reporting

2

Level II
component

100

93-97

3-7

summary

unit-record

unit-record

criminal homicide.
ford ble rape. robbery.
assault. burglary.
larceny-theft.
motor-vehicle theft.
and arson

Offense types for
which offense data
are collected

Handling of attempted
crimes

,

included in countSj
not distinguished from
actual (com%leted)
crimes
yes

Use of Hierarchy Rule

In addition to the changes shown in Table 1, the proposed new system
includes improvements in procedures for assuring the quality of UCR data, an
expanded series of publications, enhanced analysis capabilities and user services, and
better compatibility with National Crime Survey data and Offender-Based Transaction
Statistics. Details of the changes are given in the itemized discussions of the
recommendations, in the sections that follow.

Equally important, the enhanced UCR program will reestablish the leadership
of the national UCR program in the continued development of state and local crime
reporting. The tools and descriptive publications developed for the national program,
and the loca.l police information systems and software needed to support them~ could

Level I
component

"

Table 1 summarizes the distinctions between the two levels of reporting (in
the columns labeled Level I and Level II components) and compares them with the
current system. Aside from the change to submitting individual records of incidents
and arrests, Level I reporting .is substantially the same as the present UCR program:
only minor changes are proposed in the types of offenses reported to the national
program, the definitions of offenses, and the detailed data elements. Level II
reporting is expanded to cover many types of offenses not previously included in the
UCR program, over twenty new data items will be added for each offense, and
additional information about Level II component agencies and their jurisdictions will
be collected annually. Nearly all the information planned for inclusion in Level II
reporting is already collected by major city, county, and state agencies with advanced
crime data processing capabilities.

The benefits of the new system will be readily apparent to legislators and
other government officials, members of the public, criminal justice researchers, the
media, and the contributing law enforcement agencies. The recommended UCR
system will provide law enforcement and the public with a far more compelling and
accurate local, regional, and national statistics on crime conditions and the activities
of law enforcement agencies in relation to crime. It will permit UCR information to
be combined with information from other sources, thereby presenting a more complete
picture of crime and the criminal justice system's respoo§e to crime than ever before
possible. This will include the ability to identify the actual extent of injury and loss
and the risk of victimization, to distinguish crimes that are preventable and defensible
through police action, and to identify the circum5. fances of crimes and hence the
potential for defensive actions by th\;, ;public and polid~.

Current system

s
criminal homicide.
forcible sexual
offense. robbery.
assault. burglary.
larcent-theft. ruotorvehicle theft.
and arson

all offenses

include in ccunts:
distinguish from
actual crimes

include in countsj
distinguish from
actual crimes

nr,'''~

no c

Classification of
offense

Part I and Part II
offenses as
defined by the
UCR Program

current Part I
definitions.
wIth sharper definitions of aggravated
assault and rape
category broadened
to include all
forcible sexual
offensesj refined
Part II definitions

current Part I
definitions.
with sharper definitions of aggravate~
assault and rape category broadened to
include all forcible
sexual offenses;
refined Part II
definitions; detailed data allow
alternative classifications as well

Collection of
detailed incident
data

limited

limited. but including
type of victim
(individual. business.
or other) and res ident/nonresident
status

extensive. including
victim type. victim
charscteristics.
vi.ctim-offender
relationship. use of
force/weapon. type of
weapon, nature/extent
of injury. dsy of
week/time of day.
type of location.
resident/nonresident status of
victim

no

yes

yes

number of employees;
populatior. size

number of employeesj
population-at-risk
data

extensive set of
cha racteris tics

Cross-referencing of
to

~!~::~:doffenses

Agency and jurisdictional
characteristics

:'r
I,

I

I

l

\
aNeglig~nt

manslaughter i.s excluded.

bExcept for attempted rapes and attempted forcible entry ~or burglar ?sj attempted homicides are counted
as aggravated assaults.
cExcept'to determine the primary offense. which 1s recorded first.
dAn offense is cleared by arrest when at least one person 1s arrested. charged with commission of the
offense. and turned over to the court for prosecution.
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readily be extended so that local departments or state agencies could provide detailed
information on the extent and nature of crime risks in local neighborhoods. In fact, a
significant benefit and use of this expanded data base would be in local crime
prevention and avoidance (e.g., local crime watch programs). The more extensive data
can and should permit police to furnish citizens with basic knowledge about the quality
of life in their neighborhoods, thus fostering community crime prevention and
avoidance programs and enhancing police/community relations.
.
Finally, the system is inherently flexible. It maintains a basic consistency
with the current system, allowing continued understanding of trends over time, while
vastly increasing our understanding of crime conditions. It permits different users to
count ar:d categorize crimes in ways they find meaningful, to collect additional
information in response to emerging issues without requiring permanent or costly
changes to routine data collection practices, and to explore a myriad of details about
crime and law enforcement. It can readily be tailored by state and local agencies to
meet their special needs for crime data or crime analysis.
RePorting Levels and Format
The two fundamental changes to the UCR system -- conversion to a twolevel, unit record reporting system -- are reflected in the following
recommendations. (Recommendations are numbered according to the chapter in which
they appear in the report.)
Recommendation 3.1:

Recommendation 4.1:

Recommendation 1.;..2:

o

Convert the UCR system to a two-level reporting
system under which most agem:':;.l"s report basic
offense and a~rest information sImilar to that
currently reported, while a comparatively small
sample of agencies report much more extensive
information.
Convert the entire UCR system to unit-record
reportinB in which local law enforcement agencies
submit reports on each individual criminal incident.
Convert the entire UCR system .to unit-record
reporting in which local law enforcement agencies
submit reports on each individual arrest.

Level I reporting assures that basic statistics are available for all
jurisdictions, while Level II reporting provides much more detailed information about
regional and national crime patterns.
The conversion to unit-record reporting has far-reaching implications. It
provides the flexibility needed for nearly all the recomrpendations that follow, greatly
enhances the usefulness of the data collected by the UCR program, and is expected to
increase substantially the accuracy of the data.

------

Level I Reporting
The nine recommendations discussed in this section cover the changes that
are proposed for data elements in Level I reporting. Some of them, as noted, apply
also to Level II reporting.
Recommendation 5.1:
(Level I on~~'

Retain data collection for Part I offenses only, but
eliminate negligent manslaughter altogether and
broaden the rape category to include all forcible
sexual offenses in Part I.

The original designers of the UCR selected relatively few crimes--called
Part I crimes--for which the National Program collected information on the number of
offenses. The basic criteria used to select these Part I crimes were the seriousness of
the crime, the similarity of rates of occurrence throughout all geographic regions of
the country, the frequency of occurrence, and the likelihood of coming to the
attention of police. The current list of Part I crimes (criminal homicide, forcible
rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft, motor-vehicle theft, and
arson) is similar to that established in 1930.
Some have criticized the inclusion of petty larceny, negligent manslaughter,
and arson as Part I offenses, and the exclusion of serious crimes such as sexual
offenses (other than rape), child abuse, drug offenses, terrorism, kidnapping,
blackmail, and extortion.
Petty larceny is distinguished from grand larceny using thresholds for the
value of property stolen such as $100 or $250. However, the threshold used varies
from state to state and has changed over time. Although petty larceny indeed appears
not to meet the criteria for inclusion as a Part I offense, we recommend retaining
collection of petty larceny data. No unJ!orm national cut-off point between petty and
grand larceny can be easily established, and collecting data only for grand larceny
would create many problems of adjusting crime data for inflation.
Data about negligent manslaughter are included in the current UCR program
only as an edit check for homicide data, and the National Center for Health Statistics
has information on negligent manslaughter thought to be at least as accurate as the
UCR data. For these reasons, and to avoid unnecessary burdens on contributors, we
recommend discontinuing the collection of negligent manSlaughter data.
The inclusion of arson, designated a Part I offense in response to a
congressional mandate, is controversial. The survey conducted for this study showed
that a slender majority of police support its continued inclusion. Although arson coes
not meet most of the stated criteria for Part r offenses (especially because its
detection depends heavily on investigative practice), the seriousness of the crime has
triggered demands for better data. Thus, we do not recommend a change to the statL~s
quo, which would require a reversal of the congressional mandate.
We have recommended that the current Part I rape offense category be
broadened to include all forcible sexual offenses in order to respond to the
contemporary demand for better and expanded data in this crime category. In
addition to female rape, VCR reporting will include rape by instrumentation, rape of
males, and other sexual assaults. A code would be used to indicate the type of
5
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forcible sexual offense, one code indicating (nonstatutory) rape of females in order to
permit continuity with past data.
No other changes are proposed to the categories of crimes to be included in
Level I reporting. Serious Part II offenses need not be included, because they will be
adequa~ely c~vered b~ the Level II ~omponent. Level II data will satisfy public needs
f<:r natlOn~1 mformatlon on all serIOUS offenses and will also provide local agencies
wIth a basls of comparison for their own statistics. Level I agencies that so desire
could collect Part II offense information and compare their Part II rates with national
or regional rates or with rates of similar jurisdictions participating in the Level II
component.
Recommendation 5.2:
(Levels I and II)

Distinguish attempted from completed offenses.

. .. The ~urre~t UCR system's handling of attempted offenses is frequently
CritIcIzed. It IS an lssue both of data collection and of analysis and presentation. The
current. reporting system disting~ishes completed from attempted rape and completed
burglaries from attempted forcIble entries; attempted homicides are classified as
aggravated assaults. Attempts are not distinguished for other Part I offenses but are
~ncluded in the crime counts along with crimes actually committed. Perhaps the most
Im~ortant. consequence is that the resulting crime statistics give the impression that
seriOUS Crime occurs m~)fe frequently than" it actually does. Seventy-five percent of
law enforcement agenCIes agreed that attempted crimes should be reported separately
from actual ones, and we concur.
Recommendation 5.3:
(Levels I and II)

Report other distinct offenses occurring within a
criminal incident, in addition to the most serious
offense as determined by the Hierarchy Rule;
retain the Hierarchy Rule to determine the most
serious offense for each victim within a criminal
incident.

.
Accor~ing to the Hierarchy Rule used in the current system, only the most
senous offense Involved in a criminal incident is reported. If, in one lincident, a man.is
murdered, a woman is raped, and both are robbed, only the homicidel is reported. The
need for such a rule stemmed from the inherent limitations of a SlJmmary reporting
system.
~his :ul~ ha~ b.een heavily criticized. Those \vho object to the Hierarchy
~ule con~lder It slmpllstlc to count only the most serious offense, noting that it loses

mformatlOn, obscures the actual number of offenses reported, and hides the
co.n~ection between loss and injury offenses. Those who support the rule consider it
cntical to be able to characterize a given criminal event in a clear and simple way.
.'Z.

Police departments are rather sharply divided in their views on the Hierarchy
Rule. One quarter prefer retaining the rule in its present form. On the other hand,
more than half of departments think that no hierarchy rule should be used--all cpunts
of each offense for each victim should be tallied. (The remainder prefer a
modifica tion to the current rule.)
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We recommend that all offenses for each victim involved in a criminal
incident be reported. By virtue of the flexibility of a unit-record system, this can be
accomplished without diminishing the ability to provide a simple and unambiguous
classification of Q. criminal event.
Recommendation 5.4:
(Levels I and II)

Redefine aggravated assault more explicitly in
terms of the use of weapons and the extent of
injury.

A frequently-raised issue concerning the current classification of offenses is
the difficulty and ambiguity in distinguishing aggravated from simple assault,
According to the UCR Survey, more than half of law enforcement agencies agree that
"aggravated assault should be defined in terms of actual injury without regard to
intent," and another 19 percent neither agree nor disagree with the statement. We
recommend that an assault be defined as aggravated if either a weapon is present or
the victim sustains injuries involving broken bones, loss of teeth, internal injuries, or
loss of consciousness.
Recommendation 5.5:

Collect additional information about homicides.

For homicides, agencies currently submit the Supplementary Homicide
Report (SHR), a unit record containing information about the crime, the victim, the
offender(s), the victim-offender relationship, the weapons used, and a narrative
description of the circumstances of the homicide. Because of its importance, we
recommend that additional information be collected for homicides. Specifically, we
recommend that Level I agencies report, for every homicide, the data elements that
are reported by Level II agencies for offenses generally. Thus, all agencies would
report information not currently collected on type of location, time of day, and Zip
code of victim, as well as all of the data elements currently collected on the SHR. In
addition, we recommend coding circumstances at the local level where the most
detailed information about the incident is available. Making the coded data available
for research would greatly facilitate analyses involving the circumstances of
homicide.
Recommendation 5.6:
(Levels land II)

Distinguish among crimes against businesses,
crimes against individuals or households, and crimes
against other entities.

Currently, no distinction is made between incidents in which the victim is an
individual (or household) and incidents in Which the victim is a commercial
establishment. Such information is necessary for understanding the nature of local,
state, and national crime patterns and also for reconciling UCR with National Crime
Survey data. Two-thirds of all local law enforcement agencies support such a change,
and most of the remainder are neutral. Further, this distinction is generally quite
simply made. Thus, we recommend distinguishing among crimes against businesses,
crimes against individuals or households, and crimes against other entities (such as
public buildings).
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Recommendation 5.7:
(Levels I and II) "

Distinguish crimes against residents of a
jurisdiction from crimes against nonresidents, in
order to be able to adjust for large influxes of
nonresidents either as daytime business populations
or as tourists.

An issue frequently raised by law enforcement agencies in jurisdictions with
large tourist populations is the resulting inflation of their crime rates as a result of
the influx of tourists; a similar argument can be made for cities with large daytime
business populations. The problem arises because crime rates are calculated as the
ratio of crimes reported in a jurisdiction to the resident population ~ize. Thus, while
the numerator includes reported crimes against nonresidents, the denominator
excludes nonresidents. To address this issue, we recommend including a data element
indicating (he victim's resident/nonresident status and computing resident crime rates
in which only residents are included in both numerator and denominator.
Recommendation 5.8:
(Levels I and II)

Collect value of property stolen by dollar value and
provide for the value to be indicated as missing for
cases in which it is not known.

To increase the accuracy of clearance statistics as well as expand the
possible analysis of such data, we recommend that, for each reported arrest record,
the corresponding incident number(s) be shown. Fur.ther, '!'Ie r~co.mmend that, for e~ch
exceptional clearance, a separate record b~ submitted IdentifYIng ~h~ correspondIng
incident number and the basis of the exceptlOnal clearance (e.g., sUlcLde of offenders
or deathbed confession).
These recommendations, together with the recomm~n~ation for un~t-reco~d
reporting, should increa~e the re~iabil~ty ?f cleara~ce statistics and clarify their
interpretation. By mergIng data flles, I~ wdl be possible t? assure that no more than
one clearance is recorded for any particular reported cnme. Clearances .could no
longer be claimed for crimes not reported. The number of clearances claimed per
arrest could be tabulated and analyzed. Analysts could examine the extent to which
multiple arrests are made for single crimes and the extent to which arrests for one
kind of crime (e.g., possession of burglar's tools) are used to clear .other types of
crimes (e.g., robberies, burglaries, and larcenies). Submission of exceptlOnal clearance
records would allow examination of the reasons for such clearances and the extent to
which they are used. It also would likely reduce any misuse of this category.
Level II Reporting

Value of property stolen is currently collected in three broad categories;
however, exact dollar values are needed to complete total values in these categories
as well as 11 property class categories and 28 offense class categories. Because many
have questioned the accuracy of property value data, consideration was given to either
eliminating collection of this element entirely or collecting it in categories. The
former was rejected because it was thought important to have some informa.tion,
albeit imperfect, on the extent of losses suffered. The latter was rejected because it
was considered advantageous to have data collection under Levels I and II as parallel
as possible, and collection of exact dollar values is necessary under Level II for several
reasons.
Unit-record reporting makes it possible to provide specifically for missing
property values. In this way, the extent of missing values would be known and
adjustments could be made.
Recommendation 5.9:
(Levels I and II)

Record related incident numbers on each arrest
report and submit reports on exceptional
clearances, in order to increase the accuracy of
clearance data.

While the Level I component, like the current UCR system, will provide
crime statistics on virtually all local law enforcement agen~ie~ in the United ~t~tes, it
provides no information on many offens~ types and o~ly hm~ted datCl: de~cnbmg the
nature of the criminal incidents that are mcluded. AddItIonal mformation IS needed to
provide a more comprehensive view of the incidence of crime in this country as we.ll
as a means for examining the nature of crime generally. The Level II component IS
designed to provide this information.
The primary objectives of the Level II component are twofold:
• to provide national and regional estimates of the incidence of
all crimes reported to the police and of the nature and
circumstances of crimes, victims, and offenders; and
• to provide crime statistics on b~th indi~idual. a8~ncies and
representative groups of agencies, ~vhlch Indlvl~ual l~w
enforcement agencies can use as a baSIS for companson With
their own statistics.
Recommendation 6.1:

Clearance data are often viewed as among the least reliable information in
the UCR data. (A crime is "cleared" when at least one person is arrested, charged
with commission of the offense, and turned over to a court for prosecution.)
Clearance rates may vary widely across law enforcement agencies, across divisions
within a single agency, or over time in a single agency, without reflecting any
meaningful differences in performance.
Further, most observers believe that
clearance reporting is easily manipulated through management actions. As a result,
clearance statistics are not q.ccepted as valid performance measures by many
knowledgeable users of UCR datl3..

Seek participation in the Level II component from
all agencies serving populations in excess of
100,000 and a sample of at least .300 smaller
agencies.

One of the key features of the proposed Level II component is its ability to
provide accurate national and regional estimates whil~ bei~g implemen~ed by a
relatively small fraction of agencies. The Level II agencies ~Ill be chosen In su~h a
way that their crime statistics are national~y ..and reglOnally representative.
Participation in the Level II componen~ shoul~ Initially ~e sought from all of the
approximately 300J::Jty and county agencies servIng populations over 100,000 and from
9
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Table 2
RECOHHENDED LIST OF DATA ELEHEHTS FOR LEVEL II COMPONENT
Incident/Offense Record

a sample of at least 300 other agencies. Because of the concentrNion of offenses in
large jurisdictions, these agencies would report more than one-harf of all offenses in
the United States. Level n data will yield national and regional estimates that could
be used by all law enforcement age'1cies for comparisons with their own statistics.
Estimates will also be made by jurisdiction size. Crime statistics for agencies
participating in the Level II component will be available individually, so that
nonparticipating agencies might be able to compare their crime statistics directly
with those of a particular participating agency of their choice.
Recommendation 6.2:
(Level II only)

*
*
*
~

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

Collect Part II, as well as Part I, offense data and
use more detailed offense-type categories than the
current categories.

*

*
*

*

*
*

**

A second fundamental difference between the Level I and Level II
components is the collection of counts of offenses for Part II as well as Part I
offenses. While we have not recommended changes for the Level I component in this
regard, we recommend collection of counts for all Part II offenses in the Level II
component.

*
*

Further, we recommend that the offense type categories used be more
detailed than the current Part II categories. In particular, many of the offense types
included in the existing miscellaneous category should be given separate categories
(e.g., kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, and bribery). Also, some of the existing
categories might be broken down into more detailed categories (e.g., illegal manufac
ture of deadly weapons might be distinguished from illegal carrying of deadly
weapons).

*

*

Agency identifier'(UR! ~Ide)
Incident number
Additional offense records indicator a
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Primary offense type
Offense status (comple e/attempted/unfounded)
Secondary offense type
Date of incident
Circumstance code (homicides only)(e.g., barroom brawl, lover's quarrel, drunkenness,
revenge, etc.)c
Time of incident
Location type (e.g., private residence, gas station, convenience store, etc.)
Type of forcible sexual offense (rape of female/rape of male/rape by instrumentation/etc.) ,
Type of theft (e.B., pocket-picking, purse-snatching, shoplifting)
Number of premises entered
Method of entry (forcible/unlawful without use of force/attempted forcible)
Type of property loss (noneltheatli:lamaged/other)
Type of property stolen/damaged
Number of vehicles stolen
In-use status (for arson only)
Value of property stolen/damaged e (dollar value)
Value of property recovered (dollar value)
Victim type (individual/business/other)
Number of vicfiims
Age of victim
Race of victiwb
Sex of victim
Ethnicity of victim b
Resident status of victim (full-time resident/part-time resident/nonresident)
Use of force/weapon (e.g., handgun, rifle, knife, strongarm, etc.)
Nature and extent of injury (e.g., death, broken bones, internal injuries, loss of teeth,
etc.) ,
Zip code of victim
Number of offengefs
Age of offender '
Race of 'offende&b,f
Sex of offender ,f
Ethnicity of offenderb,f
Relationship of victim to offender b • f
Clearance status (not cleared/cleared by arrest/cleared exceptionally)
Juvenile clearance status
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Arrest Record

Recommendation 6.3:
(Level II only)

*
*
*

Collect detailed incident data describing the nature
of the criminal incident, including victim and
offender characteristics, victim-offender
\1 relationship, use of force, nature and extent of
\\injury, and type of location.

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Table 2 lists our recommendations for data elements to be included in the
Level II component. A fundamental feature of the Level II component is the incltmion
of detailed incident data describing the nature of the criminal incident and the
characteristics of the victim.

*

Exceptional Clearance Record

*

*
*

Users of UCR data strongly suppoit the inclusion of such detailed data.= In
the survey of law enforcement agencies, 76 to 90 percent of agencies indicated they
found these data to be useful.

*
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Agency identifier (OR! code)
Identification number for the clearance record
Incident number of case cleared (if different from identification number)
Basis for clearance (codes 1 _1;0 10 in UCR Handbook, p. 10)

*Asterisk indicates inclusion 1n Level I component.

Most notable among the recommended elements are the array of victim characteristics--the victim's age, race, sex, and ethnic origin and the victim's relationship
to the offender. This information is critical to those interested in examining offenses
against particular sub populations such as children or the elderly.
Also recommended for inclusion are elements describing the nature of any
confrontation between victim and offender--use of force and/or weapon, type of
weapon, and extent of injury. This information is necessary to understand the extent

Agency identifier (OR! code)
Identification number of the arrest record
Corresponding incident number(s) (if different from identification number)
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Type of arrest (taken into custody/cited/summoned)
Level of arrest (felony/misdemeanor/etc.)g
Primary offense type
Secondary offense type b
Date of arrest
Age of arrestee
Race of arrestee
Sex of arrestee
Ethnlcicy of arrestee
'
Police disposition (for juvenile)(codes 1 to S in ucit'" Handbook, p. 62)

aIndicates whether an additional record exists for this incident.
bRepeat up to some maximum number.
cA narrative description of the circumstsnces of homicide would also be submitted.

dlncludes vehicle type a~d arson property class;!.fication 8S in UCR Handbook.
e
.
~
f l~cludes recovery of itocally stolen propert)' recovered by any jurisdiction.
As repClrted by victim ''or
!

l

~'itness.

gThe coding must'"lloIJ for arrests that will later be determined to be n felony or misdemeanor,
and for distinguishing between fingerprintable and other arrests,
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?f vi~len~e.
Together with victim-offender relationship data, it will enable
mvestigation of the nature of the interaction between victim and offender--analyses
never before possible with UCR data.
Sever~l other elements are also included. Some, such as time of day
date, fror:n ~hI~h. day of week ca~ be derived, describe details of the incident.
code of. vIctIm I~ mc~uded .to permIt ge.ographic analyses of crime as, for example,
proportIO,n . of Crime In major metropolItan areas perpetrated against residents of
central cItIes.

and
Zip
the
the

, . Two important <:lasses of data elements are not included--elements
desc.nbmg the extent to WhIC~ drugs were involved in the offense and elements useful
partIcularly to local operatIons. In spite of their importance, the former were
excluded because of the su?jective judgments often required (e.g., determining
whether an offender was usmg drugs). Instead, we urge that special studies be
undertaken at the earliest opportunity to develop better methods of understanding the
e~tent ~nd natur~ of drug-related crime. Data ~lements useful for local operations
wIll be mc~uded In the system design, with particular items chosen at the option of
local agencIes.
Recommendation 6.4:
(Level II only)

..

Collect data periodically describing the
characteristics and policies of each reporting law
enforcement agency and assemble these data
together with demographic, socioeconomic, and
physical characteristics of the jurisdiction, which
should be obtained from other sources such as the
U.S. Census Bureau.

populations in excess' of 10,000 and a, sample of sma~ler agencies. ?till other state
programs might ask only those agencIes selected nationally. to submIt Level II data,
but would be willing to collect these data from local agencIes. In all three of these
cases the state program would process the data for state use and forward it to the
natio~al level as well. Some other states might be unwilling to process Level II data
at all. In these states~ Level II data would be sent directly to the National Program.
Likewise, in states without state UCR programs, data from local law enforcement
agencies would be sent directly to the National Program. Ideally, all states would
eventually operate under one of the first two options so that state-level estimates
would be available nationwide.
Quality Assurance
Four key findings emerge from review of UCR audit and quality assurance
procedures at the federal, state, and local levels. Fir~t, ~ccurate and consistent
reporting is essential to the UCR Program. Second, there IS WIdespread concern about
the accuracy of UCR data--concern that is shared,by the FBI, state ~CR pr~gram~,
local law enforcement agencies, researchers, and otner UCR users. Third, despite thIS
concern, nobody knows how accurate UCR data actually are, which seriously
compromises th~ir utility and authority. Fourth, the UCR program can overcome
these problems through a program of increased quality assurance.
Recommendation 7.1:
(Levels I and II)

Institute routine, ongoing audits of samples of
participating UCR agencies in order to establish
the ~xtent of error in the system on a continuing
basis.

~evel II ,data will be substantially more useful if characteristics of

par~Icipatmg agencIes and the jurisdictions they serve are readily available from the

NatIonal UCR Program. We have recommended that agency characteristics, such as
agenc>: type, number of employees by rank~ gender and fUll-time status, annual
oper~tmg budget, type of shift assignment, and use of formal case screening, be
obtamed .b>: an. annual. survey of law enforcement agencies.
Data on these
charact.enstics Will permIt. observation of changes in police practice over time and
~0f!1p~n~ons among a&en~IeS in similar jurisdictions.
We also recommend that
JunsdictIOnal charactenstics, such as demographic composition, land area, number of
househo~ds! number of cars, and number of commercial establishments, be assembled
from eXisting sourc~s to compute population-at-ri~k crime rates (e.g., rapes per 10,000
females and burglanes per household) and to examme sources of variation in crime and
arrest rates due, for example, to changes in demographic composition.
Recommendation 6.5:

Design the National Program to allow for a variety
of levels of state program participation in Level II.

Some states with UCR programs might want all agencies within the state to
collect ~evel II-type da~a. Other state programs wanting to make accurate statelev~l estImates, but lack:ng the. r~sources to include all agencies, might augment the
nat.Ional sample of agencIes suffICIently to enable them to prepare desired state-level
estImates. Such a state-level sample might include, for example, .all agencies serving

We have recommended that state and national programs routinely audit local
agencies, using procedures developed by the International Association of Chief of
Police (with certain modifications). The principal purpose would be to measure the
extent of error in reported offenses, clearances, and arrests, although the use of
audits might also encourage agencies to report honestly and accurately. O~ly onequarter of departments responding to the la w enforcem~nt agency sU,rvey. disagr~ed
with a statement that contributing agencies should be audIted on a confIdentIal baSIS.
Recommendation 7.2:
(Levels I and II)

Develop a code of professional standards for
reporting systems.

The National Program has long provided agencies with descriptions
of basic record systems and procedures for compiling of UCR reports. We
recommend that such descriptions be formalized by the National Program, in
conjunction with the International Association of Chiefs of Police an~ the
National Sheriffs' Associa,tion, in the development of a code of professIonal
standard~ for reporting systems together with a timetable for adoption by
local agencies.
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(Levels I and II)
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Develop improved feedback to agencies through
self-administered proficiency tests, periodic
reports on common audit errors, and regular reports
to individual agencies on the extent of edit
discrepancies in their UCR submissions.

The National UCR Program could "improve the quality of UCR data through
increased training and review, building on current quallty assurance procedures.
Specifically, we recommend that the National Program offer a basic UCR test, to be
self-administered by local agency staff, machine-graded by the National Program, and
the results returned to the local agency. We also recommend that the National
Program offer update quizzes, which could be scored by local agencies themselves to
test staff proficiency. Third, we recommend issuing periodic reports on common
errors and problems that are identified in agency audits. Finally, the National
Program, in collaboration with state programs, should periodically provide locq.l
agencies with analyses of their errors as identified in edits performed at the state and
national levels.
Recommendation 7.4:
-u=evels I and II)

Strengthen state UCR program quality assurance,
including expansion of local agency audits
conducted by state programs.

Since their inception, state programs have played a key role in quality
assurance. We recommend continuing and expanding this role. First, state programs,
by their nature, can undertake much more extensive data cleaning than could the
National Program, querying reporting agencies to resolve apparent errors. Second,
state programs can detect the need for and offer training in problem areas particular
to the state, most obviously those resulting from idiosyncrasies of the state's penal
code. Finally, state programs should also conduct audits much more frequently than
they do now. Indeed, state program staff should probably conduct most of the routine
audits discussed in Recommendation 7.1.
Relationships with Other Data Systems

be continued and enhanced, rather than compro-

mised to achieve face comparability.
The proposed new UCR Program will not, in itself, substitute for the types of
information that are now provided by the NCS and OBTS systems. We have
consequently recommended that these three programs be developed as complementary
systems providing criminal justice statistics for multiple purposes.
Recommendation 8.2:

Structure the UCR and NCS data so as to permit
reconciliation of the two.

The UCR data structures described earlier have been designed to permit a
high degree of reconciliation with National Crime Sur~ey data. To the ext~nt that
both the UCR and the NCS cover the same crimes agamst the same populatlc:ns, we
have assured that the new UCR data will make it possible to ascertain the estImated
count of crimes that would presumably be counted according to the rules of the NCS,
and the count of crimes that would presumably appear only in the UCR. For example,
presently anaiysts can say that the UCR counts ~ore automobile ~hefts than does the
NCS because the UCR includes thefts of automoblles owned by busmesses; they cann?t
determine separately the number of thefts of business automobiles, a figure that WIll
be known in the future UCR system.
Each of the recommended changes is desirable from the perspective of the
UCR system alone. The features of the proposed new.system which als? serve the
purpose of reconciling the UCR and NCS data structures mclude the followmg:
• distinguishing commercial victimizations from personal and
household crimes;
• clarifying the separation between simple and aggravated
assault;
• including greater information about victims and allowing for
dC\ta about multiple victims in a single incident; and

The Uniform Crime Reporting system collects information about police
operations--the crimes reported to the police and the arrests made by the police. A
complete criminal justice information system clearly requires more. Additional data
are obtained from the National Crime Survey (NCS), which turns to households to
determine the extent of unreported crime and to collect detailed information on
victims, and from various Offender-Based Transaction Statistics (OBTS) systems,
which draw together arrest, prosecution, and court disposition and sentencing information. The following recommendations are concerned with the relationships between
UCR and these other data systems.
Recommendation 8.1:

---

Develop the UCR, the NeS, and OBTS systems as
independent programs providing complementary
criminal justice statistics for multiple purposes.
The strengths of each of these data systems should

• distinguishing burglary with and without theft.
Recommendation 8.3:

Develop data structures and associated aud~t
procedures with an eye toward eventual analytIC
integration of the estimation of crime rates and
trends from UCR and NCS data.

The strategy of integrating the NCS and UCR ..da~a sources, ~ot
recommended for the immediate future, differs from reconclllatlC"'l. IntegratlOn
would entail using data from both sources together to produce uni~iedesti.mates of the
volume of crime in various categories. Possible methods for mtegratmg the data
sources have not yet been sufficiertly developed, in our view, to justify near-term
plans for publishing integrated figures. However, the. new UCR data structure~ ~nd
associated audit procedures should be developed wlth an eye toward permIttmg
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development and eventual implementation of methods for integrating the c·).iculations
of crime rates and trends. Much confusion about the interpretation of crime statistics
would be alleviated if the federal government could generate and publish estimates of
crime rates that are compatible with the data from both UCR and NCS.
Recommendation 8.4:

Design the UCR system to allow linkage of police
records to the prosecution and court records
collected by OBTS systems.

Information on dispositions is important as a measure of arrest effectiveness
and as a key variable for evaluating the effect of law enforcement on rates of
criminal activity.

, \
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We recommend that the UCR system be designed to enable case-by-case
linkage between police .' ~..' ense and arrest records and OB TS prosecution and
disposition data. These Jlilkages would be made by researchers, and are not now
recommended as part of the ongoing compilation of UCR files. The collection of
arrest identification numbers, corresponding offense identification numbers for
arrests, and the level of arrest (felony/misdemeanor/fingerprintable, etc.) will support
this objective. Furth~r,even without linking any records, collecting information on
the level of arrest would enable meaningful comparisons to be made between UCR and
OBTS aggregate data. For example, the UCR count of felony arrests for theft could
be compared with the number of convictions for felony theft from OBTS.
Publications, Analyses, and User Services
Police, researchers, and other UCR users all expressed the need for more
explanatory and interpretive discussion in Crime in the United States. Police pointed
to the need to identify comparable local jurisdictions and to discuss differences in
crime rates and clearances; researchers pointed to such issues as the need to
document the reporting populations covered by various published tables and from year
to year, in order to aid comparisons across published tables and over time.
Recommendation 9.1:

1

1

i

I
;

Currently, the major publications of UCR data are Crime in the United
States and similar compilations of state-level information by state UCR programs.
The proposed new UCR system offers opportunities for much more extensive and
~omplex tabulations and analyses. We .recommen~ a series of six publications taking
mto. a~count the ne~d to ser,:,e a varIety of audlences; the need to provide crime
statlstlCs at the natIonal, reglOnal, and local level; differences in data availability
betwe~n Levels ~ and II; the need to provide both factual information and guidance
as to mterpretatlon; and the need to establish a limited set of standard publicatfons
while providing a vehicle for special reports.
'
Series 1. The first series will provide a broad overview of crime in the
United States. Recognizing that this is the only series man v readers would consult we
recommend greater use of both statistical analysis and interpretive narrative th~n in
the current Crime in the United States. This series will improve upon the national and
regional information in Crime in the United States by including analyses of victim
characteristics, extent of injury and loss, and location, ba!.>ed on estimates from Level
II data.
Series 2.'~he second series will be quarterly press releases based on reports
from Level II agencles. Largely factual tabulations with only minor commentary the
press releases would include current quarter and year-to-date counts and rates fo; the
major crime categories used in the Series I report, and comparisons with past years.
. Serie~ 3. a~d ~. The third a~d fourth ~eri~s will provide listings of data for
agencles and JUrISdlctlOns. The SerIes 3 publlcatlOn would be a listing of offense
cou.n ts , clea~anc~s, and arrests for all jurisdictions, using Level I-type data. The
Senes 4 publlcatlons would be computer-generated printouts containing more detailed
information about individual agencies or jurisdictions than the Series 3 publication.
7hese would be ayallable fo~ each jurisdiction or agency, but most recipients would
generally be prOVided the prmtouts for only a small number of jurisdictions of their
choice.
Series 5.
The fifth publication series will be the vehicle for special
analyses. Generally intended for specialists, these reports would rely heavily on Level
II compoilent data and on special studies based on samples of cases. Topics addressed
cOllld range from basic criminological research to policy studies concerning issues at
local, state, or national levels.

Create six publication series, including:

• an annual report that is basically factual but more textual and
interpretive than the current report;

Series 6. The final publication series will document the technical detail for
the other series. It would include, for example, a publication detailing the methods
used to impute missing values in other series.

• quarterly releases of crime counts and trends;
Recommendation 9.2:
• annual compilations of statistics for local jurisdictions, similar
to those currently in Crime in the U.S.;
• a series of computer-generated special reports to individual
agencies or groups of similar agencies;
• a series of occasional publications analyzing special issues about
crime, primarily directed at researchers; and

Issue UCR reports at leust once a year jointly with
a corresponding report from the National Crime
Survey, and occasionally issue joint publications.

.
Currently, Crime In the United States is released separately and on a
dlfferent date from reports of NCS results. Many users of crime statistics, providers
of UCR data, and federal officicds have complained that the uncoordinated release of
findings is confusing and even embarrassing.

• a series to provide for publication of methodological details and
technical documentation.
16
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We recommend that at least annually there be a joint release of separate
publications from the UCR Program and NCS explaining UCR-NCS comparisons;
occasionally, a joint publication should be released describing overall trends for
general readers.
~ecommendation

making these cost estimates, and because .system deve~oI?ment often incurs unforeseen
difficulties, this cost estimate sho~ld be viewed as a minimum.
Whlle developing and implementing the recommended system will require a
substantial commitment of resources, we believe that the benefIts t~ those who use
UCR data, and ultimately to the public, should justify the costs many times over.

9.:'!: Provide a continuing analysis capability for
reconciliation of UCR and NCS data, evaluating
seriousness scoring, and preparing periodic
publications, special studies, and technical

documentation.
The proposed UCR publications clearly require greater ongoing analysis than
is now undertaken to produce Crime in the United States. Analytic capability will also
be needed to carry out a proposed series of studies on the use of seriousness scoring,
and to analyze the relationships and reconcile differences between UCR and NCS
results on a continual basis.
Recommendation 9.4:

Support continued and enhanced user services,
including a user data base with files linked over
time, the capacity to draw samples of offenses for
analysis either by the UCR staff or by outside
researchers, and response to public queries.

User services under the National UCR. Program will support the requests of
Indeed, the
law enforcement, researchers, government entities, and others.
availability of unit records and the increased complexity and detail in the two-level
system is likely to increase both the frequency and the scope of the requested
services.
Implementation and Costs
Implementation of the proposed new UCR system will involve a number of
tasks for each level of the system--local, staJe, and national. For the local level, we
have proposed development of generic systems (both manual and automated), including
prototype incident and arrest report forms and system operating manuals. These
systems could be installed by local agencies, or existing software could be revised.
Local personnel would need to be trained. We have similarly proposed development of
generic (automated) systems for state programs.
.
For the national level, software will be developed to construct and maintain
the data base and to perform analyses. Additional implementation activities include
developing prototype publications, refining the Level II sample, and modifying tr(e
IACP audit procedures as necessary.
.
The estimated costs of implementation, considering only those costs that the
National Program might be expected to fund (in whole or in part), are at least nine
million dollars, not including any costs of installing or revising local-level systems or
training the local agency staff. The estimated costs are expressed entire'lY in 1984
dollars and include no inflation adjustment. Because of uncertainties involved in
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTIC'N
The Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) was begun more than 50 years ago by the International Association
of Chiefs of Police (IACP). The IACP created its Committee on Uniform Crime
Records in 1927. Headed by Commissioner William P. Rutledge of Detroit, with
technical staff funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, the committee developed the
system's reporting rules and forms over the next three years. Actual data collection
was begun by the IACP in January 1930, with participation from agencies in 400
cities. By September 1930, the system had grown to over 800 agencies and was
transferred to the FBI under enabling legislation passed the previous June. By 1933,
some 1,658 police departments, as well as a number of sheriffs' and state police
agencies, were participating in the system.
Since then, the system has grown considerably in coverage and refinement.
By 1938, the system included 4,283 agencies. This figure remained essentially the
same until the first state UCR programs were initiated during the late 1960s. Under
the state programs, participation has grown to almost 16,000 agencies covering
97 percent of the population. Nevertheless, it is still basically the same system that it
was 50 years ago. The Part I (Crime Index) offenses, for which the FBI collects data
on reported incidence, are largely those defined by the original IACP system, although
statutory rape has been dropped and arson added. The 21 categories of Part II crimes,
for which UCR contributors report only arrests, are also largely unchanged.
Collection of data on traffic and parking violations has been discontinued, while
categories have been added for narcotics offenses, vandalism, curfew violations, and
runaways.
The stability of the UCR system is a tribute to the foresight and care of the
original IACP Committee on Uniform Crime Records. While important changes and
extensions have occurred over the past 50 years, the current system would seem
completely familiar, though impressively comprehensive, to a member of the Rutledge
Committee.
What would not be familiar to a visitor from the 1927 committee are the
revolution in data processing capacity and the amount and variety of data collected by
some local departments and state UCR programs for their own purposes. The fact of
the enormous growth in data processing capacity is now so commonplace that it is
sometimes difficult to realize how substantial and how recent this revolution is. The
U.S. Census began using computers in 1951, but this was still basically a card-counting
operation. Computer capacity large enough to allow processing of Census tapes did
not arrive until the 1970 Census. Today, it is apparent that similar processing
capacity will soon be available in desktop personal computers.
Along with this revolution in data storage and processing, criminal justice
information systems have proliferated. Many larger departments are computerized,
with the potential to maintain a wealth of detail on offenses, arrests, police activity,
and manpower. Some state programs have begun to collect data additional to UCR
information, including detailed breakdowns of offense types, victim descriptions, and,
in some cases, individual case record data and disposition and sentencing
information. Other data bases have been constructed based on victimization surveys
and on the compilation of offender-based records that track cases through the
21
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criminal justice system. This development is unquestionably uneven. Indeed, the
variation in the breadth and depth of information from place to place may well be
l~r~er today than. it was, in 1927. The capacity to link different systems is fn',quently
l1mIted or nonexIstent. But the amount of information and its detail have of7rown
enormously.
There ~as also been an expansion in the use of UCR data. Although the
system was desIgned for law enforcement agencies, other users form a significant
portion of today's UCR audience. Researchers, the media, co l11 munity groups, federal,
state, and local governments, and criminal justice practitioners other than law
enforcement officials all now use UCR data.
Recognizing the changes in processing capacity, information collection, and
use of data, the IACP has three times called for review of the UCR system. In
response, the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the FBI formed a joint BJS/FBI Task
Force on Uniform Crime Reporting, which in 1982 contracted with Abt Associates to,
conduct a full-scale review of the UCR system. As developed by the BJS/FBI Task
Force, the study has three phases. Phase I was devoted to an examination of the
original system and the current system. Phase II has examined alternative potential
enhancements to the system, culminating in the recommendations presented in this
report. Followin!5 approvql ?f the recommended changes, Phase III provides for
development and ImplementatIon of the system, including determination of hardware
:equirement~, development of forms, instructions! and software, testing, and, finally,
ImplementatIOn.
The recommendations of this report reflect a remarkable consensus on the
direction for a future UCR program. Indeed, it seems safe to say that they would be
warmly endorsed by the original designers as well. The limitations of the current
'system reflect the limitations of technology at the time of its design.
The
:ecomme.nded system refle~ts the vastly increased capacity of modern police
mformatIOn and data processing systems. It would immediately increase the depth and
scope of the UCR program, providing substantially more accurate and useful
information abo.ut crime in th~ United States and detailing law enforcement agencies'
responses to cnme problems In ways never before possible. It would reestablish the
leadership of the National UCR Program in the continual development of state and
local crime reporting ~ystems. Equally important, by fundamentally revising the
struct~:~ of UCR reporting to reflect improved police information and data processing
capab~lltIes, the ne~ system could be ~mplemented without overburdening contributing
agencIes and would Indeed lay the basIs for orderly evaluation and development of the
program over the com ing decades.
The benefits .o! the new system would be readlly apparent to legislators and
other government offIcIals, members of the public, criminal justice researchers the
media, and the contributing law enforcement agencies. The recommended UCR
system :vould irn.media~ely .provide law enforcement and the public with a far more
compelling, and In all lIkelIhood more accurate, description of local conditions. This
would include the ability to identify the actual extent of injury and loss and the risk of
vic~imization, t~ dist~nguish cr.imes that are preve~table and defensible through police
actIon, and to IdentIfy the CIrcumstances of cnmes and, hence, the potential for
,defensive actions by the public and police.
.A t the same ~if!1e, t~e recommended UCR system would provide far more
. '. ' .
IrlformCl:tIOn on the admIm~tratIOn of law enfo.rcement and allow for far more powerful
comparIsons of the effectIveness of alternatIve policies and resources. Further, the

recommended Program would allow UCR information to be combined with information
from other sources, thus presenting the effectiveness of law enforcement within the
context of the total criminal justice system.
.
Moreo:rer, and equally important, the enhanced UCR Program provide the
baSIS for continued development of state and local crime reporting. Thus, for
eXCl:mpl~, the to?ls and descriptions developed for the: National Program, and the local
polIce mformation systems and software needed tCi sUpport them, could readily be
extended so that local departments or state agencies would provide detailed
information on the extent and nature of crime risks in local neighborhoods.
.
In fact, a significant benefit and use of this expanded data base would be in
local crime prevention and avoidance (e.g., local crime watch programs). The more
extensive data can and should permit police to furnish citizens with basic knowledge
about the quality of life in their neighborhoods, thus fostering community crime
prevention and avoidance programs and enhancing police/community relations.
Finally, the system would be inherently flexible. It would maintain a basic
consistency with the current system, allowing continued understanding of trends over
time while vastly increasing our understanding of current conditions. It could be used
to collect additional information to address emerging issues without requiring
permanent and costly changes to the basic system. It could be readily expanded by
state and local agencies to meet their special needs.
1.1

Study Objectives and Approach

The ba~ic objective of the study was to determine what, if any, changes
should be made to the current National UCR Program. All aspects of the system were
considered, including:
•

the goals and objectives of the system and the intended 'User
audience;

•

data collection, including reporting mechanisms, editing and
quality control, accuracy of the data, and contributor workload;

•

use of the data by law enforcement agencies, other criminal
justice system practitioners, researchers, the media, and others;

•

publications, user services offered by the FBI, and the FBI's own
analytic program; and

•

the relationship of the UCR to other systems, with particular
focus on the relationship between UCR and the National Crime
Survey and the relationships between the National Program and
state UCR programs.

The study itself relied on extensive outreach to obtain the views of all interested parties. Progress was regularly reviewed by a Steering Committee composed of
leading criminal justice practitioners and researchers, including law enforcement
executives, a prosecutor, state UCR program directors, a statistical analysis center
director, researchers, a representative of the media, and representatives of the Inter-
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natio~al .Association of Chiefs of P~lice, the National Sheriffs' Association, and the
ASSOcI?tIon of State UCR P.rograms.!n addition, the study staff worked closely with
the. Jomt I~CP/~SA. CommIttee on. UnIform Crime Records, which not only played a
ma~or role .10 re~l'le~mg an~ developmg the study plan, but also made important contributions to I~entIfymg key Issue areas and developing a national survey of law enforcement agencIes.

Major study activities included:

•

a review of the literature, including publications either using
UCR data or critically assessing the UCR;

•

in-depth interviews with staff of selected state UCR programs
and local law enforcement agencies, government officials
researchers, and media representatives in nine states;
,

•

site visits to all units in the FBI-UCR Section to review data

p:oces~ing~ quality. control, training, report publication, and

suggested modifications of the program, the utility and
difficulty of supplying certain additional types of data r and the
current and planned availability of computer systems to process
UCR data.
1.2

Organization of the Report

The remainder of this report presents and discusses our recommendations for
changes to the current UCR Program. Chapter 2 summarizes the issues raised about
the current program. These cover all aspects of the system, including its scope, data
elements and definitions, analysis, presentation cmd interpretation of data, and
reporting and accuracy.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the recommended system. This chapter
describes the two components of the system--called Level I and Level II--and
compares them with the current system. Most agencies would contribute to the Level
I component, which would collect much the same information as does the current
system, but with several impo~·tant changes.

dissemmation practIces;

•
•
•

a mail survey of state UCR programs;
collection and review of complete documentation for local,
state, and national UCR programs;
telepho~e interviews with criminal justice researchers to
ascertam how they use UCR data and what enhancements they
would recommend;

•

a review of requests for service made to the National UCR
Program;

•

a review of other data systems, including the National Crime
Survey and the Crime Classification System being developed by
the Police Executive ReseCirch Forum;

•

•

a na~ional conference held at the Belmont Conference Center in
Elkfltjg~, Ma:yland, of experts in collection and use of UCR
data, . mcludmg representatives of local law enforcement
age~cI~s,
law,. enforcement. membership
organizations,
statIstIcal analysI~ centers, other .criminal justice agencies, the
researc~ communIty, and the NatIonal Crime Survey Redesign
.
ConsortIUm; and
? nat~onal mail su~vey of local law enforcement agencies,
mc.ludmg both contrIbutors and noncontributors of UCR data, to
WhICh mor~ tha~ 3,400 agencies responded. The survey's 22pa.g~ questIOnnaIre asked for opinions on the accuracy and
utIlIty of UCR data, criticism of the current UCR Program,

Chapter 4 provides "a detailed discussion of one of the most important
recommendations in this ref.\ort--conversion to unit-record reporting, in which
individual records of both inc:idents and arrests are submitted, rather than the
summary counts used in the current system. The chapter considers the advantages and
disadvantages of such a system, including issues of local contributor workload and
costs, and describes the transmission of data under such a system among local
agencies, the state programs, and the National Program.
Chapters 5 and 6 describe the Level I and II components of the recommended
system, addressing such issues as offense types for which counts are collected,
distinguishing attempted from actual offenses, use of the Hierarchy Rule, definitions
of offense categories, collection of additional data elements, collection of dollar
values for stolen property, improving clearance data, and collection of data on agency
and jurisdictional characterization. Chapter 6 also discusses the selection of agencies
for participation in the Level II component.
Chapter 7 presents recommended changes in quality assurance procedures.
These include use of routine audits of participating agencies, agency self-certification
of minimum reporting-system standards, increased feedback to local agencies, and
strengthening of, state program quality assurance measures.
Chapter 8 describes the relationship of the UCR system to two other
systems--the National Crime Survey (NCS) and Offender-Based Transaction Statistics
(OBTS) systemS. It discusses development of the UCR and the NCS data structures
and related audit procedures to permit reconciliation and eventual analytic integration
of the two. It also discusses designing the UCR so as to permit linkage of UCR data
to prosecution and court data in the OBTS systems.
Chapter 9 principally discusses recommended publications under the proposed
system. It also includes discussion of an analytic program associated with the
Nationa:l UCR Program and the provision of user services by the program.

ISee Acknowledgments for a list of Steering Committee members.

Chapter 10 outlines the tasks necessary for implementation and operation of
the system. It offers a schedule under which implementation might be undertaken and
provides estimates of the costs of implementation and operation.
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Chapter 2
ISSUES RArSED ABOUT UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING

The findings and recommendations in this report reflect information and
advice from numerous UCR c~ntributors and users. The issues raised by these sources
have been detailed elsewhere. This chapter summarizes them to assist the reader in
understanding the rationale for changes and improvements that are recommended. in
subsequent chapters. The issues are presented here without comments or judgments.
Most of them are criticisms of the current system, but some are tributes.
2.1

Scope of the Program

Nume'rous aspects of the UCR Program's scope have been debated
throughout the program's history, and we encountered strong feeUngs about each in the
course of our site visits and interviews. Even today, there is still disagreement over the
appropriate audience for the UCR, the theoretical underpinnings of the program (then
and now), whether reporting should be mandatory, and the scope of reported offenses.
In terms of the appropriate user audience, many of those interviewed for this
study believed that the UCR system should Jocus primarily on the needs and interests of
contributors, i.e., local law enforcement agencies. These critics asserted that the
current system is neither useful to the field officer nor understandable to police chiefs
and, further, that the feedback mechanism is too slow to enhance law enforcement.
Others saw a broader audience for the UCR. Some thought that a major objective of
the UCR Program should be to support academic research and that the system's
capacity should be enhanced to serve these needs. Others thought the program should
provide analysis meaningful to the public and to interested agencies in the public and
private sectors. ~inally, some sources suggested that the UCR Program address rural
as well as urban needs.

"

An interesting range of observations was made with respect to the
theoretical foundation of the UCR Program. Some raised the issue that the system had
been constructed without reference to an underlying criminological theory. Others
noted that the current system assumes a constancy between the reported and
unreported crimes and between Index crimes and other offenses. Some claimed that the
Uniform Crime Reports were never intended to be a complete description of criminal
activity; they thought the UCR should be viewed as reports of citizeil contacts with
police rather than as an accurate indicator of crime itself.
Opinions are sharply divided as to whether there should be mandatory
reporting to the National Program. Our survey sLfggests. that about half of all law
1A comprehensive enumeration of issues from all sources other than the law
·enforcement agency survey is given by E.L. Rovetch, E.C. Poggio, and H.H. Rossman,
A Listin and Classification of Identified Issues Re ardin the Uniform Crime
l~eporting Program of the FBI Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates Inc., January 1984 .
The results from the survey are described separately by J.M. Chaiken and Y. Akiyama,
The Uniform Crime Reportin Stud: 1984 Surve of Law Enforcement A encies
. \Cambridge, Mass.: Abt As sociates Inc., forthcor:ning •
0
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enforcement agencies feel less than
.
I
'"
problem. Some interviewees who are unlversa partIcIpatIon presents little or no
v.oluntary participation constrains the F~r~~o;heents of mand?-tory re~ort~ng noted that
smce cooperation may be de endent on
amo~nt of m~ormatlOn It can request,
that reporting should not be ~andated cln'?t ~)Vertaxmg cont:Ibutors. Others thought
that a good voluntary system could eli~it ~~~mo~ that ~and~tmg creates. animosity and
from local agencies and state ro rams
equa q~allty. Moreover, respondents
participation, the federal govern~e~t wou~t~d th:t, I~ a federal s~stem required
expenses they incurred.
ave 0 reImburse contnbutors for the
.
With respect to the scope of reported f~
agencIes and researchers indicated there sh [d b
0 renses, .sor:n e law enforcement
account for the "dark number" of unre o~ d e.some way wlthm the UCR system to
thought that the data base should include ~~~~ cnme~. ~thers (but not a majority)
handled by the private crime-control indust~~ com;/Itte ~n federal ~roperty! crimes
through non-law-enforcement d encies (e
' an or cnmes entermg the system
crimes reported by regulatory ~gencies \~~' l~ed~~al regulatory agencies). Inclusion of
some, n~mely that crime types currently r~por~edr~~s t~nout~CeRr Pdroblem. mentione~ by
e
0 not mclude whItecollar cnmes.
.
A strong consensus has arisen esp~~' -11-"
.
a.gencIes, for reporting additional offense types Ct~l~h~ ~~~nt local law enforcement
tlme, only selected offenses (those known as P t I f f
/ogran:. At the present
reported to the FBI; for Part II offenses othe~r th 0 ~nses, plus sImple assault) are
arrests are currently reported.
an SImple assault, only data about
Suggestions were often made to' I d
. .
. .
Pa.rt I list. Among those frequently m'~\. ;j~~~~ :e~~eclflc addltlOnal offenses on the
chIldren, other sex crimes sale of child.
rape ,?f males, sexual abuse of
or posse~sion of drugs, bla~kmail extortfoo~nog~aphy, o.ther chlld abuse, kidnapping, sale
out partIcular offense types a 'rna 'orit ,an terronsm. However, ra ther than single
every offense reported to th~ir age~cy
?~cll~c%de~fo~c~ment r~spondents urged that
wh~ opp,?se universal inclusion of offenses'
m nl~or.m C~!me Reporti~g. Those
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mamtammg common definitions across stat
to ~he dIffIcultIes of establIshing and
are legally proscribed in some states but not ~~ ~;t::~I.ally when some forms of behavior
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2.2

Distinction between Part I and Part II Offenses

With minor exceptions, designating an offense as Part I means both (1) that
data are collected on the number of rjPorted offenses of that type, and (2) that the
offense is included in the Crime Index. Consequently, when someone indicates that a
specific offense should be Part I, it is often difficult to distinguish whether the meaning
is that offense data should be collected, or that the data should be collected and the
counts should be included in the Index. Our law enforcement agency survey explicitly
distinguished between the possibilities of reporting the offense and including it in the
Index, but most respondents made no distinction--where respondents wanted a class of
offenses reported, they usually also wanted them to be included in the Index.
Several sources pointed out that labeling some offenses as Index cr imes
suggests that non-Index crimes are less serious. Consequently, publication of the Crime
Index may mislead the public about the true extent and seriousness of crime. Some
sources cited the simple fact that most victims of crime have been victimized by Part
II offenses. Further, they noted that Part II crimes are important to small departments
that comprise the bulk of local enforcement agencies, and that Part I offenses are not
necessarily the most relevant aspects of a department's day-to-day operations.
A number of suggestions were made concerning the distinction between
Index and non-Index crimes, ranging from eliminating it altogether to replacing it with
any of three alternatives: a distinction between crimes against persons and crimes
against property; a distinction between statutory and regulatory offenses; or a
distinction between felony and misdemeanor offenses as locally defined. Many felt very
strongly that the current Index should be retained in order to preserve the time series.
Others suggested eliminating the calculation of any crime index but disaggregating the
data to allow the present version of the Index (or any other time series) to be created.
A number of sources felt that the debate about the Index as a representation of the
crime problem is largely a problem for the media, which tend to use aggregate figures,
and less of an issue for researchers, who work with disaggregated data.

Some critics believed that the Index offenses are too broadly defined. One
source attributed the various definitional problems to a decision, early in the history of
the UCR, to cover the range .of definitions used in various states.
Nearly universal objection was raised to including attempted crimes in the
same category as completed crimes. Over three-quarters of law enforcement agencies
believe attempts should be counted separately for all crime types.

Data Elements and Definitions

et

Issues surrounding the data elem t
d d ...
the UCR tend to reflect the special intere
s :n. efmltlOns currently employed in
that follows presents issues raised regard in: ~~rt ~lve~~ user gro.ups. The discussion
collected under the Current system additio I I
an. art II cr~mes, data elements
revised system, the ability of l~
f na e ements tha.t could be collected under a
classification and scoring and unfounwdl'negns aorcdeml ent agenCIes to provide new data,
,
n c earances.

2The Part I offenses are criminal h ... ('
.
manslaughter, and manslaughter b ne Ii e omlc;.de .mcludmg murder, nonnegligent
assault, burglary, larceny-theft moror-v~hfclneCteh)' fftorcldble rape, robbery, aggravated
,
e ,an arson.
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2.2.1

2.2.2

Offense-Specific Issues

A number of offense-specific issues were raised tot' crirnes now designated
as Part I. Larceny was a popular target. One of the most frequent suggestions was to
include only thefts where the property loss exceeded some minimum amount. Eighty
3The exceptions are: (a) the number of simple assaults is reported, but
simple assault is neither considered Part I nor included in the Index, and (b) negligent
manslaughter is defined to be Part I but is not included .in the Index. From time to
time the definitions have been changed, so that the relationship between "Index
Crime" and "Part I Crime" has not always been the same.
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pe:cent of law enforcement agencies agreed with this proposition. The favorite cut-off
pomt was $500, but higher cut-offs were recommended by many. Eighteen percent of
law en~orcement al?er:cies recommended cut-offs of $1000 or higher. Additional
suggestions for cla~if:(mg la:-ceny included reporting purse snatching as robbery or a
separate offense, distmgmshll1g petty larceny from shoplifting, and identifying "fad"
components (e.g., theft of car stereos) that evidence large year-to-year changes.
,
Another oft-cited problem was ,the difficul~y of distinguishing between
SImple and aggravated assault. One suggestIon was to hmge the definition not on the
preser!ce of a weapon or on intent, but on actual injury (56 percent of law enforcement
age~ci~s concurred).
Another suggestion was to disaggregate aggravated assault
statlstu;:S. For example, 83 percent of law enforcement agencies agreed v,'ith the
suggestion from many, rese~rchers that family disputes should be distinguished from
other ass?-ult~. ,O!her mterviewees called for more information on the types and extent
of :e,s~ltmg mJurIes. Some sources noted that there is substantial variation in the
deflnItlOn of assault on an officer.
Many users would like to see more detailed information on homicide,
specifically,

---------------

-------------~

also a general concern about the difficulties of obtaining good arson data: many
police departments do not have responsibility for arson cases; some fire departments
are not municipal agencies but volunteer organizations; and many cities simply do not
have arson data. Nevertheless, majority opinion appeared to be that arson should stay
in the Uniform Crime Reporting Program because the statistics are valuable despite
their limitations.
Many would like to see disaggregations of robbery into stranger-to-stranger
versus familial, and into hijackings versus other robberies. Some pointed out that
robbery could be considered a crime against persons rather than a property crime.
Suggestions for auto theft included eliminating joyriding from the counts,
distinguishing between unautg0rized use and attempted auto theft, and deleting or
redefining the "7X" category, since thefts and recoveries may not balance.
Recommendations for burglary included distinguishing burglaries of residences, residential outbuildings, and commercial establishments. Some sources asked
for information on type of nonresident dwelling and for a means of linking burglary
data with insurance claims data.
Several issues were raised concerning offenses included in Part II arrest
data. Some thought drunkenness and vandalism should be deleted. One source saw no
reason to include arrests for "suspicion." The use of a catch-all category for
miscellaneous offenses was also questioned.

•

first and second degree, stranger-to-stranger versus familial
and child abuse cases;
,

•

distinguishing all self-defense killings from others 4;

•

eliminating negligent manslaughter cases;

2.2.3

•

collecting for all homicides the information on intent and
other features that is now included in the UCR report for law
enforcement officers killed and assaulted (LEOKA); and

•

presenting additional detail in the Supplementary Homicide
Report (SHR).

Several issues were raised concerning data elements collected in the
current UCR Program. Property lost data were often criticized on the grounds that
determining value is difficult and that values are often inflated for insurance
purposes. Moreover, the current system is unable to link property stolen in one
jurisdiction with property recovered in another.

S?me sugge~ted that d~partments report, as a separate section of the SHR all homicld~s com~It,ted by pol~ce officers, whether justifiable or not. A final suggestion was
to link homICIde data WIth National Center for Health Statistics data.

o
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Arson was another popular topic for debate. Many interviewees (but under
ten percent of law enforcement agencies) called for excluding it from the Index, citing
seyera~ reasons: (l~ ar~ons are not always reported to the police; (2) identIfication as
arson
mvolves
sllhlPrtlve )'ud°rY\on+.
~-~~n I''''"_9
-f·Lefl- accompanlt::
- '-d oy some 1ess
•
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serlou~ offense; (4) arson offenses are often U'~lcovered through proactive police
operatlO~; and (5) arson does not come to the attention of police in a timely manner.
Altern~tIve approac~e~ for col~ecting arson data were recommended, such as
collectl~g arson statIstICS from fIre departments or publishing the data in a special
report like the Bomb Summary instead of in Crime in the United States. There was
L
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~ At p:esent, ~ustifia9.le homicides are limited to killing of a felon, either by a
peace ofhcer In the lme of duty or by a private citizen during the commission of a
felony.

Current Data Elements

Concerning juvenile data, one source suggested replacing the UCR age
limit with a state's statutory age limit. Definitions of juvenile offenses were
characterized as too broad and vague, and juvenile dispositional data as incomplete.
For some, dispositional data served no purpose, but others found the data useful if
broken down by offense. Some would delete minor status offenses (e.g., curfew,
loitering, runaway) from the Uniform Crime Reports; others saw these offenses as
critical to understanding delinquency.
i

Several issues were raised about ethnic origin data. Ethnic origin is hard to
determine; officers often assign ethnldty on the basis of the offender's last name.
Many officers simply omit the item because it does not matter to them. Another
soUrce felt strongly that the Japanese/Chinese/Pacific Islander distinction should be
reinstated, since Japanese and Chinese (but not Pacific Islanders) are nonwhite
categories with lower crime rates than whites, and such distinctions provide important
clues to understanding criminality. Still another suggested using locally relevant
categories, such as Eskimo in the Northwest. Problems in the instructions and training
5The 7X category distinguishes between the location (jurisdiction) of a motor
vehicle when stolen and its location when recovered.
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for coding ethnic origin were also noted. Finally, one interviewee requested a study to
examine the completeness and accuracy of race/ethnicity coding.

Table 2.1

USEFULNESS OF SELECTED DATA ELEMENTS
2.2.4

Additional Data Elements

Many interviewees suggested collecting additional data in a revised UCR
Program. It should be noted, however, that conservative observers warned against
collecting more data, predicting that expansion to a more complex system could
decrease utility and accuracy of the data.

Percentage of agencies
Data element

A striking difference of opinion emerged between researchers and law

enforcement agencies concerning the kinds of data that should be added to the UCR
system. Researchers generally emphasized information that would help understand the
nature and occurrence of crime, whereas law enforcement agencies emphasized
infor!'Tlation that would help them perform their jobs better.
For example, many researchers indicated a need for additional data on
victims and offenders, including demographics, extent of injury and loss to victim,
victim-offender relationship, and income and employment status of both. Others
desired crime analysis data: time of day, day of week, geo-codes, type of location,
weapons, and modus operandi information. Still others wanted more detailed drug
data, specificalJy on drug trafficking, number of drug-related offenses, drug
enforcement, narcotics, drug-related arrests, and types and amounts of drugs seized or
in possession of arrestees. On the other hand, one interviewee thought the UCR
already collected drug data in too much detail.
Respondents to our law enforcement survey were asked to indicate the
usefulness of 30 different items of information that might be included in a future UCR
system. 'Their answers are summarized in Table 2.1 according to the percentage of
agencies considering the information "very useful." They gave top ratings to some
dat<;l ,items already collected by the UCR system (e.g., tyre of offense and arrestee's
sexY; some items already collected for selected types of incidents (e.g., weapons and
us~of force), and details concerning arrestees a{ld the disposition of arrestees' cases.
InfQrmation about victims, especially their race, relationship with the off.ender, and
residence status, was given lower priority by law enforcement agencies than
infor;rnation on arrestees. (However, less than one-third of agencies indicated any
dat~ item as being "not useful.")
Researchers and other UCR users also recommended expanding the
program to include other criminal justice system data, such as case filing by th~_,
prosecutor (with reason for not filing), prosecution, disposition and s~ntencing, ana
corrections data, as well as information on prior record, recidivism" and criminal
justi~e system cost. Such data. could be collected on a sample basis. Offender-based
transaction statistics (OBTS) were viewed as highly desirable. One source suggested a
'System with two parts: one to report crime counts, and a s~cond to track each case
foHowing arrest. It should be recognized that, although these sources would like to
see these additional data, not all saw the UCR as the appropriate vehicle for reporting
them. Some sources vehemently opposed collecting these data as part of the UCR
Program. One observed that it is not a proper function of UCR as long as the program
is b~se9 on police reporting, and that a "BJS Integrated Series" including dispositional
data would be more appropriate. One source thought an OBTS-type system would not

Ty!)e of offense
Offense information presented for
arrests
Type of weapons used at incident
Prosecution charge
Time of offense
Disposition of prosecution
Offender age on arrest report
Offender sex on arrest report
Sentence of arrestee
Use of force at incident
Type of property loss
Offender race on arrest report
Officer time on crime-related calls
Value of property lost
Nature of location of offense
Number of victims
Officer time "spent on patrol
Calls with officer dispatched
Number of calls for service
Age of victims
,i
Sex of victims
Officer time on noncrime calls
Geographic location of incident
Officer time in court
Officer time on administration
Race of victims
Call codes indicating whether call
is apparently crime related
Victim-offender relationship
Residence status of victims
Type and extent of i~juries

Very
useful

Somewhat
useful

Not
useful

Total

61

29

10

100

57
57
54
52
51
50
48
48
47
45
45
44
43
43
43
42
41
41
39
39
39
38
37
35
34

33
34
36
35
39
37
37
40
39
43
37
38
41
41
44
37
36
34
45
44
40
37
40
38
43,

10
10
10
13
10
13
15
13
14
12
19
18
16
16
14
21
23
25
16
17
21
25
23
27
23

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

33
31
29
28

36
48
42
48

31
21
29
24

100
100
100
100
,a·

\

Source:

UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, conducted by Abt AsSbciates
Ttnc., 1984.
~-;

Note:

Re"fiPonses are weighted to reflect estimates for all law enforcement
agencies in t,~e United States. (See Appendix A for details.)
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work, since UCR is a year-of-offense system whereas OBTS is a year-of-disposition
system.
Administrative data about police department operations and calls for
service were in general not considered as valuable as most other suggested additional
data items. The most highly ranked administrative information for law enforcement
agencies was "officer time spent on crime-related calls" (44 percent indicated "very
useful"). Yet, as noted earlier, a sizable majority of agencies considered every data
item suggested on the questionnaire to be either "very useful" or "somewhat useful."

2.2.5

Ability of Law Enforcement Agencies to Supply New Data Elements

The feasibility and cost of adding data elements to future UCR reports is
greatly influenced by the extent to which the data are already being captured in
computer-readable form at the local level. Consequently, The UCR Survey asked law
enforcement agencies to describe the computers they presently have or plan to have
for handling crime reports, and the availability of particular data items on either
computer records or manual reporting forms.
The survey showed (see Table 2.2) that most large agencies (those serving
jurisdictions over 100,000 population) already have computers installed to handle
crime records, and that within two years all but a handful will have such computers.
Adoption of computers by mid-sized agencies (serving 10,000-100,000 population) is
substantially less extensive, but large increases are planned for the next two years:
over half, and perhaps up to 62 percent, will have computers available for crime
reports by 1987. Most small agencies neither have nor plan to have computers for this
purpose.
Because the number of small agencies is large, overall only about 11
percent of agencies now have computers for crime reports. However, the bulk of the
nation's crimes are reported by large or mid-sized agencies. Moreover, some state
UCR programs keypunch the paper offense report forms sent to them by local
agencies. Taking these factors into account, we estimate that at least 68 percent of
all crime reports are now converted into computer-readable records, and that without
any changes in the UCR Program at least 88 percent of !=ill crime reports will be
routinely available in computer-readable form by 1987.
Agency responses to questions about the particular data items that are
already available to them are summarized in Table 2.3. The items are ordered
according to the percentage of agencies saying they already tabulate the item or could
"easily" obtain it from their computer files or manual files. For comparison, the rank
order of the same items from Table 2.1 (usefulness) is shown in the far-right column of
Table 2.3.
The table reflects wide range of availability for these data items. Fewer
than one-quarter of agencies have data on "officer time on administration," while
nearly three-quarters of agencies have "arrestei:>!s sex" readily available. Some of the
items suggested as most useful, especially details of the offense or the arrestee's
characteristics, are commonly available already. But items about the disposition of
arrestees' cases, while judged by law enforcerqent agencies as very useful to have, are
not readily availab:tle. Fortunately, many 6f the items considered important by
resef~rchers, such as number of victims and ages of victims, are readily available to
more than half of all agencies.
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Table 2.2
PERCENTAGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES WITH COMPUTER
AVAILABLE FOR CRIME REPORTS

~

/

Population of jurisdiction
Over 100,000

Computer availability

Cumulative
percent

Number

Percent

Cumulative
percent

79

79

948

23

23

18

7

86

1,249

30

8

3

89

407

32

11

100

275

100

-

"

Specific computer chosen,
install within 2 years
Plan within 2 years
Not now or within 2 years
Total

Under 10,000

Percent

Number

W
\.n

Have computer now

10,000-100,000

217

::)

Percent

Cumulative
percent

274

3

3

52

1,810

22

25

10

62

685

8

33

1,585

38

100

5,566

67

100

4,189

100

-

8,335

100

-

Number

Source:

UCR Survey of Law ,Enforcement Agencies, conducted by AbtAssociates Inc., 1984.

Note:

Special agencies and noncontributors to the UCR Program are omitted from the table.
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AVAILABILITY OF DATA ELEMENTS AT
LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

2.2.6

Several important issues were raised about the classification and scoring of
offenses. A substantial controversy in classification revolves around the Hierarchy
Rule, which is used in multiple-offense situations to score a single offense--the
highest-ranking offense on the FBI's ordered list of Part I crimes. So.me sourc~s
recommended eliminating the Hierarchy Rule, others wanted to change It, and st111
others wanted to keep it as is. Those objecting to the rule said it is simplistic and
misleading and causes infor":Jation loss. They claimed t~at small c.ontri?utors are
entitled to credit for everythmg they do, and that the publlc and medIa object to the _
rule. Several sources suggested counting the most serious offense for each victim as
an alternative. This issue is discussed in some detail in Chapter 5.
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Data element

Offender sex on arrest report
Offender age on arrest report
Type of offense
Offender race on arrest report
Offense information presented
for arrests
Time of offense
Value of property loss
Type of property loss
Number of victims
Type of weapons used at
incident
Sex of victims
Number of calls for service
Use of force at incident
Age of v~,ctims
Nature of location of offense
Calls with officer dispatched
Race of victims
Geographic location of incident
Residence status of victims
Prosecution charge
Type and extent of injuries
Call codes indicating whether
crime-related
Victim-offender relationship
Disposition of prosecution
Officer time on crime-related
calls
Officer time on patrol
Sentence of arrestee
Officer time ~n court
Officer time on non-crime calls
Officer time on administration

Percent of Agencies
-:-:H-a-v7'"in-g-a...,l:-r:....e-a-d~y~~:..=-=..::.--' ,
Rank
or easily
Having
order of
available
already
availabili tya
72

37
37

Rank
.order
of

usefuln.ess b

1

46

3

36

8
7
1

4

12

64

38
38

5

2

62
61
61

6

32
31
25

7
8

5
14
11

~
/

16

60
60

33
25
44
32
23

10

3
20
19

72
71
70

69

57
56

55
54

30

52
52

36
22
37

50

2

11

12
13

14

A few sources suggested a major revision to the current classification
system. In order to provide contributors with relevant management and policy
information, they recommended abandoning legal classHications in favor of more
generic definitions, categorizing crimes by "impact" as they are in the Crime
Classification System now being developed by the Police Executive Research Forum.
It was thought that such a scheme would help the public understand the meaning of
crime counts and help police departments allocate resources based on relative danger.
Many noted problems resulting from state variations in the definitions of
offenses. Mismatched definitions are thought to introduce measurement error. For
example, theft from an auto is burglary in C.alifornia and m~y. consequent.lY be
classified as such in a local agency, even though It should be claSSIfIed as theft m the
UCR. Some thought that training could resolve such problems. Alternatively, some
suggested that offenses could be classified according to state penal codes at the local
level, but reclassified for the UCR at the state or federal level.

10
21

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

4
30

15
18
26
23
29

48
40
40

18

39
37
32

26
17
15

22
23

28

24

6

31
31

18
16

13

-f

30
28
28

25
26

14

17

27

28
29
30

9
24
22

I

15
17
13

20
1'8

25

27

25

Source:

UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, conducted by Abt Associates Inc., 1984.

Note:

Responses are weighted to reflect ~stimates for all agencies in the United States.

aBased on percentage having already or indicating easily available.
bBased on peicentage of agencies indicating data element is very useful.
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Classification and Scoring
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The most frequently cited issue regarding scoring concerned the J-:lotel
Rule, under which a series of related offenses that are likely to be reported by a smgle
person, such as a set of burglaries from several hotel rooms in a single hotel, a~e
scored as a single offense. Those objecting to the use of this rule argued that ~t
applies different standards to comparable situations, and especially that It
ulidercounts crimes in big cities with numerous large buildings.
The problem of overlapping jurisdictions, which may result in duplicate
reporting, was often cited. As one solution, one local lc:w ~nforcement agency recommended reporting by the agency that handles the mCIdent, rather than by the
jurisdiction where the offense occurs.
2.2.7

Unfoundings and Clearances

Two sources raised questions about the unfounded category.
One
recommended that it be better defined. A second suggested eliminating it altogether,
arguing that, if a citizen thinks a crime has occurred, it ought to be counted.
Clearance data, and particularly their quality, were a common cause of
concern. Many users thought the data are not credible, too poor to be of any use, and
worthy of deletion. One researcher suggested evaluating the data before they are
published. Some police departments objected to the counting rules; ~pecifically, they
suggested, for example, that a case should not be counted as cleared If only one of the
several offenders involved is arrested, as this does not reflect the true workload.
37
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Ideas for, imp~o:,ing the clearance, d,ata i~cluded allowing a range of law enforcement
agency dlSposltlOns f~r cases admInistratIvely cleared (e.g., when a warrant is issued)
and for cases not assIgne~ because of low sl?'ivability factors. One police department
note,d that lar~e proportlO~s of. uncleared cases in communities with a significant
tOUrIst or tranSIent populatlOn gIve an unfair slant to the statistics. One researcher
ask~d for mor~ d~talled clearance data; another wanted to link clearances and arrests,
notmg that an mCldent-based system is needed to perform such analyses.
2.3

Many sources had comments about the presentation of UCR data. Most
thought there are too many detailed tables and not nearly enough analyses, graphics,
and narrative to explain the data, but the summary of offenses at the front end was
praised as very useful. A number of alternative publication formats have been
recommended:
•

producing a shorter version of Crime in the United States;

•

publishing two volumes: a narrative reader and a statistical
digest;

•

developing an easily digested front section and putting detail
in later sections;

•

publishing several regional volumes rather than a single
national report;

•

producing one report to address police and public needs, and
another to respond to researcher needs; and

•

producing reports by size of department to allow for
discussion of more relevant issues.

Analysis of Data

Near~y all UCR u.ser groups voiced a strong desire for more analysis of
UCR data, ~lbelt ?f ma~y dIfferent types. and for different purposes. Sources were
nearl~ unanimous m callmg ~o,r mO.re specIal studies and analyses of the UCR data,
especIally of trends--by specIfIc crIme! by ~rime ~nd region, and by race and gender
for arrests. Law enforcemen~ agencIes, m partIcular, requested information that
would ~elp them compare CrIme among jurisdictions, taking into account local
po~ulat~on and other conditions. Researchers wanted a means of checking the FBI's

estImatIon procedures.

, ,,

"
S!veral suggestion~ .~ere ~made concerning the analysis of age, sex, and
race aata. une source thought tne UcR should not show race at all, but instead should
use a model to correlate various characteristics with committing an offense. Another
asked for a breakdown of arrests by race(s) o{ victim and perpetrator. Many
researchers reported that the lack of full age/sex/race breakdown is a real problem.

In general, however, users felt that reports have improved over the years, particularly
in terms of their methodological documentation and use of graphics.

.
Many sources r,ecommended weighting crimes by seriousness, stating that
unweighted aggreg~te Crime rates ~an be v~ry ~isleading. A majority of law
enforcement agen.cIes suppor~~d the Idea of weIghting crimes as an adjunct to crime
counts. Some obJected to gIVing equal weight to attempted and completed crimes.
Some. thought the ~lirpose of a weighted index would be narrower; others noted that
unweighted and weIghted statistics generally produce very similar trends and other
results.

J

I

Several issues were raised about the presentation of data by geographic
areas. Some sources found the relationship between geographic areas and reporting
agencies confusing, since, for example, a given county may have several police departments. It was thought that the number of agencies reporting for each geographic area
should be shown. One source thought geographic definition should coincide more
clearly with Census definition. Alternatively, data could be aggregated by the
reporting territory for the police agency and then by the census-defined Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA). Yet another option might be to break down the data by
sections of the city such as Census tract, neighborhood, or block. Or data could be
aggregated at the state level, with breakdowns for large jurisdictions.

.j

Most users criticized the crime clock, since it does not adjust for changes
in the population. However, it does have a few supporters .
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Another topic of ,concern was the population base. Using the intercensal
estimates can be problematl,C; for exam~le, underestimates of popUlation growth in
the late 1.970s. created an mac;curate pIcture of increases in crime rates. Some
sources saId cnme rates should be computed based on the population at risk (e.g.,
numbe: of wome.n f?r rape) rather than the entire popUlation.. Additional Changes
could mclude a.dJustmg fo~ t?urism and including employees as well as students in
c~m'pus populatl?ns. A majority of law enforcement agencies agreed with the idea of
dIstmguIs~mg cnme rates against residents from others, and only 12 percent disagreed
(the remamder were neutral). But less than one-quarter agreed that auto theft rates
should be expressed per 100,000 vehicles, and under one-third believed that the
number of women should be the popUlation base for rape statistics.
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2.4

Presentation and Interpretation of Data

There has been a wide variety of ideas for better ways to present UCR
data. These range from alternative publications and user tapes to methods of
clarifying the tables.
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Rates were often considered preferable to raw frequency figures.
sources suggested using NCS data to adjust for variation in reporting rates.

Some

Many users criticized the use of different bases for different tables. One
source noted the difficulty of following data from One series to the next, since
different tables are based on different numbers of years (1, 2, 5, or 10). Others simply
asked that the presentation be explicit about changes in the population base; one
source pointed to the Census as a model for handling varying bases. Finally, it was
observed that the bases used to construct rates tend to affect perception of crime,
e.g., a rate of 2,tOO per 100,000 may be perceived as more serious than 210 per
10,000.
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Timeliness of the release of UCR data was an important issue. UCR
feedbac~ was cri.ticized as too slow to aid individual police departments in carrying
out theIr operatIons or to meet certain research needs. Recommended solutions
included making raw data more readily available; doing trend analyses for data on
hand at the ~nd of eac~ mo.nt~; issuing regional editions as soon as all the necessary
data are receIved; and simplIfymg the UCR to accelerate publication.

responses to special requests, and would make the UCR more accurate. On the other
hand, incident-based systems can be expensive: on-line transactions are costly, as are
clianges to software. Some suggested that at least a sample of anonymous individuallevel data should be made available for analysis. Others recommended that states use
incident data and report summary statistics to the federal system.

Some sources offered suggestions about distribution of Crime in the United
States. Reports could be released to police agencies, who would in turn release them
to the pres~. Alternatively, reports could be mailed directly to the media. The FBI
could provIde for early release of the report to academics/researchers who are
flooded with questions from the me'dia but cannot comment until they hav~ seen the
report. Copies might also be distributed to the judiciary.

From responses to the UCR survey, we estimate that approximately 40
percent of law enforcement agencies already provide incident records to their state
programs. Only 15 perqmt of these considered incident reporting to be more difficult
than their previous summary reporting, and 47 percent said it is easier. Eve~ a~ong
agencies reporting by the summary method, only one-quarter thought mCldent
reporting would be more difficult.

Researchers frequently indicated a desire for access to UCR data in

Several sources argued that the UCR should switch from a census to a
sampling approach, which they claimed would provide more accurate data and reduce
cost.

machine-r~adable form. Some als<;> noted the desirability of having micro-level data
~a?e avallable on tape and on-lme, though this would be possible only with an

mCIdent-based system and not with the current summary system.

.
Several sources noted problems of comparison.
This is particularly
Important because many users rely on the federal program as a primary reference tool
for cross-state and cross-jurisdictional comparisons. But UCR data are thought not
alw~ys to be comparable. over time, across jurisdictions, or across states, a problem
attrIbute~ b.oth to real dI~ferences in population, socioeconomic factors, and police
characteristICs, and to differ~nces in reporting procedures and lack of training.
Further, offenses known to polIce cannot be matched to clearances and arrests, since
the for~er are presented by municipality, whereas the latter are presented by
metropolItan areas. One local law enforcement agency asked for more information on
~omm~nities to facilitate comparisons with other jurisdictions. Several sources-mcludmg a number of local agencies, state UCR programs, and media representatives-recommended that the UCR provide a ranking of cities according to crime rates.
2.5

Reporting and Accuracy

A number of issues were raised concerning the reporting of UCR data.
Some ~gencie.s i~dicated reporting was burdensome. It was suggested by some that
reportmg be mCldent-based rather than summary-based, and by others that data be
:eported only fro~ a sample of agencies. The accuracy of reporting was also a major
Issue. Sources of maccuracy were noted, as were methods for improving the quality of
the data collected.
. Some local law enforcement agencies found reporting to be burdensome.
They claImed that offense reports are often incomplete, coding is time consuming,
?epartments have too few staff to complete the forms, and some of the forms have
mte~nal p~·ob.lems. Repor.ting is f~rther complicated by the fact that UCR is a support
se:vI~e wlthm an operational UnIt of each agency, and therefore is assigned a low
prIonty.
Many o~ t.hose who collect and/or use UCR data indicated a strong
pr~ference for .an Incldent-based system over the current summary-based system in
WhiCh, they sald, the data are too hIghly aggregated and too much information is
un~ecessarily lost. Propon~nts of incident-based reporting said that it provides a
logIcal approach to addressIng specific attributes of a victimization, allows better

The accuracy of UCR data is thought t? vary by s~ate (those .wi.th .st~te
programs are generally considered to have more rellable reportmg) and by ~Ur1SdI~t~on
within a given state (with differences due to reporting, arrest, and recordmg polICIes
and procedures).
Besides underreporting, errors are said to result from
misclassification, lack of uniformity in applying definitions, and, for on-line agencie3,
data entry errors. Some sources blamed high staff turnover for problems in data
quality; others blamed the assignment to UCR respon~ibilities of civilians who a:e
unfamiliar with law enforcement. One proffered SolutIon was to hold one person m
each department, most likely the UCR section head, accountable for the n~mbers and
to require his or her signature on the reports. Overall, however, the qualIty of UCR
data was felt to have improved steadily over the years.
Many sources viewed underreporting as a major problem. Crime is believed
to be underreported by both victims and police. Reasons for police underreporting
may include political or fiscal considerations, police administrative procedures,
dispatchers' omitting certain incidents from the system, individual officers' r~porting
decisions, and misclassific<itions. Certain offenses are thought to be partIcularly
vulnerable: rape (because of citizen nonreporting), larcenies (because stores decline
to prosecute shoplifters), and simple assaults (if the disturbance is resolved at the
scene with no continuing danger). One respondent saw little evidence of downgrading,
asserting that people are too busy to juggle the figures.
Training was another important issue. Many noted the importance of
training programs for those working on the UCR. Some thought there should be
minimum training requirements for UCR clerks and certification requirements for
UCR section heads. Others thought police officers should be trained to write offense
reports, and chiefs should be trained in the ~e~ming of UCR d~ ta and the~r utili.ty as. a
planning tool. Still others suggested trammg for potential users (including, In
particular, the news media) to understand the UCR.
Many observers have r~commended periodic audits of UCR data. Some
thought there should be a mandatory audit system at the state UCR level. Others
noted that auditing could be performed on a sampling basis. One source suggested
that the FBI audit the large police departments, perhaps a sample of 10 percent per
year. Others thought audits should be conducted by each agency as part o.f .its inter~al
inspection program, while others thought they sh?uld ~e don~ by quahfl~d. outsl~e
groups. Police departments could be offered fiscal InCentives to participate In
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audits. Or, as an alternative to audits, more validation studies could be conducted to
estimate the types and extent of errors in UCR data. Law enforcement agencies
concurred that contributing agency reporting systems should be reviewed and certified
to assure that they meet basic standards (59 percent agreed and another 26 percent
were neutral). Forty-one percent agreed that audits should be conducted on a
confidential basis; 32 percent were neutral on this point.
2.6

Other Issues

UCR contributors and users also offered opinions on the UCR Program's
organizational location, suggestions for an advisory board or research center for the
UCR, and concerns about the program's funding.
With regard to organizational sponsorship of the UCR, some would move it
to the Bureau of Justice Statistics;daiming that the FBI lacks credibility because of
the professional nature of the FBI's relationship with local police departments.
Moving the UCR to BJS, they asserted, would reduce the emphasis on police-generated
crime statistics, foster a broader criminal justice system focus, and pave the way for
integrating the UCR with victimf-ation studies. Others claimed that FBI sponsorship
is critical to police participation.
The suggestion was made to establish an advisory board to the UCR
Program, with representatives of both large and ,small agencies or of various user
groups. Another suggestion was to create a federally funded research unit associated
with the UCR Program. Such a unit would serve as 0. clearinghouse for information on
UCR data and assistance in using the data. A related suggestion was to assign
responsibility for interpreting UCR data to a national crime research unit or academy
of criminology.
Finally, a number of funding issues were raised. Some people thought that,
since the UCR is a national program, some of its funding should come from the·
national level. State funding is said to be fragile and in need of supplements from the
federal government. One source noted that at least some state programs are
reluctant to accept federal funds, either for fear of becoming dependent or because
too many strings are attached. At the same time, state UCR programs may find it
hard to get state money if they are seen merely as a conduit to the federal program.
One state program respondent suggested that the federal program buy information
from state and local agencies. Particular concern was expressed about the means of
funding modifications to the system. Some said that state and local agencies will need
fini;mcial support to implement changes in the federal system.
The information obtained from interviews and surveys greatly assisted the
process of developing recommendations for the National UCR Program described in
the chapters that follow. The new /system responds positively to most of the
criticisms summarized here. Even in cases of conflicting opinions,., it was often
possible to design the new system so that different users will be able to analyze the
collected data in such a way as to obtain their desired array of crime statistics. Not
every critic of the current UCR system will be satisfied, but the design does reflect
careful attention to the opinions of UCR contributors and users.
6The issue of organizational sponsorship at the federal level is not addressed
in this study.
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Chapter 3
OVERVIEW OF THE RECOMMENDED UCR SYSTEM
The National Uniform Crime Reporting Program was originally created to
serve local law enforcement agencies by providing them with a wid~ly accep~ed,
national program for consistent reports on crime and law enforceme.nt m the Ul1lt~d
States. Since its inception, the program has come to serve multIple purposes Its
creators may not have foreseen.
The UCR data help..meet the need. of !aw
enforcement agencies to report to the public on local condItIOns and trends m Crime
and arrests. The data are also used to compare conditions in different area~ and
jurisdictions, to provide state. and nation~l statistics on crime, and as .a baSIS for
operational, policy, and aca~:mlC research mto the nature and c,:uses of Crime an~ the
effectiveness of law enforcement. In addition, the very eXIstenc~ of. a natlO~al
reporting program fosters further development of state and local polIce mformatIOn
systems.
Almost no one would deny the importance of any of these uses for UCR
data. Nor do they need to be ranked. Although some would emphasiz~ one as~ect of
the system more than another, alL of these uses are fundament~lly consI.stent WIth :me
another--the product of an effective national program of ul1lform Crime reportmg.
Further; there is widespread recognition that the UCR has already made an enormous
contribution in each of these areas. Even so, there is a clear consensus among users
and contributors on four general areas for improvement to the current system.
First, the system should be expanded. Users of all types .desire more
information on Part II offenses than the data on arrests currently avaIlable. They
also would like having more detailed data about criminal incidents, including victim
characteristics, victim-offender relationship, type of location, time of day, ~C3:y of
week, use of force or weapon, and extent and nature of injury. Som~ wa,:t ad~ltlOnal
information about agencies and the jurisdictions they serve. ThIS mIght mclu?e
agency characteristics such as type of agency, an.nual budget, t~pe. o.f ~hIft
assignments used, and number of c.alls for se.r,:,ices receIved, as well as JUriSdIctIOnal
characteristics such as demographIc composItIOn, number of households, and number
of commercial establishments.
Second, the system should be flexible. The Hie.rarchy Rule provides a good
example. Some users of UCR data like the c~rrent HIerarchy. Rule; ?thers would
prefer that no hierarchy rule were used; and. st~ll oth~rs \~ould lIke a hIerarchy rule
based on the most serious offense for each VIctIm. LIkew~se, sO':1e users. prefe~ the
current unweighted Crime Index; others ~ould prefer .a weI?hted mdex usm 9 seriOUSness scores, Among those preferring serl?usness scorm?,. dIfferent users mIght want
to apply different sets of seriousness weIghts. The ongmal system addressed these
issues and made reasonable choices; a problem arises .because ~ot ev~ryone ",:,ould
make the same choices. The only way to address such Issues senously IS to deSIgn a
system that permits users to apply their rule of choice.
Greater flexibility is also n~eded to allow the UCR to ~ccommodat.e .special
studies. For example, the current UCR data provide no ~asis for. exammmg the
offense of parental kidnapping. The only way to develop mformatlon o~ parental
kidnapping would be to change the reporting ~ystem, including new .r~por~mg forms,
training and notification to contributing agenCIes, and data ?ase ~odlfl~atlOn. By the
time this process was completed, the interest in parental kldnappmg mIght have long
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since s~bsided .. ~nder ~ome alt~rnative kinds of systems, it would be relatively easy
to ret~Ieve addIt.IOnal mformation for a special study without modifying the UCR
reportmg system Itself.
. . . . Third, the UCR .Program ';1ust as~ure consistent and uniform reporting across
JunsdIctI?IlS a~d over tIme. ThlS requlres stronger quality assurance, including
systematIc audlts to assess and document reporting accuracy.

chapters, this conversion to unit-record reporting is the keystone of a more flexible
and expanded UCR Program with reasonable reporting burdens for contributing
agencies. Indeed, once the conversion has been accomplished, there is reason to
believe the agencies will not only find the UCR Program more useful, but, in many
cases, will find their reporting burden is reduced.

Fourth, ana.l~sis and publication should be strengthened. Exact requirements
?epend on . the specIfIC need of .the user, but include more extensive analysis and
l~terpretatIor:' fuller documentatlon of data collection and editing and more extenSIve user servIces.
'

Table 3.1 summarizes the differences between the current system and each
of the proposed components. These differences are discussed briefly in the remainder
of the chapter.

Finally, accomplis~ment of these objectives must be balanced against the
requIre~ent that t.he re~ortmg bu:den on contributing agencies be reasonable. Such a
balance lS not possIble without major structural changes to the UCR system.

3.1

·

The s~stem we propose rests on two fundamental changes in the UCR
Program. The first of these is implementation of a two-level reporting system.
3.1

Convert the UCR system to a two-level reporting system

~nder w~ich .m,?st agencies report basic offense and arrest
mformatlOn sImIlar to that currently reported (Level I) while

a compar~tively s,!,all sample of agencies report much more
extensIve mformation (Level II).

T~~-l~v~l reporting meets the needs for increased depth and scope of reporting while
mmimIzmg the bu~den imposed on contributors and on the state and national UCR
programs ..Level I IS needed ~o provide a basic set of statistics for all jurisdictions and
a geog.raphically .c?mp~ehensive: data base. Level II is needed to provide much more
extensIve and detailed mformation.

· The reporting requirements of the Level I component would be readily met by
cont:-ibutors to the curren~ system. . The sample of Level II agencies would be
dom~nated by larger agencies, many of which already collect and automate the
requIred da~a. Thu~, .the Level II component would impose relatively modest reporting
burdens w~de:~rov~dmg critical information on the nature and extent of criminal
offenses, vLctimizatIOns, and police arrests and clearances.
Thie Level II reporting must be based on a sample of agencies. This is necess.ary ~o enabJ: ~he use of Level II information to reflect actual patterns and levels of
~n~l11~al. actiVIty and to ass.ure that the Level II reports include a wide array of
Junsd~ctIOns that local agen~les can reasonably use for' comparison. A basic sample of
~g~nc.Ies. for Level II :"ould. mcl~de most I~rger jurisdictions and a sample of smaller
JU~lsdiCtl~nS to pe: rmit estImatIOn of natIonal and regional patterns and trends in
cr~me. Given the In:portance o.f the Level II data, state UCR programs should expand
t~IS sample to pro':'Ide the baSIS for state-level estimates. Indeed, states may well
Wish to convert entIrely to Level II reporting.
· ,_ The second f~ndamen~al c;:hange--discussed in the next chapter--is conversion
to u~It-record :eportmg. ThIS Simply means that contributing agencies no longer
submit summaries. of th~ number of offenses and arrests in various categories.
Instead, they submIt a bnef report for each offense or arrest. As discussed in later

Level I Component

The Level I component is in many ways similar to the current system in the
scope of information collected. Most agencies, probably 93 to 97 percent, would
contribute to the component. The major differences from the current system are as
follows.
First, as already noted, the Level I component would use unit-record reporting, in which records are submitted on individual criminal incidents and on individual
arrests. This would replace the current system in which agencies report only summary
totals of offense and arrest counts by category. As discussed in Chapter 4, this
conversion to unit-record reporting provides a substantial increase in the power and
flexibility of the UCR Program with only modest costs to federal or state
governments or local contributing police agencies.
Second, as in the current system, the Level I component would include offense reports on Part I offenses only and arrest data on both Part I and Part II offenses. However, all other fDrcible sex offenses would be reported in addition to rape,
and negligent manslaughter would be excluded. Also, attempts would be distinguished
from actual occurrences, whenever such a distinction is meaningful. Aggravated
assault would be redefined to distinguish more clearly between aggravated and simple
assault.
Third, the current system's Hierarchy Rule, by which only the most serious
offense occurring within a single incident is counted, would be essentially eliminated
under the proposed system.--all counts of all offenses against each victim would be
included in the reporting. However, the Hierarchy Rule would still be used to
determine the primary offense, listed first in the reporting. Thus, the Level I component would retain the current system's capacity to characterize an event in terms of a
single crime, while providing greater flexibility in measuring total crime.
Fourth, two pieces of information would be added to reports on offenses in
the level I component. First, information on the type of victim would be collected,
distinguishing among individual or household, business, and other victim types.
Second, a data element would be added to distinguish offenses against residents from
those against nonresidents, thereby allowing calculation of crime rates for the
resident population, especially in jurisdictions with large influxes of tourists or
daytime business commuters. Conversion to unit-record reporting would allow these
data items to be added with minimal increase in contributor burden.
Fifth, the value of property stolen and recovered would be reported as under
the current system, except that provision would be made to record "unknown" in
appropriate cases.
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Table 3.1
COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND RECOHKENDED UCR SYSTEMS

--------------------------~----.-----~-----;~~~>~,------------------

~commended System

Characteristic
Target percentage of
agencies
'Type of reporting
Offense types for
which offense data
are collected

Level 1
component

Level II
component

100

93-97

3-7

l
1

1

summary

unit-record

unit-record

Part I offenses

Part I offenses a

Part I and Part II
offenses

included in counte;
not distinguis~ed from
actuals

Use of Hierarchy Rule

yes

Collection of
detailed incident
data

1
J

Handling of attempted
crimes

Classification of
offense

I

Current system

current Part I and
Part I I definitions

liml,ted

include in counts;
distinguish from
actuals

include in counts;
distinguish from
actuals

current Part r definitions, with sharper
definitions of aggravated assault and rape
category broadened to
include all forcible
sexual offenses;
refined Part II
definitions; detailed
data allow alternative classifications
as well

current Part I
definitions,
with sharper definitions of aggravated
assault and rape
category broadened to
include all forcible
sexual offenses;
refined Part II
definitions

I

limited, but includIng
type of victim
i
(individual, business,'
or other) and resi- ;
dellt/nonresident
status
I

.I•
,
I

extensive, including
victim type, victim
characteristics,
victim-offender
relationship, use of
force/weapon, type of
weapon, nature/extent
of injury, day of
week/time of day,
type of location,
res,ident /nonresident status of
victim

,

Collection of value of
property stolen and
recovered

Cross-referencing of
cleared offenses to
arrests
Agency and jurisd1ctiona
characteristics

records dollar values

record dollar values; I
include provision
for recording
"unknown"
I

I

,. I

no

number of employees;
population size

number of employees;
population-at-risk
data

I

record dollar values;
include provision
for recording
"unknown tl

Sixth, in contrast to the current system, a cleared offense would be linked to
the arrest (or exceptional clearance) by which the offense was cleared. This would be
accomplished by recording the incident identification number on the arrest record or
exceptional clearance report. This approach should eliminate a number of problems in
reporting clearances under the current system and lead to more accurate clearance
data.
Finally, a few additional jurisdictional characteristics would be collected
under the Level I component. These data would be collected from sources such as the
U.S. Census Bureau, not individual law enforcement agencies, and would include
information on demographic composition as well as the number of households, commercial establishments, and automobiles in the jurisdiction.
3.2

Level II Component

The Level II component represents a substantial expansion of data collection
over and above the current system. However, only about three to seven percent of
agencies, principally the larger ones, would be asked to contribute to this component.
As for the Level I component, reporting would be on a unit-record basis; each
incident and each arrest would be reported individually, rather than on a summary
basis as under the current system.
In the Level II component, Part n offenses as well as Part I Offenses would
be reported. For each reported offense, a substantial amount of detail about the
criminal incident would be collected, including victim characteristics, victim-offender
relationship, type of location, time of day and day of week, use of force or weapon,
and extent and nature of injury. As with both the current system and the Level I
component, arrest data would be collected on both Part I and Part II offenses. The
information reported on arrests would be the same under the Level II component as
under the Level I component.
The handling of attempts, use of the Hierarchy Rule, classification of
offenses, and cross-referencing of clearances to arrests also would be the same under
the Level 11 component as under the Level I component. Attempted offenses would be
distinguished from actual occurrences. The' Hierarchy Rule would be essentially
eliminated, in the sense that all offenses involved in a given incident would be
reported. The current Part I and Part II definitions would remain the basis of classification, though all forcible sexual offenses would be included in Part [, and aggravated assault would be defined more explicitly. The detailed data collected under the
Level II component would also allow other classification schemes to be used, such as
the Crime Classification System being developed by the Police Executive Research
Forum. Cleared offenses would be cross-referenced to corresponding arrest (or
exceptional clearance) records.

yes

0a

extensive set
characteristics

aThe
rape category is broadened to include reporting of all forcible
sex 'offenses·, manslaughter is
excluded.
'

Values for property stolen and recovered would be reported as dollar values,
as under the current system. However, provision would be made to record "unknown"
in cases where the property value is not known.
Finally, an array of agency and jurisdictional characteristics would be collected under the Level II component. Through an annual survey of law enforcement
agencies participating in this component, information would be collected on agency
type (e.g., municipal police, sheriff with full police responsibilities, sheriff with jail

bE: xcept f or attempted rapes and'attempted
"
forcible entry for burglaries; attempted homicides are counted
a9 aggravated assaults.
\
.
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CE:xcept to determine the primary offense, which is recorded first.
dSee Table 6.4.
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and cO,urt responsibilities, county police, state police, transit authority, etc.), annual
operating budget, salary ranges, type of shift assignment (fixed/rotating), type of
patrol unit staffing (one or two officers), use of foot patrol, and number of calls for
service, as well as other characteristics. Jurisdictional characteristics would be
obtained through sources such as the U.S. Census Bureau or state agencies, and would
include such items as the jurisdiction's demographic composition, number of
households, number of commercial establishments (by type), and number of
automobiles.
3.3

State Programs

State programs play an essential role in the recommended system. As both a
primary user and an essential review and processing point in the network of data flow
from local agencies to the National Program, they are critical to data collection and
analysis. Indeed, they would be responsible for much of the increased quality
assurance under the recommend~d system discussed in Chapter 7. In addition, state
programs ar~ aware of changes In ,state law and/or local conditions that might affect
U~R reporting, !ind they can pro,:"Ide a ~evel of feedback and interactive data editing
wIth local agencIes that would be ImpossIble for the National Program.
,

E9ually important, states playa key role in developing criminal justice policy
the Umted States. State UCR programs and Statistical Analysis Centers are
critical to expanding and applying UCR data collection and analysis to meet statespecific needs.
In

The remainder of the report discusses the details of our recommendations
and the rea50ns behind them.

Chapter 4
UNIT-RECORD REPORTING
,
One of the major design issues for the UCR system is the choice between a
summary reporting system and a unit-record reporting system. In the· current
summary system, local law enforcement agencies report counts of offenses,
clearances, and arrests, and totals of the value of property stolen and recovered in
various categories. In a unit-record system, local agencies would submit separate
records for each individual offense and arrest. Our recommenc;fations are as follows:
4.1

Convert the entire UCR system to unit-record reporting in
which local law enforcement agencies submit reports on each
individual criminal incident.

4.2

Convert the entire UCR system to unit-record reporting in
which local law enforcement agencies submit data on each
individual arrest.

The type of record submitted under unit-record reporting could be either a
machine-readyble record, a coded reporting form, or a copy of an actual incident or
arrest report.
Conversion to tpit-record reporting is the keystone of the new UCR system
proposed in this report.
Indeed, it is safe to say that most of the enhancements
suggested in later chapters could not be accomplished without this change. Accordingly, this chap.ter discusses the advantages and disadvantages included in simply
converting the current UCR to a unit-record system. Later chapters show how further
enhancements can build on unit-record reporting to create a more powerful and
responsive UCR Program.
The basic advantages of a unit-record reporting system, discussed in Section
4.1, are increased reporting accuracy and vastly increased flexibility in collecting and
presenting data. These advantages must be weighed against any increase in the
reporting burden on local contributors or state and federal costs. In fact, as discussed
in Section 4.2, law enforcement agencies appear to prefer unit-record reporting.
Exploration of unit-record reporting under the current UCR, described in Section 4.3,
explains why: conversion 0: the current UCR to unit-record reporting would not
increase contributor burden; it would in fact be simpler for many agencies.
Unit-record reporting does require a material increase in data entry. The
data flows required are described in Section 4.5. However, the additional data entry
costs, described in Section 4.6, are not large. Indeed, as more departments automate,
the additional entry costs promise to become almost trivial.

1Submission of a copy of an actual report is not recommended for the
national program. It would be used only where state programs prefer this approach.
2The term incident-based reporting is often used to describe what we refer
to. as unit-record reporting. We have used the latter expression since it is as
applicable to arrest reporting as to incident reporting.
(,'
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4.1

Advantages and Disadvantages of Unit-Record Reporting

There ~re a nu~ber of potential advantages to a unit-record re ortin
syste::. In partl,:ular, umt-record reporting is expected to increase the accu~ac o~
reportmg, ~o provIde. f!1uch greater flexibility in using and analyzing data, and to a~ow
the collectlOn of additlOnal information at modest costs.

•

By allowing missing value codes for individual incidents where
information (e.g., property value) is missing, averages can be
computed without needing to make the assumption that missing
values are zero.

The curr~n~ systen: has frequently been criticized with regard to data
?c<7 urac y, and prell:nmary eVIdence from an analysis of audit data suggests that there
IS . m . fact su.bst~ntial underreporting of Index offenses (see Section 7 .5~6). Thus a
prmcipal ObJ:ctlve of the current redesign effort is to improve the s ste:n.s
accuracy. Umt-record reporting might increase accuracy in several ways:
y

•

By linking arrests to cleared offenses through corresponding
identification numbers, clearance data might be made more
accurate. This does require, however, determination of these
incide:rt numbers in order to complete the arrest reporting
form.

•

Finally, use of incident numbers on the records may improve
accuracy by improving audit capabilities. Both internal and
external audits would be able to verify the various reported data
elements linking incidents reported under the system back to
the original offense reports from which they were generated.

•

Usi~& a comput~r rather than a clerk to perform the necessary
additlOns should Improve the accuracy of these computations"

•

Incl~ding an identification number on each record makes it
possIble to re.conclle and correct what has been recorded in
ways not possIble (or possible only with great difficulty) under
the current system.

A second major advantage of a unit-record reporting system is its increased
analytic flexibility. Unit records provide an immediate capability to analyze all
variables included in each incident record. For robberies, for example, one could
cross-tabulate weapon use by premise type, premise type by type of property stolen,
or even weapon use by both premise type and type of property stolen. None of these
tabulations is possible under the current system, even though each of the individual
data elements is recorded. Similarly, for burglaries, one could cross-tabulate any
combination of type of burglary (forcible entry, unlawful entry without force, or
attempted forcible entry), residential status, time of day, and type of property
stolen. Under the current system, only the cross-tabulation of residential status and
time of day is available. With arrest records, too, more analytic capability is provided
by unit-record reporting. Specifically, it would be possible to obtain any des ked
cross-tabulation of the age, sex, race, and ethn4c origin of the arrestee, whereas under
the current system only age by sex is available, Further, unit-record reporting allows
arrest information to be linked to previously recorded information on the offense(s)
involved, one of the features most desired by contributing police agencies.

Suppose, for example, that a UCR records clerk received a
phone call while tallying a stack of offense reports directly on
the monthly Return A form. After completing the phone call
the clerk forgot whet~er the ?ssault incident on top of the stack
h~d already been talhed and mcluded with the 20 other assaults
wIth a kmfe or cutting instrument. To resolve this problem
under the current system, the clerk would have to go back
through all of the cases for the month.
In . one. of our site visits, a UCR clerk related how she
mamta:ne~ a tally of offenses as needed for UCR reporting and
c0':lpai.ed It at the end of each n:onth with .an independent tally
mamt?med by one of the detectIves. She mdicated that if the
two dIffe.red she would simply change hers to match his. There
wa~ no SImple way to reconcile differences on a case-by-case
baSIS.
.
W~th. unit-record reporting, inclusion of the incident number
ehmmates. these pr:oblems. To determine whether the assault
had been mcluded m the first example, the clerk would simply
~oo~ to see whether a report had been recorded with the
mCIdent number of the assault case. In the second example the
clerk would match the two tallies by incident number to find the
source of error.

•

More ?etailed edit checks can be performed with unit-record
reportmg. For example, edit checks could be used to detect
such errors as classifying an incident as a pocket-picking when
the type of property stolen was recorded as office eqUipment.
Under the current system, such errors are not detectable
because the nature of larceny (pocket-picking in this case) and
the type of property stolen are recorded independently.

I

I

Unit records also provide greater flexibility in performing special studies. If,
for example, it were of national importance one year to obtain more detailed
information on robberies committed with firearms, it would be possible to select a
sample of the records of such offenses reported to police and to request agencies to
submit additional data on the sampled cases. This enables UCR to track em~rging
issues on a timely basis without requiring major changes to the data collection system.
As discussed in Section 4.3, unit-record reporting may also be somewhat
simpler for local agencies. If this is true, it would be a major advantage, as it is
highly desirable to reduce the burden on local contributors .

3This topic is addressed at length ip Chapter 5.
4Age and sex cross-tabulation currently available is restricted by the age
categories used on the Age, Sex, Race, and Ethnic Origin of Persons Arrested forms.
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Another critical advantage of unit-record reporting is that it allows the
collection of additional information, resulting in significant improvements to the
system. As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, such improvements include distinguishing
attempted offenses from actual occurrences, business from personal victims, and
nonresident from resident victims, as well as collee-ring additional offense information
on incidents involving multiple offenses and/or multiple victims. These improvements
could not be made under the current summary system without substantially complicating and increasing the reporting burden on local contributors. With unit-record
reporting, such enhancements can be accomplished with only modest additional contributor burden.
Of course, these advantages must be balanced against the disadvantages of
conversion to unit-record reporting. One possible disadvantage is interruption of the
time series of criminal incident and arrest data, series of much utility to criminal
justice researchers. Discontinuities in the series would be created if, as intended, use
of unit-record reporting produced more accurate data. Presumably, most would prefer
greater data accuracy to maintenance of the time series. Further changes in quality
assurance measures recommended in Chapter 7 would also create series discontinuities, so conversion to unit-record reporting would simply be contributing to the discontinuity. But, as discussed in Section 9.3, steps can be taken to estimate the size of
any such discontinuity and correct for it in evaluating trends. Thus, potential
interruption of the time series should not be an obstacle to conversion to unit-record
reporting.
Another potential disadvantage is delay in obtaining summary counts of
offenses and arrests in agencies without computerized systems. With the current
summary system, each agency has the summary counts it submits to its state program
or to the National Program. If incident data are submitted, an agency would either
have to compute its own summary counts or wait until summary reports are returned
to it by the state or national program. A few states currently do return summary
counts to individual agencies. In the near future, it is expected that most mid-sized
and large departments will have enough computer capability to provide the summary
counts internally. In small departments, the number of offenses and arrests is small
enough that counts can be obtained manually by the local agency with little effort.
Nonetheless, some departments may well desire periodic (monthly or quarterly)
reports based on incident and arrest records they submit. If the state program does
not provide such reports, the National Program may need to. Though meeting this
need may increase the workload at the national level, it should not be an obstacle to
unit-record reporting.
The greatest potential d~sadvantage could be cost; unit-recQrd reporting may
be more costly than summary reporting. This topic is explored in this chapter by
examining the workload involved in coding data at local agencies and comparing data
entry costs under summary and unit-record reporting. As the discussion in Sections
4.4 and 4.6 makes clear, costs are not an obstacle to adoption of unit-record reporting.
4.2

Preferences of Law Enforcement Agencies

According to the results of the UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies,
39 percent of agencies contributing to the UCR already submit incident-based
reports. These departments strongly favor unit-record reports. Forty-eight percent
of these indicated that submitting unit records is easier than previous summary
reporting; another 58 percent indicated that submitting unit records was equally

,

!

convenient. Only three percent thought it was much more difficult.
Even departments that are not now under a unit-reporting system now se:m
willing to try it. Thus, in addition to the 39 percent of departments now und.er .umtrecord reporting, another 17 percent of departments do n~t .now use mCldent
reporting, but believe it wou!d be ~asier. Overall, then,. a majority of departments
already use or would find It easIer to use some v~rslOn of the system. we are
recommending. Further, another 29 percent of agencIes do n~t now use umt-record
reporting but believe that unit-record and summary r~portmg would b~ equa~ly
convenient. Among departments using summary reportmg, 14 perc~nt .thmk umtrecord reporting would be more difficult and another 11 percent thmk It would be
much more difficult.
Somewhat surprisingly, small departments seem to have a slightly ~tr?nge~
preference for unit-record reporting than do large departments, although a majorIty or
departments of every size approved the change. Table 4.1 shows the responses of law
enforcement agencies by jurisdiction size.
The strong support from the smalle~t cities reminds.us t~at! although we t~nd
to think of automation as necessary for umt-record reportmg, It IS also a practIcal
system in many nonautomated departments. The average police department serving a
city under 10,000 reports fewer than 13 Index offenses per month. T~ese agenci:s are
probably correct in their judgment that submitting 13 records wIth a few it~ms
checked would be easier than completing the tally book and summary forms requIred
for summary reporting.
Large jurisdictions with populations in excess of 100,000 are generally' automated even if they do not submit incident data to the ~CR Progra~. At the tIm: of
our survey 86 percent said that they had data processmg systems m place for Crime
records a~d another 10 percent had plans to buy a computer within the next two
years, for a total of 96 percent of all departm~nt~ serving jurisdictions with over
100,000 people. Moreover, two-thirds of the. mid-sIzed (l~,0~0 to 100,000) departments also have or plan to have data processmg systems withm the next two years.
(Twenty-eight percent have them alrea?y.)
Th.us, we .see stron& support a.nd
immediate feasibility for a total converSlOn of umform cnme reportmg to a umtrecord basis.
The system's eventual operating costs could have been a factor influencing
desirabili ty. The effects on total system cost depend ~n detailed de~isi~ns. to ~e made
as the new UCR is completed. In Section l~.6, we provIde a calculatIon mdIca~m.g that
annual data entry costs would not be prohibitive for a unit-record system slmtlar. to
the current system. Thus, the decisive factors, in our analysis, are Issues of qual1ty,
rather than cost: the greater analytic power of unit-record reporting, and the
potential improvements in reliability through reduced clerical burden and greater
quality assurance capability.

4.3

A Unit-Record Reporting System EqUivalent to the Current System

Table 4.2 describes what a unit-record system equivalent to the current
summary system might look like. The syf,t~m is equivaler:t in the ,sense that, ~side
from identification numbers, it collects precIsely the same mformation. No consIderation is given in this chapter to expanding of the informa~ion coll~cted beyond t~at of
the current system. For example, both systems collect mformatlOn for robberIes on
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Table 4.1

1.:

ISTINA1ID PIRCIITACIS 0' ACEICIIS USIn~ 01
SUPPORTIIIG OMIT-UOORD UPOITIIIG

r

t,I

Table' ,4. 2 '
UCQIIl SP!ClnCAl'lOil POl A UIIlT'-UCOU UL'O&TlIIC S'lSTDI
!QIIl VAUNT TO CUUENT S'lSTIII

I

/

a
'Criminal Homicide
Incident number
li
t ~nslaughter V8. negligent san.laughter)
Type of homicide (murder and nonneg gen
Number of victims
Number of offtndero
Age of victi"'b
Sex of victim b
Race of victim
b
Ethnicity gf vtgtim'
Age of offender u
Sel( of offender c
Race af offender
c
Ethnicity of gffender
Use of weapon
to offenderd
Relationship of victim
Circumstances
f
ty
Value of property stolen by type a proper
Vaiue of property recoverecl by type: of property
Unfounded status (I • unfounded; bl"n\ot~e:~~~;~ional means; blank. otherwise)
Clearance status (1 • Clear(e d ;r"Yifar~es ra~ce involves only persons under 18 years of age; bl.enk ,otherwise)
c ea
Youthful clearance status l

Population of Jurisdiction

Ule or prefer to ule

Under
10,000

10,000100,000

Over
100,000

\

All

agencies a

Ii
!

Currently use

40

Ule or think. easier
to use

58

Use or think. easier
or lame to use

90

36
51

29
40

39
S6

c\

'I

,1
:.\

"

I
\

1
,1
77

60

i\

8S

)

j
'.\
'"
"

Rape
Incident numbet'
Number of. victims
1
t l)
Act.ual vs. attempted (0 • a'i:tempted;
• ,BC ua
Valua of property stolen by typ~ of proper~y
Value of property recov;,red by type of property
JJnfounded statuI
Clearance status
'~outhfl!l clearance (\ItatuS

t

0

,\

Source:

UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, conducted by Abt Associates
Inc. 1984.

aIncludes .peciQl police departments such as transit police and state police.
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Robbery
instrument; 3 • other dangerous weapon; 4 • at~on~ arm)
Incident number
Use of w\!spon (1- firearm; 2 • knife or cutting 3 • gas or .ervice atation; 4 • convenience atore,
Premile type (1 • highway; 2 • commercial house;
5 • residence; 6 ~ bank; 7 ~ mincellaneous)
Valu~ of property stolen by type of property
Value of property recovered by type of property
Unfounded statua
Clearance status
Youthful c~earance status

II

1

,~

1

il

it
"~I

~

,1
.1:1

.',

{

'1,

I
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'i

:j

:\

1
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'~

1
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I

(
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\1

II

rl

~SSRult

1'1i

II

'\
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,}

"

it
\1
u
lJ
U

~

1 ncidl'nt number
Number of vietims
cutting inotru8ent; 3 • other dangeroul weapon; 4 • handa,
Type of asaBult (1 • firearm; 2 • knife or • other aSlaulta, Ii_pIe, not agaravated)
fista, feet, etc.--agg~avRted injury; 5
Unfounded status
Clearance status
Youthful clearance statUI
Burglary
Incident number
1 f 1
try--no force; 3 • atte_pted forcible entry)
Type of burglary (1 • forcible entry; 2 • un aw u en
Residential status (1 • residence; 2 • nonreaidence)
Daytime I'tatus (1 ,. day; 2 • night)
Value of property.atolen by type of property
Vallie of property recovered by type of property
Unfuunded atatul
Clearance statu~,
YouthfUl clearancQ statu~

t"1
t:'i
\

['I
I
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Table 4.2

(~ontinued)

Larceny-Theft
Incident number
Type of theft (codes A to I)
Value of property stolen by type of property
Value of property recovered by type of property
Unfounded status
Clearance status
Youthful clearance status

weapon use, premise type, type of property, and the value of property stolen and
recovered; it is only the manner in which the data are collected that differs.

}lotor Vehicle Theft
Incident number
Number of stolen vehicles
Type of motor vehicle (1 - auto; 2 - truck or bus; 3 - other)
Value of property stolen by type of property
Value of property recovered by type of property
Typ~ of recovered vehicle (1 - stolen locally. recovered locally; 2 • stolen locally. recovered by other
Jurisdiction; 3 w stolen in other jurisdir.tion. recovered locally)
Unfounded status
Clearance status
Youthful clearance status
~
Incident number
Property classification (A to J)
In-use status (0 ~ uninhabited. abandoned. or not normally in use; 1 - other)
Esti~ated value of property damage
Unfounded status
Clearance status
Youthful clearance status

Law Enforcement Officers Kille,d or Assaulted (LEOKA)
Incident number
Felonious act vs. accident or negligence (for officers killed only)
Type of activity (codes 1 to 11)
Type of weapon (codes A to E)
Type of assignment (codes F to L)
Personal injury status (0 .. no; 1 = yes)
Time of day (0 = a.m.; 1 - p.m.)
Clearance status
Arrests (Adult)
Identification number
Classification of offense
Sex of arrestee
Age of arrestee
Race of ~rrestee
Ethnic origin ,o~ arrestee
Arrests (Juvenile)
Identification number
Classification of offense
Sex of arrestee
Age of arrestee
Race of arrestee
Ethnic origin of arrestee
Police d:spOSition (for,juveniles) (1 - handled by Department and released; 2 .. referred to juvenile
court. 3 - referred to welfare agency; 4 - referred to other police agency; 5 • ,referred to criminal or
adult court)
a Note that 'the current system uses incident-based records on the SHR. Three variables (weapon. relationship
of victim to offender. and circumstances) are recorded in narrative form on the SaR but are here
considered to be coded into categories.
•
bRepeat for each victim up to some maximum number.
c$epeat for each offender up to some maximum number.
d

We consider an equivalent system so that we can compare the burden on local
contributors and system costs under unit-record and summary reporting.
The
hypothetical system discussed in this chapter should not be confused, however, with
either of the two components of the UCR system that we actually recommend for
implementation. These are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
The specification in Table 4.2 requires a different record type for each of the
eight Part I offenses. In addition, another special record type is used in lieu of the
current Law Enforcement Officers Killed or Assaulted (LEOKA) form to record
incidents in which law enforcement officers are assaulted. Finally, two more record
types (for adults and juveniles) are used to record arrests for all Part I and Part II
offenses.
In order to be entirely equivalent to the current system, the specification in
Table 4.2 provides for recording values for property stolen and recovered for each of
11 property types whenever property values are recorded. The reporting forms could
be simplified substantially by including a single field in which to record the principal
type of property data in addition to one field each for the values of property stolen
and recovered.
4.4

Comparison of Summary Reporting with Unit-Record Coding

In this section, we compare reporting under the current summary system with
reporting under a unit-record system. As an example, we examine the Part I offense
that occurs most frequently--larceny-theft. The discussion considers only departments operating manual systems, as virtually all (if not aU) automated departments
already use incident-based systems. It is assumed that the department uses the Tally
Book: Return A and the Su lementar Re ort of Offenses (henceforth referred to
simply as the Tally Book. If the Tally Book is not used, departments using a manual
system would have to use something similar to produce the necessary summary
counts.) Exhibits 4.1 through 4.4, reproduced from the Tally Book, are provided here
for the convenience of the reader.
Such a department would use a procedure roughly

a~

follows:

1) score a tick to record the offense in column 2 on the top of
Exhibit 4.1;

2) score a tick in column 3 if the offense is unfounded;5
3) score a tick in column 5 if the offense is cleared and, if the
clearanc,e involves only persons under 18 years of age, in column
6 as well;

Repeat for each vict'!,:;;-offender Cllmbination.

5Column 4 can be calculated on a monthly basis as the difference between
Columns 2 and 3.
56
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Exhibit 4.1

LARCENY· THEFT
2
Ollenses reporled
or known 10 police
(include unlounded
and allempl s)

1
Classification 01 offenses

6. LARCENY·THEFT

( Eae,pl Molor )
V,hlel, Th,lI

3
Unfounded, i. e.,
false or baseless
complainls

4
Number of actual
offenses (column 2
minus column 3)
include allempls

5
Tolal ollenses
cleared by allesl
or exceptional means
(includes col. 6)

6
Number 01 clearances
involving or11y
persons under 18
years 01 age

TOTAL

For an imalysis of Larceny by vallie 01 properly slolell, counl lhe I1lllllher of offenses and lolal value of Larcenies $200 alld
over, $50 10 $200, and ullder $50 III value and elller ill ilelll 6 011 Ihe SliPlllelllellllo Relit/II A. Eiller all atlelllpled Imcellies
in "under $50" wi,lh a zero value.
(A) $200 and over

Agency Case Number

(S) $50 10 $200

(C) Under $50
,~

lJ1
())

1
2

3

I~';

4

j

5

I

6

,.

7
8
9

10

II

12

.-

13
14
15
16

\

17

,
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Exhibit 4.2

. LARCENY-THEFT <TYPE OF THEFT)
6X CATEGORIES
Enter "$0" if nothing is stolen
Agency
Case
Number

A

Pocket
Picking

B

Purse
Snatching

C
Shoplifting

0

From Motor
Vehicles
(Except E)

E

r~otor

Vehicle
Parts and
Accessories

From
Buildings
Except (C and H)

F

G
Bicycles

H From any Coinoperated Machine
(Parking meters, etc.)

I

All
Other

1
2
3

4
5

,

6

7
8
9

.

1Q
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

'\

20
21

"

'-

22

\

23

o

,
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-Exhibit 4.3
VALUE OF PROPERTY STOLEN
(GROUPED AS TO TYPE OF PROPERTY)
bpl.lllalul1I: ltslllllllm Ihc ~ppIUIIII.lle he.llllIl~ Ihl! vallie ullllllpclly slulcil III COIIIII!I,IIIMI Wllh P.III IOJl""st!s. It,l (lilly lira I
plupelly Slilicil 110111 Wllhlll YUill 11I1I~lhc\lIJll. WIt.ell .111 CIIIIICS h01i1 III1! liIolllh have hl!l~1I III,Hle, olilaill a lolal lUi Cill.h Whllllil ;11111
h~lIslel Ihc hellies III Ihe SlIpplCllICll1 10 Hellllil fl. 1·.lbC I
Je ... elry
Clolhinl
Ind
FUls
C

Plecious
Mellis

A
C... :

Loe~"y

~nd

CUliency
Noles
Elc.

B

V.lu.

C....

v.lu.

Cu.

V.lu.

Siolen
Molor
Vehicles
0
C,U ':
V.lu.

OUiee
Equipment
E
Cu. '

V.lu.

TVs
Radios
Sieleos
[Ie.
F
Cu • .

V.lu.

Firearms

lIousehold
Goods

G
Cau

T-

Consumable
Goods

H

V.lu.

CII ...

I

V.lul

Cu. ,

V.lu.

Misc.
K

Livesloek
J
V.lu.
Cu.-

V.lu.

Cu.

,

.

..
,',

i

\

I
I,

--"--~ -~
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E~hibit

4.4

VALUE OF PROPERTY RECOVERED
(GROUPED AS TO TYPE OF PROPERTY)
[~III;1I1i1IIOI1: Lisl 1II1l1l!1 till! :ll'lliuIJlI.Jlc hcalhlJ\! Iha v~hlc 01 IIlOl'cllV Iet:ovCI ell, which was stolcn III (OIlIlCCtiOI1 wllh Pml I
OIIl:lJses COIIIIIIIIII:IIIII VIIIIJ IIIIISIIII:lIoll. bdillit' IIl1111clly II!r.OVIlICd lUi olhcf dCllalhllellls. IlIclUilc Iliollcily Iccovcled bV olhcf
IUIISlhdlOI1S willch W,IS Ullklll,llIy slulell 1\1 YUill IIIIISIII(lIulI. WhcII all CllhlfJS 101 Ihe 1II01lih h:lve lJecII 1II:ldc, ohlalll ;;lo!,,1 101
e"dl COIUIIIII :1IId h;l\Islel Ihe hglllCS 10 Ihe SUllillclllclII 10 Relulil A, Page I.

Jellehy
iod
Precioos
Melals
8

CUll ene,
Holes
Ele.
A

c... :

V.I ••

c", ,

V.I ••

loeill,
Slolen
Molor
Vehicles

Clolhinl
ind
Furs
C

c", '

Olliee
Eqllipmenl
E
Ca .. ,
Valu.

D

V.I ••

V.I ••

C... "

,

"

\

t1

\

TVs
Ridios
Slereos
[Ie.
F
C... : Val ...

Fhea,,"s

Itoosehold
Goods

G

c", •

It

V.I ••

C... :

V.I ...

Consumable
Goods
I
C... : V.l ...

liyeslock

J
C... :

Valu.

Misc.
K
C""'

V.I ••
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4) S)core the value of property stolen under the appropriate
monetary category (greater than or equal to $200, between $50
and $200, or less than $50) on the bottom of Exhibit 4.1;
5) score the value of property stolen under the appropriate type of
theft category (e.g., pocket-picking, purse-snatching, etc.) in
Exhibit 4.2;
6) score the total value of property stolen by type of property in
Exhibit 4.3; and
7) finally, score the value of any property recovered by type of
property in Exhibit 4.4.
In addition, the agency case number may be recorded repeatedly, as the UCR
Handbook (t 984) suggests, "to trace or double check for proper tallying." The Return
A and Supplement to Return A used to report monthly summary offense counts under
the current system can then be readily completed by tallying and totaling the entries
on these tables and recording the resulting figures on the monthly reporting forms.
Alternatively, with a unit-record system that collected entirely equivalent
information, one would record all data on a single form and perhaps on only one line of
one form, as shown in Table 4.3. For each incident, one would record the incident
number, the type of theft code (codes A to I, as shown on Exhibit 4.2), the value of
property stolen (codes A to K, as shown in Exhibit 4.3), and the value of property
recovered (also codes A 1.0 K). Check marks or XiS would be used in the final three
columns to indicate offenses that are unfounded, cleared, and cleared involving only
persons under 18 years of age.
In both cases, the person recording the data needs to determine the same
items--the type of theft, the type of property stolen, and the value of property
stolen. Aside from the incident number, four variables need to be recorded on three
separate pages of the Tally Book with the summary system, as opposed to only three
variables on a single page with the unit-record system. This difference occurs because
the summary system must enter property value twice in order to tabulate of property
value by theft category and property value by type of property. Unit records do not
require such duplication because all three pieces of information are linked to each
other in the single record.

'"

The unit record does require entry of the incident number, which makes the
total required entries equal. However, while incident numbers are not strictly
required for the summary system, the Handbook does suggest recording the case
number four different times for larcenies. If the incident number were recorded
whenever suggested with the summary system, it would be recorded 'three times; with
the incident system it is necessarily recorded only once.
Finally, at the end of the month, four additions are required with the
summary system, but none with the incident system. For the reporting of an offense,
it thus appears that the unit-record system t;/ould be simpler than summary reporting
for a department that operates a manual system.

••

.

Handling of unfoundings after recording of the initial incident should also be
somewhat simpler under unit-record reporting. Under the current system, unfoundings
are tallied in the top table of Exhibit 4.1 and added at the end of the month. There is
,._.-'
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Type of theft

A • pocket picking

II'

6 • purse snatching
C • shoplifting
o ~ fro. actor vehicle
& • aotor ~ehicle partsl
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F • bicycles
,
G • Iroa buUd~;'1;'
1
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I
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I
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I
I
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I

I

I

I
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I
I

1
1
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I
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1
I
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!'Stolen
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I
I
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saqple for discussion purposeH only and is 1I0t rt!co=ended for actulil use.
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no linking of this tally with the tally of the original incident. However, the UCR clerk
would also need to delete other ~allies as appropriate according to the type of of~ense. For an unfounded larceny, It would be necessary to delete tally entries indicatmg the value category (bottom of Exhibit 4.1), type of theft (Exhibit 4.2) value of
p:operty st.olen (E~hibit 4.3), and conceivably value of property recove:ed [,ExhibIt 4.4). WIth a unIt-recor~ ~yste.m, .unfoundings would be handled either by entering
an u~f~unded code on ~he. ongmal mCIdellt report form or by creating an update record
consIstmg only of the mCIdent number and the unfounding code.

Table 4.4 shows what a reporting form for a unit-record adult arrest reporting system might loo~ like. ~ach arrest. woul~ be r~pres~nt~d by a single re~ord.
Principal differences 10 recordmg are the mc~usI~m of Identlfym& nu~b~rs assocIated
with each arrest and the linking of arrests to mCIdents by recordmg mCldent ~un:'bers
on arrest reports (if the identifying number for .the arrest is not also the: mCldent
number). Also, age (in years) would be recorded dIrectly rather than coded mto c~te
gories. Sex race, and ethnic origin would be indicated by checking the appropriate
column und~r each of the corresponding headings. (For juveniles, additional columns
would be provided indicating police disposition.)

Consider the handling of clearances, one of the data elements of the current
system most subject to criticism. Under the current system, clearances are recorded
in the .Tally Book in. t~e table sh?wn he,re at the top of Exhibit 4.1 as part of incident
reportlllg. No specIfIc method IS provIded to keep track of whether a given offense
has bee~ cleared, so c:S to prevent a .subsequent arrest from clearing the offense a
sec0!1d tIme. Unde:r Unit-record reportmg, clearances could be handled in an analogous
fashIOn .by recordmg them on the incident reporting forms in the same way that
~nf~JUndmg~ are recorded.
T~os~ clearances known at the time of recording the
mCIdent could be noted on the mCldent reporting form; those occurring later would be
entered into the system via an update record.

Aside from identification numbers, the same information must be determined
in both systems--the offense classification and the. age, sex, r?~e, and ethni~ origin of
the arrestee. The unit-record system does reqUIre the add1tIOnai recordmg of the
arrest identification number. However, it does not require the monthly totaling of
tallies both within cells of the form and across cells to obtain various totals across
categories (e.g., of the sale or manufacture of drugs). Again, unit-record report~ng
appears to be somewhat simpler for local agencies than the current summary reportmg
system.

Altern~tively, clearances could be identified based on arrest r(,f'loning,
al~hough exceptIO~al clearances would have to be handled by some other means. With
unIt-record reportmg o~ arres~s that includes re!ated incident numbers, clearances by
arrest co~ld be determIned usmg a computer to count the number of "nique incident
numbers 10 each offense class. Exceptional clearances could be liar' ,d by means of a

separate exceptional clearance record, similar to an arrest record, Ldat would indicate
related incident number(s). (The handling of clearances under th('\ recommended
system is discussed in Chapter 5.)
Recovered property would be handled simi!:' , ly under the two systems.
Under th~ current system, the value o~ the pri'. ,erty recovered is recorded by type of
property m the Return A Tally Book 10 the table shown as Exhibit 'lA. Provision 1'1
m~de for the incident number to be (>corded, although this is not required. Under <unIt-record system, property recovert!" shortly after the incident could be recorded on
the same form. Recoveries oce)" 'lg after the form had been transmitted would have
~o be handled through ~n update or corr.ection of the incident record. Since property
IS usually r~covered eIther soon or not at all, reporting would usually be as simple
under the unIt-record system as under summary reporting. 6
.
Finally, co~sider the difference between the current summary arrest report109 system and a unIt-record arrest reporting system. Under the current system, an
agency that uses the Tally Sheets (Age, Sex, Race and Ethnic Origin of Persons Arrested) will record three tallies f?r ~ach a~rest--one to indicate the age category and sex
of t~e a~r~stee,. a second to 10dICa te the race of the arrestee, and a. third to show
ethnIC ongm. The placement of these entries indicates the offense classification. For
ju.ve~iles, an additional tally is used to record the pollce disposition (e.g., handled
wlthm department and released, referred to juvenile court or probation department,
etc.). At the end of each month the tally sheets must be totaled and the totals transferred to the Age, Sex, Race, and Ethnic Origin of Persons Arrested reporting forms.
6If, as shown here, property recoveries were to be linked with offenses then
later recoveries would require looking up the original offense number.
'

4.5

Data Entry and Transmission

The flow of data would be substantially different under a unit-record report-ing system than under the current system and would depend on the type of state UCR
program.
4.5.1

States with Automated UCR Systems

The entry and transmission of data in states with automated UCR programs
are shown in Figure 4.1. Local agencies with manual systems could transmIt data to
their state agency on hardcopy incident/arrest coding forms (such as. Tables 4.3
and 4.4), in which case the state agency would enter the data. Alternatively, l?cal
agencies could use direct entry into a state computer, if the s~ate program. provIded
this capability. Local agencies with automated s~stems would.1deally subm.lt data to
their state programs in machine-readable form, ~!ther by sendmg a magnetI:: tape or
floppy disc or via phone lines. Most large. agenc1es would p:-esul1!ably submIt a tape.
Agencies using microcomputers could submIt data on floppy d1SCS, ~f the state program
had the capabillty to read the disc .• or via phone lines using a modem hook~up to the
microcomputer. However, in small agencies with few reported offenses, 1t may be
simpler and less costly to mail a hardcopy listing of individual offenses and arres~s to
the state agency, which would then reenter the data and send a copy to the NatIOnal
Program.
4.5.2

States with Manual UCR Systems

The entry and transmission of data in states with manual UCR systems are
shown in Figure 4.2. [n these states, the data processing is done by the National Pr.ogram instead of at the state level~ with feedback to the state program to meet .lts
reporting requirements. As in states with automated state programs, local agenCIes
with manual systems could send hardcopy or machine-readable data o~ they could
direct-enter the data to the National UCR Program. Hardcopy or machme-readable
data sent to these state programs would be forwarded to the national level for entry,
65
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Table 4.4
ADULT AIlUST UIIIT-IlROOllD BEPOIlTHIG PORM

Race

Sex
Arrest
i dent i ficat ion

number

Offense
c:lassification a

Ethnic origin

Am. Indian Asian or

Age

Male

White

Female

Black

or Alaskan Pacific
native
Islander

Hispanic

Not
Hispanic

Related
incident
numbers

0'1
0'1

.

,
I

i

_.

Note:

This form is a sample for discussion purposes only and is not recommended for use.

aSelect one of codes Ola to 27 as shown on current Age, Sex, R~ce and Ethnic Origin of Persons Arrested form.
representing totals or subtotals (i.e., 18, 180, 185, and 19) shquld not be used.
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Figure 4.1
DATA ENTRY AND TRANSMISSION:

Type of Local UCR System/
Transmission Mode

Local Level

Manual sY$tem/
hardropy transmission

Code incident/
arrest forms and
send by mail

Manual system/dire~t
entry transmission

Direct enter
incident/arrest
form data into
state computer

Automated system/
machine-readable
transmission

STATES WITH AUTOMATED UCR PROGRAM SYSTEMS

Code and entEr
incident/arrest form
data; transmit via
tape, floppy disc,
" or phone 1 ines

State Level

National Level

Receive and
enter data

Receive data

Edit and collate
da ta; send to
national level;
produce state
reports

Receive, edit
and collate
data

Receive data

"

",-----i,-----'

Automated system/
hardcopy transmission

Code and enter
incident/arrest form
data, generate
listing and send
by mail

))

Receive and
enter data

.... ,
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'

o

,.

\

,

>,
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Flgu're 4.2
DAT... ENTRY AND TRAHS/IISSION:

Type of Local UCR Systeml
Transmission Mode

Loea I Level

STATES Willi NANUAL UCR I'ROGIW4 SYSTEMS

Stete Level

Net lonal Leve I

Rece I ve hardcopy
forms: forward to
naT lonal level
"'anuel system!
hordcopy transmission

Code Incldent/

Rece t vo, enter and

arrest form,,:

edit data: send

sond by mal I
TO state level

sURVnary reports

to stat. levol
Rece 1ve summary

reports for
5tote reporting

flanual systemld I rect
entry transmission

Direct enter
I ncl dent /arre5t
form dat. Into
national computer

Receille and edit
data; send summary

Rece I ve summary
reports for
st.te reporting

reports to state
level

Collate datal

Automated sysfem!
macn I nc-reedebl e
transmissIon

"utom.te~ system!
hardcopy transmission

'tade and enter
Incl dent larrest
form data: transml t
tape, Iloppy
dIsc, or phone lines
to national level

"'e

Code and enter
I ncl dent/arrest
form data: generate

listing and summary
report: send by OIa II

~

Rece Ive su"""arr
reports lor
stat. reporting

Rece I vo Summary
report· and
listing: forward
listing to
national I.IIel

~

Receive and e dlt
data: send Sil trVTIlliry
reports to st ate
level

Receive listing:
entor and
edit dota

\

'I

.

-
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and summary reports would be produced and returned to the state level for state
reporting purposes. Direct entry at the local level, if this capability were provided by
the National Program, would be entered into a national computer from which, again,
summary reports would be produced and returned to the states. Local agencies with
automated systems would generally transmit machine-readable data directly to the
national level, which would have to produce and return summary reports to the state
program. Again, for small agencies, it may be less costly for the agency simply to
submit hardcopy computer listings of individual offenses and arrests and computergenerated summary reports. These would be sent to the state program, which would
forward the listings of offenses and arrests (and perhaps a copy of the summary report
as well) to the national level.
While unit-record reporting is feasible in states with manual UCR programs,
we strongly recommend that the National Program take steps to encourage and
facilitate the implementation of automated systems in these states. Automated state
programs can provide more rapid feedback to contributors and improve data quality.
4.5.3

States without UCR Programs

In states without any UCR program (See Figure 4.3), local agencies would
operate precisely as they would in states with automated UCR programs except that
the initial transmission of data would be to the national rather than the state level. In
these states, too, we strongly recommend that the National Program encourage and
facilitate the implementation of automated state UCR programs.
4.5,4

Local Systems on Microcomputers

The above discussion provides three options for local agencies with systems
on microcomputers--submission of a floppy disc, transmission via phone lines, and
mailing of hardcopy printouts. Several options are provided because, at least with
current technology, state programs and the National Program are not likely to have
the capability to read floppy discs from all local microcomputers. Discs differ in
many ways--size, density, bytes per sector, storage on one or both sides, and so forth-and disc readers can read only the one type of disc for which they were designed.
Local agencies can use, and undoubtedly would be encouraged to use, one of perhaps
several specific microcomputers for which the state and/or nC?;tional program would
maintain a disc reader. But under a voluntary system, some agencies will no doubt use
microcomputers with discs that are not readable by their state agency. In such cases,
the local agency can either transmit machine-readable data by phone, using a modem,
or simply send hardcopy printouts generated by the microcomputer to the state
program to be reentered by state UCR staff.

4.6

Costs of a Unit-Record System

An important issue to be considered in choosing between a summary and a
unit-record system is cost. In this section, we consider the cost component that was
thought potentially to threaten the feasibility of a unit-record system--data entry
costs •. These costs were expected to be much higher under unit-record reporting
because of the substantially greater number of data elements that need to be automated under such a system. As will be seen, however, these costs appear not to be as
great as one might imagine, especially if one considers thle marginal costs of entering
69
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Figure 4.3
DATA ENTRY AND TRANSMISSION:

b

Type of Local UCR System/
Transmission Mode

j

l

,

STATES WITHOUT UCR PROGRAMS

Local Level

National Level

1"

1

I

!

Hanual system/
hardcopy transmission

Cod", incident/
arrest forms and
send by mail

Manual system/direct
entry transmission

Direct enter
incident/arrest
form data into
national computer

i,"

!

r-------~~

Receive and
enter data

i
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0

\
I
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,.
Receive data

I·
I:

Edit and
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Automated, system/
machine-readable
transmission

Code and enter
incident/arrest form
data; transmit via .----....-1 Receive data
tape, floppy disc,
or phone lines

Automated system/
hardcopy transmission

Code and enter
incident/arrest form
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listing and send
by mail
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data over and above those that would be incurred under the current system. In the
remainder of this section, we examine both the total and the marginal costs of data
entry under a unit-record system. For this purpose ~Ne use 1982 data without attempting to project the number of records to be handled in future years.
4.6.1

b

Total Data Entry Costs

The total cost of data entry for the unit-record system described in this
chapter is estimated to be about one and one-half million dollars. This figure is obtained by first estimating the number of characters to be entered (see Table 4.5) and
then examining the costs of entering and verifying the data (see Table 4.6). These
costs would be 7hared, of course, among local agencies, state programs, and the National Program.
Table 4.5 provides estimates of the number of characters to be entered for
each type of record, including incident records~ LEOKA records, arrest records, and
recor.ds to modify previously submitted records. The first column indicates the approximate number of characters per record, which ranges from a low of 8 for assaults
to a high of 25 for criminal homicide. The second column indicates the number of
records of each type, based principally on Crime in the United States, 1982. The final
column, which is the product of the first and second columns, shows that the approximate number of characters to be entered is about 400 million. Sixty-one percent of
these are for arrest records and 36 percent are for offense records, the bulk of the
latter being for larceny and burglary.

!,
j
1
j

-\

t

,Ii

!

!

The cost of entering the characters is esti~ated in Table 4.6. Each of the
400 million characters must be entered and verified, so that about 800 milliOn keypunch strokes are required. At a keypunch rate of about 8,000 strokes per hour for a
well-1aid-:Jut form, this would require about 100,000 hours. At a keypunching cost of
about $15 per hour, this would result in a total data entry cost of about one and one
half million dollars.

1:
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4.6.2

,!

Marginal Data Entry Costs

!

The marginal data entry costs for the system described in this chapter--the
costs over and above the entry costs that would be incurred whether or not the
national system used unit-record reporting--would be far less than the total data entry
costs. There are several reasons for this:
•

1
!
:

J
I

Fourteen states have fully automated or partially incident-based
systems, each of which includes all of the data elements needed
for the system equivalent to the current system and described in
this chapter.

f
lI
!

,

7No attention is given here to the division of costs among these entities, as
our purpose is only to learn the magnitude of the total cost.

80ne hundred percent verification is assumed throughout.
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Table 4.5
Table 4.6
ESTIMATED HUMBER
OF CHARACTERS. TO. BE ENTERED
.
_ IN A UNIT-RECORD REPORTING SYSTEM

ESTIMATED COST OF DATA ENTRY
FOR A UNIT-RECORD REPORTING SYSTEM

..

,.;

'; '

",

'4

Estimated
number of
characters
per record

Type of
record

Approximate
total number
of charact.ers
(in. thousands)

Number 9f
records
19.82B
(in thousands)

Incident/offense
Criminal homicide

Approximate number of characters
to be entered initially .

400,000,000 characters

Approximate number of characters
to be verified

400,000,000 characters

Total number of strokes required

800,000,000 strokes

25

21

525

Data entry rate

8,000 strokes per hour

10

78

780

Required number of hours

100,000 hours

Robbery

10

537

5,370

$15 per hour

Assault b

Approximate cost for keypunch
operators

8

1708

13,664
Estimated total cost of data entry

$1,500,000

Burglary

12

3,416

40,992

Larceny-theft

10

7,108

71 ,080

Motor-vehicle theft

16

1,048

16,768

Arson

12

87

1,044

14

56

784

13

12,136

.

Rape

LEOKA
"

Arrest

242,720
~\

Update/modify
Total

1,295 c

7
.

-

27,490

9,100
402,827

aBased on Crime in the United States, 1982, Tables 1 and 23 and p. 244.
bIncludes both simple and aggravated assault.
CNumber is based on the assumption that number of modifications is equal to 10
percent of number of offense records.

..'
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•

•

Many local agencies, especially large ones, already enter data
for their own automated systems, independent of any state or
national program.

Chapter 5
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING: LEVEL I

The current summary system includes substantial data entry
costs that would not be incurred were an incident-based system
to be used.

Analysis of .re~ponse~ from t~e ~CR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies
indicate that much mCIdent mformation IS already computerized. Of the approximately ~2 million annu?-l. Part I offenses, at least 68 percent are currently
computenzed and an additlOnal 20 percent are planned for computerization by 1987.
These figures include automation of local agency hardcopy offense records by current
state UCR programs (about four percent of offenses). Further, arrest records are
computerized with approxin:at~ly the same frequ~ncy as offense records, according to
the survey results. Thus, withm a very short penod the vast majority of both offense
and arrest records will be automated, and the marginal annual cost of entry of the
nonautomated records would likely be less than 12 percent of $1,500,000, or $180,000.

The proposed new UCR system would include two reporting levels. Level I
agencies would contribute information similar to that collected under the current
system, but in unit-record form. Level II agencies would contribute more extensive
information--including the information required of Level I agencies. About 95 percent
of agencies would report under the Level. I system.
In this chapter we discuss data collection for the Level I component of the
recommended UCR system. The primary objectives of the Level I component are
twofold:
•

to provide a basic set of accurate and comparable crime'
statistics for all jurisdictions in the United States; and

•

to provide a geographically comprehensive national crime data
base.

,

4.7

should:

Feasibility of a Unit-Record Reporting""System
A unit-record reporting system offers a number of clear advantages.
•

increase data accuracy;

•

provide more analytic flexibility;

•
•

It

Our recommendations for data collection for the Level I component are to
collect the same data elements as under the current system, but using unit-record
reporting, and with the following additional10difications:
5.1

Retain data collection for par~t I offenses only, but eliminate
negligent manslaughter altogl~ther and broaden the rape
categ~ry to include all forcible ~\exual offenses- in Part I.

allow timely response to emerging issues through the conduct of
special studies; and
.

5.2

Distinguish attempted from

~llow collection of additional data elements that substantially

5.3

Report other distinct offenses O(:curring within a criminal
incident, in addition to the rnost serious offense as
determined by the Hierarchy Rule; \retain the Hierarchy Rule
to determine the most serious offer~e for each victim within
\ '
a criminal incident.

5.4

Redefine aggravated assault more eXDlicitly in terms of the
use of weapons and the extent of if) j'Ur~\.

5.5

Collect additional information

5.6

Distinguish among crimes against busin~sses, crimes against
individuals or households, and crimes agaitlst other entities.

5.7

Distinguish crimes against residents of a jurisdiction from
crimes against nonresidents, in order to be able to adjust for
large influxes of nonresidents either as daytime business
populations or as tourists.

5.8

Collect value of property stolen by dollar v.alue and provide
for the value to be indicated as missing for cases in which it
is not known.

lmprove the system without making it overly cumbersome.
. At the same time, the potential obstacles appear not to be serious. Data on
f.Loppy dlscs of types. th~t a state program cannot read can be transmitted by phone
lme or on hardcopr llstmg to be reentered. The total cost of data entry, while not
small, w~uld certamly not. rule out use of unit-record reporting. More to the point,
the n:argmal C?st of enten~g data not already automated by local agencies is likely to
be qUlte small mdeed, especIally after a few more years of increasing automatIon.
.

.In this chapter, we have considered a hypothetical UCR system, equivalent in
~n~orma~lOn coverage t~ the current summary system, solely for the purpose of exammmg umt-record reportmg. Once the decision to adopt unit-record reporting is made
a foundation is laid for further enhancement to the UCR. Thus, we now set asid~
simple conversion of the current system and move on to discuss further enhancements
in the chapters that follow.

'"

com~eted offenses.

'

ab~ut hO~\icides.

------ --
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5.9

Reco~d related incident numbers on each arrest report and
submIt reports on exceptional clearances in order to increase
the accuracy of clearance data.

I.t is important to recognize that these recommendations are predicated on
the a?OptlOn of both the recommendation to convert to unit-record reporting and the
creation of the Level II system to collect information on Part II offenses and
substantially mor~ detailed incident data. Without unit-record reporting, adoption of
the recommendatlons for the Levf.}! I component would be infeasible. It would be
ext~emely ~ifficult to mo~if~ t.he use of the Hierarchy Rule and to distinguish offenses
agamst bus messes versus mdlvlduals and against residents versus nonresidents under a
summary reporting system. On the other hand, without the collection of Part II
offenses and deta~led incident data in ~ Level II component, we would want to expand
the recommendatlons for data collectlon under the Level I component to include at
least some of these data.

5.1

1

Choice of Offenses for which Offense Counts Are Collected

The original designers of the UCR selected relatively few crimes--called
Part I crimes--for which information should be collected on the number of offenses.
The basic criteria used to select these Part I crimes were the seriousness of the crime,
the sirllilarity of rates of occurrence throughout all geographic regions of the country,
the frequency of occurrence, and the likelihood of coming to the attention of police.
The current list of Part I crimes, shown below, is similar to that established in 1930; ,
inde/ed, the only changes have been" the exclusion of traffic fatalities from negligent
manslaughter, the removal of statutory rape, and the addition of arson.

,11

Part I Offenses 2
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny - theft
Motor vehicle theft
Arson

The r~commendations on modifying the current system for the Level I
component consldered a number of factors. These included:
•

workload burden and costs for local agencies, state UCR
programs, and the National Program in terms of both
changeover costs and increased operational costs;

1

•

importance of the purposes for which the data will be used;

The list of Part I offenses is criticized by some for:

•

availability of the data from other sources, in particular, the
Level II component and the National Crime Survey;

•

inclusion of petty larceny, negligent manslaughter, and arson;
and

•

accuracy of data, specifically, whether modifications can
improve the accuracy of data currently collected, whether
potential new data elements can be accurately collected, and
whether the data collected provide the best measure of the
characteristic of interest; and
-

•

exclusion of serious crimes such as sexual offenses other than
rape, child abuse, and drug offenses (now all classified as Part II
offenses); and terrorism, kidnapping, blackmail, and extortion
(none of which is currently classified as a distinct offense
category).

•

e.ffect o~ the time series, and, if a modification disrupts the
tIme series, whether an adjustment can be easily made to
correct for the resulting discontinuity.

.
. In considering the availability issue, an important question is whether a data
ltem lS needed for nearly ~very lo~al agency (or juri diction), which neither the Level
II compol1ent nor the Natlonal Crime Survey (NCS)1 can provide. Data are needed
from all local agencies if the public wants to have the information about its own
lo~ale, ~r if t~e police or public want to be able to compare its own agency or locale
WIth nelghborIng ones.
Data might also be needed from all local agencies if
occu.rrences are rare, in which case neither the Level II component nor the NCS would
provIde an adequate number of cases.
IThe ~ati~n~l Crime Survey i.s a continuous survey of a representative
sample of housmg Units across the United States, containing about 126 000 individu?-ls. Si~c~ its inception in 1972, the NCS has been conducted for the Bureau of
Justlce Statlstics by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

As the 1958 UCR Consultant Committee chaired by Dr. Peter P. Lejins
pointed out, the difficulty in separating Part I and Part II offenses arises from the fact
that the classification into Part I and Part II has several different objectives. No
single division (which would represent a compromise) can fully accomplish all of these
objectives, so that any single division will be inadequate on some grounds. Specifically, the 1958 Committee suggested that t:1e ob jectives sought in the current
classification are:
•

differentiation of offenses that generally become known to
police, whether or not an arrest, is made from those that
generally become known to police only if an arrest is made;

2With two exceptions, the offenses defined as Part I offenses, the offenses
defined as Index offenses, and the offenses for which counts are collected are the
same. The two exceptions are simple assault, for which counts are pbtained but which
is neither a Part I offense nor an Index offense, and negligent manslaughter, for which
counts are obtained and which is a Part I offense but not an Index offense.
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•

selection of certain offenses to provide an index of overall
criminality;

•

separation of offenses into more and less serious ones; and

•

separation of offenses into those that are especially important
to police and those of lesser importance to police.
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Clearly, the choice of offenses included in Part I would depend on which
objectives were used. For example, criminal homicide would probably not be included
on the basis of the second objective; it is simply too infrequent to have a material
effect on any broC".d index. But it would certainly be included based on any of the
other three objectives. Indeed, in addressing the criticisms that have been raised
about the current classification into Part I and Part II, it should be recognized that an
offense could be included in Part I--so that the UCR would collect counts for the
offense--without including it in a crime index. Thus, the issues of deciding which
offenses to tally and which to include in a crime index are at least partially
separable. In this chapter, we are concerned with the former issue--which offenses
should be tallied. The issue of which offenses to include in an index then becomes an
issue of analysis and presentation.
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Among offenses currently included in Part 1 offenses, only petty larceny,
negligent manslaughter, and arson are controversial. Arson is the most /iecent
addition to the Crime Index, in response to a congressional mandate. Although it
fails some of the criteria for an index item--because its detection depends heavily on
investigative practice--the seriousness of the crime has triggered demands for better
data. Police opinion is sharply divided. Twenty-two percent of departments agree
that "arson does not belong in the UCR, and should be'reported elsewhere." On the
other hand, 32 percent "strongly" disagree with that statement, and another 23
percent "disagree somewhat," making a slender majority of support for its continued
inclusion.
Given the support from law enforcement (albeit weak), we do not
recommend a change to the status quo, which would require a reversal of the
congressional mandate.
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Although petty larceny is arguably inappropriate for inclusion as a Part I
offense on the basis of any of the four objectives, we recommend that collection of
petty larceny data be retained, primarily because of the difficulty of establishing a
reasonable cut-off point over time.
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Two problems arise in excluding pett I
' ,
and classifying with respect to the cut- ff yA~rceny: establIshmg a cut-off value
between petty and grand larcen b
o.
state~ have statutory distinctions
One could establish an arbitra:-r ~i u~t these vary conSIderably from state to state.
figure. Respondents to the
s~rv:/OT~whe~e troUnd the medi~n state statutory
suggest a threshold to distinguish betw~e aw, n or~em~nt AgenCIes were asked to
shows the distribution of their su e '
n major an mmor larcenies. Figure 5.1.
between $200 and $500 b t
gg stlOns. Half the departments selected numbers
wanted to see the disti~ct~~n ~~~~~~~~~s:$~ ,fo~o~igher thresholds. About one-seventh

uck

Even if a cut-off were agreed 0
th
I'
adjusting for inflation. With inflatio
n, I ere ,wou ~, stIll be the problem of
dollar ,cut-Off over time. Thus, there ~'il;n~re arcemes \". ,I ~end to exceed a f~xed
larcemes unless the cut-off is regularl d' p~e~r ~o be a - ,,-:>e 10 the ~umber of seriOUS
price index (CpO. Unfortunatel an y a JUs e -- o,r example? by us10g the consumer
the second problem with larcen~' cui- aftftem~t t~t~Just ~or pnce changes exacerbates
is difficult enough for local police t~ :;;cb~'ss~ YI~g ~Ith respect t? the cut-off. It
less than $50 worth of oods T
a IS w et er a larceny 1Ovolves more or
year and then above an3 belo' $ 0 expect them to distinguish above and below $50 one
inflation) is at best awkward.w 54 the next year (after the index has been adjusted for
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Collecting data about negligent manslaughter is viewed as a nuisance by
some. It is included in the current program only as an edit check for homicide data;
no counts of negligent manslaughter are published in Crime in the United States.
Further, the National Center for Health Statistics has information on negligent
manslaughter, thought to be at least as accurate as the UCR data, that can be used
for edit checks. Thus, we recommend discontinuing the collection of negligent
manslaughter data.

Larceni~s in which the value of property stolen is trivial may not come to the
attention of the police unless an arrest is made. To the extent that such offenses ate
not consistently reported to police, they are 'not appropriate to include in an index. As
long as nonreporting remains systematic, however, the rates can still serve for yearly
comparisons. Certainly such offenses are neither particularly 5erious nor especially
important to the police. From the National Crime Survey we know that in 1979 about

27 percent of reported larcenies inv 1 d
percent involved a property loss of l~3~eth property of less, than $5,0 in value and 42
1
low value could be easily distinguished fro~nt; 00.of Thus, If larce.mes of property of
probably recommend that they be omitted f rom °UseCR reports.
property of hIgh value, we would

t

This approach would reduce cont 'b t
kl d'
,
would have little effect in many A t fit u o~ wor oa 10 some Jurisdictions, but it
d
every larceny would
r
. u oma e ~partments that require a record for
off for UCR reportin~on 10ue to do so, electromcally excluding those below the cutMore important, adjusting the cut ff b th CP
will not really adjust for inflation. Inflat' -?
y ,e 1 I or a~y other pt"ice index
constant factor. A sizable portion of th 10~ IS not a ,Simp e rescal10g of all prices by a
1972 is directly due to ener
~o"'ts F e 10crease 10 the consumer price index since
costs, another large compong:n~ o"f the ~~r t~fts occur, but not very often. Housing
values The th
1
'
' ave even less consequence for larceny
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National
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reported larcenies by categories ~~V%l cOllec~ I~!or,matlOn ~n the, distribution of
estimate the underl in d' "
ue, an t IS 1OformatlOn mIght be used to
inflation cut-off pJnt~ ~~~~~~~IO~~fevalue nd ~he propurtion above an adjusted-forcould be collected only for larc~nies ;am p e, t e cut-off were $54. Offense counts
property above this value would be c allov~, ~o,r example~ $50. Counts of larcenies of
S200, and over $200. (Dollar val
0 ec e 10 cate,gones, say $50 t~ $.10,0, $100 to
larceny from grand larcen --e uet used frequently 10 st~te laws to dIst10guish petty
for some of the divisions ~et;:~~ ~~t 250! 50)0' 6,000--mi ght be advantageously used
the Level II com onent
egones.
~ta from the NCS, or perhaps from
within the $50-$100 ca~eC~~ld then b~ used to estImate the number falling above $54
falling entirely above the g$lbO ~~r~hlsT~~mber wout~ be ~dded to t,he count of those
number of larcenies involving losses tn ex~~:~~f $~~. provlde an estImate of the total
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Figure 5.1
RECOMMENDED ClIT-{)FF FOR LARCENIES
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Figure 5.2 provides a simulated example using actual historical prices. Say
that the values of stolen consumer electronic goods (radios, TVs, and so forth) are lognormally distributed and that roughly 75 percent of these values were above $50 in
1972. If the number of thefts were constant, the average values would have risen each
year due to inflation in the prices of consu~er .electronic goods. !hese prices rose
much more slowly than the total consumer price mdex (CPr). Thus, If the S50 cut-off
had been inflated by the cpr, the number of electronic goods thefts counted would
have fallen dramatically. As shown in Figure 5.2, for example, the number of counted
electronic goods thefts would have fallen by about a third from 1972 to 1982, even if
the actual number had remained constant.
Even assuming that one could determine an appropriate price index for the
kinds of goods that are stolen, or could somehow use separate prices for each item,
the adjustment process would still be extremely complicated, and this index would be
sensitive to shifts not only in the average price of stolen goods but also in the
distribution of these prices. As the nominal $50 cut-off drifts down the distribution,
the curve becomes steeper, and an increasing fraction (eventually 100 percent) of
marginal offenses must be excluded. This fraction depends strongly on the exact
shape of the distribution, which will be known only approximately and may change
over time, both because of price shifts and because of changes in the behavior of
thieves. Addressing these methodological problems may be entirely appropriate for
analysis. However, we question the feasibility or appropriateness of such adjustments
for the i~dex and recommend that the UCR continue to count all larcenies, regardless
of value.
The other major issue concerning the list of Part I offenses is the exclusion
of many serious offenses. Certainly, inclusion of many of these would be appropriate
to meet at least some of the objectives of the current classification into Part I and
II. Terrorism and kidnapping, for example, would probably be considered appropriate
for all but the second objective and, if a weighted index were used, would be quite
appropriate for that objective as well. (Section 9.3.2 discusses potential use of a
weighted index.)
Though we think that national information on many of the Part II offenses is
important, we do not recommend inclusion of Part II offense data in the Level I
component. However, we do recommend inclusion of all of these offenses in the data
collection for the Level II component. This would satisfy public needs for national
information on these offenses and would also provide local agencies with a basis of
comparison.
Local departments that so desire could collect Part II offense
information and compare their Part II rates with national or regional rates or with
rates of similar jurisdictions participating in the Level II component.

"

We do recommend that the current Part I offenses be broadened to include
all forcible~exual offenses, since many collectors and users of UCR data indicated
interest in having such data. In addition to female rape, Part I would now include rape
by instrumentation, rape of males, and other sexual assaults. A code would be used to
indicate the type of forcible sexual offense, one code being used for (nonstatutory)
rape of females in order to maintain continuity wi.:th past data collection.
l:'

3Nothing in this approach precludes analytic adjustments of published indices
to distinguish large from lesser thefts. Indeed, such analyses would be encouraged,
particularly if they also used extended incident data to measure changes in the
patterns of goods stolen.
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Figure 5.2
CHANGE IN THEFT INDEX WITH

cpr -ADJUSTED

5.2

CUT-OFF

An issue frequently raised regarding the current UCR system is the handling
of attempts; it is an issue bath of data collection and of analysis and presentation.
Generally, attempts are classified and included in the crime counts along with crimes
actually committed. The current reporting system distinguishes com~leted from
attempted rape and completed burglaries from attempted forcible entries; attempted
homicides are classified as aggravated assaults. Attempts are not distinguished for
other Part I offenses. Perhaps the most important consequence is that attempts are
included in the crime counts, and the resulting rates give the impression that
(reported) serious crime occurs more frequently than it actually does.
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As with many of the limitations of the current UCR, this one was forced on
the designers by the constraints of the summary data collection system. Attempts
could be distinguished from completed offenses only by keeping an entirely separate
summary total for attempts to commit each type of offense. With all reporting
converted to a unit-record basis, this would no longer be necessary. A single check
mark on the form could be used to indicate for each report whether the crime
described was completed or only attompted, and we recommend that such a change be
made.
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Data from our survey indicate that a substantial majority of police
departments support this change. Forty-two percent "agree strongly [that] in general
all UCR crime categories should report attempted crimes separately from actual
ones." Another 33 percent said they "agree somewhat," and 11 percent indicated that
they neither agree nor disagree. Only 14 percent expressed disagreement, and most of
those merely said they disagree "somewhat." Disagreement tended to be slightly
stronger among the very largest departments (those serving populations over 100,000),
but even here fewer than one-quarter disagreed. Our recommendation to collect this
item for every offense thus seems congruent with the needs of both law enforcement
and research users pi the data.
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Classification and Scoring Rules

Classification and scoring rules are the rules used to categorize and count
criminal events. Classification is determining the proper crime category under which
to report an offense; scoring is counting the number of offenses involved. For simple
events there is no problem: if a man is stopped and robbed, one robbery has
occurred. But what if the man is robbed and beaten, or two men are robbed, or one
man is robbed and another robbed and murdered? The current UC;~ has adopted ;a
series of rules to deal with these compound events. The key rules included are:
1.

Hierarchy Rule: Classif~ a criminal event in terms of the most
serious offense involved.

t -'\

NOTE:,

Hypothetical >~xample using actual prices and a constant
number of sirr.iulated thefts.
Percentage is basedbh 5',000
log-normally distribu~ed random numbers with median = $100 in
1972 dollars. Nominal value of thefts in each year is based
or current prices for consumer electronic goods (radios, TVs,
etc ~). The $50 cut-off is adjusted each year by the con,sumer (,
price index o
v

4Identifying attempted burglaries other than by attempted l)korcible entry
would not generally be possible.
)
//

5For applying the Hierarchy Rt;le, offenses are ran~ed as follows: criminal
homicide, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, motor-vehicle theft,
and larceny-theft. The rule does not apply to the offense of arson.
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2.

Arson exception: If an event involves both arson and other
Part I offenses, classify the event as both an arson and the
most serious other Part I offense.

3.

Basic scoring rule: If the classification is homicide, rape, ,or
aggravated assault, count the number of victims; if the classification is robbery, burglary, larceny, or arson, count the
number of distinct operations (incidents); and if the classification is motor-vehicle theft, count the number of vehicles.

4.

Hotel Rule: Burglaries of hotels, motels, lodging houses, and
commercial spaces, if under a single manager and if likely to
be reported by the manager, are counted as a single offense.

5.

Larceny Rule: Multiple related larcenies committed at the
same time (e.g., theft from ten parking meters in a row) are
counted as.a single event.

~hile all of these rules have been criticized, the Hierarchy Rule t'las probably been
smg~ed out most often. Two problems are involved. First, the rule suppresses infor:natlOn on the natu~e of ev~nts. A rape-robbery is simply reported as a rape. Second,

m some cases the mteractIOn of the scoring and Hierarchy Rules produces extreme
results. The beating of ten victims is ten aggravated assaults; if one of the victims
die~ it. becomes a sir:gle murder. Police departments are rather sharply divided in
theIr VIews on the HIerarchy Rule. A!most one-third asked to retain the rule in its
present,form. Another 18 percent askeathat the rule be modified to record the most
serious offense for each victim in a single criminal incident. These groups together
represent half the responding departments supporting something like the present
rule. Larger departments were more inclined to eliminate the Hierarchy Rule. More
than two-thirds of these departments agreed with the statement that "No hierarchy
rule should be IJsed--all counts of each offense for each victim should be tallied."
Tho~e who object to. the Hierarchy Rule consider it simplistic to count only
the most senous offense, notmg that the current rule loses information, obscures the
actual number of offenses reported, and hides the connection between loss and injury
offenses. A state program staff member objected further that the rule does not allow
small contributors to take credit commensurate with all the crimes they handle,. and
suggested t~at the media and the public would oppose use of the rule if they
understood It. Those who support the rule consider it critical to be able to offer a
clear and simple characterization of a given criminal event.

. . . I~ fact, as. we
l~m~tatlOn mherent m a

shall see, the n~ed for these rules is partly a reflection of the
summary.reportIng system, which by its nature can only tally a
limIted set of. offenses. Acc~rdIngly, we propose to take advantage of the flexibility
offered by umt-record reporting to report all offenses for all victims but still retain
the ability of the current rules to provide a simple and unambiguous classification of
criminal events. This is done as follows:
1.
2.

Each unit-record has a single incident number that applies to
all offenses and victims involved in a given event.
Under this common incident number, a separate record is
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entered for each victim, together with all offenses against this
victim, listed ig order of seriousness as determined by the
Hierarchy Rule.
Thus, the total incident may be classified and scored under current rules by looking at
the number of counts of the most serious offense listed under the incident number.
Alternatively, the incident may be classified in terms of each victim or the presence
of a given offense, and so forth.
The major reason for proposing this procedure is not concern with total crime
counts, but rather concern with providing more complete information on the nature of
crimes. Indeed, the limited evidence available suggests that the current rules do not
materially reduce total offense counts. The Oregon UCR program both collects
information on all Part I offenses and applies the Hierarchy Rule in generating UCR
reports. As shown in Table 5.1, the overall reported Index crime was 1.2 percent
lower in 1983 than it would have been in the absence of the rule. Thus the Hierarchy
~ule seems ve.ry unlikely to have any appreciable effect on comparisons of percentage
dIfferences, eIther from one year to the next within a jurisdiction or between jurisdictions in a given year. Suppose, for example, that in two jurisdictions there were no
difference in crime rates computed without use of the Hierarchy Rule. In the first
jurisdiction, however, one percent of incidents involved two offense types, and in the
other jurisdiction, two percent of incidents involved two offense types. Crime rates
computed using the Hierarchy Rule would then differ by only one percent in spite of
the substantial 100 percent difference in the rate of multiple offenses between the
two jurisdictions.
The current classification and scoring rules c.an, however, affect our understanding of some criminal events. To see this, complex incidents involving more than
one victim or more than one offense may be divided into three classes:
Class I:

an incident in which a single person is the victim of more
than one type of crime,

Class 2: an incident in which there are multiple victims of the
same type of crime, and
Class 3:

an incident in which there are multiple victims of different types of crime.

The need for the current rule under a summary system is clearest in Class I incidents. If we want to be able to add up individual Part I offenses 'i.O obtain an overall
Crime Index, then it seems desirable to sc;ore only one crime per incident. Given that
requirement, the obvious choice is to use the most serious of the crimes involved.
Seriousness is then reasonably approximated by ranking the first seven Index Crime
headings, rather than by any attempt to measure the seriousness of the specific incident.

6However, lesser included offenses would not be recorded. For example, the
theft inherent in every completed robbery would not be recorded.
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Table 5.1

EFFEC'.f OF HIERARCHY RULE ON REPORTED
OFFENSE COUNTS: OREGON nCR PROGRAM, 1983

I
1

,I

Count
without

Count
with

H_i_eR_~_;r_eC_h_Y__1 Hi~~:ChY

___O_f_f_e_n_s_e_ _ _ I__
Murder

I

Rape

'I

Robbery

I

Assault

1

114

1,073

I

114

,

1,073

I
1

1

4,527

I

4,455

23,893

,

23,893

I

45,900

\.

I

Larceny

,

98,471

1

97,383

,

Motor-vehicle
theft

I

8,034 a

I

7,430

I

,

,

----I
Total

" 182,437

I
----------1
Source:
a

I

I

Burglary

46,325

1

I

In looking at crimes that occur in conjunction with rape, two kinds of questions are asked. Fjrst, are there aggravating circumstances involved, such as additional severe injury or theft? Second, what can we learn about the setting or precipitating factors (e.g., rape of a burglary victim who happened to be home). In both
~nstances, the importance of these questions is that they provide additional data about
a criminal incident, not that we need to count all the larcenies. In a summary data
collection system, there are severe limits to the amount of additional detail that can
be collected. The current reporting system only distinguishes attempted from
complet~d rapes, providing no other analytic data.

D~_.f_f_e_r_e_n_c_e__I__________

11 _ _ _ _

1

I

°
°
-72
o
-425
-1,088
-604

t

1

1---1
"
---------1--------

II,

,
,

i

180,248

I

\

I

-2,189

I

~

1----------

I

I~

Personal communication from Stephen C. Kincaid, Supervisor,
Oregon Uniform Crime Statistics, July 1984.

The theft of a motor vehicle is always reported as a motor-vehicle theft even
when taken as a burglary under the Oregon program. If taken in a burglary
the Oregon UCR program makes the vehicle the fruits of the burglary offens~
when reported to the National Program.

However, classifying Class 1 incidents in terms of a single offense can suppress important information on the nature of the event. Table 5.2 lists all possible
pairs of Index offense types and suggests which pairs might be substantively important
and why. The Supplementary Homicide Report (SHR) now requires a narrative description of the circumstances of the crime. Thus, the FBI is already collecting information on other Index crimes associated with homicide but dropped because of scoring
rules. Precoding the SHR to identify associated crimes would facilitate exploratory
analysis and would allow analysts to apply whatever scoring rule they preferred. We
have recommended that this be done. (Recommendation 5.5, discussed below.)

J

I}

A similar observation applies to robbery, where the question is not whether
an aggravated assault occurred, but whether a weapon was present (collected under
the present system) and whether severe injury occurred. Robbery plus burglary usually
means a burglar was confronted by the victim. Knowing about this combination is
helpful in understanding how the robbery came about, but ,again the issue is one of
additional crime attributes rather than miscounting. A combination of aggravated
assault plus burglary may mean that the offender broke into the victim's house in
order to commit the assault, or that he broke in for some other reason and a ,confrontation unexpectedly occurred. According to Table 5.1, about 1.4 percent of violent
crimes (murder, rape, robbery, and assault) involved a burglary (and about 1 percent of
the burglaries involved a violent crime). This is useful information, but we immediately interpret it as information about the violent crimes, not about burglary.
The final two possible pairs identified in Table 5.2 are motor-vehicle theft
combined with burglary or other larceny. In both cases, the essential nature of the
occurrence is unchanged by the joint occurrence of the two offenses. Somebody broke
into a house and stole several things, one of which was a car, or somebody stole a car
that contained something else of value. Again, these can be viewed either as additional data about a single crime or as additional crimes.
This discussion indicates the desirability of maintaining the ability to recreate something like the present Hierarchy Rule in analyzing the data. At a minimum this requires that the data collection system preserve some indication of relationship among the multiple crimes associated with a single incident. This would
minimize disruption to the time series, since the analyst could retroactively apply the
old rule to the new incident dat.a. It might also alleviate some of the polarity
indicated in law enforcement respbnses to our surVey query on the Hierarchy Rule.
The advantage of unit-record reporting is that, as described above, the reports can
7Since aggravated assault is implicit in forcible rape, listing other offenses
will not include the extent of injury. Thus this aspect of rape is only captured by the
injury information collected as part of th.e LeveJ II component, described in Chapter 6.
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Table 5.2

both capture the details of an event and permit a clear classification under the
current classification and scoring rules.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OFFENSES IN A SINGLE INCIDENT

Where more than one person is victimized in a single incident (Class 2 incidents), different items are counted, depending on the crime type involved:
Item Counted
Offense type
Homicide
Rape
Robbery

Rape
S

Aggravated
assault

Burglary

Larceny

S

S

S

S

S

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

X

A

Robbery

Aggravated
assault

C

Burglary
Larceny

KEY:

A
C

S
X

?

Motorvehicle
theft

?

?

X

A
A

= aggravating circumstance
= possible precipitating circumstance
= currently collected on Supplementary Homicide Report
= lesser included offense
= difficult or impossible to distinguish from robbery

persons

homicide
rape
aggravated assault

operations

robbery
burglary
larceny
arson

vehicles

motor-vehicle theft

Each of these decisions represents a considered compromise with the requirements of summary-based reporting. HowEver, with unit-record reporting, a greatly
simplified counting system could be employed that preserves the time series but still
allows analysis of the implications of alternative counting rules. As long as only one
type of crime is involved, only one report is required, which includes as one of the
descriptive attributes, "How many (persons, places, or vehicles, as appropriate) were
involved?" The analyst could then count incidents or victims for any set of crimes,
and the effect of alternative counting rules could be easily determined.
In examining these rules, it is useful to consider the different perspectives of
the police and the ~ublic. From the police perspective~ an incident involving the
robbery of ten victims is a single incident V'b~ investigated and processed. From the
public's perspective, however, the fact that there were ten victims is an important
reflection of an individual's risk of victimization. (Counting victims is also important
for reconciliation and integration of UCR with NCS data.) The current rules are
sometimes appropriate to the police perspective (e.g., the handling of robberies or the
use of the Hotel Rule) but at other times appropriate to the public perspective (e.g.,
the handling of assaults). Both perspectives are legitimate and important, and the new
data collection system would provide a capability to produce counts appropriate to
either perspective.
Class 3 incidents involve both multiple victims and multiple offense types.
Under current coding rules, if five people are shot and injured, five assaults are counted, unless one victim later dies, in which case all five assaults are unfounded and one
homicide is scored.
Multiple victims of different offense types are probably
extremely rare, SO the time series is probably';'not greatly affected by excluding
aggravated assaults and rapes that occur in the presence pf a more seriously
victimized person. Nevertheless, it is hard to justify excluding them.

5.4

Classification Systems

Long usage has established widespread. familiarity with the current
classification system. Complaints about the current system tend to be objections to
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Table 5.3

specific implementation, not to general concept. -One may object to ambiguities in
the definition of aggravated assault, or to the fact that the robbery category covers a
multitude of sins, but the general idea of counting assaults and robberies is rarely
challenged.
In the UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, respondents were asked to
respond to· two general items about the current approach to classification. The
general caption of the items was:
Following is a list of criticisms that have been made of the current
UCR Program. For each item, please indicate how serious a problem it is in terms of your use of UCR data.
One of the items on the list was "UCR categories are too broad to be useful." Fortysix percent of the respondents rated this as "No problem," the most positive of the
available responses. Another 28 percent chose the next most positive response, saying
it was a "slight problem." About one-fifth said it was "a problem (but not serious),"
and only 6 percent rated it "serious" or "very serious." A slightly higher share of the
negative responses came from very large agencies, but even here, over 70 percent of
the respondents thought the problem slight or nonexistent.
The second item said, "There are too many gray areas involved in classifying
crimes." This was perceived as a slightly more serious problem, but still one-quarter
of the agencies said it was "no problem," and another third said the problem was
"slight." Here also, the large departments expressed more concern than others.
Overall, 13 percent thought the problem "serious," or "very serious." Among agencies··
serving populations over 100,000, 22 percent marked these responses. While we did
not ask specifically about aggravated assault, many conversations have indicated that
this is the source of most complaints about "gray areas" in classification.

- - - - - - - - -

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CCS AND UCR CATEGORIES OF OFFENSES

UCR

CCS
loss only

burglary with theft, larceny, auto theft,
arson, vandalism

threat only

assault (without injury)

injury only

homicide, rape, assault (without theft)

threat plus loss

robbery {without injury}

injury plus loss

homicide or rape (with theft)
robbery (with injury)

regulatory

(various Part II offenses)

attempts

(any crime)

Unit-record reporting allows consideration of alternative types of
classification systems. As an example, we may consider the Crime Classification
System (~~CS) developed by the Police Executive Research Forum. CCS groups crimes
in seven \-;ategories, shown in Table 5.3. As Table 5.3 also shows, these categories
lump an e'ven wider range of offenses than do current UCR categories and sometimes
split crimes on a relatively unimportant basis. Homicide, for example, is classed
either as injury only (as are assaults without theft) or as injury plus loss (as is robbery),
depending on whether it can be determined that something was stolen. This situation
is tolerable only because CCS uses unit-record reporting and includes the information
listed in Table 5.4. Homicides can be identified through the level of injury variable or
the UCR category. Rape c&n be found only by looking at the field designated "UCR
ca tegory."
Some of the elements listed in Table 5.4 are designed primarily for local
crime analysis and need not be considered for a national reporting system. The others
are addressed in Chapter 6 of this report, which proposes their inclusion in the Level II
component.
For a data collection system with these additional elements,
classifications like that of CCS are automatically possible. For systems without the
additional information, they are insufficiently precise and cannot substitute for the
current UCR classification. Accordingly, we have not recommended that the CCS
elements be added to Level I reports.
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Table 5.4
CCS VARIABLES

Victim Characteristics

Offense Characteristics

Age

Crime category

Sex

Seriousness score

Race/ethnicity

Time of occurrence

Residence status

Place of occurrence

Level of injury

Geocode

Type of injury

UCR category

Medical treatment

Disposition

Victim/offender relationship

Weapon type
Extent of force
Type of property
Value of property

Source:

PERF, "Crime Classification System Issues Summary" (undated).

"
In 1976, SEARCH Group conducted a field test of another unit-record data
collection system, which they called Attribute Based Crime Reporting (ABCR). The
final version of the system required 28 separate items of information. This was designed to allow crime classification not only by UCR rules but also by the state penal
codes (of several states in one system), the American Law Institute Model Penal Code,
and the Uniform Offense Classification System used in NCIC's Computerized Criminal
History files. The 28 attributes included in ABCR were sufficient to reproduce UCR
classifications exactly in 66 percent of the crimes tested. Another 8 percent were
assigned to the correct major category but disagreed in detail.
The ABCR system is quite complex and allows detailed coding of relatively
rare even-ts that may have special treatment under state statutes (e.g., train-wrecking
or interfering with ci'fireman). A listing (not a definition) of attribute values requires
five pages. The system's authors observed that even professional coders had some
difficulty in learning the complete coding rules. No test of police officer coding was
conducted. Several of the attributes involve long lists (20 to 72 items) of possible
values from which more than one choice may be entered.
ABCR clearly includes far more detail than would be appropriate for use with
the Level I component. Unfortunately, much of the detail is c:ontained in fields that
are also required for UCR classification, so there is no simple way to requce the
system to essentials. Thus, ABCR does not appear to offer a practical basis of offense
classification.
Nevertheless, such an approach may well provide an important aid to
classification. ABCRattempted to develop attribute codes that would allow a
completely automated classification. However, two alternatives should also be
considered. First, attribute data could be collected and used to distinguish ambiguous
areas of classification (e.g., attempted burglary vs. vandalism). Second, ~he necessary
attributes for each offense type category could be formally listed in the UCR
Handbook to be used ,as a basis (particularly in difficult cases) for marilJal assignment
of the offense type category. We propose that the potential use of ABCR and these
other approaches be explored further in a field test duringthe development of the new
UCR system.
Some clarifying changes in classification rules would enhance the reliability
of the system as Wj~ll as improve its comparability with the National Crime Survey.
The ambiguity most frequently~,cited by researchers and local agencies is the distinction between aggravated and simple assault. Over half the police departments responding to our survey agreed with the recommendation thq.t "aggravated assault
should be defined in terms of actual injury wiJhout regard to intent." Combined with
the 19 percent who neither agree nor disagree, three ,out of four departments would
accept this change in classification definition. As with, many other proposed changes,
the responses of the largest departments were slightly more conservative than those
of other agencies. A third of the departments serving popula tion5 over 100,000 disagreed with the proposal.
The basis of a definition is suggested by the National Crime Survey, in which
assault is aggravateq if it has any of the following characteristics:
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•

weapon present (not including "personal" weapons, such as fists,
feet, teeth, etc.),

•

broken bones,
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teeth,

•

internal injuries,

•

loss of consciousness, or

•

hospitalization of two or more days.

5.5

Adding Incident Data

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show how law enforcement agencies assessed the
usefulness of several data items that might be gathered for offenses.
Few
departments rated any of the items as "not at all useful," and the range of responses
for the different items is surprisingly narrow. The item judged most useful--type of
offense--got the support of 90 percent of the agencies; the item judged least useful-whether the victim was a resident--still got 71 percent. In general, data about the
victim were less likely to be rated "very useful" than data about the incident. Only 28
percent thought that knowing types and extent of injuries was very useful, and only 29
percent gave this rating to knowing whether the victim was a local resident. However, over 70 percent rated it as useful, and 54 percent agreed that:

Some 01 the NCS criteria require more information than the police are likely
to have f since they do not ordinarily follow-up on victims in marginal assault cases. In
pa~tic~lar, police agencies are unlikely to know whether an assault resulted in hospitalizatlOn of two or more days--information that is readily available from the victim.
In a few unusual instances the legal elements of aggravated assault may be present
with01.~t producing any of the detailed injuries listed, but the number of such marginal
cases IS surely small, .a~d the precision gained from avoiding local judgment is thought
to be more than sufficient to compensate for any definitional departure. Thus, we
recommend that the UCR define an assault to be aggravated if either (1) a weapon
~other than a "personal" weapon) is present or (2) injuries sustained by the victim
mclude broken bones, loss of teeth, internal injuries, or loss of consciousness.

Some way should be found to adjust local crime rates to take
account of the fact that the rate of crimes per resident may
include large numbers of crimes against nonresidents, such as
commuters and tourists.
The categories receiving least support are those that are totally alien to the
current UCR data collection system, such as a geocode for the location of the offense,
Even here, law
victim injury, residence status, and relationship to offender.
enforcement agencies were generally favorable toward their collection.

With the exception of burglary, classification rules for other UCR Part I
offenses require minimal judgment. Burglary poses a problem if theft does not
occur. Legally, only intent to commit a theft or felony is required, but when the
crime is not completed, intent may be difficult or impossible to judge.

Some detailed incident data are collected under the current system (see
Table 5.5). Many additional items of information about incidents are recommended
for inclusion in the Level II UCR component and would become available to satisfy
national and regional requirements for information about the nature of crime. Our
recommendations for the Level II system (Chapter 6) include collection of the
following:

Police departments strongly oppose the concept of counting all windows and
doors bro.ken in the abse.nce of .a witness as attempts at burglary. Only 13 percent
agreed with that suggestIOn, whIle 45 percent strongly disagreed and another 29 percent disagreei "somewhat." Among the largest departments, feelings were even
stronger. Four percent agreed, while 68 percent disagreed strongly. Unfortunately
the number of cases for which such judgments must be made is not inconsequential· i~
1?83, att.en:Pte? forcible ~ntries consti~uted 9 percent of the b~rglary categor~.1S
Simply ellmmatmg the ambiguous categories would seriously damage the basic concept
of the burglary definition.
.
To handl~ t~is, w~ recomn:end .distinguishing between burglaries with and
without theft. This IS readily done m unit-record reporting. As Section 5.2 recommends, attempts are always to be distinguished from completed offenses. The nontheft completed burglaries are thus those involving arson, kidnapping, or some other
felony that does not now affect Part I classification. This would also aid in reconciling and integrating the UCR and the NCS.
(Burglaries with theft can be
distinguished by th~ existenc~ of an en!ry in a field designating the type of property
stolen or by creation of a field espeCially for the purpose of indicating the actual
occurrence of a theft.)
l
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8Crime in the United States, 1983.

•

victim characteristics,

•

victim-offender relationship(s),

~

extent of injury to victim(s),

•

type of victim (individual, business, or other)

•

day of week/time of day,

•

type of premises, and

•

type of weapon.

The issue here is which, if any, of these characteristics should also be
included in the Level I component. The main criteria applicable to selecting items in
any of these categories for inclusion in Level I are whether they are so rare that they
need to be collected from all agencies in order to ge ~ an adequate number of cases,
and whether they are required for each agency in order to inform the public of local
conditions of to compare crime problems in neighboring locales or jurisdictions.
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Figure 5.3

USEFULNESS OF INCIDENT DETAIL
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Figure 5.4

USEFULNESS OF VICTIM DETAIL
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Table 5.5
IHCIDEHT DATA OOLLECTED UllDER CURRERT UCR SYSTEM

Item

Criminal
Homicide

Victim
characteristics

yes

Victim/offender
relationship

yes

Extent of
injury

implici t

Individual vs.
commercial

Forcible
Rape

N/A

N/A

Robbery

Aggravated
Assault

appro~i-

mately

Larceny

N/A

N/A

N/~

almost

partly

.

Day of weekI
time of day

day/night/
unknown

Type of premises

Type of weapon

yes

Drug information

some

Attempt

N/A

Source:

Burglary

MotorVehicle
Theft

yes

other

residence/
nonresidence

yes

yes

yes"

N/A

N/A

yes

N/A

yes

FBI, Uniform Crime Reporting Handbook, 1984.
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Except for homicide and crimes whose victims are not eligible for inclusion
in the National Crime Survey (primarily foreign visitors and commercial victims), both
the NCS and the Level II component would provide detailed informatibn about victim
characteristics, victim-offender relationships, extent of injury, and type, of weapon.
Since other agencies could certainly collect this kind of information if they chose,
either by adopting the Level II component or by other means, no compelling reason for
forcing local compliance by inclusicr in the Level I component emerges, except for
the following categories, which are discussed below:
•

additional information for homicides;

•

distinguishing commercial from household and personal victims;
~

5.5.1

•

distinguishing crimes against nonresident victims; 9 and

•

improving the codes used for "nature of larcenies."

Additional Information for Homicides

. . Agencies \:p'articipati~g in the . UCR Program .n~w ~ubmit S,upplementary
HomIcIde Reports "SHRs), whICh are ,umt records containing infOrmatIOn about the
crime, the victim, the offender(s), the victim-offender relationship, and the weapons
used. In addition, a narrative description of the circumstances of the homicide is
included.
Because of its importance, we recommend that additional information be
collected for homicides. Specifically, we recommend that Level I agencies report
homicides using the more extensive set of data elements that will be reported by
Level II agencies for offenses generally (see Table 6.1). Information on type ot
location, time of day, and zip code of victim, not currently collected, as well as all of
the data elements currently collected on the Supplementary Homicide Report, would
thus be collected on every homicide. In addition, we recommend coding circumstances
at the local level where the most detailed information about the incident is
available. By reporting the narrative description as well, both state and national
programs could verify the coding. Making the coded data available for research would
greatly facilitate analyses involving the circumstances of homicide.

5.5.2

Type of Victim

Distinguishing crimes against businesses from crimes against households and
individuals is one of the most important s[8ps that could be taken for reconciling UCR
data with National Crime Survey data.
[n addition, policy makers would better
9Although distinguishing nonresident victims will help reconcile NCS with
UCR data, the main reason for making this distinction is to satisfy local needs. Aside
from nl )l1residents, other types of victims are ineligible for inclusion in the National
Crime Survey, such as children under 12 years old and certain military personnel and
institutionalized individuals. The complexity of distinguishing such victims dictates
against their separate identification in the Level I component.
lOChapter 8 discusses reconciliation of UCR and NCS data.
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understand local crime patterns and problems if .the available data showed trends in
commercial crimes (and number of commercial establishments) separately from trends
in crimes against households and individuals (and the corresponding numbers of households and population). Two-thirds of all poltee departments agree with this proposed
change. Most of the remainder are neutral.

combined with the item distinguishing commercial victims. We recommend that a
data element be added to forms for reporting crimes, indicating the resident status
(permanent resident, part-time resident, or nonresiden~) of the victim. Cri~e ra~es
should be computed by adjusting the numerator at least. for agencIes ~Ith
disproportionately large tourist (or daytime) populations, and possIbly for all agencles.

Reporting law enforcement officers have little difficulty determining if the
victim of a crime is a business, and they already record this information for some--but
not all--UCR crimes. We recommend that the Level I component add a code for the
purpose of distinguishing commercial crimes. Specifically, we recommend inclusion of
a data element for type of victim that distinguishes among crimes against individuals
or households, crimes against businesses, and crimes against other entities (e.g., public
buildings).

Introduction of codes for residents and nonresidents should be handled with
sensitivity to the possibility that some might view them as making unnecessary invidious distinctions. Nor is any purpose served by separately publishing counts of crimes
against residents and nonresidents; the counts of crimes against residents would be
used only for calculating crime rates per 100,000 residents.
5.5.4

5.5.3

Distinguishing Crimes against Nonresidents

Codes for "Nature of Larcenies"
The codes currently used for nature of larcenies are:

An issue that is frequently raised by law enforcement agencies in jurisdictions with large tourist populations is the resulting inflation of their crime rates.
More than half the police departments agree that some adjustment is necessary. Their
argument has merit. Crime rates are calculated as the ratio of crimes reported in a
jurisdiction to the resident population size; thus, while the nurerator includes
reported crimes againsttoLirists, the denominator excludes tourists. 1 In .towns with
few residents but with large numbers of tourists, the effect can be substantIal. Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, l~r example, had a reported crime rate three times the
national average in 1982.

(a) pocket-picking

An analogous argument can be made for cities with large daytime business
populations. Crimes against those working or shopping in the city but residing in the
suburbs are included in the numerator of the crime rate, but the victims are excluded
from the denominator, which includes only the city's residents.

(f)

Conversely, it should be recognized that to the extent crime rates are inappropriately inflated in these types of locations, victimization rates are inappropriately
deflated elsewhere. In the areas in which the tourists reside and from which the
daytime workers and shoppers commute, victimization rates are, in this sense, underestimated.
There are two possible approaches to resolving this problem. One is to adjust
the denominator to reflect the average number of people at risk of victimization,
taking into account numbers of commuters and tourists and the length of stay of
tourists. This seems infeasible on a national scale. The second approach adjusts the
numerator· to include only reported offenses against residents. This approach is
readily implemented under a unit-record UCR system by including a single additional
data element--the resident or nonresident status of the victim, which may be

11 It should be noted that Crime in the United States does not explicitly
calculate crime rates for' individual jurisdictions but does show crime counts and
population size.
12Crime in the United States, 1982.
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(b)

purse-snatching

(c)

shoplifting

(d) from motor vehicles (except e)
(e) motor-vehicle parts and accessories
bicycles

(g) from buildings (except c and h)
(h)

from any coin-operated machines (parking meters, etc.)

(i)

all other

These do not constitute a classification system because of overlap among
them. For example, bicycles can be stolen from building~, motor-vehi:le parts can ~e
shoplifted, and coin-operated machines may be located in motor vehicles. For thiS
reason, contributors must be provided with additional text explaining how to c.ode
larcenies that fall into two or more categories (the sequence of codes does not match
the hierarchy specified in the instructions). Anyone attempting to write a precise
analysis of larceny subcategories must use sentences like the following: "Thefts ~f
things other than bicycles from buildings other than stores decreased by 5 percent in
the year 1981-82." To avoid this difficulty, we recommend that the nature of larceny
be captured in three separate data elements:
•

type of property stolen,

•

location type, and

•

type of theft (e.g., pocket-picking, purse-snatching, shoplifting,
etc.)
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Under the present summary system, the first of these items must be used in entering
the value of property stolen, although the summary system does not retain the information on number of incidents by type of property. With unit-record reporting, answering the question at once captures the data for both valuation and counting.
Moreover, knowing about theft of bicycles and motor-vehicle parts is probably as
important when the theft is accomplished by burglary or robbery as it is when only
simple larceny is involved. The one item can serve for a.il crime types. The current
data collection system gathers information about type of location for robbery and
burglary, as well as f-or larceny. By using a single data element defined to encompass
all of the various location types, we get a simpler system that captures more detail.
The third and final item provides useful information on the circumstances and nature
of the larceny.

Figure 5.5
VALUE OF PROPERTY STOLEN

80

5.6

Value of Property Stolen and Recovered

The value of property stolen in simple larcenies is currently collected in
three broad categories (divided at $50 and $200). However, exact dollar values are
needed to compute both the total values in these three categories and the Supplement
to Return A, which requires a breakdown of the monthly total value of stolen property
for each of 11 classes of target property and for each of 28 classes of offense (e.g.,
shoplifting, nonresidence burglary in the daytime, robbery of a gas or service
station). These data are currently used to compute national average values of stolen
property for each of these offense and property classes.
Figure 5.5 shows a frequency distribution of values of stolen property. The
data for the figure were computed from the 1979 National Crime Survey and refer
only to crimes reported to the police. The figure suggests several observations about
stolen property values.
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First, no summary data system could provide this information. Incident-level
data are the only general means of establishing the shape of a distribution curve. In
this instance, the shape of the distribution is of more than academic interest, since it
graphically iliustrates the extreme diversity of losses in theft incidents. Most of the
thefts are relatively minor: almost three-quarters include losses of less than $100.
(Attempts are excluded from these data.) A few of the th~fts are extremely large.
About one percent of them exceed $5,000 in value. One large theft represents as
much property loss as several hundred small thefts.
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The second observation is that no single measure of central tendency does a
very good job of characterizing the data. The mean is dominated by the largest one
percent of the values. (In this particular data base, the largest single observation
contributes about seven dollars to the mean.) The median, on the other hand, is
uninfluenced by the large thefts that account for most of the economic loss. For some
applications, total value is the most interesting number. For others it is of practically
no interest, and "typical" values are of primary concern.
Third, the distribution of values has a much larger fraction of outliers than a
normal distribution. Therefore, much larger sample sizes are required to provide
stable estimates of means. Because single large values can be so influential,
extremely large numbers of observations are required to insure consistent counts of
these extreme cases. Even with the large sample size of the National Crime Survey
(over 5,000 cases of theft reported to the police), the standard error of the estimate
of the average amount of property stolen is still about ten percent of the estimate.
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Bureau of Justice Statistics, Criminal Victimization in
the United states, 1979.
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This implies that outside the 50 largest cities, most local jurisdictions have total
stolen property v~lues that fluctuate randomly and substantially from year to year.
The NCS provides some additional information about property values. Respondents are asked how th~/ determi,ned ~he values the~ rep?rt. The stated values
differ systematically accordmg to estImatIon method, wIth bIases of as much as 15
percent for some classes of target property. Close examination of the exact stated
values also indicates large clusters of responses at round numbers. (For example, the
number of $10 thefts is about ten times as large as the number ,of $11 thefts.) A~ou,t 5
percent of the NCS respondents were s,imply unable to provId~ ~ value for mlssmg
property, even in a context where approXImate values were permIssIble.

In short, there are a number of issues concerning property values. Several
are addressed by the use of unit-record reporting. With this form of reporting, it is,
for example, possible to eX\.tmine the shape of the distribution of property values and
to compute individual agencies' median values, which are more stable than mean
values. Unit-record reporting also makes it possible to provide specifically for missing
property values, which we strongly recommend be done. In this way, the extent of
missing values would be known and adjustments could be made. Unit-record reporting
would eliminate some of the constraints on analyzing property values by, for example,
enabling calculation of average loss in all incidents involving robbery.

All of this suggests inaccuracy in property valuation: Additi?nal,l y, ,in
reporting to police, victims may h~ve incenti~es for inac~ur?cy If they thmk It ~lll
increase their insurance compensatIon or provIde substantIatIon for? tax deductIon.
In fact, researchers, local agencies, and state UCR programs have all mformed us that
they seriously question the accuracy of property value data. Only a quarter of the
police departments surveyed thought that the numbers were reasonably accurate, and
of the largest departments, only 11 percent rated them this favorably. About half the
departments (in each size category) said they thought property loss values "have lots
of errors· but give a good idea of the general trend." Eleven percent of the largest
departme'nts, and 6 percent of the total respondents, said they thought the values they
were reporting were "so inaccurate that we should not bother to collect them.1I

Because so many raised the issue of the accuracy of property value data,
consideration was given to either eliminating its collection entirely or collecting it in
categories. The former was rejected because it was thought important to have some
information, albeit imperfect, on the extent of losses suffered. The latter was
rejected because it was considered advantageous to have data collection under Levels
I and II as parallel as possible. (Collection of exact dollar values in the Level II
component is necessary for such purposes as examining the shape of the value
distribution and computing indices that reflect adjustments for inflation.) Thus, we
recommend that collection of property values be retained, and that the values be
reported by dollar value, rather than categories, in Level I as well as in Level II.

Further, property value information will i,nevitably sometimes be ,missing.
Current UCR forms do not allow this to be recognized; they force a ~uess m eve~y
incident. 13 Treating missing data as zero violates the spirit of the cod,mg rules. It IS
also the easlest solution, and one suspects that it occurs frequently. Smce o~ly total
values are reported, no "'ldjustment for missing data is possible., And, smce the
instructions require a vG'.t\..te for every incident, it is not even pOSSIble to assess the
extent of the problem.

5.7

Clearances

Clearance data are widely viewed as among the least reliable information in
the UCR program. Suspicion of clearance statistics is shared by law enforcement
officials, police officers who complete clearance reports, and researchers aIi!(e, and
for many diverse reasons. While intended to shed light on the performance of law
enforcement agencies, clearance statistics are not accepted as valid performance
measures by many knowledgeable users of UCR data.

Finally, some problems arise specifically due to the nature of the current
summary system. The 28 offense c~tegories for which property. val~e~ are c,ollec~ed
are subcategories of the first seven 4 Index offenses and thus Im~hcltly brmg WIth
them all of the current classification and scoring rules. By the HIerarchy Rule, for
example property lost in a robbery accompanied by a murder will be attributed to the
latter. Thus, the calculated average property value for robberies will not include all
robberies.

Considering that a burden is placed on reporting agencies to record clearances, son"e have suggested that clearances be omitted in the future UCR system. On
balance, we find that the opportunities for improving the quality of clearance data and
for enhancing understanding of their interpretation, are sufficiently great, especially
with a unit-record UCR system, that clearance reporting should continue.

Recovered property is even more problematic. The rules of valuation may
change from theft report to recovery report, even if the property is not damaged. (If
it is damaged, police are supposed to guess the post-damage value. of the property.)
Since only a fraction of stolen goods are recovered (a quar,ter ~ccordmg to U,CR data),
the inherent sampling instability is greater. The estImatIon problem IS further
exacerbated because a single recovery may involve stolen goods from several thefts.

5.7.1

Shortcomings of Existing Clearance Statistics

Research has shown that clearance rates may vary widely across law enforcement agencies, across divIsions within a single agency, or over time in a single
agency, without reflecting any meaningful differences in performance. Further, most
observers believe that clearance reporting is easily manipulated through management
actions.

13Except for burglaries at unknown hours.
14Arson data are collected separately; assault is defined to exclude the
possibility of theft.
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The average number of reporte~ clearanc~s per reported arrest ranges widely
among agencies. When the number of clearances IS ~ower than the number of arre~ts,
typically the agency is not diligent about recordmg clearances; ano~her po~slble
explanation is that multiple offenders a~e frequently arrested for sl~gle ~rIm,es.
Neither of thes2 circumstances necessanly reflects poorly on the cnme-flghtmg
performa,nce of the agency.
Suspicion is more commonly r,aised about the meaning of high clearance rates
per crime. Clearance rate inflation can happen in at least five ways:

•

officers call be diligent or overzealous in recording multiple
clearances for single Cirrests;
"
\

•

clearances can be recorded for crimes that were not reportedf

•

when several separate arrests are made for a single crime, a
clearance may be incorrectly claimed for each arrest;

•

"exceptional" clearances may be claimed under circumstances
not warranted by the UCR definitions; or

•

clearances may not be actually counted as they occur but rather
"estimated" at the end of the month for inclusion in the UCR
reporting forms.

•

A special record should be created to reFfrt each exceptional
clearance and the basis for the clearance.

A standard procedure would need to be developed for cases in which the
is made in a jurisdiction other than that in which the offense occurred. One
possible procedure would be to have the arresting agency forward a copy of a
completed arrest report to the agency with jurisdiction for the offense and to have the
latter agency determine the corresponding incident number from its record and report
the arrest to the National Program.
arn~st

Together with unit-record reporting, these recommendations have the potential to increase substantially the reliability of clearance statistics and to clarify the
interpretation of clearance statistics and the implications of differing rates among
agencies. The possibility of counting more than one clearance per reported crime
would be eliminated. Clearances could not be claimed for crimes not reported.
Temporal inconsistencies are resolved so that clearances could be credited against the
month in which the crime was reported. The number of clearanc~s claimed per arrest
could be tabulated and analyzed. The extent to which agencies use exceptional
clearances and the reasons for those clearances would be immediately available.
Analysts would be able to examine the extent to which multiple arrests are made for
single crimes and the extent to which arrests for one kind of crime (e.g., possession of
burglar'S tools) are being used to clear other types of crimes (e.g., robberies,
burglaries, and larcenies). The data recommE;!nded for collection would represent a
clear and perhaps dramatic improvement over currently collected clearance data.

None of these necessarily reflects favorably on the performance of the agency.
An unrelated problem sometimes prevents meaningful, interp:~tation of
clearance statistics, especially monthly statistics: ,the m~nth durmg WhICh ,a clearance is reported may be later than the month durmg WhICh the cleared Crime was
reported.
5.7.2

Improvement 1n the A{curaCy of Clearance Statistics

In order to increase the accuracy of clearance statistics as well as expand
the possible analyses of such data, we make the following recommendations:

•
•

Incident records submitted under the proposed system should
include codes indicating whether the offense has been cleared
and whether l~ has been cleared involving only persons under 18
years of age.
Arrest records submitted under the proposed system should
include the corrergonding incident numbers of (all) related
criminal incidents.

15Clearances made after submission of the incident/offense report to the
state or national program would be reported by submission of an update report.
16Submission of such linked information raises possible issues of privacy and
confidentiality which will need to be investigated.
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5.7.3

Burden on Agencies of Record-Based Clearance Reporting

The proposed system evidently places new burdens on agencies that do not
currently record clearances in relation to particular arrests or particular crimes.
However, such burdens are intentionally imposed, because the purpose is to have
agencies comply with minimally acceptable standards for reporting clearances that
reflect actual performance.
While we are not certain, we expect that the proposed system would have a
negligible effect on the workload burdens of agencies that are conscientiously following proper procedures for the existing summary-based system. The extent of burden
should be determined as the entire unit-record system is tested and developed.
5.7.4

Reasons for Continuing Clearance Reporting

One hazard of discontinuing collection of clearance statistics is that policy·,
makers and members of the press and the public who are not familiar with the failings
of clearance statistics could mistake the motives underlying the change. Charges
might arise that clearance data are not being published in the new system in order to
protect law enforcement officials from having to reveal a declining level of
performance. UCR reporting agencies would then be unable to demonstrate the
untruth of such charges if they had in fact stopped collecting clearance statistics.
17 The allowed reasons for exceptional clearances are given in the UCR
Handbook, 1984, p. 42.
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Table 5.6
RECOMMENDED LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS FOR LEVEL I COMPONENT

Even if the UCR program discontinued collection of clearance data, many
agencies would continue their collection. Some would do so as participants in the
Level II component. Others would continue to collect data simply to avoid making
changes, to protect against charges of a cover-up, or to exercise internal management
control. These agencies might well publish their clearance statistics locally. But
without any uniform national standards and definitions, without comprehensive
comparison statistics from other similar agencies, and without anyone having the
capability to compile the locally reported figures into a single data base for analysis,
clearance statistics would become even more suspect than they are now. For all these
reasons, we rejected the possibility of discontinuing collection of clearance data.
5.8

Additional Arrest Data

Three additions are recommended in arrest reports. First, we recommend
collecting type of arrest to distinguish arrests where the suspect is taken into custody,
summoned, or cited. This is useful both to eliminate any uncertainty that the latter
two categories should indeed be cons!dered arrests, and to collect information on the
relative frequency with which each type of arrest is made.
Second, we recdmmend collection of level of arrest, distinguishing among
locally defined felonies and misdemeanors, and (in some states) fingerprintable arrests
and "wobblers" (arrests that will later be determined to be a felony or misdemeanor).
This data element is needed only for the purpose of linking UCR data to prosecution
and court data (see Section 8.1.); it would not be used in publishing UCR data.
Finally, we recommend collection of secondary offense types. Just as for
offenses for which we recommended collecting not only the most serious offense based
on the Hierarchy Rule but all (Part I) offenses within the criminal incident, we think it
is important to capture all of the types of offenses for which a person is arrested.
5.9

Description of Recommended Unit-Record Data Elements

Table 5.6 lists the data elements for the proposed unit-record Level I component. It describes the elements for incident, arrest, and exceptional clearance records. Exact definitions of the categories are not specified for certain items, such as
type of theft or type of location. In these cases, examples are given to indicate the
types of categories envisioned.
The information collected on the inci(~ent/offense record is similar to that
collected under the current system, with only the)se changes:
•

inclusion of the incident number as part of unit-record reporting;

Incident/Offense Recorda
Agency identifier (ORl code)
Incident number
b
Additional offense records indicator
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Primary offense type
Offense status (complete/attempted/unfounded)
Secondary offense type C
Date of incident
Location type. (e.g. private reSidence, gas station, convenience store, etc.)
Type of theft (e.g. pocket-picking, purse-snatching, shoplifting, etc.)
Method of entry (forcible/unlaw~ul without use of force/attempted forcible)
Type of property stolen/damaged
Number of vehicles stolen
In-use status (for arson only)
Value of property stolen/damaged e (dollar value)
Value of property recovered (dollar value)
Victim type (individual/business/other)
Number of victims
Resident status of victim (full-time resident/part-time resident/nonresident)
Use of force/weapon (e.g. handgun, rifle, knife, strongarm, etc.)
Clearance status (not cleared/cleared by arrest/cleared exceptionally)
Juvenile clearance status
Arrest Record
Agency identifier (ORl code)
Arrest identification number
Corresponding incident number(s) (if different from identification numh~r)
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Type of arrest (taken into custody/cited/summonedi
Level of arrest (e.g., felony, misdemeanor, etc.)
Primary offense type
Secondary offense type C
Date of arrest
Age of arrestee
Race of arrestee
Sex of arres tee
Ethnicity of arrestee
Police disposition (for juvenile)(codes 1 to 5 in UCR Handbook, p. 62)
Exceptional Clearance Record
Agency identifier (OR! code)
Exceptional clearance identification number
Incident number of case cleared (if different from identification number)
Basis for clearance (codes 1 to 10 in UCR Handbook, Ih 10)

aFor homicides, all of the data elements recommended for Level II would be reported.

•

distinguishing attempted from completed offenses;

bIndicates whether an additional record exists for this incident.

•

capturing secondary offenses currently excluded by the Hierarchy Rule;

dlncludes vehicle type and arson property classification as in UCR Handbook.

distinguishing types of victim (individuals or households vs.
businesses); and

fThe codes must allow for arrests that will later be determined to be a felony or
misdemeanor, and for distinguishing between fingerprintable and other arrests.

•
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cRepeat up to some maximum number.
eIncludes recovery of locally stolen property recovered by any jurisdiction.
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distinguishing residents from nonresidents.

Even the items that are unchanged yield more data than in the present system,
because they would apply to every offense type. For example, at present information
about type of location is collected only for robbery, burglary, and arson.
Case numbers (possibly encrypted)· are needed at the national level as
reference numbers for use in editing, auditing, and selecting samples for special
studies. However, this inclusion ·of case numbers raises potentially important issues of
confidentiality and access to information that will need to be addressed. If actual
numbers are to reside at the national level, standards for the release of those numbers
would have to be developed.

.f

method of collecting the data (unit-record reporting) would provide enormously
greater fl~xi,bility i,n the w~ys in whic~ the data could be used. The type of arrest
element dlstmgUlshmg felomes fn7!m mlsdemeanors would be included principally for
the purpose of eventual linkage to Offender-Based Transaction Statistics (OBTS)
systems currently being developed. Since OBTS systems are generally limited to
felony cases, and since the processing of cases through the criminal justice system
depends on the felony/misdemeanor distinction, it is important to capture this data
element. The offense type recorded on the arrest record need not match the offense
type on the corresponding incident report. A burglar may be arrested for possession
?f burglar's tools or stolen property, while the offense cleared is a burglary. In fact, it
IS useful to record h~th offense types in order to be able to examine their relationship.

(
!

The information collected on the arrest record would be similar to that
currently collected, with only these additions:
•

the arrest identification number needed for unii.'-record reporting;

•

corresponding incident numbers for purposes of linking incidents
and arrests for clearance analyses (and other purposes);

•

type of arrest, distinguishing arrests where the suspect is taken
into custody, summoned, or cited;

•

level of arrest, distinguishing felony from misdemeanor arrests;
and

•

secondary offense types, to capture all offenses for which an
arrest is made.

!I

The final record type is for an exceptional clearance. Th~s record documents
such clearances, provides the corresponding incident number, and gives the reason for
the exceptional clearance from the definition given in the UCR Handboo~~. On each
record the agency identifier (ORr code) is included to identify the reporting .agency.
Excluded from this list of data elements are items of information collected
by police departments that are useful and, in some cases, essential for local
departments but not necessarily appropriate for a national data base. Examples of
such items include victim and witness names and telephone numbers, geocode (e.g.,
census tract) of the location of the incident, and police case ~tatus (e.g., cases
cleared, warrant issued but no clearance, etc.). Obviously, each local agency (whether
Level I or Level II) can choose to include in its record system whatever additional data
it wishes. Further, state programs may choose to ask agencies within the state to
submit additional elements beyond those included in the National Program. In
developing both local and state generic software for the future UCR system, provision
should be made to facilitate inclusion of such "local option" data elements.
Together, the proposed set of data elements, while only slightly more
extensive than those captured under the current system, would represent a substantial
enhancement of the current system. The additional elements would address several of
the most important issues raised by the contributors and users of UCR data, and the

.: I
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Chapter 6
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING: LEVEL II

The Level II component would include all of the data elements included in Level I. As
a consequence, most of the recommendations for Level I apply to Level II as well,
including:

The Level I component described in the previous chapter will, like the
current UCR, provide crime statistics on virtually all local law enforcement agencies
in the United States. This breadth of coverage, however, necessarily restricts the
depth of information collected. Even with the improvements suggested in the previous
chapter, the Level I component provides no information on many offense types and
only limited data describing the nature of those criminal incidents that are included.
Such information is needed to provide a more comprehensive view of the
incidence of crime in the United States and to provide a means for examining the
nature of crime generally. Further, this needed depth of information can be obtained
with relative ease from many larger departments and could be acquired from a limited
sample of smaller agencies. The Level II component proposed in this chapter is designed to supplement the information from the Level I component by providing this
depth ..

•

elimination of negligent manslaughter and broadening of the
rape category;

•

distinguishing attempted from completed offenses;

•

reporting of other distinct offenses occurring within a criminal
incident in addition to the most serious offense;

•

redefining aggravated assault in terms of use of weapons and
extent of injury;

•

collecting homicide circumstances as a code;

•

distinguishing crimes against businesses from crimes against
individuals or households;

•

distinguishing between crimes against residents and crimes
against nonresidents;

•

collecting property values by dollar value;

•

recording related incident numbers on arrest records; and

•

submitting exceptional clearance records.

The primary objectives of the Level II component are threefold:
Q

•

•

to provide accurate and detailed national and regional crime
statistics;
to provide detailed crime statistics on individual agencies and
representative groups of agencies, for use by other agencies as a
basis for comparison; and
to provide a national crime data base containing detailed
information on the nature of offenses and the characteristics of
victims and offenders.

Our recommendations for the Level II component are the following:
6.1

Seek participation in the Level II component from all agencies serving
populations in excess of 100,000 and a sample of at least .300 smaller
agencies.

6.2

Collect Part II, as well as Part I, offense data and use and more
detailed offense-type categories than the current categories.

6 •.3

Collect detailed incident data describing the nature of the criminal
incident, including victim and offender characteristics, victim-offender
relationship, use of force, nature and extent of injury, and type of
location.

6.4

Collect data periodically describing the characteristics and policies of
reporting law enforcement agencies. Assemble these data together
with demographic, socioeconomic, and physical characteristics of each
jurisdiction, which should be obtained from other sources such as the
U.S. Census Bureau.

6.5

6.1

Participating Agencies

One of the key features of the Level II compon.ent is its ability to pr~vide
accurate national and regional estimates through actually Impler:nented ?y ~ r.elatlvely
small fraction of agencies. In this way the burden on local contributors IS llmlted.
This would be accomplished by selecting agencies in such a way that the
crime statistics they report would be nationally and regionally represent~t.ive .. T~e
design of this sample is discussed in Appendix D. As indicated there, par~lclpatlOn 111
the Level II component should initially be sought from all of the approxImately 300
city and county agencies serving populations over 1.00,000 ~nd fro~ ':l sample of, at
least 300 other agencies. Because of the concentrci'tlOn of otfenses 111 l.arge agenc.les,
these agencies would include more t.han one-half. of all. offenses 111 the United
States.1 This approach would yield natlOnal and re~lOnal 7stlmates t~a~ could b.e used
by all law enforcement agencies for comparisons WIth theIr own St~tlStlCS .. ~stll'!1at7~
would also be made by jurisdiction size. Crime statistics for agenCles partlCIPc:t1l1 & In
the Level II component should also be available individually, so that nonpartlcl~at1l1g
agencies could compare their crime statistics directly with those of a partIcular
participating agency of their choice.
I Assuming the (unknown) distribution of Part II offenses is similar to the
(known) distribution of Part I offenses.

Design the National Program to allow for a variety of levels of state
program participation in Level II.
112
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Development of the Level II component may also be valuable to agencies not
participating in this system in another way. As discussed in Chapter 10, considerable
effort would be devoted to developing generic software and systems manuals for the
Level II component. After testing and refining in Level II operations, these software
and manuals should be made available to :-:U agencies wishing to adopt the Level II
data collection system. Many agencies desiring to upgrade their crime-reporting
system should generally be able to install the system at comparatively little cost.
6.2

Offenses Included

A second fundamental feature of the Level II component would be the
collection of counts of offenses for Part II as well as Part I offenses. While we have
not recommended changes for the Level I component in this regard, we recommend
collection of counts for all Part II offenses in the Level II component.
Further, we recommend that the offense type categories used be more detailed than the current Part II categories. In particular, many of the offense types
included in the existing miscellaneous category should be given separate categories
(e.g., kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, and bribery). Also some of the existing categories might be broken down into more detailed categories (e.g., illegal manufacture
of deadly weapons might be distinguished from illegal carrying of deadly weapons).
In developing the final set of categories, the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) codes should be taken into account. The greater detail of these codes
provides a specific set of detailed codes for consideration. At a minimum, the UCR
categories should be developed so that the NCIC and UCR codes will be compatible.
In choosing offense categories, the categories being used in current unit-record
systems encompassing Part II offenses (especially state sy~tems) should be considered,
in order to buil0 upon the experience of those systems. The resulting categories
would also geused for coding Part II arrests in both the Level I and Level II
components.
.'
.
Informa\ion obtained from all surveys and interviews with those who collect
and use UCR data ;,;lJpport the inclusion of Part II offenses. Those contacted
commented that:
•

Part II offenses may cause as much or more harm or loss as
Part I offenses;

•

the focus on Part I offenses may have diverted police and public
attention away from other offenses;

•

Part I offenses are. not necessarily most relevant to a department's day-to-day operation; and

2State UCR programs, of course, might choose to use even more detaIled
categories for their own purposes than those specified by the National Program. The
categories used would, of course, have to be defined as subcategories of those used
nationally in order to be able to meet the National Program requirements.

•

most departments ~re smail, and Part II crimes are important in
these departments.

The UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies supports collection of Part II
data. Table 6.1 gives the percentage of agencies indicating that offense counts should
be collected for a selected set of Part II offenses included in the survey, broken down
by size of jurisdiction. There is almost no difference across the two jurisdiction size
groups. While there is substantial variation from one offense to another, the percentage of agencies thinking counts should be collected is generally quite high, ranging
from a low of 58 percent to a high of 96 percent, with most figures tending to be
toward the higher end of the range.
The current UCR system simply cannot inform policy concerns about crimes
not identified by the Part I offense categories. This is a serious issue. Because it is
the national data base on criminal offenses, the public looks to the UCR Program for
data on emerging issues. Recently, for example, the Attorney General's Task Force on
Family Violence called for expansion of the UCR to collect information on the
incidence of family violence.
Prior concerns with arS<i;m led to a legislative
requirement that counts of arson incidents be collected. While some information can
be obtained from the National Crime Survey (NCS), the sample sizes for this survey
are often too small to provide adequate geographic detail or information on relatively
infrequent, but serious, crimes. Further, the NCS is restricted to crimes against
individuals and would be inappropriate for collecting information on the number of
arsons, for example.
Collecting the entire range of Part II offenses would allow the UCR Program
to respond to emerging needs in two ways. First, of course, the range of offenses
covered would include almost all crimes known to the police. Second, as discussed in
Section 6.6, if more detail is needed to identify specific offenses or situations, special
data collection efforts could be undertaken for samples of unit records of offenses or
arrests submitted under the Level II program. This would provide the new program
with the capacity for timely response at minimal cost to contributors and government.

6.3

Detailed Data

A fundamental feature of the proposed Level II component is the inclusion of
detailed incident data describing the nature of the criminal incident and the
characteristics of the victim. Specific recommendations are listed in Table 6.2. All
of the Level I component data elements are included and are shown with an asterisk.
Detailed categories remain to be developed for items such as type of weapon or type
of location. However, examples of some possible categories are included in the table
to indicate the type of categories envisioned.
Our interviews and surveys of those using UCR data, as well as our review of
the literature discussing UCR data, provide strong support for the inclusion of such
detailed data. Recommendations for inclusion came from all classes of users--Iaw
enforcement, state UCR programs, researchers, the media, and others. The UCR
Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies in particular indicated broad support from law
enforcement, as shown previously in the bar graphs in Chapter 5 and described here in,"
4See Chapter 2.

3Use of NCIC codes for Part I arrests should be explored at the same time.
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Table 6.2
RECOtMEKDED LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS FOR. LEVEL II COMPONENT

,.

Incident/Offense Record

Table 6.1

'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
•
•
•'"

Agency identifier (ORI code)
Incident number
a
Additional offense records indicator
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Primary offense type
Offense status (comple6e/attempted/unfounded)
Secondary offense type
Date of incident
Circumstance
code (homicides only)(e.g., barroom brawl, lover's quarrel, drunkenness,
revenge, etc.)c
Time of incident
'" Location type (e.g., private residence, gas station, convenience store, etc.)
Type of forcible sexual offense (rape of female/rape of male/rape by instrumentation/etc.)
'" Type of theft (e.g., pocket-picking, purse-snatching, shoplifting)
Number of premises entered
• Method of entry (forcible/unlawful without use of force/attempted forcible)
Type of property loos (none/the£t/damaged/other)
• Type of property stolen/damaged
• Number of vehicles stolen
• In-use status (for arson only) e
• Value of property stolen/damaged (dollar value)
'" Value of property recovered (dollar value)
• Victim type (indb·l.dual/bueiness/other)
'" Number of vic Sims
Age of victim b
Race of victi~
Sex of victim
Ethnicity of victimb
'" Resident status of victim (full-time residen.t/part-time resident/nonresident)
• Use of force/weapon (e.g., handgun, rifle, knife, strongarm, etc.)
Nature and extent of injury (e.g., death, broken bones, internal injuries, loss of teeth,

PERCENTAGE OF AGENCIES FAVORING COLLECTION OF OFFENSE COUNTS IN UCR
FOR SELECTED PART II OFFENSES

Size of jurisdiction
Offense type

Under 10,000

Over 10,000

Statutory rape, female

88

86

Sexual abuse of children

96

96

Simple assault

73

75

Assault, child abuse

92

93

Assault of spouse

73

75

Kidnapping

96

93

Bad checks

58

60

Embezzlement

73

73

etc. )
Zip code of victim
Number of offengeF s
Age of offender '
Race of offende~bff
Sex of offender '
Ethnicity of offenderb,f
Relationship of victim to offenderb,f
• Clearance status (not cleared/cleared by arrest/cleared exceptionally)
'" Juvenile clearance status
Arrest Record

child pornography, sale

84

77

Other pornography, sale

75

70

Drug abuse, sales

87

84

Drug abuse, possession

80

79

Vandalism

69

65

'"
'"
•
'"
'"
•
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
•
•

Agency identifier (ORl code)
Identification number of the arrest record
Corresponding incident number(s) (if different from identification number)
Record type (initial/update/deletion)
Type of arrest (taken into custody/cited/summoned)
Level of arrest (felony/misdemeanor/etc.)g
Primar.y offense type b
Secondary offense type
Date of arrest
Age of arrestee
Race of arrestee
Sex of arrestee
Ethnicity of arrestee
Police disposition (for juvel'(~le)(codes 1 to 5 in UCR Handbook, p. 62)

Exceptional Clearance Record

Source:

UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, conducted by Abt Associates
Inc., 1984.

Note:

Figures shown are estimates for all law enforcement
United States.
agencies In the

•
'"
'"
•

Agency identifier (ORI code)
Identification number for the clearance record
Incident number of case cleared (if different from identification number)
Basis for clearance (codes 1 to 10 in UCR Handbook, p. 10)

.Asterisk indicates inclusion in Levell component.
alndicatcs whether an additional record exists for this incident.

j

\

bRepeat up to some maximum number.
cA narrative description of the cir~umstances of homicide would also be submitted.
dtncludes vehicle type and arson property classification as in UCR Handbook.
eIncludes recovery of locally stolen. property recovered by any jurisdiction.
fAs reported by victim or witness.
gthe coding must allow for arrests that will later be determined to be a felony or misdemeanor,
and for distinguishing between fingerprintable and other arrests.
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Table 6.3

PERCENTAGES OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES FOR WHICH
DETAILED INCIDENT DATA ARE USEFUL AND EASY TO SUPPLY

Table 6.3. Typically, 28 to 47 percent of agencies found these data very useful,
another 33 to 48 percent found them somewhat useful, and only 10 to 24 percent found
them to be not useful at all. Furthermore, 37 to 64 percent of agencies thought that
the element would be easy to supply (the percentage depending, of course, on the
particular item).

Usefulness of data

Strong support for the collection of victim characteristics in particular (for a
specific set of violent crimes) has also come from the Attorney General's Task Force
on Family 'Violence:

Data element

The Uniform Crime Reports of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) should be revised to collect and publish data that indicate the
age of the victim and the relationship of the victim to the offender
for crimes of aggravated assault, simple assault, rape, sex offense.$'
(except prostitution), and offenses against the family and children.

,

- I

Indeed, the a:-ray of victim characteristics--the victim's age, race, sex, and ethnic
origin and the victim's relationship to the offender--is perhaps most notable among the
recommended elements. This information is critical to those interested in examining
offenses against particular subpopulations--crimes against children, crimes against the
elderly, crimes against women, and so forth. Offender characteristics, when known,
would als~ be included whether or not the offender is specifically identified and/or
arrested.
Also recommended for inclusion in the Level II component are elements
describing the nature of any confrontation between the victim and the offender--the
use of force and/or weapon, the type of weapon (if any), and the extent of injury. This
information is necessary to examine the extent of violenCe and to offer the public and
government a better understanding of the context of violent offenses. Together with
the victim and offender data, and data on the victim-offender relationship in
particular, these data would permit investigation of the nature of the interaction
between victim and offender never before possible with UCR data.
Several other data elements would describe details of the incident itself.
Time of day and day of w~ek were identified as being of interest in our surveys of
UCR users. Although day of week is not explicitly listed in the data elements, it is
derivable with a computer algorithm from the date of the incident. The number of
premises entered would be included to provide more detailed information on
infrequent but complicated cases falling under the Hotel Rule. Finally, type of
property loss would be included in order to distinguish theft losses from others (e.g.,
due to vandalism).
Another included item would be the Zip code of the victim. Inclusion of this
variable would permit certain geographic analyses of crime, for example, examination
of the proportion of crime in major metropolitan areas that is committed against resi-

on

Family

Violence, Final

Report,

6If a suspect is later arrested, his or her characteristics would be given on
the arrest report, but the incident report would not be changed or updated.

39
39
34

45
44
43

16
17
23

55
58
52

Victim-offender
relationship

31

48

21

37

Type and extent of
injuries

28

48

24

39

Use of force

47

39

14

56

Types of weapons

57

33

10

60

Time of incident

52

35

13

64

!

:

I

:i

Source:

UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, conducted by Abt
Associates Inc., 1984.

Note:

Figures shown are estimates for all law enforcement
agencies in the United States.
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Not
useful

-i
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If

5Attorney General's Task Force
Washington, D.C., September 1984, p. 82.

Somewhat
useful

Very
useful
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Table 6.4
JURISDICTIONAL AND AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS RECOMMENDED FOR
INCLUSION IN LEVEL II DATA COLLECTION

dents of the central city, or the percentage of crime against residents of suburban
areas occurring in urban areas.

Characteristic

It should be noted that, while we have recommended substantial expansion of
incident data collection, we have m. t recommended additional data elements for
reporting of arrest records. No new data elements were identified as being important
in our research. Strong interest in a full breakdown of arrestees by age, race, and sex,
not possible with the current summary system, was identified, but this, of course,
would be readily available with unit-record reporting of arrests. Nevertheless, using a
finer breakdown of offense types will provide highly useful information not currently
available.

Jurisdictional characteristics

An element not included in the table but recommended for consideration and
testing during the development of the system is an item (or items) to indicate which of
the offenses occurring in a multiple-offense incident was the originally intended,
"source crime" of the incident. Such an item would be useful to police and researchers
alike in understanding the nature of criminal incidents. We have recommended the
element for consideration only, because of the subjectivity in coding and lack of
experience in collecting and using such an element.

Agency and Jurisdictional Characteristics?

The utility of the Level II component data would to be substantially increased
if various characteristics of the participating agencies and the jurisdictions they serve
were included. A list of recommended items is shown in Table 6.4.

FBI UCR master file

Juvenile age limit in state

FBI UCR master file

Population size

FBI UCR master file

Age/sex/race/ethnic origin composition
Land area

Annual UCR survey

U.S. Census Bureau

Number of households

Annual UCR survey/U.S. Census Bureau
U.S. Census Bureau

Number of ~ommercial establishments. by type
Number of automobiles

U.S. Census Bureau
State motor vehicle registrars

Agency characteristics
Agency type a

A particularly important class of data elements excluded from Table 6.2 is
items related to drugs. A number of users of UCR data indicated an interest in having
information such as number of drug-rela.ted offenses and drug-related arrests, and the
types and amounts of drugs seized or in possession of arrestees. Given the highly
subjective judgments involved, it is probably more appropriate to collect such
information on a special study basis until the problems of collecting it, and the utility
of analyzing it, are better known. We do urge, however, that these data be collected
on such a basis at the earliest opportunity.

6.4

Region of the United States

Road miles

As for the Level I component, a special record would be submitted to document exceptional clearances. This record would be identical in form to that used in
the Level I component.

As with Level I, data elements useful to local operations but unnecessary for
a national data base are not included in the list of required items. Local agencies
obviously could (and should) include any additional items they wish in their records
systems. Indeed, a major potential benefit of the proposed system would be to enable
local agencies to include geocodes of incident location in their systems, analyze crime
patterns by neighborhood, and inform the public of these patterns. Further, state
programs might request agencies to submit other items of importance at the state
level. The development of generIc local and state systems will need to allow for such
elements.

Proposed source

Annual UCR survey

Number of employees by sworn ranks
Civilian-professional
Civilian-paraprofessional
Civilian-clerical

Annual UCR survey

Number of employees by sex and race/ethnicity

Annual UCR survey

Number of. employees by full and part-time statu~
Annual operating budget

Annual UCR survey
Annual UCR survey

Minimum/maximum salaries for sworn ranks

Annual UCR survey

Shift assignment (fixed/rotating)

Annual UCR survey

Patrol unit staffing (one/two officers)
Formal case screening (yes/no)b
Alternative response c

Annual UCR survey
Annual UCR survey
Annual UCR survey

Cars taken homed

Annual UCR survey

Firearm policye
Foot patrolf (yes/no)

Annual UCR survey
Annual UCR survey

Number of calls for service

Annual UCR survey

Number of firearm incidents g

Annual UCR survey

aFor example, municipal police, sheriff's office with general police responsibility, state
police, transit police, etc.
b

Does the department have a formal process of screening cases and closing those with little
solvability potential?

cDoes the agency evaluate incoming calls for service and assign alternative report~ng
procedures. like taking a report over the telephone or scheduling an appointment to
interview the caller at a later time?
dDoes the agency assign marked police units to its patrol officers for their personal use
while off duty?
eDoes the department's current policy limit the use of deadly force to the defense of human
life and exclude the use o{ deadly force in apprehending fleeing felons?

?This section relies heavily on material contributed by Greg Thomas of the
Police Executive Research Forum.
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f

Does the department have regularly assigned, full-time foot patrol beats?

gNumber of incidents involving firearms discharged at or by members of the departm t in
the reporting year.
en
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· Most of the jurisdictional characteristics would be obtained from existing
data sources such as the U.S. Census Bureau. These data are needed to compute
population-at-risk crime rates (as, for example, rapes per female, burglaries per
household, car thefts per automobile, etc.). They could also be used to examine
possible sources of variation in crime and arrest rates due, for example, to changes in
the demographic composition of the resident population.
Agency characteristics primarily describe the type of agency, available
resources, and certain agency policies. Collection of these characteristics would
permit observation of changes in police practice over ti'me. It would permit agencies
to compare their resources with those of agencies in similar jurisdictions. Crossagency analyses controlling for jurisdictional differences might be able to establish
relationships between certain agency policies and offense or arrest rates.
In addition, annual numbers of calls for service would be collected with the
survey to measure of the extent demand for police services. Overall, 41 percent of
agencies responding to the UCR survey found number of calls for service very useful,
and 'another 34 percent found them somewhat useful. Fully 58 percent of agencies
serving populations over 100,000 found these data very useful.
Agency characteristics could all be obtained by supplementing the current
Law Enforcement Employees Report, which annually collects information on number
of full-time law enforcement employees, with a special questionnaire module sent only
to Level II law enforcement agencies.
(Agencies reporting under the Level I
component would continue to provide only the police employee data cUirently
collected.) Since only some of the items are likely to change from one year to the
next, each agency might be sent a listing of its previous responses and asked to update
it where appropriate, thereby minimizing the burden on local contributors.
6.5

Integration with Level I Component

Data collection under the Level II component would be fully integrated with
Level I data collection. As shown in Table 6.2, each data element included in the
Level I component would also be collected under the Level II component. Thus, Level
I-type data elements would be available from all UCR contribu ting agencies.
Transmission of data would be as described in Chapter 4. The several options
envisioned
Section 6.7.for state program involvement in handling Level II data are described in
6.6

Special Studies

One of the great strengths of unit-record reporting in general, and of the
Level II component in particular, is provision of an immediate capability to perform
special studies of criminal incidents or arrests. Such studies could be conducted by
drawing samples of relevant offense or arrest records, based on data elements
included in the system, and then gathering additional information on these cases. The
information would most often be collected by forms mailed to law enforcement
agencies (probably throLlgh the state programs), although special data collection teams
might be used in some instances.

d t address at least three types of needs as
These data bases co~l~ ~:l ui~~or~ation .on the nature of certain 'types of
they arise--the need ~oJ,/ddl~l? formation to identify the extent of certain crimes,
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6.7

State Participation
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d f state participation in the Level II comSeveral options are ~nvlslOn; r~r rams might want all agencies within the
ponent. First, some states wIth UC ,P gtion obviously provides the most accurate
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Some state programs might be unwilling to process Level II data at all. In
these states, the data would either be sent 'eo the state program for forwarding to the
National Program or be sent directly to the National Program. Level I data from the
Level II agencies would probably best be sent to the state program, although the
National Program could strip off the Level I information obtained from these agencies
and send it to the state program.
Finally, where there is no state UCR program, data from participating local
law enforcement agencies would be collected directly by the National Program.
While the Level II component could accommodate a wide range of state
program involvement, states should seek to establish programs capable of including at
least an augmented state Level II sample. The reasons for this, already discussed in
Chapter 3, are clear. First, because state programs can provide more accurate data,
their involvement would improve the quality of the national data base. Secondly,
states playa key role in the development of criminal justice policy in the United
States. Accordingly, state policy makers need the depth and breadth of information
provided by Level II reporting for their state rather than having to rely on national or
regional trends.
6.8

Design of the Level II Sample

Level II must be able to provide national estimates for the expanded information collected in this component. This requires that the Level II agencies form a
national probability sample. Design of an appropriate sample is discussed in detail in
Appendix O. This section summarizes the main conclusions of that discussion.
The recommended sample for Level II agencies would consist of all of the 290
agencies serving jurisdictions with populations of 100,000 or more, plus a sample of at
least 300 to 500 smaller agencies stratified by region, size, and degree of urbanization.
There are several reasons to include all of the largest agencies. First, these
agencies are simply too important not to include. As a group, they constitute less
than 2 percent of current UCR contributors, yet account for more than half of the
UCR offenses currently reported. Secondly, these agencies generally already maintain
extensive automated data systems; they could provide Level II information at
relatively little cost to themselves and in the form (magnetic tape) that would be most
easily processed by the UCR Program. Finally, although it might be technically more
efficient to omit a few large agencies from the Level II system, it would seem
advantageous simply to include them all, both in terms of securing cooperation and in
terms of ease of reporting.

These sample sizes are not incontrovertible. Designing any sample always
involves a tradeoff between the total resources required and the precision of estimate
obtained. Thus, while we can say that the sample of 600 to 800 agencies discussed
here would be adequate to achieve reasonable levels of precision at the national and
regional levels, final sample sizes would depend on the resources available and the
precision desired by the government. In addition, as discussed in Appendix 0, the
design of the best possible sample is not straightforward. It must account for the wide
array of statistics to be estimated, the extent of variation within strata and over
time, and the exact procedures used to create estimates, among other
considerations. Thus, final samples might be larger or smaller or more or less heavily
stratified. Nevertheless, the sample sizes presented here provide a good idea of the
approximate size and structure required.
The number of agencies interested in collecting Level II data may be expected to grow over time. Some state programs already require extensive unit-record
reporting; others may convert to a statewide Level II program once the supporting
software and forms have been developed. As more agencies automate, they may find
it convenient and desirable to collect Level II data, especially as the value of the
additional Level II information is demonstrated. Such evolution is not without
precedent. The UCR Program began in 1930 with 400 agencies, grew to over 4,000 by
1940, and to almost 16,000 today.
But there are important differences between the UCR of 1930 and the proposed Level II component. Federal data collection was in its infancy in 1930. No one
today would accept crime statistics from a small number of volunteer agencies with
automated systems as adequate to inform national policy. Such agencies could not
possibly be regarded as representative of the nation, and the data they provided would
be largely discounted as merely special case studies rather than national statistics.
Nor can we expect the public, police, and policy makers to wait ten years or more for
most agencies to report Level II data. Thus, Level II must start with a national
probability sample of agencies.
The number of Level II contributors could still grow from that base,
however. How to include these additional agencies in state and federal publications
and data bases would depend, to some extent, on the numbers involved and the
resources available for processing additional data. Nevertheless, it is conceivable
that, eventually, all agencies would elect to report under Level II, and even that, some
years from now, a future study of UCR will call for a sample of "Level III" reporting
agencies to take advantage of further advances in information technology.

The sample of smaller agencies would be stratified by region, size, and
degree of urbanization for two reasons. First, it seems desirable to design a sample
that can provide reasonably reliable estimates at the regional as well as the national
level. Indeed, it seems likely that separate estimates by jurisdiction size class, or by
degree of urbanization (cities, suburbs, and rural areas) should be explored as well.
Second, crime rates tend to differ across regions and across jurisdictions of different
sizes and degrees of urbanization, so that stratification would allow a smaller total
sample size.
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The concern is that, where classification is a matter of judgment, depa:tf!lents r:n8: Y
tend on average to classify events so as to reduce crime Index counts. SImIlarly, It IS
thou~ht by some'that UCR may te~d to overcoun,t arrest~. That is, some departments
may report multiple arrests for a s10gle arre~t ~I~h r:nuitiple offenses and/or count an
arrest twice when a person is wanted by one JUriSdIctIOn and arrested by another.

Chapter 7
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE UCR SYSTEM

Four key findings emerge from review of UCR audit and quality assurance
procedures at the federal, state, and local levels. First, accurate and consistent
reporting is essential to the UCR Program. Second, there is widespread concern about
the accuracy of UCR data--concern that is shared by the FBI, state UCR programs,
local law enforcement agencies, researchers, and other UCR users. Third, despite this
concern, nobody knows how accurate UCR data actually are, which seriously
compromises their utility and authority. Fourth, the UCR Program can overcome
these problems through a combined program of auditing, establishing recordkeeping
standards for contributing agenciE:s, and providing for ongoing support and feedback
from the FBI and state UCR programs.

,
" 'r

Of even greater concern than bias is variation across departments and over
time. If we do not know whether a difference in reported crime rates b.etween t~o
departments or two years represents a real difference in c:rime or a d~fference ~n
reporting, then we have no idea whether we s.hould ~ake t~e dIfference seriously. ThIS
was a recurring theme in our early conversatIOns WIth polIce and researchers. Indeed,
in the UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies,. t~o-t~irds. or more of the
departments felt that more ~han jus~ a little o~ the var.IatIOn 10 .crIme and clearance
rates across departments reflected dIfferences 10 report1Og practices. One-quarter. or
more of the larger departments (over 10,000 population) felt that report1Og
differences accounted for a great deal of the variation. There was somewhat less
concern for variation over time, but even here about half of the departments felt th':lt
more than just a little of the variation from year to year was due to changes 10
reporting.

Accurate and consistent reporting is essential to the UCR Program. Indeed,
the Uniform Crime Reporting Program was originally conceived to meet local police
needs for accurate and consistent information on the nature and extent of crime in
their jurisdictions. Before the UCR Program was implemented, local departments
were at the mercy of the local press, whosi swings in coverage of individual crimes
generated a succession of "crime waves."
Police departments generally had no
system for tallying crime in their jurisdictions. Even when they did, however, their
figures were useless for assessing actual conditions, since there was no basis against
which to assess local figures and no assurance that the figures were aCCUrt'J;te. The
Uniform Crime Reporting Program met this need by transforming local del)artment
tallies into uniform national FBI reports on local crime, which in turn meet a variety
of needs for national crime information and research on criminal activity and law
enforcement.
Much of this report is devoted to discussion of ways in which the UCR
Program can take advantage of advances in technology and local police information
systems to provide a more flexible and accurate picture of crime in the United
States. The proposed enhancements to the UCR Program would allow for many
alternative ways of counting and classifying crime and for greatly enhanced
descriptions of the nature, circumstances, and victims of criminal events.
Nevertheless, the heart of the UCR is still its assurance of accurate' and comparable
local crime reports, and such enhancements will be useless unless the accuracy of the
reports can be assured.
There is considerable worry about the accuracy of UCR counts. Two sorts of
accuracy issues are involved. The first is the question of bias. Many users and
contributors believe that the UCR tends to undercount offenses, for example.
Particular concern attaches to gray areas such as a broken window or other damage to
property that might be interpreted either as vandalism (which is not included in the
current UCR crime Index) or attempted burglary (which is counted in the Index).
Likewise, the distinction between aggravated assault (which is counted in the Index)
and simple assault (which is not counted in the Index) rests to some extent on
judgment as to whether there is intent to inflict "severe or aggravated bodily injury."
1See, for example, Lincoln
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1968.
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Despite these widespread perceptions, there. is rem~rk.ably little hard evidence on the actual extent of UCR bias or report1Og variation. Efforts to use
victimization surveys for this purpose are seriously hampered by pro?lems of
comparability, the unknown errors in the survey results, and the very thm survey
A 1967 T~~k F0.rce Repor~ fr~m the
samples.
Anecdotal evidence abounds.
President'S CC'mmission on Law Enforcement and AdministratIOn of JustIce CIted 11
cases in which offe~e counts in major cities ha~ jumped by. anywhere from 26
202
percent in one year. They then recounted the hIstory of ChIcago and New York.

:0

"Although Chicago, with about 3 million peo~le, h':ls reI(lai~e~ a
little less than half the size of New York City WIth 72 mIllIon
throughout the period covered ... , it was reporting in 193? about
8 times as many robberies. It continued to report several tu~es as
many robberies as New York City until 1949, when th~ FBI dIscontinued publication of New York reports bec.ause. It no l~:mger
believed them. In 1950 New York discontinued Its prior practice of
allowing precincts to handle compiai.llts ~i~ectly and installed a
central reporting system, through WhICh CitIzens had to route all
calls.

'i

iJ

The Autobiography of Lincoln Steffens,

Interestingly, the question of overall bias is not necessarily as. serious as it
might seem. We already know that UCR can never hope to count all crimes. because
many go unreported. We also know that there are, in fact, gray areas where Judgme~t
errors may occur. As long as reported counts system~tically ex~lude a. c~rtam
proportion of crimes they can still serve as an excellent 10dex of Crime. SImIlarly,
while inflated counts' of arrests and clearances could be important if they wer.e sever.e
enough to produce a real misperception of the probability of apprehensIon, thIS
magnitude of error is generally not alleged.
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2pres ident's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,
Task Force Re ort:
Crime and Its 1m act--An Assessment (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1967 , p. 22.
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"In the first year, robberies rose 40 percent and burglaries 1,300
percent, passing Chicago in volume for both offenses. In 1960
Chicago installed a central complaint bureau of its own, reporting
thereafter several times more robberies than New York. In 1966
New York, which appeared to have had a sharp decline in robberies
in the late fifties, again tightened its central controls and found a
much higher number of offenses. Based on preliminary reports for
1966, it is now reporting about 40 percent more robberies than
Chicago. ,,)

---

over reported by 57 percent or more. Arrests showed similar variation, with one
quarter underreporting by 22 percent or more, while another quarter overreported by 6
percent or more.
In short, there is evidence that the widespread concerns about the accuracy
and consistency of the UCR system are at least somewhat justified. These concerns
can and must be addressed. The UCR must establish programs to measure the extent
of error, to improve local agency reporting, and to provide greater training and
support to state and local agencies.
The key recommendations are:

The Chicago/New York story did not end with the 1967 Task Force Report.
In 1983, a Chicago TV station, WBBM-TV, reported having uncovered evidence that
crime records were being erroneously dismissed as unfounded by the Chicago Police
Department, in order to keep their crime statistics low. Subsequent audits conducted
internally and by the FBI confirmed the allegations. The FBI found that reports of
serious crimes in Chicago had been' dismissed as unfounded from 7 to 19 times more
often than in other big cities, and that the largest increase in such dismissals in
Chicago was associated with the most severe crimes. An internal audit conducted by
the police department reviewed a sample of 2,300 rapes, robberies, and burglaries
classified as unfounded in 1982. Police auditors concluded that more than 40 percent
had been discarded in error. 4 Nor is Chicago the only such case. A recent article in
the Columbus, Georgia, Ledger and Examiner maintained that police there achieved
Columbus's reputation as one of "the 15 safest cities ~n the U.S." by classifying almost
half of its crime reports as "miscellaneous incidents."
The fact that such misreporting occurs in a system involving almost 16,000
voluntary reporting agencies is neither surprising nor especially useful for assessing
the overall accuracy of the UCR. Some general evidence is available from audits
performed by the IACP and by a few state UCR programs. These audits, discussed
more fully in Section 7.5, are in no sense representative of the entire UCR system, but
at least they give some indication of the likely extent of UCR bias and reporting
variation.
Examination of IACP and state audit results suggest substantial
underreporting but more substantial variation in reporting across agencies. Part I
offenses for all agencies audited were undercounted by about 16 percent. Arrest and
clearance data were more accurate. Overall, 5 percent of arrests and only 2 percent
of clearances went unreported. Variation in reporting was much more pronounced. In
terms of offense counts, for example, one quarter of agencies were found either to
overreport offenses or to underreport by 10 percent or less, while another quarter
underreported by 39 percent or more. For clearances, one quarter were found to
underreport by 33 percent or more, while at the other extreme, another quarter
3Ibid., pp. 22-23.
4See "Fighting Crime with Erasers," Chicago Tribune, February 1983, p. 10;
"Chicago Police Found to Discard Cases Erroneously," New York Times, 2 May 1983,
p. A-2c.; "Burying Crime in Chicago," Newsweek, 16 May 1983, p. 63.
5Ledger and Examiner (Columbus, Georgia), September 4, 1984, pp. A-I and

7.1

Institute routine, ongoing audits of samples of participating
UCR agencies in order to establish the extent of error in the
system on a continuing basis.

7.2

Develop a code of professional standards for reporting
systems.

7.3

Develop improved feedback to agencies through selfadministered proficiency tests, periodic reports on common
audit errors, and regular reports to individual agencies on the
extent of edit discrepancies in their UCR submissions.

7.4

Strengthen state UCR program quality assurance, including
expansion of local agency audits conducted by state programs.

The following sections detail recommended steps to provide definite
information on the extent of error and to improve reporting quality. A final section
documents the examination of audit findings.
7.1

Audits

A national audit program is essential to assuring UCR accuracy and
consistency. Such a program would put into effect, on a routine basis, procedures like
those developed by the IACP. Auditing is required to identify the extent and causes of
error in UCR reporting, to respond to suspect data reports, and to assure the use of
required reporting procedures throughout the system. Further, auditing would provide
law enforcement agencies the opportunity to address allegations of inaccuracy.
We consequently propose the creation of a national UCR audit program, to be
given the following responsibilities:
•

to establish and maintain a set of uniform audit procedures;

•

to train state program staff in the use of these procedures;

•

to accompany, periodically, state staff conducting audits to assure
uniformity of procedures;

A-3.
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to supplement state audit capability, conducting additional audits where
appropriate to provide accurate estimates of error rates in national crime
statistics or to prevent flagrant violation of reporting rules; and

Agencies disagreeg with a statement that contributing agencies should be audited on a
confidential basis.

to conduct audits in states without state programs.

The second potential use of audits is to increase agency incentives to report
honestly and accuratAly. The idea, of course, is that the desire to avoid unfavorable
audit reports will lead agencies to tighten internal controls, thereby assuring that
reports are accurate. Audits conducted on a sample basis could serve this purpose as
well. However, the frequency of audits might not be large enough to encourage a
substantial change in nonaudited agencies.

Audits generally have three possible purposes. First, they can be used to
measure the extent of error. It seems doubtful that a system as complex as the UCR
will ever be totally error free and even more doubtful that it will ever be free of
allegations of error. Accordingly, the first essential need is to know how much error
there actually is. This can be done only through audits of reporting agencies.
Fortunately, however, audits for this purpose could be restricted to a sample Df
departments.

.

A reasonable quality assurance program does require that the National
Program have the capability to conduct audits of agencies with suspect reporting
practices. The FBI currently can and does identify suspect reports marked by
unusually large month-to-month or year-to-year changes or by deviations from usual
levels in similar agencies. Except in the most extreme cases, however, the most that
can be done now is to query local agencies (or their state UCR programs) to confirm
or correct the submission. Audits would allow direct follow-up where deviations from
norms are large enough to cause concern.

This sort of error-measurement auditing is typified by common quality
control procedures in manufacturing, where samples of items are taken from the
production line and examined for defects. The purposes here would be to estimate the
extent to which errors are occurring and to identify changes in error rates over time
or particularly error-prone groups of agencies. Analysis of error sources could also be
used to understand why errors occur and thus to identify the need for clarifying
instructions in training.

A third potential use of audits is to enforce required procedures and to
correct errors throughout the system. The annual audits of corporate income and
balance sheet statements by independent accountants are an example. This sort of
audit is done not to measure error or investigate suspect cases, but to certify, to the
extent pOSSible, accurate and consistent reporting by each corporation. To be
effective for such purposes, UCR audits would have to cover a large proportion of
offenses, and possibly of departments, on a regular basis. This is not now done, either
by the National UCR Program or by any state UCR program, and we do not propose
that it be done in the future.

The results of the audits would determine:
..

the extent to which reported offenses, arrests, and clearances
are likely to over- or underreport audit figures. (ThIS would
provide "adjustment" of total estimates for the system; if
desired, the sample could be expanded to provide correction
factors for each type of offense and/or type of department.)

•

the extent to which variation in crime counts and clearances
across jurisdictions is due to variation in reporting practices.
(This could be used to provide guidelines as to when to take
seriously a difference in reported offense or clearance rates.
Again, if samples were large enough, this could be examined by
type of offense and/or agency.)

•

Such audits could (and should), however, be conducted by reporting agencies
themselves. The capacity for formal auditing will depend, to some extent, on agency
size. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 7.2, we propose that some basic internal
review process be required of every contributing agency.
The UCR Program cannot, of COurse, force agencies to allow outside audits.
The audit function is so essential, however, that we propose that participating

the extent to which year-to-year changes in crime rates and
clearance rates reflect actual changes as opposed to changes in
reporting practices.
(This would be used to assess the
significance of changes in the crime Index from one year to the
next" for example. Again, analysis by type of offense or
department is possible.)

Such audits seem clearly necessary to provide confidence in the UCR and to allow
intelligent use of UCR data by local police, policy makers, researchers, and the
public. Further, such audits seem very likely to be accepted by contributors. Only
one quarter of departments .responding to the UCR Survey of Law Enforcement

---------------

6 Many agencies were neutral on the issue, though a majority of larger
agencies (over 100,000 population) favored audits. The actual question and responses
were:

"Contributing agencies should be audited on a confidential basis to assure
reporting ac(uracy."
Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

Agencies Serving
Populations
Over 100,000

29%

15%

7%

9%

All Agencies

23%

32%

12%

14%

Agree

,.1

Stror~
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Disagree Disagree
Somewhat Strongly

~

------

agenCti.es ~gre~ to maintain r~cQrds for audits and to permit audit reviews of UCR
rep?r 109 y testate or ~atiOnal UCR programs. Agencies that a ree to maintain
.

First, the review of telephone tapes is apparently the most expensive step in
the audit process (and, of course, not feasible for departments without such tapes). In
view of its :o.'elatively high cost, this audit step should be done less frequently (but not
eliminated entirely).

cOC1fident~~l most ~~.ses,

the details of indi~idual audits would be expected to be kept
•
.
IS seems necessary lo order to protect
.
.
misint.erpretation of audit results. Auditors, by their nature tend ~~:clef ag~lOst
e
commItment to detailed ac~uracy and to deem any error im~ortant. Evevn aO~:ll ~~~
~~~~~~~~~h~~uld't~p~ar mIsmanaged if an undigested list of "audit exceptions" were
reasonableness o~\h~~r:;: r:~!~7sment of the relative importance of the errors or the

The second modification involves the way in which records are tracked
through the system. The IACP drew separate samples of records at each audit stage.
While this may still be necessary for telephone tape review, since tapes may not be
held for long periods, we recommend that generally a sample of cases be tracked all
the way through the system, from initial call to final reporting to the state or national
program. This was not possible for IACP, in part because local record systems
sometimes met the requirements for audits only at some stages. We propose that the
record keeping minimally necessary for audits at all stages (with the possible
exception of telephone tapes) be required of contributors (see Section 7.2).

Audit results would be used to p
.d
.
Further the National Program b'
1 rOVl e estImates of overall reporting error.
individu~l situations, where apop;~po~isare mus~ refSl'nedrvl'neg the righ~ to indicat.e errors in
Id
.
.
0 f major errors 10 a large
d
t
t

h4fharert~~d~ :~~ld ::q~~~!t t~~iu~~~ s~::~~~~n:i~~~:i~et~r~s;~~~ ~~~~~~~nuc~o~~i~~~~

correc e estImates based on audit figure~ be ubI" h d E '
departments, corrections that resul"t-:d in dra~atic shiftsl~nethe tir:peCl~l1y
that department might also have to be noted.
e series 0
7 .1.1

io;

lar ge
ata f or

Audit Procedures

.,Existing audit procedur.es are generally based on those develo ed b
IACP. Tne IACP procedures reqUIre audits of four stages for offense repor~ng: y the
1.

initial receipt of call (review of telephone tapes to see whether
C~illS. are logged and telephone reports wr.\tten or units
Ispatched);
.
,

d

2.

incident report completion (review of complaint cards to see
whether reports are completed when Jnits are dispatched);

3.

classific~tio.n/scoring (review of incident reports to see
whether incIdent reports are properly prepared classified and
scor~d and then entered on a register of offens~s); and
'

4.

tallies (review to see whether registers of incidents are
accurately counted for monthly UCR reports).

------------------------

not address the auditing of arrest reporting. We would propose that these procedures
be followed, with certain modifications.

d~~~~Care~~~Sp~~ti~~~~~~;~~:tli~i ~~~: ;~f~~~\:Ylu:~C:~~~~:~~11s~~ sb:;;:;~Yt~t::r i~
ISCUSSlon of self-certIfIcatiOn,.)

-----------------------------

,
"I

,!

Third, the adoption of unit-record reporting would, of course, remove the
need to verify tallies. Instead, the transmitted coding sheets or tapes would need to
be verified for a sample of offenses identified in agency records. Likewise, a sample
of submitted unit-record reports should be examined to verify the existence of a
corresponding offense record to assure that additional unit records are not being
created .
Fourth, auditing of clearances should be revised so that both possible types of
error can be detected. The procedure developed by IACP examines the source
documents for cases cleared by arrest or exception to determine whether the
clearance was justified, thus detecting any cases erroneously cleared. The procedure
does not, however, identify cases that should have been cleared but were not.
Arrest reporting should also be audited.
Again, a two-way check is
desirable. Thus, a sample of bookir\~ cards would be used to see that arrests are
properly coded and reported to UCR. Likewise, a sample of reported arrests would be
selected and traced back to the original arrest record to assure proper documentation
and nonduplication of UCR arrests.
In adapting the IACP audit procedures to unit-record reporting, the
procedures should be simplified to whatever extent possible. The current procedures
require a substantial amount of labor; any simplification would allow audits to be
conducted with increased frequency.
In any case, audit procedures would be
essentially the same for Level I and Level II agencies, though Level II agencies would,
of course, involve more offense types and data elements.

For cleara.nce reporting, the IACP procedure provides for review of source document

~o det~rm1Oef whether reported clearances are jusHfied. This should also be matche~
y reVIews

0

arrests to assure that clearances are reported, but IACP procedures do

7 However, there is
federal or state freedom an is.sue, whi~h will need to be addressed, of whether
of 1OformatiOn acts might jeopardize th~ desired
confidentiality of audits.

132

7.1.2

Sample Design

We have recommended that audits be carried out on a sa.mple basis to allow
estimation of the extent of ()ver- or underreporting and of how much
inter jurisdictional and i.ntertemporal variation is due to variations in reporting
practices. The former is needed to know the extent of overall error in national or
regional crime statistics. The latter is needed to understand the extent to which
observed variation across agencies or across time represents real differences in crime
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or arrest rates, as opposed to differences in reporting practices. Ideally, both would
ultimately be known by size of agency and by region of the country.
encies indicates the majority of contribu§
. s stems meeting basic standards.
Our survey of law enforcement ag
tors recognize
the
importanc~
of
agencthYererP~~~~~~e~ping
standards that should be
. 1
h·
ection dIscusses
Accordmg y,
IS s. .m th e code of professional standards.
considered
for t.mcluslOn

The design for the sample of audits should take several important
considerations into aCcount. First, the sample should be designed to permit selection
of agencies on an ongoing basis. No agency ghould know in advance that its reporting
for some upcoming month is to be audited. Second, Level I and Level II agencies
should be distinguished, since Level II agencies should be audited more frequently than
Level I agencies. This is appropriate, in part, simply because Level II agencies tend to
. be the larger agencies, and their error rates have greater effect on overall national
error rates. However, these agencies should also be audited more frequently because
error rates in national estimates for data elements reported only in Level II are
entirely dependent on the error rates for these agencies. Finally, the sample design
must take into account samples of audits being conducted by state programs.

7.2.1

P

.
. e 7 1 The flow of informatIon for
Some stylized flows are presented ~~ Flgurcept in cases where the offense is
offense reports starts with a ca.ll to the b~~o~cs~' e~ot all offenses are reported .nor
directly discovered by the pollce. (Ot the olt~nder, but this is be~ond ~he pur.vlew
necessarily
even known to anyon.e excep f a number of actions, includmg dl~patchmg.a
f th
e UCR) The call may reqUire any 0
.
The maJ·or error por=;slble at thIS
opatrol car or
' takmg
. a te 1ep hon e report
oft a record
cnme.a telephone report when 1.t app ears
I
point is failing to dispa~ch a patro car or 0
that an offense may be mvolved.
.
.
.
incident report itself. The obvious potentIal
The next step IS complet~g f~~:d or may be incomplete.
error here is that reports may not e 1
.

An audit program is essential to UCR. No data system of this importance
and scope can be maintained without some basic program to assure consistency across
reporting agencies. Nor can cost considerations be an obstacle. If it is too costly to
conduct an adequate number of audits to produce aCCUrate estimates within a oneyear period, these audits should be spread over several years. While far from ideal,
such
an approach
would ultimately provide basic information on the extent and nature
of error
in the system.

st then be classified and scored--that IS,
The completed inciden~ report mu
bur lar , or other offense, ar: d . ~he
the criminal event is charactenze~ ~s ~;~:;h~re a~iser from the
ious pOSSlblh~y
appropriate number o~ counts recor e • ification and scoring rules.
Each of t e
of mistakes in applymg th~ l!CR class d its own definitions of offenses. The l!CR
United States has its own ~nmmal c.~?e ~.n n which generally differs in so.me detaIL or
s stem imposes its own umque classl lca l~e~ for example, consider takmg ~roPe:rty
from the state codes. Some staas UCR defines this as a larceny. LikeWiSe,
from a car to be a form of burgla:y, where
t UCR definition of rape, though It IS
e of a male is not included m the curren
~~~sidered rape under several state codes.

0rO

a~other

Code of Professional Standards for Reporting Systems

The National Program has long provided agencies with descriptions of basic
record systems and procedures for compilation of UCR reports. We recommend that
such descriptions be formalized by the National Program, in conjunction with IACP
and NSA, in the development of a code of professional standards for reporting
systems, together with a timetable for adoption by reporting agencies. Agencies
certified as meeting the standard set by the code ~vould be so designated. Such a
program could be designed for agencies to self-certify that they meet the code's
standards; alternatively, certification might be integrated with ongoing accreditation
efforts.

9The question and responses were:

I

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

I

Agencies Serving
Populations
Over 100,000

47%

31%

11%

6%

6%

I~

All Agencies

22%

37%

26%

8%

8%

f
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. systems should be reviewed and certifIed to
"Contributing agency reportmg
assure that they meet basic standards."

J

It
8 is, of course, POs>ibie that some key agencIes could be audited on a
regular basis.

t. n

f

. .
s is to review the flow of in orma 10 •
The first
step the
in specifymg
s~andard
·d t·f
points at WhICh
errors m ay arise and the records needed to
This
serves
1 .en 1 Yd
of the reporting process.
ermit
latertoreVIew
an au d·t
1
.

Lacking accurate information on the extent of variation in error rates fronl
agency to agency, on the numbers of audits to be conducted by state programs, and
the allocation of those audits across Level I and Level rr agencies, it is difficult to
offer specific guidance on sample sizes for a national audit program. However, based
on some rough calculations, it appears that a well-designed sample consisting of about
two or three agencies per state (and an average of perhaps 50 records per agency)
would to produce moderately accurate estimates of error for the nation as a whole.

7.2

Data Flow

f

i

Ir

lOIn some states, the state program receives copies of the offense reports

and classifies and scores them for local departments.
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Figure 7.1
STYLIZED INFORMATION FLOW TO lICR

Offenses

!

.j

I

i

I
aOffenses, arrests, and clearances are usually tal I ied by local agencies In the current UCR program.
-:flO longer be true under unlt-:record reporting.

This would

~\

\

..

----------

In addition, where incidents involve more than one offense, the event must
still be classified under a single code. The UCR Hierarchy Rule essentially provides
an ordered list of offenses, so that when multiple offenses are involved, the event is
coded in terms of the most serious offense. This sounds straightforward enough, but it
has its complexities. For example, although motor-vehicle theft is listed below
larceny-theft in the hierarchy, of Part I crimes, it in fact takes precedence over
larceny-theft in classification. I I Likewise, when arson or justifiable homicide occurs
in conjunction with another Part I offense, the Hierarchy Rul is not applied. Instead,
both the other offense and the arson or homicide are entered.

r2

The number of offenses must also be determined. The general rule is that for
murder, rape, and aggravated assault, the number of offenses equals the number of
victims, whereas robberies, burglaries? and larcenies are scored in terms of the overall
event (e.g., the robbery of ten people in one criminal incident counts as one robbery,
not ten). Here again, an apparently straightf'~rward rule may become difficult to
apply in certain situations. The classic example is the Hotel Rule--essentially a rule
that a set of apparently related and sequential burglaries of different guests' rooms in
one hotel be counted as one event, largely on the ground that this represents a single
overall operation that is likely tP3be reported (once) by the hotel rather than (several
Similarly, a related set of larcenies--thefts from
times) by the individual guests.
ten parking meters, for example--is classified as a single event.
Under unit-record reporting, offenses would no longer need to be tallied by
local departments, thereby removing the potential for addition errors. Instead,
however, offenses would reported to the UCR. The potential for error here, of course,
rests in mistranscription and omitted or duplicated offense records. Finally, data
received must be entered in the state and/or national UCR data bases, as discussed in
the next section.
Arrests and clearances show similar error patterns. First, arrests must be
entered in some basic booking syst€.m. Again, the first source of error is loss of arrest
events in the system. Next, the arrest must be classified and scored. Under UCR
rules, an arrest is a single event; when multiple charges are filed, the arrest must be
reduced to a single charge. If Part I crimes are involved, the usual Hierarchy Rule
applies. If only Part II offenses are involved, the agency is left to determine the most
serious offense. Arrests are scored by the number of persons arrested. In particular,
multiple charges do not mean multiple arrests, even when additional charges are
developed after the initial arrest. Additional information on the age, race/ethnicity,
and sex is also required. Under the current system, this requires elaborate tal1les.

llSee U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform
Crime Reporting Handbook, 1980, pp. 33 and 35 (problem 4).
12Though the justifiable homicide is then unfounded:
(problem 5).

Ibid., pp. 34 and 35

I3While these rules are quite reasonable, they do produce potential problems,
though undoubtedly rare, when applied together. Thus, the rape, robbery, and
aggravated assault of a number of victims (in a single incident) becomes a single
murder if one victim dies.
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Under unit-r'~cord reporting, a single arrest record would be submitted for each
arrest. Thus, the major areas for error with unit records would be in either losing
arrests entirely or in classification and scoring.
Clearance rates also are developed from the arrest record. Each arrest must
be linked to offenses, including all Part I offenses for which the person is charged and
referred for prosecution. These offenses are then cleared, unless they have already
been cleared earlier. Thus, a single arrest may result in several clearances (or no
clearances, if the crimes were previously cleared). Crimes may be cleared without
arrest in special circumstances where the offender is known and located but an arrest
is not feasible due to, for example, death or the fact that the offender is already in
custody.
The obvious sources of error in clearances arise from failure to account for
all Part I crimes involved with the arrest and from failure to assure that the crimes
have not been previously cleared. There is also some potential for misuse of the
exceptional clearance. In particular, when the offender is known but not located, a
case may not be cleared. Again, unit-record reporting would eliminate the need for
agencies to tally clearances.
7.2.2

•

A system of prenumbered dispatch cards that record all
dispatches plus officer call-ins of crimes discovered by police.
These form the basis of an offense report tracking system.
Numbering is key to allowing positive follow-up to assure that
all reports are complete.

•

A records unit that maintains dispatch cards in a tickler system
to assure that incident reports are completed.

•

Classification and scoring performed or reviewed by a certified
UCR expert (see Section 7.3 for a discussion of UCR
certification).

•

Use of routine internal controls--specifically, a report that
identifies outstanding incident reports by month, using the
sequential numbering system to identify and follow up on cases
without reports.

•

Internal review program to review periodically receptionist
disposition, incident report completeness, and classification and
scoring.

Contributor Standards

These brief descriptions of the sources of error in reporting also suggest two
basic sorts of requirements for local reporting systems:

For Arrests and Clearances:

•

first, a set of processing controls to assure that all cases move
through the system, and

•

A central arrest booking system that assigns sequential numbers
to arrests at booking.

•

second, a set of records that support internal and external
audits.

•

An arrest report for each arrest that ties the arrest to one or
more offenses by offense number(s).

•

Classification of arrests performed ~ reviewed by a certified
UCR expert (see Section 7.3).

•

Entry of each arrest into all relevant offense files and listing of
all offenses cleared by the arrest.

•

Established procedures
supervisory review.

•

Internal review program for arrest classification, offense and
clearance links, and transmission.

The first sort of controls assures that cases are not "lost" in the system; the second
allows for routine quality control. Most of these basic requirements are not new.
The:y havJ'>t:~~en variously described In. FBI publications, and several were cited as the
baslc recorus needed for the UCR audlt developed by the IACP .14 The basic requirements for a minimal recordkeeping system for both Level I and Level II agencies are:
For Offenses:
•

Some record of all calls for service that allows periodic review
of receptionist disposition. This may be a tape of calls or a
written or computerized log. The records need not be permanent but should be stored for some reasonable length of time
(at least two months).

14 See, for example, UCR Handbook ( 1984), p. 2, and U.S. Department of
Justice, FBI, Manual of Law Enforcement Records, especially p. 68. For the IACP
audit records requirement, see International Association of Chiefs of Police, Inc., The
IACP-UCR Audit/Evaluation Manual, Gaithersburg, Maryland, 1976, pp. 26, 35, 43, 52,
62.

for

exceptional

clearances,

with

These procedures contain very little that the FBI has not already said to local
departments. They present basic requirements for orderly reporting and record keeping to support internal and external audits. What see~s required now is positive
certification by local departments that they have revIewed the Manual of Law
Enforcement Records and that they meet the standards listed above. This would
necessarily involve self-certification by agencies. Some assistance in self-evaluation
might be offered by having agencies answer a few direct questions concerning, for
example, the local agency name for the dispatch and arrest logs and details on how
long they are retained, requests for copies of internal forms flow reports, and details
on internal audit frequency. In addition, this first self-certification by the agency
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should be accompanied by a prior agreement to permit audits as requested. Agencies
complying with the request for self-certification would be specially noted (for
example, w;~h. J~n asterisk adjacent to the agency name) in annual UCR publications
that list C;'?'{;l!'k ~')jr' individual agencies. (See the description of Series 3 and Series 4
publicatiorl':~ ;'>f' 'i~hapter 9.)
7.3

A encies would submit offenses and arrests in batches. It is suggested that these
b:tches be held for one month, to minimize the need for later updates. Thus, Januar~
offenses and arrests would be submitted in March. The agency would enter a c.ount 0
the total number of offenses and arrests transmitted in order to be able to verify t~at
all were received. The national or state UCR programs would probably query agenc1es
if the number received did not match the control total.

Improved Feedback to Local Agencies

2. Missing data in fields that should be completed, given the nature
of the offense.

In addition to the use of audits and the development of the code of
professional standards described above, the National UCR Program can also improve
UCR quality through increased training and feedback to local agencies.
Recommendations for additional training and feedback build on existing FBI programs
and are structured to recognize real resource limitations in dealing with almost 16,000
contributing agencies. No distinctions are envisioned between Level I and Level II
agencies in regard to these procedures, except as necessitated by the differences in
the data collected.

We do not suggest that the National Program attempt to fi.ll in missi!lg data by
contacting contributing agencies. If a missing-data probl~m 1S severe, 1t would be
ssible to try to estimate values by contacting agencies w1th respect to a sam~le. of
~e missing cases. In general, however, the unit-record system could handle m1ssmg
data much more effectively than does the current system. In effect, the cases for
which data are not missing would be used to estimate val~es for. other cases.
Furthermore, the extent of missing data and the nature of the 1mputatlOn used could
be readily documented.

The National Program now offers limited training in UCR classification and
scoring, supplemented by more or less intensive state program efforts. The limited
training frequency usually reflects manpower limitations. But the National Program
does have well tested printed materials, plus a regular newsletter to communicate new
rulings on special cases. Thus, self-training is possible. What is missing from this
system is regular certification of local department capabilities. Since the National
Program does have extensive tests already developed for training sessions, it would be
relatively easy for the program, ideally in conjunction with state programs, to offer:
•

•

a basic UCR test to be self-administered by local agency staff
but ideally be machine graded by the National Program, with a
certificate of prpficiency awarded for passing scores; and
update quizzes, which could be self-scored by local users to test
their continuing proficiency.

Similar feedback could be developed from the audit program. An annual analysis of
common errors and problems could be issued each year, based on the sample aUdits. In
addition, error rates could be published to provide local departments with guidelines
for evaluating their own performance, based on their internal reviews.
Fili1ally, the National Program (and state programs) could develop
cQnsiderabI",~ information on local department accuracy, based on edits of incoming
data. Such edits, of course, would be used directly to correct data. It should be
reco~lnized, however, that the volume of offense data will certainly prohibit extensive
correction of susp~cted errors by contributing agencies on a case-by-case basis.
Instead, three sorts of edits are envisioned:
1. Batch control returns to agencies where the number of
offenses/arrests transmitted does not agree with the batch case
numbers given by the agency.
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What the UCR Program can do is to offer fe~d~ack to local contributors in
terms of quarterly reports on the incidence of m1ssmg data by element, and
comparison of local agency performance with average .or better-than-av'2rage agen~y
performance. Very extensive missing data problems m1ght, of course, suggest spec1al
follow-up.
3. Inconsistent Values, where the edit progradm finds lunlikel)y
values or inconsistent values (such as injury co es f or a arceny.
i1

r

1
i

A ain edit processing would probably simply ~dopt a .rule. T~us, ~he offense code
mY ht' be given precedence, wiping out incons1stent helds. L1kew1se, out-of-~ange
va~es might be set to missing. Again, however, the local ~gency should rece1ve a
quarterly report indicating the incidence of problems by data f1eld.
The combination of a regular audit program, agency self-certification, and
continued feedback in terms of training materials, tests, and error. analyses would ~oth
document the extent of error and materially improve UCR repor~mg accuracy. T ~se
steps would accordingly remove a major impediment to the effect1ve use of the UC •
7.4

Role of State UCR Programs in Quality Assurance

State programs should be an important part of the UCR quality a~surance
First state UCR programs could undertake much more extenslve data
progr?m. B i th~ time data reach the National Program, the volume is s.uch that the
c ean~~. ca~ at most impute missing data, override inconsistencies, and lssue repor~s
~~o~~e incidence of data problems, as described in Section 7.3. State programs, ~n
contrast, could undertake to query reporting agencies to resolye apparent errors. fTh1S
does not only reflect the smaller volumes involved. CorrectlOns of data ~ra~n. r?m
o eratin records systems are generally much easier .when the ~ases are ~tll~,~,al:ve -b~fore t~ey require extensive file searches and whlle memOries can st:ll >. ...1 m for
miss in paper. Because state programs are also closer to local agencles, they a~e
more TIkely to know whom to call in each agency and more able to develop rap1d
turnaround.
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State programs could also note the need for and. offer training in .areas that
are state-specific. Most obviously, change? in state law mIght. create new dIvergences
between state legal categories and the um.form UCR. catego~les. ~tate p:~gra~s are
uniquely positioned to note these changes, Issue warmngs agamst mlsclass~fIca~lOn for
UCR, and track agency reports to assure that there are not sudden ShIfts m UCR
crime totals due to such misreporting.

reporting of offenses, clearances, and arrests. The approach used was to analyze
currently existing and available data from audits of local law enforcement agency
reporting.
7.5.1

State programs should co~duct audits more ~requently than they do
currently. The audit staff of the Natlonal Program would, lf necessary, conduct s0n:'e
audits as needed for national error estimates. However, state programs should st111
conduct enough additional audits to assess reporting accuracy for. the\ir state. These
efforts should obviously be coordinated. Hence the bulk of audIts, and perhaps all
audits, should be conducted by state program staff, with quality cortrol audits and
training by National Program staff to insure consistency across states.

I;
I
I'
I .

.i

Several states now conduct occasional audits. Only one, New York, conducts
randomly selected audits. Even New York ~onduc.ts only a few audits e~ch year. A
substantial increase in state program audIts, usmg procedures estabhshed by the
National Program, might require some funding ~upport from the National Program, but
would materially strengthen state program qual1ty assurance.

I·;

Ii

Similarly, state programs could also ampli!~ rep?rti!1g .s~stem requireme':lts
in terms of local practice. Again, they could be famillar wIth mdlvldu~l local agenc~es
in a way that the National Program staff can never hope to be. ThIS would r.equire
active outreach by state program directors to local agency UCR staffs and c~lefs to
discuss problems and provide continuing training. Su~h contact~ would mv~lv~
periodic field visits as well as attendance at state meetmgs of pollce and shenffs
organiza tions.
Finally, state programs should play ~ .n:'aj?r role in i!1~reased feedback
provided to local agencies, both on their own 1':11tIa.tIve ~nd as hals~n between the
National Program and local agencies. In coordmatlOn :-v~th ~he NatIonal Pr?&ram,
state programs could distribute t'le periodic tests for certIfIcatIon of UCR profIcIency
and the results of these tests. They could distribute the quizzes developed by the
National Program to be used by local agencies .to mainta~n proficiency; they might
also create and distribute similar types of matenals on theIr own. To the extent that
auditing and editing are carried out by state programs, as recommended, then t~ey
would also be expected to distribute information on common errors and provIde
individual agencies with information on their own particular problem areas.
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Error Rates in UCR Reporting

As already noted at the beginning of this chapt.er, v.:h.ile the literature has
olten questioned the accuracy of U.CR data ~nd ,our. sIte VIS.ltS and surv~ys have
identified specific sources of error, llttle qu~ntl.tatlve .mforma~lOn on :eportmg error
rates has been available. (A notable exception IS the mformatlOn available from the
IACP audit/evaluation project, which is discussed in Section 7.5.3.) In thi~ section, we
present the results of an analysis intended to estimate error rates m the UCR
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Two sources of data were used in this analysis: audits conducted by the IACP
and audits conducted by state agencies. The IACP audits were conducted between
1974 and 1977 as part of their UCR Audit/Evaluation project, sponsored by the
LEAA. A total of 35 audits were conducted and are documented in The IACP-UCR
Audit Evaluation f)nal Report (1976). (Three of the audits were reaudits of previously
audited agencies.) Additional detailed information not contained in these documents
was obtained from a member of the original audit projecty who abstracted the
necessary information from the original audit materials.
Thirty-eight audits previously conducted by several state agencies were also
used. These audits were made available to us for research purposes on condition that
the identity of the individual agencies--and in some cases, the identity of the states
themselves--be kept confidential. This confidentiality requirement reflects the fact
that only a few state agencies now conduct audits. Such confidentiality would not, of
course, be required under an ongoing audit program such as that described in Section
7.1. In order to maintain confidentiality in this analysis, no information on the
identity of the states, on the distribution of number of audits by state, or on the
actual number of audits used in any specific analysis is provided. However, the reader
should recognize that the results are based on data from only a very limited number of
states and are sometimes heavily dominated by one or two states.

t

1

State programs are also, of course, a major compon:nt of the l!CR system.
Accordingly, the National Program quality assurance should mclude reVIew of st.ate
program procedures and biannual audit of every state program to assure accurate and
complete transmission of data.

Data Sources

f

f
" ..

I

7.5.2

Description of Audit Procedures

Before turning to our analysis of these data, we need to examip5 the audit
procedures themselves. The IACP procedure is composed of five stages.
Stages I,
II, III, and V relate to incident/offense reporting. Stage IV relates to clearance
reporting. (For this reason, it is discussed after Stage V.) The IACP audit project'did
not address the aUditing of arrest reporting, but some ;:;tates have done so. Except for
Stage V, each of the IACP audit stages involves ~,ampling source materials such as
complaint cards or incident reports. Some states helve developed and used a modifiedauditing procedure where sampling is not used and all relevant cases during the audit
period are tracked through the reporting system.
As mentioned 1 the IACP audit procedure involves four stages related to
offense reporting. The purpose of Stage I is to determine if (1) telephone receptionists
accurately document citizen requests for police service (i.e., prepare a complaint
control card, dispatch ticket, blotter entry, or computer entry), and (2) police units
are dispatched and/or telephone reports are taken in response to requests for police
service. Stage I is conducted by monitoring selected segments of tape recordings of
incoming calls, and forward-checking each relevant call to determine (1) if a
complaint card was generated or a report taken, and (2) if the natun~ of the incident
15 There is a sixth stage (victim/compliance interviews) as well, but this
stage is actually conducted in conjunction with other stages.
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as recorded on the card or report is consistent with the information recorded on the
tape. For ?ur purposes, we are concerned at this stage only with errors of omission
(no complamt card or report generated), as only these should affect the- number of
Part I offenses reported.

()

7.5.3

Even though the principal purpose of the IACP l?rocedure may be consider~d
to be identification of problem areas within the reportmg system, the IACP audlt/
evaluation project did provide information on reporting error rates. Specifically, the
final report gives estimates of the reported crime Index as a percentage of the
estimated true number of Part I incidents for each audited agency. However, these
estimates provide less than ideat measures of reporting error rates, for several reasons
that can be addressed. First, the estimates do not take into account reporting errors
resulting
m the final cou~ting of ~art I offenses as, ,for example, from a r~gister of
incidents. I Second, no adJustment IS made when vanous stages of the audIt are not
conducted at an agency. the calculation is made as though no errors were made at
these stages, and 38 percent of the stages are omitted fo: lack of adequate rec~rd
systems to support auditing. Third, the method used t? proJe~t t?tal errors occ~rnng
in the audit period (ilt Stages II and III) from ~rrors Ide,ntlfled In the sample ,IS .less
precise than it might be. The procedure used IS to mul,tlply the number of omiSSIons
and downgradings identified in the sample by the ratlO of the number of sampled
incidents considered to be Part I or potentially Part I to the estimated number of such
incidents in the entire audit period. A more precise estimate is obtained by
multiplying the number of identified omissions and downgradings. by the actual
sampling fraction, which is known exactly. ~o~rth, no account I~ taken of the
upgrading errors at Stage III that offset omiSSIons and downgradmgs of Part I
incidents.

I!

~he p.urpos~ of. Stage
is to determine
the . mvestIga~mg offIcer accurately

if, upon responding to a request for
documented the elements of the
l~cldent.
ThIS stage IS conducted by selecting a sample of complaint cards (or
dIspatch documents) and f~rward-checking each to determine if an incident/offense
report .was pr.epared, .and. If the ~ature of the incident as described in the incident
report IS consIstent WIth mformatlon recorded on the complaint card. At this stage
we are c~mcerned with errors of omission (no incident report ltenerated) and with
downgradmg errors (Part I offenses described as Pli~ t II offenses).l'O
.

~eryIce,

lco

f
The purpose of. S.tage III is to determine the accuracy with which incident/
o... fe~se. report~ are classIfIed and s~or~d. Stage III is conducted by selecting a sample
of I~~.tde~t/olfense reports, revlewmg each to determine the correct UCR
cla:slflcatIO~) ~nd comearin& this c!;.;lssification with that shown on the agency's
:eg.lster of mCl~ents. PIt t~lS stage we are concerned with omIssions (i.e., Part I
mCldents for WhICh no entry IS made on the register of incidents), downgrading of Part
I offenses to Part II, and upgrading of Part II offenses to Part I.

,

The purpose of Stage V is to assess the accuracy of the numerical count of
reported, It is conducted ?y .recounting the Index crimes for the audit period
USl~g ~he sourc~ docu.m~nts (e.g., mCIdent/offense reports, complaint cards, register
of mCldents, dally actIVIty sheet) from which the agency tabulates the offenses known
~or the monthly UCR Return. A. The count is based on the agency's classification; no
Judgments are madl.!! regardmg the accuracy of the classification since this has
already been considered in Stage III of the audit.
'
~'ri.!enses

Stage IV of the IACP procedure a',1dits the reporting of clearances. Its
purposes ~re (1) to determi~e if t~e agency prol?erly clears (by arrest or by exception)
mCldents m conformance wIth natIonal UCR gUIdelmes, and (2) to verify the accuracy
of the. clearance data submitted on the monthly UCR Return A. It is conducted by
sel~ctmg a sample of source documents ~e.g., arrest reports, supplementary invest igat~on .reports, or follow-~p reports) leadmg to clearances by arrest or exception and
revlewmg each to determme the accuracy of the clearance by examining whether the
a:rest supports the clearance or, alternatively, whether there is sufficient documentatIOn to support an exceptional clearance.
.Bec~us~ thi~ procedure examines only cases claimed to be cleared by an
agency, It WIll ldentlfy case5 that were erroneously cleared but will not identify
uncleared cases that shouid have been cleared. Some states have used audit procedures for clearances tha t allow errors of both kinds to be detected.

As i~dica~ed previously, the JACP procedur~ does not address the auditing of
arrest reportmg. ..Jome states do aU~It arrest reportl~g by performing an independent
tally of arrests for the arrest penod and comparmg the tally with the agency's
reported arrests, for the audit period.
16As discussed later, some of the downgrading errors may possibly be
reversed later.
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IACP Error Estimates

7.5.4

Methodology for this Analysis

Two different methodologies were used to estimate error rates in incident
reporting from the audit data. One was used for audi,ts co~duc~ed usi~g the strict
IACP procedures (involving sampling at three stages), mcludIng Ir: p.Zlrtlcular the 35
audits actually conducted by the IACP. The other was used for audIts that tracked all
offenses for the audit period through the entire reporting system.

\
1
1,
I

I
\
!

The first methodology is summarized in Table 7.1. At Stage I, a certain
number (x 1) of Pan: I offenses ider:tified in the sampled segments of the telephone
tapes are Cletected to be omissions for which no unit was dispa~ched n~r telephone
report taken. Since only a sample of s~g~ents of the ta~e wa~ audited, thIS repr~sents
only a portion of the total Stage I omISSions, for the audIt p~nod. If. the proportlOn of
the tape audited is represented hy the fractIOn f I' an unbIased ~stlmate of the total
number of omissions is gIven by x i If l' This represents the estimated loss of Part I
incidents at Stage I.
Similarly, at Stage II, a certain number (x2) of omiss~ons and dowr:gradings t.o
Part II offenses are discovered. If the proportion of complamt cards audIted at thIS
stage is given by the fr~ctio~ f2' then a~ unb~ased estimate of the tota} n~mber of
omissions and downgradmgs IS x2/f2' ThiS estimates the loss of Part I mCIdents at
Stage II.
At Stage III, upgradings as well as omISSIons and downgradings must be
considered. If x3 denotes the number of omissions and downgradings net of the
17Stage V of the IACP audit procedure.

14C;
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number of upgradings among the sampled incident reports, and if f) denotes the
fraction of reports sampled in the audit period, then x3/f3 is an unbiased estimate of
the total number of omissions and downgradings net of the total number of upgradings. This estimates the net loss of Part I offenses at this stage. At Stage V, no
sampling is used and only the simple difference between the audit tally (taudit) of Part
I incidents (e.g., from a register of incidents) and the agency's tally (tagency) need be
considered. The difference represents the loss of Part I offenses at this 'Stage.

Table 7.1

METHODOLOGY FOR IACP AUDIT PROCEDURE

Stage I

Since the net losses of Part I offenses at each stage are cumulative,18 an
unbiased estimate of the net undercount is given by:

omissions
sampling fraction

u

projected undercount
Stage II

The correct offense count (as per the audit) can be expressed as

omissions + downgradings

c

sampling fraction

= tagency

and the estimated error rate is given by

projected undercount

e

=

Stage III
omissions + downgradings upgradings

-u •
c

The second and simpler methodology, applicable for audits conducted by
states for which all incidents for the audit period were examined, is summarized in
Table 7.2. One begins with the assumed correct count (causV,t) of offenses based on
the audit. Letting cl' c2' c3' and c5 represent the agency s counts at each of the
four stages, then caudit - c 1 represents the loss of Part I offenses at Stage I, and
similarly C I - c2' c2 - c3' andc3 - c5 represent the losses at Stages II, III, and. V. The
total net loss is glven by the sum of thes~ four differences and is equal simply to
caud't - Cj. (The tot31 net loss could, of course, have been obtained immediately
Slmply as this one difference; use of the intermediate differences is for the purpose of
examining at which stages losses occur.) The error rate in offense reporting is then
given by

sampling fraction
projected undercount
Str.ge V
audit count
agency count

+ u

tagency

undercount

t

audit -

e

t

'agency

= c5

-

caudit

caudit
Estimated undercount

Xl
fl

+

x2
f2

+

x3
f3

Estimated true count

tagency + u

Estimated error rate

-u

+ (taudlt - tagency)

=u

With both methodologies, numbers of errors were imputed for stages omitted
from auditing at individual agencies. The imputation was based on observed error
rates at other agencies. Computation of estimated clearance-reporting error rates
from the audit data was completely straightforward. However, only those audits
allowing identification of both kinds of errors (that is, erroneously clearing an offense
and failing to clear an offense that should be cleared) were used in the analysis. Thus,
the audits conducted by the IACP were not used. Error rates for clearances were
computed simply as

tagency + u

18With the possible exception noted previously, of Stage II downgradings.
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number of upgradings among the sampled incident reports, and if f) denotes the
fraction of reports sampled in the audit period, then x3/f3 is an unbiased estimate of
the total number of omissions and downgradings net of the total number of upgradings. This estimates the net loss of Part I offenses at this stage. At Stage V, no
sampling is used and only the simple difference between the audit tally (taudit) of Part
I incidents (e.g., from a register of incidents) and the agency's tally (tagency) need be
considered. The difference represents the loss of Part I offenses at this "'Stage.

Table 7.1

METHODOLOGY FOR IACP AUDIT PROCEDURE

Stage I

Since the net losses of Part I offenses at each stage are cumulative,18 an
unbiased estimate of the net undercount is gi ven by:

omissions
sampling fraction

u

projected undercount
Stage II

The correct offense count (as per the audit) can be expressed as

omissions + downgradings

c = tagency + u

sampling fraction

and the estimated error rate is given by

projected undercount

e

=

Stage III
omissions + dowhgradings upgradings
sampling fraction
projected undercount

,
I

Stage V

j

j

I

audit count

1

agency count

-u •

c

The second and simpler methodology, applicable for audits conducted by
states for which all incidents for the audit period were examined, is summarized in
Table 7.2. One begins with the assumed correct count (cau9,i;t) of offenses based on
the audit. Letting c l' c2' c3' and c5 represent the agency s counts at each of the
four stages, then caudit - c 1 represents the loss of Part I offenses at Stage I, and
similarly cl - c2' c2 - c3' ande3 - c5 repref.ent the losses at Stages II, III, and V. The
total net loss is given by the sum of these four differences and is eqL!al ~imply to
caud't - c5' (The total net loss could, of course, have been obtained immediately
simply as t11is one difference; use of the intermediate differences is for the purpose of
examining at which stages losses occur.) The error rate in offense reporting is then
given by

tagency
t

undercount

audit

-

t

..

agency

e

=

c5

caudit
caudit

Estimated undercount

Estimated true count

With both methodologies, numbers of err orR were imputed for stages omitted
from auditing at individual agencies. The imputation was based on observed error
rates at other agencies. Computation of estimated clearance-reporting error rates
from the audit data was completely straightforward. However, only those audits
allowing identification of both kinds of errors (that is, erroneously clearing an offense
and failing to clear an .offense that should be cleared) were used in the analysis. Thus,
the audits conducted by the IACP were not used. Error rates for clearances were
computed simply as

tagency + u
-u

Estimated error rate

tagency +

U

18With the possible exception noted previously, of Stage II downgradings.
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Table 7.2

METHODOLOGY FOR MODIFIED IACP AUDIT PROCEDURE

opposed to differences in reporting practices. This depends on the variation in error
rates across agencies.
Table 7.3 shows both the overall and agency error rates for reporting Part I
offenses 1;0 the National Program. The overall error rate was -16 percent, indicating
that the number of offenses reported by the audited agencies was 16 percent below
the actual number of Part I offenses for these agencies. Except for the limitations
noted above, this would confirm assertions of underreporting. Unfortunately, the data
would not support analysis to determine the types of offenses that tended to go
unreported.

Audit count
Stage I
count

As already discussed, a constant rate of underreporting might not be of
substantial con(:ern. If all agencies underreported by about 16 percent, then the crime
Index would still provide a good indicator of trends in crime and differences in crime
rates across jurisdictions. In fact, however, the audits indicated a fairly substantial
variation in reporting error. The median error rate was -21 percent--indicating that
half the agencies under reported by more than 21 percent, while the other half
underreported by less (or over reported). Variation in error rates is indicated by the
last two figures.

undercount
Stage II
count
undercount

°

One quarter of agencies are estimated to underreport by less than 1 percent
(or overreport), while another quarter are estimated to underreport by at least
39 percent. The other 50 percent of agencies report with error rates intermediate
between these. However, an unknown, and possibly quite large, portion of the
observed variation may be due to sampling variation resulting from the limited
numbers of records sampled for auditing at each agency. Thus, the extent of variation
in error rates due to real differences in error rates across agencies is smaller than
shown here.

. Stage III
count
undercount
Stage V
count

.,

undercount
Total undercount

Caudit -

Error Rate

Cs -

(\~

\:
caudit'

In terms of sources of error, note that the overall error rate in Table 7.3 is
considerably lower than the average agency error rate. This suggests that larger
agencies, which are weighted more heavily in computing the overall rate, are more
accurate than smaller agencies. As Table 7.4 indicates, this is indeed the case.
Agencies serving populations in excess of 250,000 underreported at a median value of
13 percent, whereas agencies serving populations less than 50,000 underreported at a
median value of 29 percent. Agencies of intermediate size fell midway between.

caudit

Error rates in reporting clearances; are shown in Table 7.5. Both the overall
error rate and 'the agency error rates are reasonably close to zero. Thus, there
appears to be no general tendency across agencies to overreport (or underreport)
clearances. (This is not to say that an individual agency might not consistently, from
year to year, either overreport or underreport clearances.)
The interquartile range, however, suggests enormous variability from one
agency to another in terms of clearance error rates. Twenty-five percent of agencies
underreport by 33 percent or more, while another 25 percent overreport by about 57
percent or more. As for offenses, however, these variations may reflect sampling
variation re:iulting from the limited numbers o~ records audited at each agency, as
well as variation in the actual agency errot;-~~·t~(f.
I,

• \~.
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Error rates for arrest reporting \al':~fihown in Table 7.6. The overall error
rate is a negative 5 percent, suggesting slight underreporting of arrests nationally.
The median and mean arepoth a negative 1 percent, indicating no general bias across
agencies in the reporting ~t .i:J.rrests for Part I and Part II offenses. The interquartile
148
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where
count.

Cagency

is the agency clearance count and

caudit

f

II

is the audit clearance
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Error rates in arrest reporting were estimated in a similarly straightforward
fC'.shion. Only state agency audits could be used, since the IACP project was limited to
incident and clearance reporting. The error rates are computed by the same formula
used for clearances, with each of the terms referring to arrest, rather than clearance,
counts.
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Limitations

,

Before turning to the results of the analysis, several important limitations
should be noted. First, the results are not generalizable. Because the audited
agencies cannot in any sense be considered a probability sample of agencies nationally,
there is no statistical basis on which the audit results for these agencies can be
generalized to agencies nationally.
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Mean:

-23

25th Percentile:

-10

75th Percentile:

-39
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Two sorts of numbers are of interest in considering these audits. First, we
would like to know what they suggest about the accuracy of national crime statistics,
in particular about the extent to which U Cf.:.-reported crime statistics are b.~ased
above or below the true values. This is best indicated by what we have termed the
overall error rate (the error rate for all agencies weighted by the number of offenses
or clearances or arrests) in the agency. Second, we would like to know how mudl of
the variation in reported crime statistics across agencies reflects real differences as

Agency Error Rate b

!
J

"

Estimated Reporting Errer Rates

-16

r

,t

7 •.5.6

Overall error rate a :

11

Second, estimated error rates for offense reporting may be misestimated for
several reasons. The IACP procedure identifies certain cases as potential errors if
evidence for possible error exists but cannot definitely be established. The analysis
described here disregards such potential errors and hence undoubtedly underestimates
the actual error rate in this regard. Also, errors are likely to be underestimated due
to imputation at omitted stages of the audit. When an agency's record system is
inadequate to support an audit stage, that stage is excluded from the audit. Since
error rates at a given stage are likely to be higher if records systems are inadequate
to support auditing, true error rates at omitted stages are likely to be higher than the
imputed error rates based on agencies for which an audit could be conducted.
On the other hand, the computation of error rates is based on the assumption
that none of the downgradings from Part I to Part II at Stage II is ul timately reported
as a Part I offense. Since some of these may well be caught and corrected at Stage
III, error rates may be overestimated in this regard. Since (1) only a fraction of these
are likely to be corrected, (2) downgradings comprise only about 40 percent of Stage II
errors, and (3) Stage II errors comprise only a fraction of all offense reporting errQrs,
this assumption can have only minimal effect on overall error rates in offense
reporting.
Thus, overall it is thought that our estimates are more likely to
underestimate than to overestimate the actual error rates at the audited agencies.

OFFENSE-REPORTING ERROR RATES
(in percent)

!

7 •.5.5

Table 7.3

bRefers to median or mean
of individual agencies.
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Table 7.4

Table 7.5

MEDIAN AGENCY OFFENSE-REPORTING ERROR RATES
BY JURISDICTION POPULATION
(in percent)

CLEARANCE-REPORTING ERROR RATES.
. (in percent)
.

Overall Error Rate a :
Population

E~~or

Rate

-2

Agencl Error Rates b
-1

,::250,00

-13

Median:

50,000 - 249,999

-21

Mean:

<50,000

-29

25th Percentile:

-33

75th Percentile:

+57

Overall

-21

Source:

Source:

Analysis of IACP audits

+5 c

Analysis of state
agency audits.

aOverall error rate equals
average of agency rates,
weighted by true number'of
clearances.
bRefers to median or mean
of individual agencies.
cExcludes
two
cases
in
which the agency reported
one
clearance
but
the
audit identified none.
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range indicates substantial variation in error r~t~s,. though not nearly so large as for
clearance reporting. Twenty-five percent Qf agencies underreported arrests by
"2~ percent or more, while another 2' percent .c,verreported arrests by 6 percent or
ml)re. Again, however, mUCh of this variation may l)e due to sampling variability.
Table 7.6
. AUlIT~U.oaTI~

IUoa

IADI

(in percent)

Overall Error Rate a

-5

Agency Error Rate. b
Median:

-1

Mean:

-1

25th percentile:

-22

75th percentile:

+6

Source:

Analy.i. of .tate
alency audit ••

aOverall error rate ,quall
averale of alencyrates
weilhted by true numbe~ of
arre.t ••
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Chapter 8
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER DATA SYSTEMS
The Uniform Crime Reporting system collects information about law
enforcement agency operations--the crimes reported to the police, the arrests made
by the police, and the resources available to the police. A complete criminal justice
information system clearly rEquires more. The current UCR data lack information in
three important categories:
•

.
of inte ration requires that there be common elements in two or
ThIS sort
.g.
d'ff' It to achieve than it seems. Although the
three of the systems, WhICh IS more 1 l~~
rose of com lementing UCR data, its
NCS was ori~i~~lly developed f?r thel eX~I:~l~i~te~entenOUgh Pto make integration with
are made Similarly, OBTS data are
samples, deflnItlOns, and counting .r~ es
UCR data impossible unles? spechl~lc ch~!l~es though dev~loped by the FBI, cannot be
based on NCIC codes and hlerarc. leSt w lC ,
mapped into UCR offense categories.
This chapter discusses the system modificatio~s required to allow integration
of the UCR Program with NCS and typical OBTS data flIes.

information about victims,
Our major recommendations are the following:

•

information about crimes not reported to the police, and

•

information about what happens to offenders after arrest.

80l
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Even though the UCR, NCS, and OBTS data records would not be routinely
linked on a case-by-case basis, there is considerable interest in an ability to integrate
the statistics and findings from all three. The information in each system would help
to interpret the other systems' findings. For example, it would be much easier to find
out whether increases in crimes reported to the police reflect changes in the
percentage of crime reported or changes in the actual incidence of crime. Similarly,
studies using the- data could determine if changes in the number of arrests or
clearances reflect real changes in law enforcement effectiveness or are offset by
reduced conviction rates.
Moreover, all information contains some error, whether in recording or
sampling (or both). Because the data collected by the new UCR Program would
overlap those collected by other systems, the combined information could be used
either to identify the extent of error in the different systems or to provide better
combined estimates.

of each of these data systems sou ....
rather than compromised to achieve. face

comparability.

Presently, no single source can provide all these data. The National Crime Survey
(NCS) turns to households to determine the extent of unreported crime and to collect
more information on victims. Various Offender-Based Transaction Statistic~ (OBTS)
systems
mation. draw together arrest, prosecution, and court disposition and sentencing inforThe proposed new VCR Program would not be so comprehensive as to
incorporate or substitute for the types of information that are now provided by the
NCS, by OBTS systems, or by other related data systems. : It would not, for example,
contain data records that link particular offenses reported in the NCS to police
records for the same offense (if reported) and also include data from prosecution,
court, and corrections records associated with offenders arrested for that offense (if
any). The new UCR Program has, however, been designed to permit clear comparisons
between the statistics it would generate routinely (such as crime rates and clearance
rates) and the corresponding numbers from other data systems. Moreover, it would
include sufficiently specific information about each offense and arrest to facilitate
some important kinds of research that require case~by-case linking from one data
system to another.
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8.2 Structure t he UCR and NCS data so as to permit reconciliaticn of the
two.

8.3

~~:~~pe~:~~u=fr~!~~~c ~~e::=~;~t~~ :'U:i!sfi~~~~e:f ~~~~:nra~~:
and trends from UCR and NCS

data~

Design the UCR system to allow linkage of police records to the prose8.4 cution and court records collected by OBTS systems.
In addition, Chapter 9 contains the following related recommendations:
9.2 Issue UCR reports at leas~ once a year jointly with a corresponding
report from the National Crime Survey.

9.3 Provide a continuin& analys~s capability f?r re~~~cilpi~~ipO~ri~~ U~~iO~~~
NCS data evaluating seriousness scoring,
.
publicatio;s, special studies, and technical documentatIon.

8.1

Differences between UCR and the National Crime Survey

bI' h'
th National Crime Survey was to
Although a major imp~tu~ for est~ l~s~~;le t~ obtain through the UCR Proprovide information that was difflcult o~d~m~ompeting and incompatible information
gram, the two systems now 0 ten provl Even ex ert" in analysis of crime data are
about the amount and ex~ent of Crime. sons for 8is ~rities between results from the
often confused or uncertain ab?ut th; ::a media thePgeneral public, law enforcement
two sources. And represent~i~v~sl 0 alik~ expre~s dissatisfaction or frustration with
0 lCl~ls The presence of two sets of figures, one from, the
agencies,
and they
government
crime figures
cannot reconCl
e.
1NCIC
. . codes
.
can be mappe d I. nto. UCR. categories 'if the NCIC subcodes are
used rather than the general categorined codes.
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UCR program and the other from the NCS, has tended to make both of the!' suspect,
although an original goal of having two systems was to clarify and enrich our
understanding of crime.

Yet, despite these and other useful products of victimization surveys, the
disparities between UCR and NCS crime rates and trends present serious problems for
many users of crime statistics. In some years the two have yielded apparently opposite conclusions, for example, that crime has both increased and decreased over the
last year. Careful attention to details can egplain .a large part of t.he ~pparent
differences between the NCS and the UCR.
ASIde from the major mtended
difference that the NCS can include crimes not reported to the police, which are
automatically omitted by the UCR, other sources of differences include the following:

The National Crime Survey attempts to apply consistent sampling and interviewing methods across the country, in contrast with the varying crime reporting
practices among jurisdictions and law enforcement agencies. Since 1973, approximately 132,000 members of 66,000 households have been interviewed every six months
to colle t detailed information about the crimes, if any, of which they have been
victims. The survey confirmed that there are wide variations in the extent to which
individuals report crimes to the police. It also demonstrated that, for most types of
crime, the number of victimizations substantially exceeds the number of crimes
included in the Uniform Crime Reporting statistics.

2

Further, analysis of the victimization survey data showed that a change in
UCR crime rates due to changes in victim reporting practices was not only possible in
principle, but was
fact an important explanation of apparent trends in UCR crime
rates in the 1970s. During those years the population gradually included more types
of people who are likely to report crimes to the police. 4 The studies revealed that
comparatively small changes in reporting and recording behavior can yield surprisingly
large shifts in reported crime rates.

For crimes against individuals, the NCS does not survey children
under 12 years old. Any crimes against children are excluded in
the count of crimes, and the number of children is excluded in
the population base. The UCR, however, includes any reported
crimes against children (a relatively small number) and includes
the count of children in the population base (a big numbed.
During the 1970s the number of children declined steadily
relative to the total population, resulting in an apparent
inflation of UCR rates as compared to NCS rates.

•

The sources alscl differ in the extent to which they include or
exclude crimes committed against special populations such as
foreign visitors, military personnel, and institutionalized
people. For example, crimes against foreign visitors are not
included in the NCS but may be included in the UCR to the
same degree as other crimes. Crimes against military personnel
and their dependents, if handled by the military justice system,
typically would not be counted in the UCR, whereas the NCS
includes them unless the military personnel reside in barrack~.
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5Anne L. Schneider, "Victimization Surveys and Criminal Justice System
Evaluation," in Sample Surveys of the Victims of Crime, ed. Wesley G. Skogan
(Cambridge, MAt Ballinger Publishing Co., 1976).
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For many types of property offenses, the NCS base for crime
i1rates" is the number of households, whereas the UCR base is
the population. Household sizes have declined on the average,
so that the number of households in the U.S. has increased
faster than the population. Accordingly, a crime rate per
household can decline from year to year while the corresponding
rate per capita increases.

'j

I

4Albert D. Biderman, Jam~s P. Lynch, and James L. Peterson, "Why NCS
Diverges from UCR Index Trends," Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science
Research, paper presented at the 1~83 Annual Meeting of the American Society of
Criminology.

•
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Victimization surveys have also been helpful in showing how a more effective
crimino,l justice system sometimes leads to apparently higher crime rates by encouraging more citizen crime reporting. Research with victimization surveys in Portland,
Oregon, demonstrated an instanc~ where criminal justice improvements had been
accompanied by higher reported (but not actual) crime rates; subsequentlY~ political
pressure for reduced crime rates led to abandonment of the improvements. Results
such as these from victimi.zation surveys now help prevent jumping to incorrect
conclusions when UCR crime statistics go up.

3J • Ernst Eck and Lucius J. Riccio, "Relationships Between Reported Crime
Rates and Victimization Survey Results: An Empirical and Analytical Study," Journal
of Criminal Justice 7 (Winter 1979): 293-308.

The UCR includes reported crimes against businesses (e.g.,
thefts of automobiles owned by businesses), whereas these are
omitted in the latest NCS data.

(

!r

2Before 1973, pilot surveys and bounding interviews for the current National
Crime Survey were conducted. From 1973 to 1976, robberies and burglaries of business establishments were also measured by the survey method. Currently, commercial
crimes are not comprehensively covered by the National Crime Survey; they are
included only if the incident involves a victim who resides in a household, and they
are categorized according to the type of crime against that victim.

•

,1

• ' Definitions of some crime types differ slightly between the tv/o
sources, as do hierarchy rules for deciding which of two crimes
to count when both have occurred in a single event. For
example, an event involving both a burglary and a simple (not
aggravated) assault is counted as an assault by the NCS and as a
burglary by the UCR.
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6Biderman, Lynch, and Peterson, Ope cit.
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The necessary exclusion of homicide from a survey of victims does not have a major
influence on comparisons of trends in overall crime rates because the number of
hs>micides is small compared to the total of UCR Index crimes.
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8.2,

Retaining the Benefits of Both NCS and UCR

Most people concerned with the national implications of crime patterns find
little comfort in the fact that researchers can explain away many of the differences
between figures published by the NCS and the UCR, or even that criminologists find
great interest in some of the subtle distinctions in the statistics published by the two
sources. Rather, they want a consistent data system that clarifies the implications of
all the dat~. They do not want to see crime figures that appear illogical or contradictory to readers who do not carefully study numerous details.
By simultaneously sponsoring two major projects, one to redesign the UCR
and the other to redesign the NCS, the Bureau of Justice Statistics provided an
opportunity not only to strengthen each source of information about crime in the
United States, but also to enhance the comprehensibility and comparability of the
two. But better coordination between the two has not been a paramount issue in the
redesign projects. While the NCS was originally intended to clarify issues concerning
nonreporting of crime in the Uniform Crime Reports, and while many of its aspects-including crime type definitions--were developed to allow ready comparisons, its
greatest strengths have proved to lie elsewhere.

arrest. Since our policing and criminal justice system~ are pri'!1arily dete~mine~ at
local and state levels, the UCR is the basic source of mformatlOn for publlc ~ollcy.
The volume of crime covered by the UCR far exceeds that cov:red by ~ny conceIvable
survey. Accordingly, the UCR is someti~es the only. potentl~lly relIable sour,ce of
information on relatively infrequent, but lmportant cnmes. Finally, the UCR IS ~he
only national source of information on various aspects of law enforcement agenCIes'
activities related to reported crimes, including arrests, arrestees, and clearances.
8.3

Reconciliation of UCR and NCS Data

Four basic strategies for enhancing the interrelationships between the UCR
and the NCS were considered during the course of the study. We have proposed that
three of them be adopted immediately:
•

issuing joint reports,

e

structuring the data to permit reconciliation, and

•

providing a continuing analysis capability for reconciliation,

while the fourth should be planned for the future:
•

Most advisers to the redesign projects agree that each source has unique
capabilities, and that both the UCR and the NCS should be continued, enhancing the
strengths of each rather than compromising any of their best features in the pursuit
of comparability. Among the major strengths of the NCS is the wealth of information
it provides about the victims of crimes and about the circumstances of both victimization and successful avoidance of victimization.
. Partly in response to this growing knowledge base, the behavior of the criminal justice system .(CJS) toward victims is undergoing rapid change. Rather than
considering the CJS as a collection of agencies established to deal with crime and
criminals, increasingly practitioners and the public alike perceive the stake of victims
in the outcomes of cases and the importance of the victims' roles. The NCS can also
playa role in evaluating the effects of victim restitution and compensation programs
that have arisen out of the new policy agenda of victims' rights.
Analysis of crime surveys has shown that people experience and respond to
"crime problems" in ways that are partially unrelated to the actual crime levels in
their communities. Only through general surveys of the population about crime issues
can we gain better understanding of the fear of crime and feasible public poticy
responses.
Another strength of the NCS is the possibility of adding or modifying questions in response to changing policy or research questions. (Because the VCR is derived through independent data collection activities by many law enforcement agencies, changes in even small details can be contemplated only infrequently.)
The unique capabilities of the UCR should also be strengthened 7ather than
compromised to the goal of comparabili ty with the NCS. Most important, only the
UCR has the geographic scope to provide information on local rates of crime and
160

integrating the data sources.

With respect to issuing joint reports, some of ,the r:sults from the UCR a~d
the NCS should be published simultaneously each year, elther In separ~te vol~mes ?r m
a single volume. They should be accompanied by exp,lanatory mat~nal der~ved from
analysis of the differences between the two data senese The detaIls of thIS recommendation are discussed in Chapter 9.
The UCR data structures described in earlier chapters have been designed to
permit a high degree of reconciliation with NCS data. To the extent ,that both the
UCR and the NCS cover the same crimes against the same popu~atlons, w~ have
assured that the new UCR data would make it possible to ascertain the estImated
count of crimes that would presumably be counted according to the rules of the NCS,
and the count of crimes that would presumably appear only in the UCR. For example,
presently analysts can say that the UCR count~ more automobile ,thefts than the NCS
because the UCR includes thefts of automobiles owned by busm~sses; th~y cannot
determine separately the number of thefts of business automobIles, a fIgure that
would be known in the future UCR system because the data structures have been
reconciled.
Appendix B discusses in detail various kinds of changes that could have been
made in UCR data structures to permit better reconciliation betw~en NCS and l!CR.
Each of the" changes actually recommended in Chapters 5 and 6 IS, however, hIghly
desirable from the perspective of the UCR system alone ... , The features of the
proposed new system which also serve the purpose of reconcumg the UCR and NCS
data structures include the following:

•

distinguishing commercial victimizations from personal and
how;;ehold cr~mes;

•

clarifying the separation between simple and aggravated
assault;

•

including greater information about victims and allowing for
data about multiple victims in a single incident; and

•

distinguishing burglary with and without theft.

A continuing analysis capability for reconciliation should be provided, since
reconcilaLle data structures are not adequate to assure that the published data from
the two sources are in fact reconciled. Inevitably, some discrepancies will occur; the
results from the two sources will in fact be different for unknown or not fully
determined reasons, and the nature of these reasons must be discovered and
documented through analysis. Where reconciliation is possible, data from both sources
should be analyzed on an ongoing basis to determine the amount of crime implied by
the reconciled figures. This topic is also discussed in Chapter 9.
The strategy of integrating the NCS and UCR data sources, not recommended for the immediate future, differs from reconciliation. Integration would entail
using data fnJm both sources together to produce unified estimates of the volume of
crime in various categories.
For example, a nonreporting rate for household
burglaries, estimated from NCS data, could be applied to UCR burglary rates,
resulting in an estimated total burglary rate derived ~rom two sources. By dividing
the victimization survey respondents according to characteristics related to their
propensity to report crimes to the police, similar methods could potentially provide
unified estimates for small geographical areas, which are well represented in the UCR
and poorly represented in the NCS.
Possible methods for integrating the data sources are discussed in Appendix
B. They have not y~~t been sufficiently developed, in our view, to justify near-term
plans for publishing integrated figures. However, the new UCR data structures and
associated audit procedures should be developed with an eye toward permitting development and eventual implementation of methods for integrating the calculations of
crime rates and trends. Much confusion about the interpretation of crime statistics
will be alleviated if it becomes possible for the federal government to generate and
publish estimates of crime rates that are compatible with the data from both UCR and
NCS.
8.4

Prosecution and Disposition Data

The UCR system is pulice based. It gathers reports from the police and
accordingly deals with offenses known to the police and arrests by the police. The
previous sections have discussed the relationship of the UCR Program with other data
on the incidence of crimes--the stage before crimes come to the attention of the
police. This section discusses data about the next stage, after a police action is
completed through arrest.
Data on dispositions of arrests by prosecutors and courts are important in
several respects. First, they may be regarded as measures of arrest effectiveness.
Arrests that do not result in the filing of a charge or in subsequent conviction may be
regarded as less productive than those that do. On the other hanci, the eventual
disposition of arrests is a key variable for any evaluation of the effect of law
162

enforcement on rates of criminal activity. Thus, some would argue tha.t sentencing
practices play an important role i~ deter.ri~g crime, a!1d a role equally Important ~s
that of the police in apprehendmg cnmmals.
ThIS cou.1 d ?e better tested If
comprehensive data were compiled continuously on. the llk~lt~o~d .of arrest, the
likelihood of conviction, and the outcomes of sentencmg fo: JunStflctlons acr~ss the
country. Only then would it be possible to an~lyze actual cnme rat~s ~s fu.nctlOns of
these and other variables, and thus to determme the effects of vanatlOns m arrests,
prosecution, and sentencing on the level of crime.
Such linkage with current prosecution data sh?uld .b~ possible in principl~.
Various OBTS systems now collect information on the. dlS~OSltlOn of f~lony arrests m
some states. But these disposition data are not readIly lInked to pollce department
individual arrest records and associated offense records. The new UCR Pr~gr~m
should be designed to enable such linkages to be made by re~ea(chers, alth~ugh7Im~~ng
records is not planned as part of the ongoing compila~lOn of UCR. fIles:. I.he
collection of arrest identifkation numbers, corre,spondmg of~ense l?entlflcatlOn
numbers for arrests, and the level of arrest (fel?~y!mlsdemeanor/fmgerpnnt~ble, €:tc.)
support this objective. In fact, since the ~efmlt~ons of .level~ of arrest dIffer. from
state to state, the main purpose of collectmg thIS data Item IS to allow meanmgful
comparisons between UCR data and related data collected by prosecutors and courts.
In the absence of records linked case by case, useful comparative information
could still be obtained by combining results from OBT? data and the new UCR data.
Key information available through OBTS systems alone mcludes:
•

the arresting agency (NCIC) code, which can be used to develop
disposition rates by agency;

•

the arrest charge for the most serious offense for .which the
offender was arrested (in the given instance), WhICh allows
calculation of disposition rates by offense; and

•

offender characteristics, which allow examination of disposition
by offender characteristics. (The m~st importan.'t of these
characteristics may be the gradual bUild-Up of pnor offense
records.)

Comparisons between UCR and OBTS results require some adjustment to the current
forms of the data. Specifically:

•

OBTS data are now collected only for felony arre'3ts (or, in some
states, for fingerprintable arrests). This dis~in~tion is n~t now
entered in the UCR arrest record, but IS mcluded m the
proposed UCR system to allow comparisons.

•

The OBTS uses NCi.C offense codes, which can be mapped into
UCR codes If the detailed NCIC subcodes are used, rather than
general categorical codes (e.g., the general code 10-99 for

7In any consideration of linking UCR and OBTS records, issues of privacy and
freedom of information will need to be addressed.
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homicide does not match a single l,ICR category exactly). Use
of the general codes must be discouraged in OB TS systems.

Chapter 9
PUBLICATIONS, ANAL YSES, AND USER SERVICE.S

•

•

OBTS disposition rates for an offense refer to all cases in which
~hat offense carries the most serious arrest charge, not to all
mstanc~s of the .offense. Unfortunately, the OBTS rules used in
c~llapsmg multIple offenses differ from the current UCR
HIerarchy Rule. To permit comparing disposition rates, the
recommended rules for handling multiple offenses in the UCR
have been designed to enable analysts to map UCR offenses to
OB TS collapsed offenses.
OBTS data are initially sorted by year of disposition rather than
year of offense. For many users, this will not be a problem. If
n~ces~a:y, OB TS records can be sorted to create a set indicating
dlSposltlOn rate for offenses committed in a given year and
disposed of within some period thereafter (e.g., one to five
years later).

Discussions with police, researchers, and other UCR users (such as media and
government) early identified a strong need for more interpretation of the figures
published annually in Crime in the United States. Each group emphasized slightly
different needs. All expressed the need for more explanatory and interpretive
discussion in Crime in the U.S. Police pointed to the additional need to identify comparable local jurisdictions and to discuss differences in crime rates and clearances.
Researchers pointed to the need to document the reporting populations covered by
various published tables and from year to year, and otherwise to aid comparisons
across published tables and over time.
The desire for more interpretation also showed up in discussions of the need
for specific explanatory data items, such as information on the victim-offender
relationship or on whether crimes were .drug- or alcohol-related. Likewise, there was
frequently strong support for information on prosect ,.:>n and court disposition of
cases, though coupled with considerable doubts that the UCR should collect these
data. These items also show up frequently in requests made to the FBI.
The same needs were strongly confirmed in the UCR Survey of Law
Enforcement Agencies. Well over two-thirds of the agencies agreed with the need for
analyses to aid comparison of different jurisdictions, to consider special topics, and,
most important, to identify comparable jurisdictions for comparison by local
agencies. No more than 5 percent actually disagreed with the need for such analyses,
and the remaining quarter were neutral. Agencies also strongly favored both indices
that reflect the total volume of crime and separate indices of more serious crime.
Similarly, over 92 percent felt that information on prosecution and court disposition
would be useful, though most felt that this should be collected separately from the
UCR but then linked with the UCR.
Comments on other UCR user services were less frequent and mostly came
from researchers. It is clear that researchers have sometimes found it difficult to
read and merge UCR tapes. Likewise, UCR staff discussion of the requests for
information received by the UCR suggests the need for a data base covering longer
time series as well as for a more flexible analytic file that could be assessed relatively
easily to answer specific questions.
The prbposed new UCR system could meet these needs. To exploit fully its
expanded capabilities, we recommend the following actions:

'"

9.1
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Create six publication series, including:
•

an annual report that is basically factual but more textual
and interpretive than the current report;

•

quarterly releases of crime counts and trends;

•

annual compilations of statistics for local jurisdictions,
similar to those currently in Crime in the U.S.;
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,

•
(9

•
9.2

9.3

9.4

a series of computer-generated special reports to individual agencies or groups of similar agencies;

•

the differences in data available from the Level I and Level II
agencies;

a series of occasional publications analyzing special issues
about crime, primarily directed at researchers; and

•

the need to provide both factual information and guidance with
respect to interpretation of the findings; and

a series to provide for publication of methodological
details and technical documentation.

•

the need to establish a limited set of standard publications,
while also providing a vehicle for other reports on an as-needed
basis.

Issue UCR reports at least once a year jointly with a corresponding report from the National Crime Survey, and
occasionally issue joint publications.

Meeting these needs clearly requires more than one publication. We recommend six
separate series of publications.

Provide a continuing analysis capability for reconciliation of
UCR and NCS data, evaluating seriousness scoring, and
preparing periodic publications, special studies, and technical
documentation.

Series 1. An annual publication containing mostly text and graphics, with a
small number of detailed tables covering national and regional issues.
Series 2. Quarterly release of current crime countS' and trends.

Support continued and enhanced user services, including a
user data base with files linked over time, the capacity to
draw samples of offenses for analysis either by the UCR staff
or by outside researchers, and response to public queries.
·1

,
(

9.1

Publications Series

f

'1

1

I

Currently the major publications of information from UCR data are Crime in
the United States and similar co,mpilations of state-level information by state UCR
programs. In addition, various tabulations and press releases prepared by the FBI,
state UCR programs, and local law enforcement agencies present monthly, quarterly,
semiannual, or preliminary annual figures similar to those in Crime in the United
States. Other detailed documents, computer printouts, and analyses prepared by the
FBI, state UCR programs, or local law enforcement agencies from UCR data or
related data management systems typically have a limited distribution.
The proposed new UCR system offers opportunities for much more extensive
and. complex tabulations and analyses than are currently published. Remarkably, our
reView of annual reports from state UCR programs that already have unit-record
systems showed that few of them take advantage of the capabilities of their data to
develop substantially different types of published tabulations than are available from
the . UC~ sumf!1ary system. Thus, the content of the publications to be developed in
conjUnctiOn With the new UCR program would not only have national interest but
would also guide state and local agencies in improving their own analyses of UCR
data.
A publication plan for the UCR must take account of:
•

•

the need to serve a variety of audiences, including the general
public, specialists in crime-related issues, and law enforcement
agencies;
the need to provide crime statistics on three levels--national,
regional, and local;
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Series 3. An annual compilation of tables for individual agencies and jurisdictions. This publication would be similar to the local listings of key counts now contained in Crime in the U.S. It would not contain narrative explanations other than
clarifications of data sources, definitions t and headings in the tables.
Series '+. Tabulations of data, in standard formats, for individual law enforcement agencies. This series would contain more detail than Series 3, again
omitting any narrative explanations. Series'+ tabulations would not be publications
strictly speaking, since ~ecipients could subscrib~ only to selecte.d parts of the
collection. For example, they could choose to receive standard groupmgs, such as all
large agencies, or customized collections such as all jurisdictions within 50 miles of
their own location. l
Series 5. Occasional publications describing analyses of special issues or
specific detailed data elements. These could be included (e.g., as appendices) in the
annual publications or they could appear separately.
Series 6. Methodological and technical documentation.
Table 9.1 summarizes the key features of each series. Data from all agencies would be used in the overall summary Series I reports and in the detailed reports
by locality in Series 3 and '+. Level rr agencies would playa special role in developing
the interpretive and analytic comment in Series 1. . In additio~, the relat.ively sm<l:li
number of Level II agencies would allow these agenCies to prOVide the baSIS for rapid
quarterly estimates of basic facts. At the same time, the wealth of de~ails collect~d
from Level II agencies would make them the natural base for the Senes 5 analYSIS.
Special surveys would also play an important role in Series 5.
Generally, Series 1 publications would present the basic facts on crime in the
U.S. However, since they would be intended for a wide audience, they must both
organize information in a useful and insightful manner and provide some of the
. IState programs would undoubtedly continue to publish data by state.
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Table 9.1
SUMMARYCHARACTERI~TICS

Series

Audience

Data
source

OF PUBLICATION SERIES

Frequency

Level of
jurisdictional
dei:ail

Comment

-------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------- ------------------

J

Series 1

general

both Level. I
and Level II
agencies

annual

national/
regi,onal

basic annual UCR report (Crime
in the U.S.)

Series 2

general

Level II
agencies

quarterly

nationall
regional

press releases on key crime
trends

Series 3

general

both levels

annual

local

basic counts for localities to
supplement Series 1 report

Series 4

law
enforcement

both

annual

local

detailed counts for localities,
allowing comparisons of similar agencies

Series 5

researchers in
special topics
about crime

Level II
agencies

Series 6

technical
readers

l~vels

annual

special analyses

annual

technical detail

(I
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interpretatic)n frequently requested by UCR users. Series 2, 3, and 4 publications
would be clearly factual tabulations including little interpreta.tion and comment
beyond explanations oLdata sources. Series 5 material might include reports involving
more extensive modeling, arguments, and interpretation.
Technical details on
estimates and methodology would be reserved for Series 6 material.
9.1.1

Series 1 Publications

Series 1 is intended to provide a broad overview of crime in the United
States. In the current format of Crime in the United States, only the Index crimes are
discussed substantively with any analysis of detailed data. Even here, the discussion is
highly standardized, using the same words (but different numbers) from year to year.
Only in the foreword are significant new developments emphasized. While we do not
see Series 1 as the place for detailecl technical or methodological studies, we recognize that this would be the only series that many readers would consult. The media
and most government policy makers are among this group. We would therefore
encourage more interpretive narrative directed specifically toward this audience, as
well as the inclusion of appropriate graphics. v~!e also urge greater use of statistical
analysis, which plays a very small role in current UCR publications. Because Crime in
the United States is the nation's primary source of information about crime trends, the
additional explanatory power of the data collected from Level II agencies should be
used to enhance the role of formal statistical analysis in future publications.
Table 9.2 shows the information suggested for inclusion in Series 1. Generally, it includes the national and regional information currently in Crime in the United
States, with substantial improvements and clarifications based on estimates from data
collected from Level II agencies. (The relationship between the UCR Series I publication and National Crime Survey publications is discussed in Section 9.2.) The
victimization rates listed in Table 9.2 are not merely counts of crime incidents divided
by population; rather they take into account the data for possible multiple victims per
crime that are included in the proposed UCR system. Victimizations that can
reasonably be presented with a "population at risk" different from the total population
(and in some cases not persons at all, but rather vehicle;) or households) are shown as
alternatives to victimizations per 100,000 population: both statistics would be
calculated and analyzed or published as appropriate.
Some of the general principles implicit in Table 9.2 require elaboration. One
key paint is the meaning of the phrase "nationaJ estimates." Under current practice,
UCR tables that refer to the total United States mayor may not be national estimates. True national estimates must include estimates for nonreporting jurisdictions.
Only some of the tables (e.g., total Part I offenses and total arrests) now supply this
information. The reader of UCR publications is normally poorly equipped to make
appropriate adjustments. The best imputations of missing data would take into account the known characteristics (such as location and size) of the nonreporting agencies. Only the National Program stafC§inalysts of data have convenient access to this
' .\
information.
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Even a rough adjustment proportionate to total population is often more
trouble than a casual user is willing to undertake. Since reporting fractions differ
from table to table within a single year, someone who is using more than one table for
more than one year finds that even drawing a simple graph accurately, let alone
computing statistical trends, is a major undertaking. The mos{common response is to
ignore the problem. The biases so introduced are generally minof' over short periods of
169
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Table 9.2
(continued)
Table 9.2

IV.

SAMPLE OUTLINE FOR SERIES 1 REPORT
I.

OTHER CRIMES

OVERVIEW

A.

B.

V.

Count of offenses and victimization rates per 100,000: level,
change since previous year, and long time series for the subset
of offenses for which past data are available. National estimates and breakdown by degree of urbanization and by region.
Comparison with National Crime Survey where appropriate (and
with Natio·t'l.al Cl'!nter for Health Statistics counts for homicide).

OFFENDERS

A.

records
Number of ' offenders per crime, by offense type
Percentage of arrestees that fall into various
age/race/sex/ethnicity categories, by type of offense

Summary of key facts about criwes of violence. Perhaps the
following summary tabulations will also appear here:
Tabulation of extent of injurya

Arrest counts and rates for various demographic groups by type •
of offense
Time trends in arrest ratES and re.ported offending rates by
demographic group

Tabulation of victim/offender relationshipb
Breakdown by crime classification c
Breakdown by location d

B.

Victimization rates by age, race, sex
Relationship of victimization rates to geographical region,
degree of urbanization e

II.

Arrest/rearrest offense type transition matrix

VI.

Summary of key facts about crimes against property

A.

CRIMES OF VIOLEHCE AliI> 'IHBIR VIcrIHS

Details about crimes of violence. Information about victimoffender relationships is presented first. The following
inf01:'m&tion may possibly be displayed separately for (A) crimes
committed by friends and relatives, and (B) crimes committed by
strangers or unknown. The information is to be g.iven separately for
each type of Yr:~'\ent crime.
Number of victims per crime (average and distribution)
Extent of injury/loss for classes other than murder
Locationd

VII.

Circumstances (for homicide only)f
Rate ~er 100,000 by degree of urbanization,e location,d demograph:l;cs
.

I

CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY

Details for crimes agsinst property. Separate sections cover property owned by individuals or households and property owned by
businesses. A residual category (crimes against public property,
religious institutions, etc.) may be discussed separately where
pertinent, or inclUded in total counts of crimes against property
without separate discussion.
rate per 100,000 and one-year

1

D.

Killings by law enforcement.

Counts by circumstance.

REPORTS ON SPECIAL STUDIES

Rates per 100,000 by regional degree of urbanization e

murder/rape or other sexual

In home/near home/at work/othe~ inside/other outside.

eDegree of urbanization would be' a. scale f;t'om cem:ral city of MSA to
rural.
fFollowing FBI codes for murder: incident followed from feloiw/ or
incident followed from ••• "/suspected felony/romantic triallg le / argument"
over money or property/other argument/miscellaneous non-telony/unknown.

I
1

i

gFollow FBI codes for murder weapon.
hExcluding murder. For c.learance rates, offender characteristics" must be
based on victim statement rather than arrest information, since the
latter will not be available for uncleared cases.

rate per 100,000 and one-year change

Extent of loss
Breakdown by Classification j

family or friend/acquaintance/stranger or unkno~m.

dLocation codes:

Clearance rates

170

Law enforcement officers killed/injured in action

celassifj,cation of crimes of violence:
assault/assault/robbery/other.

Burglary rates per household, auto theft rates per household
and per automobile

COll!!llercial,propertY:

C.

bRelationship:

Rates per 100,000 by region and degree of urbanization e

B.

Summary of relevant special Series 5 studies

aDegree of injury: death/apparent severe wounds/sent to
hospital/minor/none.

Clearance rate (by offender charscteristics)h

Individually owned property:
change
Extent of loss
~reakdown by classification j

B.

See discussion of Series 5 reports in text.

Weapon type g

A.

Personnel levels
Sworn and civilian. Average, standard deviation, and
interquart"ile range per capita, per offense, and per call for
service, by degree of urbanization and size of place
Relation of clearance rates to per offense staff levels

Characteristics of victims

III.

Facts on cohort of releases
Rearrest rates by original offense and release status
Rearrest rates by demographic group

Clearance rates
C.

Description of offenders from current offense and arrest

iOemographics

I

I

= age,

race, sex.

jClassification for property:
theft/vandalism/other.

burglary/larceny/auto
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time but over a decade or more they may lead to seriously erroneous conclusions. '!Ie
reco:nmend that the UCR Series 1 publication impute missing data for all tables, usmg
as much stratification information as possible. The Series 6 publications should .then
be used to document data imputation techniques. Thus, an example ~f .a Senes.6
publication would be an annual .description of the ~xtent and nature of mIssm~ data m
that year's Series I report, mcludmg known dIfferences betwee!1. rep?rtmg . and
nonreporting jurisdictions. It could describe the methods ~sed for fIllmg m partIally
missing data for jurisdictions that report some of the tIme as well as for totally
missing jurisdictions.
.
Similar conditions apply to estimates of trends. The stati~tical situ.ati.on. for
trend estimates is somewhat different than for current counts of Crimes or VIctImIzation rates because the main issue is comparability of adjacent observations. The best
estimate ~f a difference may not be the difference of the best estir:nates of ~he two
observations. Involved explanations of this point would proba.?ly be mapproprIate f~r
the broad readership of Series I publications, and probably Irrelevant for the ma~n
indicators derived from Level I data. Estimation methods become more problematIc
for measures based on the Level II data, since the smaller numbers of observations
would make these estimates more vulnerable to bias from missing data. Also, the
stratification of the Level II component sample would make imputa.tion mon~ d~fficult
for users outside the UCR group. It is thus practically ess:ntial that. l~dIcators
derived from the sample in the Level II component be based on Imputed mIssmg data.
Since these would invariably be compared with indicators from the Level I component,
comparable adjustments are essential.
Some items are notable for their absence from Table 9.2. The crime clocks
currently included in Crime in the United States are not suggested fO.r the ront
matter of the Series I publication. We remind the reader that researchc:rs mterviewed
as part of this study strongly advocated thi~ change. Th~. clocks wer: seen as
contributing little substantive information, and mstead dramatIzmg a nearly Irrelevant
statistic.

.t

Further, the outline does not explicitly preserve the Part I/Part II distinction
or emphasize the calculation or publication of a crime Index. Rather, we are suggesting publication of disaggregate inform~tion tha.t focuses separa~ely on each t~pe of
crime. The presentation of summary mformatlOn ~bout Crime m term.s of wel.ghted
crime indexes is not recommended for the present tIme. However, SectlOn 9.3 dISCUSses a recommended continuing analysis capability that would ex'amine reported crimes
in terms of ser iousness.
The outline does retain the separation between violent crime and property
crime now used in the UCR. The proposed Series 1 publication would attempt to sort
out crimes in which there is an actual confrontation between victim and offender,
with injury or threat of injury to the victim, fr~m other crime~ ..The. categories in the
Series 1 repc!"ts are also intended to reflect faIrly well the dIstmctlOns suggested by
the Police Executive Research Forum's Crime Classification System:
•

violent vs. property crime;

•

for property crime, crimes against persons vs. crimes against
institutions or commercial establishments;

~--

•

for crimes against persons, crimes by family and friends vs.
crimes by strangers, or some other such breakdown by degree of
acquaintance; and

•

property crime for gain vs. other property crime.

The violent crime category shown in the sample outline for Series I would
include all crimes in which there is a direct confrontation with the victim with actual
or potential physical violence. Accordingly, crimes involving personal contact but no
direct confrontation, such as various frauds, would be included in property crimes.
Property crime would be subdivided into crimes against property owned by
individuals and crimes against, commercial establishments. The reason for this is
twofold: to allow comparison with figures from the National Crime Survey, which
interviews only individuals, and to sort out those crimes that are most distant from
individuals. A residual category of crimes againsi: property owned by neither
individuals nor businesses (e.g., public buildings and religious institutions) would also
be included, of course, but we have not attempted to resolve how these crimes should
appear in this outline of the Series 1 publication.
There are obvious limits to the distinction between individuals and establishments. Larcenies from small business establishments may be a gray area because
small shops are so often a direct extension of the individual owner. Even the robbery
of a bank or other commercial establishment involves direct confrontation with individuals as well as loss of property by a business. One solution is clearly to distinguish
among robberies or, alternatively, to avoid the problem by counting a bank robbery
both as a crime against persons and a crime against a business. Indeed, one of the
great strengths in the Level II component is its ability to support alternative definitions. The detailed data available through unit-record reporting would allow rapid
application of a variety of counting and classification rules.
In developing definitions to be used in UCR reports, however, some decision
must be made. Our proposed outline would include all robberies under violent crime
(as they are today); all larcenies of businesses, including small individually owned
businesses, would be included in commercial crime. These decisions basically reflect
our proposed organization of the Series 1 reports around broad categories distinguishing violent crime and crimes against persons from commercial crime. We believe that
the UCR reports will be more useful if all robberies (and, similarly, all commercial
crimes) are presented together and discussed as a whole; rather than being spread over
different categories. It should still be noted that certain offenses (e.g., receiving
stolen goods) cannot be allocated to individuals or to establishments.
The outline also suggests that violent crime might be categorized by the
distance between victim and offender. Crimes by strangers or even acquaintances
represent very different situations than do crimes committed by family members or
close friends. The genesis of the act, the issues posed for the law in terms of the
extent of governmental intervention, and the capacity of law enforcement to prevent
offenses differ dramatically. Yet another category is created by the so-called victimless crimes--really offenses in which the victim and offender are the same (e.g., drug
addiction and prostitution)--though this distinction is clouded by the presence of third
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parties (e.g., drug dealers and pimps) who intervene in and exploit the self-victimization (of addicts and prostitutes). Here again, there are continuing issues raised about
the proper extent of government intervention.
The organization of topics in the outline reflects four different types of
information available about crime:

*

description and counts of criminal events,

•

description and counts of victims,

•

description and counts of offenders, and

•

description of criminal justice system response to crime.

The BJS Report to the Nation was quite explicitly organized around these
topics. The proposed outline is based partly on this organization and partly on the
current Crime in the U.S., which omits separate discussion of victims (on which the
UCR now collects few data) but otherwise discusses counts of offenses (crime index),
police and police response (crimes cleared and law enforcement personnel), and offenders (persons arrested).
Sections II, III, and IV in the outline in Table ,9.2 describe criminal events and
victims. Section V presents information about offenders, both as perceived by crime
victims and witnesses who report crimes to the police, and as determined when suspects are arrested. Both the demographic profile of offenders and the propensity of
different demographic groups to commit offenses and be arrested are presented jn
Section V.
The outline also suggests reviving a set of longitudinal data about offenders
dropped from Crime in the United States after 1975. The data were constructed by
drawing a sample of offenders released from the criminal justice system in a given
year, including those arrested and not prosecuted, those prosecuted but not convicted
Qr not incarcerated, and those released from jail or prison. Criminal history files were
then used to follow the sample over time and to report on subsequent arrests. Building
on the growing knowledge about criminal careers ,that is being developed in the research community, a new version of thIs longitudinal file could be constructed to
provide data for independent research as well as for the information proposed to be
included in the Series 1 publications.
Section VI of the Series 1 report, on law enforcement, is straightforward.
The final section presents or summarizes findings from Series 5 s~~dal studies, discussed below.

2Another category of inferest, though perhaps not appropriate for UCR, is
betrayals of trust. The seriousness surveys indicate 'tnat these are regarded as quite
serious. For example, stealing $1,000 from a department store is scored as a 6.9,
while a public official taking 51,000 of public money is scored as a 9.5. Similarly,
cheating by doctors and legislative bribe taking in unknown amounts are each rated as
apout L4.0.

9.1.,2

Series 2 Publications

Series 2 publications would be quarterly press releases based on reports from
Level II agencies. They would be largely factual tabulations with only minor commentary. Key numbers would include current quarter- and year-to-date counts and rates
for the major crime categories used in the Series I report, togeth~r with comparison
with past years. Level II agencies would be the ideal basis for such quarterly
estimates. Because they would constitute a stratified sample of all agencies, they
could provide genuine national estimates of crime counts. At the same time, the
relatively small number of Level II agencies should permit more rapid compilations.
9.1.3

Series 3 and 4 Publications

The Series 3 and 4 reports would provide listings of data counts by jurisdiction. Accordingly, they would be based on all agencies and could not conform to the
offense typology suggested for Series 1, which would require the more detailed data
collected only from Level II agencies.
Table 9.3 shows the information suggested for inclusion in the Series 3 and 4
compilations. To the extent possible, all figures would be estimated for entire
jurisdictions, independent of whic;h particular agencies in the jurisdiction do or do not
report and whether they report partially or entirely. Counts by agency would be
shown within jurisdictions, except when agency service areas cross jurisdictional
boundaries, in which case they would be shown as the subtotal for the agency activity
within that jurisdiction. Because agencies would participate in the collection of data
on victims' residence status, victimization rates per 1,000 residents could be
calculated, thereby facilitating relative comparisons among jurisdictions having
different-sized commuter and tourist populations.
It should be noted that th~simple information on resident/nonresident status
provided by the Level I agencies fw AHd be sufficient to deal with this issue only for
well-identified cities or towns. For a county containing many cities or towns it is not
possible to add together the data for resident/nonresident status and determine how
many county residents were victimized. The collection of Zip codes reported by the
Level II agencies would, therefore, permit more meaningful analysis of the
geographical relationship between the vic!:im's residence and the jurisdiction where he
or she is victimized. The Level II data would permit making national and regional
estimates related to the residency status of victims.
The Series 3 publication would be a listing of offense counts, clearances, and
arrests by jurisdiction, using the Level I-type data--that is, the common core of basic
data provided by both Level I and Level II agencies. This 1S intended to provide localdetail supplements to the Series I report and would include limited items of information about each agency or jurisdiction (;;.e., those judged to have wide interest), to be
tabulated and distributed in large quantities to contributors and interested readers.
The Series 4 publications are envisioned to take a form that has only recently
become technologically feasible. Other, more detailed information than available in
Series 3 would be prepared as Series 4 printouts. These would potentially be available
for every jurisdiction and agency, but we expect that few users will want to receive
the entire collection. Rather, Series 4 reports will be distributed in compilations of
printouts that include small numbers of jurisdictions or agencies, in accord with the
request of the recipient.
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This form of publication permits far more detail than. would be reason~ble. to
distribute in a single publication that attempted to descnbe every contnbutmg
agency. For example, manpower is curre!?tly summariz~d by onl~ two numbers p~r
jurisdiction: total count of civilians and total sworn offlcer~ •. PolIce d~partments :n
Utah would no doubt trade the entire Alabama table for additional detail about their
neighbors in Utah. Information on arrests, clearances, and staffi~g deals with issues
whose interpretation varies considerably from state to state. While the UCR system
attempts to impose uniformity of definitions, direct comparability is often more
interesting within states than across states.

TABULATIONS AND ANALYSHS .UNDHRLYING
SHRIHS 3 AND 4 DATA COMPILATIONS
I.

Crimes reported to the police
A. Annual estimates,~nd trends for individual jurisdictions:
cities, counties, MSAs

In the UCR Survey of Law Enforcement Agencies, one of the strongest
requests was for more useful inform~ti~:m. all?wing comparisons an:o~g ju.risdictions
and agencies. Our suggestion that victimizatIOns .of reSidents be: dlstmgulshed f~om
those of nonresidents is only one step toward enablmg local agencies to make senSible
comparisons even if they have only limited analytic capabilities. We envisi~~ that
other analytic activities at the national or state -level would enhance the abilIty to
compare data across agencies and jurisdictions:

1. Counts of crimes
2. Victimizations of residents per 1,000 resident popUlation
B. Annual counts of reported crime by agencies, organized by
jurisdictions
C. Assaults and killings of law enforcement officers

II.

•

The UCR data base would include much more information about
agencies and their jurisdictions than is currently obtained by the
FBI. (These additional data are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.)
Using cluster analysis or similar techniques, it would be possible
to characterize jurisdictions by their degree of similarity to
each other on a multidimensional array of data items, such as
sociodemographic features of the population, size and budget of
the police force, etc. Tabular material provided to each jurisdiction, then, could list perhaps 15 other jurisdictions in order of
similarity.

•

By multivariate regression or similar techniques, it would be
possible to estimate, for each jurisdiction, the "expected" count
of reported crimes (or victimizations), by crime type, for a
jurisdiction with its characteristics. Then, the deviation of each
jurisdiction above or below its expected value could be
presented, perhaps graphically, thus g:eatly enhancing .the
ability of readers to understand comparisons among agencies.
Series 6 publications would describe th.e met~ods. of these
multivariLte techniques and evaluate any mterestmg Issues that
arise in deriving the coefficients.

Response of law enforcement agencies to reported crime
A. Crime-specific arrest counts and fractions, juvenile and adult,
by gender and race/ethnicity, by jurisdiction, by agency that
made the arrest
B. Crime-specific clearance counts and fractions, juvenile and
adult, by agency
C. Property recovered, yes/no (especially vehicles), dollar
amount, by agency making the recovery
D. Time trends in the above

III.

Comparability information
A. For each jurisdiction, a list of other jurisdictions similar in
characteristics, in order from the most to the least similar
B. For each jurisdiction, deviation from a~erage statistics, given
the characteristics of the jurisdiction, for reported crimes,
arrest counts and fractions, clearance counts and fractions,
etc.

9.1.4

it

IV.

Personnel information
A. Sworn and civilian employees, by agency, organized by
jurisdiction, with subtotals by jurisdiction
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Series 5 Publications

Series 5 wc;>uld provide the opportunity for publication of special anc:lyses,
which might be summarized in Series I or 2 releases. These would generally be mte:nded for specialists and would rely heavily on ,the Level II component, ?n the speCial
studies based on samples of cases discussed m Chapter 7, and on an mtegration of
UCR and other data.
Some examples of Series 5 special· analysis topics are presented in
Table 9.4. The list is hardly exhaustive, but it does give some idea of the range of
topics that might be covered. As can be s~e~ from the exhibit, the t~pics addre~sed
could include policy analyses, individual vIctlm~n?-lyses, and. operatIonal analyses.
Policy analyses wO!..lldinclude basic analyses of the causes of cnme and of the effects
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Table 9.4
Table 9.4

EXAMPLES OF TABULATIONS AND ANALYSES
UNDERLTING SERIES 5 PUBLICATIONS

\

i
1.

(continued)

Regarding crimes reported to the police

III.

A. Analysis of trends in annual national estimates in terms of
changes in population size, demographic composition, geographic
distribution of population. This would be used to identify the
extent to which changes in crime are explained by underlying
demographic factors or seem to reflect possible changes in
basic lawlessness.

Regarding offenders
A. Analysis or arrest/re-arrest data for sample of releases (see
text for Series 1). This could include:
1) Probability of re-arrest
2) Evidence on whether there is a progressive development of
offenses in tertils of magnitude or type of offense. For
example, do mest burglars tend to remain burglars, or are
they likely to shift crimes (potentially useful in sorting
suspect possibilities for inv.estigation/identi.fication)?

B. Similar analysis' of differences in crime rates across
jtwisdictions.
Combined time series/cross-sectional data would
provide strong tests of hypotheses.
Second-level analysis
could attempt to explain "unexplained differences" in terms of
probability of arrest, sentencing, police manpower and
deployment, and so forth. Where appropriate, studies could
closely examine selected jurisdictions where the probability of
arrest or conviction had changed substantially due to special
police initiatives, legislation, etc.

3) Evidence on how careers in crime evolve over the
individual's lifetime. This could also provide Lmportant
understanding as to the causal nature of demographic
characteristics associated with crime (i.e., if the
demographic factors are really causal, then a given
individual criminal will become more or less likely to be
re-arrested as his age, ma~ital status, etc. change over
time).

C. Detailed analyses of characteristics of various offenses or
crime types, as appropriate, in terms of:
Weapons use

B. Analysis of number of offenses and size of criminal population
based on capture/recapture models (currently in progress within
the FBI)

Seasonal
Time of day

lV.

Locus, target, or type of property

Regarding response 6f law enforcement agencies to reported crime
A. Analysis of the relationship between clearances and unfoundings

Dollar value of loss or property damage (distribution of)
Drug involvement

B. Cross-walks: crime type of arrest vs. crime type on incident
report

Circumstances or surrounding activity

C. Correlates of clearance probability:

Some of these could become routine advisories (e.g., type of
property).
Some may involve special surveys for samples of
offenses to gain needed missing detail (e.g., property type
detail, drug involvement)

Crime type
Victim offender relationship
Time of day

D. Analysis of. recovery probability by time since offense
(already undertaken by FBI for auto thefts)

Jurisdiction size

E. Studies of changes in reported crime rates following passage of
new types of legislation in ore or more states. Models for
projecting effects of such changes .in other states.

Reporting delay
Police response delay

F. Analysis of crime problems facing special populations such as
retirement communities, colleges and universities, etc.
II.

D. Analysis of extent to which clearances are due to, for example:
1) On-view apprehensio~ by policies

Regarding victims of crimes

2) Immediate calls by victim or witness

A. Characteristics of victims, by crime type, with special. emphasis
on the probability of being victimized

3) Other cases where offender known to victim or witness

4) Investigation in other cases.

B. Average number (and distribution) of victims per crime, by crime
type, an input to seriousness assessment

This could be used to examine the usefulness of alternative
resource allocations and response time rates, for example.

C. Injury of victims, deaths of victims, with special emphasis on
which type~ of crimes and what circumstances/}~ad to injury
---=::~_-=--~~o

/'

__ ._~

D. Victim/offender relationships. ThfS- coullf include ana1.ysis to
determine the relationships that seem to be involved in similar
crimes. For example, are offenses by "acquaintances" more like
those of "friends" or of "strangers," and can they be grouped
with either of the other categories?

0°

E. Analysis of connection between clearance rates and police
manpower or police manpower per call,· including noncriminal
calls for service (and to analyze police manpower needs as a
function of population, crime rate, and noncriminal calls for
service).
F. Analysis of the effects of police actions such as arresting
drunk drivers on motor vehicle fatalities or other outcomes.
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on crime rates of variations in police manpower and clearance rates and in prosecution
and sentenGii1g. Victimization analyses could include, for example, analysis of victimization rates by demographic group and setting (e.g., location type and time of day).
Operational analyses could include, for example, analyses of criminal career patterns
and of the antecedents of clearances, trends in property types stolen, and guidelines
for the probability of clearance or property recovery by time since offense.
In sum, the Series 5 reports would offer a basis for pursuing and
disseminating the wide variety of investigations that might be undertaken with the
Level II component of the new UCR system.
9.1.5

Series 6 Publications

Series 6 publications would be used to document the technical detail for the
other series. This would include, for example, the basic modp.ls for and derivation of
the estimated jurisdictional groupings on expected crime counts discussed above, as
well as details on the methods and extent of imputations of missing values in other
series.
9.2

Relationships with State Publications

Many state programs or state Statistical Analysis Centers produce periodic
state-level publications, some of them similar to Crime in the United States. This
practice will undoubtedly continue under the recommended system and probably would
be expanded, especially in states choosing to ask many or all agencies within the state
to submit Level II data. Some states might choose to offer a state-level publication
series parallel to that offered by the National Progr-am. In addition to an annual
publication, many states might choose in particular to prepare and distribute Series 4type publications for agencies within the states in order to strengthen ties with local
agencies.
9.. 3

Publications during Transition to New System

Concern has been expressed about potential disruption of the time series
resulting from conVersion to a new system. To a certain extent, improving the
accuracy of the system would inevitably affect the time series. Any major ongoing
statistical data system occasionally undergoes improvement, so this problem is not
unique to the UCR program. Further, local law enforcement agencies are regularly
making changes that have unknown influences on national crime statistics.
Some have suggested addressing this issue by operating both the present and
the future UCR systems concurrently for some period of time within each agency, so
that an adjustment could be calculated for the effect of conversion. We do not
i'ecommend this approach. First of all, it would wreak havoc with data collection at
all levels of the system. Secondly, 'it would be virtually impossible to operate the old
summary system in the presence of an operational unit-record system. Finally, it is
hard to imagine an agency submitting a. count of 40 robberies un$1er the summary
system while submitting a count of 43 robberies for the same mon.th under the new
unit-record system.

."')

Altematively, we recommend that a phased-in implementation be used and
designed in such a manner as to allow estimation of an adjustment factor to correct
for the effect of conversion to the new system. Adjustment factors would be
estimated by analyzing changes in crime statistics from one year to the next for
agencies operating under the old system, agencies that converted to the new system
during the year, and those that are operating under the new system.
Nevertheless, it should be recognized that such adjustments would be
imperfect. In particular, it would be virtually impossible to estimate the effect of
aspects of the new system that produce their effeCts over long periods of time, such
as the increased use of auditing. Furthermore, such general adjustment factors would
apply to agencies on average but might not accurately reflect the differences for any
particular agency.
9.4

Joint Reporting of UCR and NCS Results

Currently the major publication of UCR statistics, Crime in the United
States is released s~parately and on a different date from reports of results from the
NCS. Many users of crime statistics, providers of data, and federal offici'ls have
complained that the uncoordinated release of findings is confusing and even
embarrassing.
At least three different levels of joint reporting of UCR and NCS results can
be envisioned. The first level would be to produce separate publications with an
annual joint release. In this level of joint reporting, each data source would be described in its own publication or publications, but once a year (or more often) a major
publication from the UCR and one from the NCS would be released simultaneously at
a joint press conference. Additional materials would be provided to the press and
other interested parties explaining the relationship between the figures appearing in
the separate volumes.
At the second level, there would be joint release of separate publications
that have standard text explaining UCR-NCS comparisons, plus occasional joint publications. The detailed results from each data source would appear in separate
publications, all of which would include similar general explanatory material about the
relationship between UCR and NCS figures. Perhaps this materia! would not be
specific to the reference year(s) discussed in the publication, but would be standard
text coordinated by the agencies preparing the separate publications. Simultaneous
release of major publications from each source would occur once a year or more often,
and occasional joint publications forgKmeral readers would describe overall crime
trends.
Finally, the third level would entail integrated publication. A single volume
would include the annual release of detailed UCR data, related NCS data, explanations
of the relationships between the figures from the two sources, and estimated national
crime figures based on data from the two sources used complementarily and as dual
frames. Other publications frOlTl either source, no matter what topic they cover,
would include explanatory material about thr relationship between UCR and NCS
figures.
The first level of coordination evidently can and should be undertaken immediately, without awaiting complete implementation of the new UCR system. In our
proposed outlines for the new UCR pubHcations, the second level of coordination is
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recommended. Of course, gradually a greater degree of interaction between UCR and
NCS public.ations could dev~lop •. This section discusses the three approaches, showing
that the thIrd level of coordmation does not appear to be practical or even desirable in
the near future.
. The t~ree ~o~s~b!e approach.es to joint r~p~rting can be compared according
to theIr cost, mtelligibIlIty, convemence, and tIm mg. Cost considerations do not
appear to weigh heavily in the choice. Although costs appear to increase somewhat
with the successive levels. of coordination, the differences do not seem major, and we
have not attempted to estImate them numerically.
Even a brief consideration of the question of intelligibility reveals that the
ne~ds of the ~eneral rea?er are quite distinct from the needs of the expert who requities sourcebooks ?f c.:nme-related data. The most useful form of publication for
reference purp"·.'3 IS eIther separate volumes or a volume divided into sections according to the sOurce of the data; the most useful form for the general reader integrates findings across the different sources.
Resolution of these competing requirements is not easy. While the current
uncoordinated publications evidently present intelligibility problems to policymaker~
and mef!1bers of the p~ess and public, experts in criminology and crime statistics are
~lso major users. It mIght seem that providing a clear indication of the source of each
Item of information in a combination volume could preserve the usefulness of the
publication for researchers without confusing the general reader. The Bureau of
Jl!~tice Statistic.s alrea~y faced. this problem ~n preparing its Report to the Nation on
~nme c: nd J~stIce, Whl~h metIculously credIts each map, table, or statistic using
eIther fme-pnnt text adjacent to the mformation or footnotes at the ends of chapt~rs. Yet the intended audience of this publication clearly is the general reader, and a
dIfferent format would no doubt have been adopted if the report were intended primarily to be a source document for research.
The authors of Report to the Nation were dealing with information that is
unambiguously derived from UCR data alone, or from NCS data alone or from a
separately cited study. The citation problems would be much greater if ~ome of the
sta~isti~s presented were derived from both UCR and NCS data by some joint
estImatIon procedure.
From the standpoint of convenience 1 separate volumes seem clearly preferable for research and reference purposes. Many uses are made of figures from the
separate sources witho~t any need .for cross-r~ference to other sources. For example,
law enforc~ment agencIes may be mterested In arrest statistics submitted by comparable a,gencies el.sewherE'; ~esearchers may wish to select a sample of law enforcement
agencIes according to theIr arrest workload, or they may be interested in the nature or
exte~t of injuries sustained by victims of violent crime. There is little reason to
reqUlre these, users to work wit.h a si~gle volume that is at least twice as large as they
need for their purposes, espeCIally since they would not have any difficulty knowing
which is the volume they need.
.
. ~imilarly, considerations of convenience suggest that integrated information
denve~ JOlnt~y from the UC:R a.nd the NCS and intended for the general reader should
be avaIlable In a small publIcatIOn, rather than combined with detailed statistics from
the UCR and/or from the NCS.
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Perhaps the most compelling arguments for separate publication~ of the
details from the two sources arise from the issue of timing. While selected mformation, such as preliminary estimates of households affected by crime, can be produc,ed
from the NCS less than one year after the reference calendar year, most NCS statIstics are available only later. If emphasis were placed on an integrated publication at
the time the UCR data were available, the apparent importance of later results from
the NCS for the same calendar year would be unjustifiably downgraded. The third
level of coordination described above--joint publication--also envisions that integrative analysis will take place prior to publication of the statistics from either source, a
procedure that would clearly delay publication of any of the figures past the end-ofsummer dates to which we are now accustomed.
Further, many law enforcemerri: agencies release their own UCR statistics
close to the end of the calendar year in question. Restricting release of these early
figures, in the interest of preparing a juint volume of the NCS and the UCR data,
seems neither sensible nor feasible. A preferable approach would be to release
detailed data as they become available, but to release the annual UCR Series 1
publication jointly with some major NCS pUblication. The Series I publication should
include explanatory material about its relationship to the NCS data and NCS
publication series.
9.5

Analysis Capabilities

The proposed UCR publications as outlined in Section 9.1 ~learly. req~ire a
greater ongoing analysis activity than is now undertaken for prodUCing ,Cr,Ime In the
United States. Much of the analysis needed is apparent from the descnptlonsof the
content of the publications and the underlying tabulations. Indeed, the e~amp.les of
analyses for Series 5 publications listed in Table 9.4 present an ext~nsive lIst of
possible analytic topics. We shall not comment f~rther o~ all po~sIble. types, of
analysis here. Two topics deserving greate: explanatIon are dIscussed. In thIS .sectIon:
analysis needed to reconc~le UCR results WIth NCS results, and analysls of senousness
weights for crimes.
9.5.1

Continuing Analysis for Reconciliation between UCR and NCS Data

Section 9.2 discussed the necessity of making the UCR data system reconcilable with National Crime Survey data. But by no means would the provision of
reconcilable data systems by itself be adequate to resolve in timely fashion the major
questions that users of the data may have about relationships be~ween figures derived
from the two sources. An or.gping analysis activity would be reqUIred to:
•

identify the maximal degree of agreement between the two
sources;

•

develop explanations or hypothesized explanations of any disagreements between the data sources;

•

recommend changes to survey methods and data collection or
audit activities designed to reduce or explicate di$parities
between the two sources; and
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recommend, carry out, or sponsor associated experimental or
methodological studies designed to confirm or refute hypotheses
that attempt to explain disparities.

Even if the crimes of a certain offense type estimated by the NCS as reported to the police during a particular calendar year happened to agree exactly with the
corresponding UCR counts, special tabulations and estimates would have to be undertaken just to show that the data from the two sources actually agreed in this way.
Carrying out these comparative calculations would be one function of the
suggested ongoing analysis activity. Arguably, the majority of users of both UCR and
NCS data would never have any need to examine the special tabulations prepared and
examined by the analysis group, as long as users were assured that the analysis had
been undertaken and that the results were as advertised: the two data sources agreed
to the extent they could be expected to agree. Researchers interested in the details
could obtain them from Series 6 publications.
More realistically, lesser degrees of compatibility would be found in the
data. Perhaps the trends over time in NCS estimated counts of offenses reported to
the police would agree with the corresponding trends in the UCR counts, but the
numerical national estimates would be persiSTently different in the two sources. The
audit information to be collected in conjunction with the new UCR system might or
might not help to explain such a disparity.
Perhaps the YCR figures would show an upward or downward trend, and the
NCS figures no trend (or an opposite trend), which analysis might reveal is nonetheless
compatible with the UCR data because of the inherent sampling variance of the
NCS. Or perhaps some areas of UCR-NCS compatibility would be found, along with
other areas of serious discrepancy.
A clear understanding of the extent of agreement between the two sources
would be needed to build confidence in the figures being published, and to justify
various federal agency activities such as collecting, tabulating, and disseminating both
the UCR and the NCS data. Analyses directed at identifying and documenting compatibilities should be undertaken rapidly and in parallel with preparation of UCR and NCS
figures for publication each year. Presumably, with the passage of time many of these
calculations would become routinized or even unnecessary due to gradual improvements in the data systems.
.
Because of the time constraints and the possibility of gradual routinization of
the calculations, this kind of reconcllla,tion analysis would appear to be appropriately
housed within the federal government.
However, when serious incompatibilities are found between the UCR and the
NCS, especially if they arise as unexpected new developmemts in the current year's
data, no advance plan can assure that valid explanations will be available within the
time frame necessary to permit their publication along with the UCR and NCS results. An additional, possibly separately housed, ongoing analysis activity should be
established to develop explanations of the incompatibilities. These studies might
involve examination of survey methodological issul's, special analyses of UCR audit
data, application of results from victimization surveys other than the NCS, comparisons of UCR and NCS data at geographically disaggregated levels, or determination of
the covariates of errors in either of the data systems.
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Occasionally there may remain, despite the above analysis activities, some
residual disparities that should be resolved for important policy purposes and yet are
resistant to analysis with the regularly collected UCR and NCS data. In such cases,
special studies should be sponsored. These might include forward or backward record
checks; special-purpose victimization surveys differing from the existing NCS in
format, content, or methoq of administration; or special data collection projects in
selected law enforcement agencies. The ongoing reconciliation analysis activity
recommended in this chapter need not necessarily sponsor special studies itself, but it
should playa role in deciding which issues are sufficiently perplexing and important to
merit resolution by these methods.
9.5.2

Continuing Analysis of Seriousness Scores

The current crime Index has been vigorously faulted for giving equal weights
to the most serious and petty crimes. This, it is argued, is clearly inappropriate,
because it misleads as to the actual seriousness of crime and conceals important
changes in serious crime beneath a mass of minor cri~es. We s~ggest .that these
criticisms are also likely to be true of any reasonable seriousness-weIghted mdex. Nor
do we believe that seriousness scores will materially change overall Index patterns.
Accordingly, we have recommended against adoption of weights at this time, preferring instead to publish statistics for disaggregated crime groupings as discussed in
Section 9.1.
At the same time, seriousness scoring is intuitively appealing. It seems
appropdate, therefore, to continue research in this area to attempt to ident~fy
seriousness-weio-hted indices that actually can be shown to convey better summary mformation about crime. This effort would be aided by the Level II component, which
would provide the basis for construction of a variety of alternative indices.
There seems to be no reasonable way to create an overall index of crime that
reflects differences in seriousness. There are, of course, a variety of ways to develop
Most prominently, Thorsten Sellin, Marvin
indications of relative seriousness.
Wolfgang, and Robert Figlio of the University Of. Pennsylvania Center for Studies. in
Criminology and Criminal Law have developed seriousness scores based on jhe relatIve
scores assigned by individuals to a variety of criminal event descriptions. However,
such studies, while often extremely insightful, seem unlikely to overcome the problems inherent in the use of an overall crime Index. First, any such attempt will be
subject to endless debate: you mayor may not agree with the most recent seriousness
survey results that four instanc{'!s of Medicare fraud by physicians are somehow more
serious than one rape-murder, or that four instances of petty shoplifting of $10 worth
of cosmetics are more serious than one store break-in and theft of $1,000, or that
even 120 instances of trespassing in the backyard of someone's home are in any conceivable sense equivalent to planting a bomb in a public building and killing

3See especially Center for Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law, The
Seriousness of Crime: Results of a National Survey, University of Pennsylvania, 1983;
and Thorsten Sellin and Marvin E. Wolfgang, The Measurement of Delinquency (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964). ~
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20 people.4 These problems are endemic to any attempt to create an overall index.
However, while they will reflect on the index's credibility and provide critics with a
wonderful array of absurd examples, they are in fact unlikely to present a material
barrier to the use of an index, as the success enjoyed by the Gross National Products
the Consumer Price Index, the Poverty Line, and the current unweighted crime Index
all attest.
The fundamental probl.::m is that the original issues raised with the current
crime Index are likely to be true of any other index as well. Larcenies and auto theft
outnumber murder, rape, and robbery by a factor of about 13 to one (1982). Most
indices are likely to be dominated by less serious crimes. Indeed, this may be very
desirable. There is no reason to believe that less serious crimes in total are somehow
less important as a group than more serious crimes. In any case, an overall index
based on seriousness scores will clearly be just as opaque as any other index in terms
of communicating the nature of criminal events, and almost as arbitrary in adding up
wildly disparate crimes into a single number.
The fact that no index is adequate by itself does not, however, mean that no
index is needed or that the current index could not be improved. Some summary measure is clearly needed. Further, there is a natural impulse to weight crimes by their
seriousness, that is, to count more serious crimes more heavily. Even so, current
developments seem too rudimentary to warrant immediate application by the FBI or
BJS to create a new crime Index. First, it does not appear that seriousness scoring has
a very sU3stan~ial ;effect on trends in th~ index. This was pointed out in 19,74, by
Blumstein, usmg UCR data for the period 1960-72. We have repeated a Similar
analysis using data from 1974 to 1983. Approximate seriousness scores were given to
the seven Index crimes following the examples provided in the Bureau of Justice
Statistics' 19&3 Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice (pp. 4-5). This was done to
attempt to explore the impact of seriousness weights on the crime Index using available data. We should note, however, that the idea of having only seven categories of
crime to deal with clearly violates the basic idea of most seriousness scoring, which is
usually intended to provide near-continuous gradations of seriousness. Thus, the seriousness scores are only loosely based on the ground scores for categorie5 of offenses,
which vary considerably based on specific circumstances. In any case, the seven index
weights assigned for test purposes were:
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
Burglary
Larceny/Auto theft

35
25
20
12
10
4

4These examples are all taken from the seriousness scores
BJS Report to the Nation (pp. 4-5).
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The evidence that seriousness scoring probably would not, according to these
simplified examples, pr~duce a, major change in ,the over~ll.., crime I,ndex pattern
reduces the urgency for Its adoptIOn. At the same time, the dlLerences in some years
suggest that several efforts should be undertak~n to prepare fO,r eventual, use of
seriousness scoring. First is the practical conversIOn of the 204 crime sc~narIos used
in the most recent seriousness survey into a manageable set ~f ?esc:nptor,s to be
collected by the UCR program. This would require that the vanatlOn in s~r~ousness
scores be reduced to a reasonable set of crime attributes, such as extent of injury and
property loss, use or threat of force, ,use of weapon, and ~o forth. This could, be d~ne
by various regression or scoring techmques to d~velo~ estimates of the ways in which
various descriptive dimensions lead ~o cha,nges in se~lOusness sc~~es. The g::>al w~uld
be to make use of the differences in seriousness without requlrmg ext,enslve Crime
classification categories. Account would c~lso have to be ta~en of, a pOSSible tendency
to score multiple-victim events as less serious than events mvolvmg an equal number
of single victims.
In addition, any seriousness-scored index should be valida~ed where possible.
First, the internal validity of derived scores based on the analysIs above, should be
checked in terms of their ability to predict the scores for new cr~me scenariOs. Score
stability across individuals and demographic g:oups and over time should be ?OC~
mented. External validity should also be establ1shed. If, for example, the ,scoring IS
felt to reflect people's views of the relative seriousness of the overall c~lme level,
then the scored index might be expected to correlate m::>re closely with s~rvey
responses to questions concerning the importance of "the Crime problem" than IS the
current unweighted index.
We recommend that an ongoing analysis activity should be sponsored to carry
out the program of studies outlined in this section.

We then created a weighted index rate for 1974 through 19&3 based on the adjusted
time series given in the 19&3 Crime in the United States (p. 43), setting 1974 equal for
both indices.

5Alfred Blumstein, "Seriousness Weights in an Index
Sociological Review 39 (December 1974): &54-&64.

As can be seen from Table 9.5, the patterns of change presented by the
weighted and unweighted rates are essentia~ly the same, confirming, the earlier work
of Blumstein. The size of the changes do differ somewhat. The weighted rate tends
to show less of an increase than the unweighted rate, especially in 1976. Indeed, the
total increase in the weighted crime rate from 1974 to 19&3, is about four-sevent~s the
increase in the unweighted rate. Interestingly? as shown in .Table 9.6, these ?lfferences are due mostly to differences in changes in proper~y Crime :ates, reflecting the
shift in weight from larceny/auto theft to burglary., Violent cnmes (murde~, rape,
robbery, and aggravated assault) are so relatively infrequent that, even ,with the
higher weights given them by seriousness scoring, they rarely have a material effect
on the overall change in the crime rate.
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9.6

User Services

By long-established usage, the term user services ha~ been ~pplied t~ a~l U~R
activities other than general audience publications. In thiS sectIOn we ?lstmgUlsh
three types of services and three potential audiences. ,S~me ~f the services would
apply to all audiences, while other.s would hav~ only specla~l~ed mterest. Alth?ug~ ~ll
the existing service demands are lIkely to contmue, we antlClpate that the avadabdlty
of unit records (rather than summary records) and the increased complexity ~f a
system with two levels of reporting would significan~ly increase th~ sc~p~ of services
likely to be demanded. At the local level, the requlr~me~t, for, mamtammg summ~ry
statistics would no longer have a federally mandated Jus,tlflcatlOn, but l~cal age~cles
might wish to continue the same tabular formats for their own use. Keepmg duphcate
,
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Table 9.6
SOURCES OF DIFFERRNCES IN CRIME llA7E CHANGES FOR. SELECTED YEARS

(

:1

EFFECT OF SERIOUSNESS SCORES ON THE CRIME INDEX PER 100,000:
1974 - 1983

'\

Violent vs. property crimes

\

I
I

I

r

'1

Year-to-Year
Percentage Change
Year

Index

Weighted Index

Cumulative Since 1974
Percentage Change

,

I

Weighted
Index

Index

II

Weighted
Index

Index

4,850

4,850

-

1975

5,281

5,205

8.9

7.3

1976

5,271

5,078

-0.2
-4.0

1977
1978

5,062
5,124

4,939
5,021

-

!

-

8.9

7.3

-2.4

8.7

4.7

I

-2.7

4.4

,;1.8

I

1.2

1.7

5.6

!.

5,422

8.3

8.0

14.4

11.8

1980

5,931

5,884

6.9

8.5

22.3

21.3

1981

5,841

5,806

-1.3

t,
I

I

.)

3.5

5,548

-1.5

I
t

1979

J

~I

\ ~:~

Percentage change
Unweighted
Weighted

6.6

I ~: i
I
I

14.7
11.8

Contribution to change in Illdex
(in percentage points)
Unweighted
Weighted

I"

9.6

I

-1.6

1974 to 1983

I
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I
I
I

1.3

I
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----------------------Individual crime types

8.7
4.7

6.4
3.7
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19.7

I

Robbe;r.y

-----\-_1_---Item

5,386

5,469

-4.4

-5.8

15.2

1983

5,158

5,029

-7.7

-8.0

6.4

12.8

1974 to 1976

I

Assault

(1) Weights are adjusted so that the 1974 index is the same as the unweighted index.

= 25,

robbery

= 20,

assault

= 12

change in Index
(in percentage
points)
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e
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~~:~~!b~~i~:d!~
(in percentage
points)
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3.7
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Contribution to change in Index
(in percentage points)
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-0.1

I
I
,

Larceny
Auto Theft

Burglary

1- - - - - -1- - -

(2) Weights used are as follows: murder = 35, rape
burglary = 10, larceny/auto theft = 4.
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9.6.2

systems would substantially increase costs and naturally increase resistance to
adopting the unit-record system. To avoid this--and also to bring the benefits of the
new UCR immediately to local agencies--more feedback to local agencies would be
needed than is now the practice.
9.6.1

Services to Research Users

The research community is the second major audience for unpublished UCR
data. Several years of detailed files have recently been archived with ICPSR (the
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research). This makes them
available in conveniently read formats with comprehensive documentation and with
one set of default adjustments for missing data. The emergence of a standard archiv~
ing service has greatly enhanced the utility of data for research use and has significantly shortened the familiarization time required to begin using a new data base. We
certainly encourage the continued use of archives as the main distribution system to
the research community, and we would recommend enhanced direct communication of
data and contextual information between the UCR Program and ICPSR or another
archiving agency.

Services to Police

Although the current system was designed with the information needs of
local police agencies in mind, it was also designed so that little action on the part of
the National Program was required to meet those needs. Since police departments
already had sent full summary information to the UCR section, there was nothing the
federal government could send back that the local agencies did not already know,
aside from information on other jurisdictions. UnLt-record reporting would completely
change this. With unit-record reporting, the local agency would need ;some method of
creating or obtaining summary data. More important, the enhanced flexibility of the
new system would dramatically increase the kinds of summary data .\that would be
returned from the state or federal program.

!
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The best method of providing these new levels of user services depends on
the technology available at the local level. Departments without computers must rely
on either a state or a federal data processing center to return their summary tabulations. They may, however, be able to specify individual table formats or contents of
special local interest. Since both the Level I and the Level II components would be
flexible enough to include additional data defined at the local level, these new tables
could include detail on topics not even anticipated at the national level. For example,
departments could add geographic codes or officer identification numbers to reports
and obtain breakdowns of performance or workload indicators at those levels. In our
survey of state UCR programs, tabulations by geocodes were often mentioned as the
most useful service they provide to their contributors.

UCR files are already quite complex. With the introduction of a two-level
reporting system, they would become even more complicated. We anticipate that
even sophisticated users woutd be grateful for technical assistance in reading UCR
files and in1terpreting the results. To minimize duplication of effort, standard
software for handling the files would be needed. In addition, the files should be as
self-contained as possible, so that auxiliary information would not be required. For
example, the data from sample agencies should be directly accompanied by sampling
weights and other design information, so that they could be analyzed without first
merging them with another file.
This presents a logistical problem, since research users would be employing
an unpredictable variety of combinations of computers and software for their
analyses. One reasonable solution is to distribute the access software in higher-level
languages such as SIR or MARK .IV, as well as a version of at least some functions in
ANSI standard FORTRAN IV. Researchers should also have access to a detailed
documentary report of the exact structure of the system, including known limits to
generalizability such as missing or suspect data, sampling defects and limitations,
reliability studies on individual attributes, changes in definition, procedure, or data
handling practice, and all of the other inevitable complexities that accompany a largescale data collection effort.

Complete flexibility for the thousands of police departments in the system is
,dearly infeasible simply because of bulk. We can, however, easily imagine a short list
'of, say, ten most frequently requested tables, from which departments could choose
options. A computer system that remembers each department's requested tables and
prints and mails them on schedule (or on receipt of satisfactory input reports) is not
hard to envision. Such a system should operate at the state level. Departments that
must rely on the National Program to tabulate summary counts will generally be
small. For the departments, the counts become an important method for correcting
erroneous submissions of individual offense and arrest reports. Thus, returns of
summary counts to departments would necessarily generate a round of departmental
queries and corrections to the UCR data base. This sort of exchange would require
the speed of response and flexibility provided by state UCR programs.

~
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For departments with any data processing capability at all--even a few
thousand dollars' worth of microcomputing equipment--summary tables can be generated locally. These agencies 'Could share in the potentially unlimited capability of the
new system. They could indeed specify any table, listing, or graphic display and obtain
the results more or less instantaneously. Since the data formats would be standardized at the federal level, the software needed to perform these analysis would be most
efficiently written and distributed at that level. We anticipate that access to this
software, and the ability to use it on an individual agency's own data, would be a
powerful incentive to cooperate with the new system of UCR data collection.
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The volume of data to be collected by the Level II component could be
immense. Even a single year's data on Part I incidents would exceed ten million
records. Most users will want several years of data, so the number will be that much
greater. Admittedly the records will be short, but even if only 20 bytes per record are
used, four reels of 1600 BPI tape would be required for each year's data. More than
two full reels would be devoted to larceny incidents, which most researchers could
happily ignore. This suggests at least two alternatives to the data bulk problem. The
less desirable one would be to supply files with larceny removed and to maintain
separate files for the larceny data. This still would force processing of a large volume
of larceny cases in order to study any of them, and it would introduce the requirement
of an additional merge for users who want their files to reflect the traditional Part I
Index offenses for some or all jurisdictions.
A more convenient solution is the one now followed by the Bureau of the
Census in providing individual data. A one-percent sample of the fourth count records
is extracted and cleared for anonymity. After suitable imputation of missing data,
this sample is distributed as the Public Use Sample of the U.S. Census. This strategy
raises some problems for distribution of UCR data because rare events are
particularly salient. (Murder and rape are notable examples~) Also, a researcher

'l
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interested in a particular subcategory of robbery (e.g., robbery of convenience stores
at night) might need the entire data base to have enough cases for meaningful
analysis. An easy solution to this dilemma would be to have different sampling ratios
for different offenses. One simple version would be 10 percent for larceny and 100
percent for everything else. Alternatively, one might base the sampling ratio on both
the crime type and the size of the jurisdiction, increasing the reporting frequency of
small jurisdictions for analysts whose interests require geographic detail. It is not
necessary to have a si.ngle solution to these problems. A small number of standard
archive files could be prepared to accommodate almost all requests.
9.6.3

extensive analysis and user services. The recommendations of this .chapter dem.onstrate the power of the new UCR system to improve our understandm~ of the cnme
problem in the United States and of the police resources and other actlons needed to
meet it.

Services to Other Public Users

There will c.:,ntinue to be audiences who need unpublished data but are unable
to do their own data processing. Legislative and other governmental bodies are key
among these. Th(~ UCR program must continue to maintain the capability to respond
to these needs as the system Changes. This response function would be similar to that
currently operated, with some changes. The current summary system is incapable of
responding to statistically complex queries, so only standard procedures such as crosstabulations are required to respond to those requests that could be answered at all. As
the capability of the system grows, so will the complexity of issues that can be
addressed, and hence the level of demands likely to be placed on the system. To meet
this situation, the UCR must place considerably more emphasis on statistical analysis
than is now in evidence. Indeed, one general, and almost inevitable, result of the
changes discussed here would be substantially more active interaction between UCR
staff and the professional stl1tistics community.
It is quite possible that the enhanced pUblications program described here
would significantly reduce certain kinds of requests for information from the general
public, since it is designed to make many interesting results available in the form of
occasional papers and other published analyses. On the other hand, experience teaches
us that when data are available, uses are always found for them. This does not justify
a policy of simply collecting and never analyzing data, but it does warn that substantial and sometimes unanticipated demands for information are likely to arise as potential users become familiar with the power of the system.
9.7

Release of UCR Information

.,

I

An important set of issues that will need to be examined and resolved
concerns the release of UCR data and publications. Some of the issues revolve around
privacy and confidentiaHty on the one hand, and access to information as provided by
the Freedom of Information ;(\ct on the other. Other issues concern state program and
local agency control OV€r-, or~rtow~edge of, the release of the data they submit to the
National Program. As part Of t,he development .of the system, a detailed set of
procedures for the release Cif data addressing each of these issues should be developed.
9.8

Conclusion

The need for more extensive interpretation of UCR data was a central theme
in discussions with all UCR contributers and users. The new UCR system would
support a vastly more powerful series of publications for the general public, for local
police agencies, and for researchers, in turn generating requirements for more
192
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Chapter 10

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND COSTS
The recommendations in previous chapters would enormously increase the
utility of the UCR Program for law enforcement, for other criminal justice system
practitioners, fot' the criminal justice research community, and for the public and
other UCR users. In this chapter, we examine what would be involved in implementing
and operatYng the recommended system. We consider in turn the necessary tasks, a
schedule under which implementation might be undertaken, and the costs of implementation and operation.
While it is relatively simple to specify the tasks necessary for
implementation, to suggest a schedule, and to provide approximate cost estimates as
is don~ here, it is important to recognize at the outset that implementing a large
system such as this invariably involves numerous (often unforeseen) difficulties that
require substantial commitments of both time and financial resources.

10.1

Implementation and Operational Tasks

This section outlines the tasks necessary to implement the recommended
system and to operate the program once it is implemented. The perspective taken is a
national one. That is, we consider tasks that the National Program would be likely to
undertake itself or to fund either partly or entirely. Tasks for which the National
Program is unlikely to be able to provide assistance (e.g., revising existing system
software at the it'(ll level) are 'hot considered. Tasks supporting operation of the
system at the local and state levels are not considered for this reason; it is expected
that the National Program would not be able to assist in the operation of the system
at these levels (except, as currently, on an emergency basis at the state level).
10.1.1

Implementation of the Local System

Task 1.1: Develop generic systems for use by local law enforcement agencies, one for maiIiframe computers or minicomputers, one for microcomputers, and
one manual system. They would include all data elements for the Level I and Level II
components and also data elements of local interest only (e.g., officer identification
number, address of victim, etc.). Level I agencies would need to report only on Level I
component data elements but could process Level II data elements if they desired.
Systems would include edit checks to be performed at the local level. Computeri~ed
systems would provide direct entry capability. ThL; task includes requirements
analysis, system design, computer programming, testing, and system documentation.
In order to assure that the mainframe system can be adapted to local hardware and
operating system requirements and to wictely varying local communications protocol
languages, it should be written in a language, such as ANSI COBOL, that can be
readily supported by host computer technical staff. The system should also be highly
modular, and each module should be generically designed, so that technical staff will
accept it and modules can be straightforwardly replaced with locally utilized
communications and repor7. r.:omponents.
Task 1.2: Test generic local systems in nine sites (two sites over 100,000 in
population on mainframe or minicomputers, both Level II agencies; four sites between
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10,000 and 100,000 in population, including one Level II agency with a microcomputer,
one Level I agency with a mainframe, another Level I. agency with a mi.crocompu~er,
and a third Level I ager.y operated manually; three SItes under 10,000 In populatIon,
one a Level II agency with a microcomputer, one a Level II agency operated manually,
and one a Level I agency operated manually).
Task 1.3: Develop and produce manuals to be used by local agency personnel
to operate Level I or Level II systems. One set ?f manuals w<?uld describe data
elements and definitions. Another set would deSCribe the operatIon of the system,
including input formats, descriptions of reports, etc.
Task 1.4: Develop prototype, system-compatible crime/incident and arrest
reports to be used by field la.w enforcement officers. These r~por~s would be
recommended as facilitating use of the system, but would not be reqUIred In any sense.
Task 1.5: Develop a recommended training curriculum for state program
personnel to train local agency staff, in order to standardize training from one state
to another to the extent possible.
Task 1.6: Train local personnel in the use of the UCR system, holding regional training sessions within each state. Training would have to account for
differences among the three generic systems and also differences between these and
other local systems being used.
Task 1.7: Install generic state system or revise existing system.
10.1.2

Implementation of the State System

Task 2.1: Develop a generic state software system supporting b~th Level. I
and Level II reporting (with the latter being used only at the state's optIOn). ThIS
system would be for use both in states currently without an incident-based system
(those with summary systems and those with no state program at all) and in any stat~s
that have an existing incident-based system but would prefer to use the generlc
system. The system would provide all. state-level d~ta handling, .including ~dltir:g,
collation, and state-level report generation. The task Includes- reqUIrements analYSIs,
system design, computer programming, testing, and ~ystem. docu~entation. (As for
the local generic system, the system should be Wrltten In a hIghly transportable
language such as ANSI COBOL.)
Task 2.2: Test the generic state system in two sites.
Task 2.3: Develop and produce manuals to be used by state program personnel to operate the generic system.
Task 2.4: Install the generic state system in states wanting to use it.
Task 2.5: Revise software in states with an existing incident-based system
that prefer to modify their own system rather than adopt the generic system.
Task 2.6: Train state personnel in operation of the system.
Ta:-sk 2.7: Assist state programs desiring to augment the national sample of
Level II agencies to enable them to obtain accurate state-level estimate::; of crime
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statistics. This, would includ~ assis~a~ce with the development and/or implementation
of a sample design for selectmg additional law enforcement agencies within the state.

Task 4.5:

Administer a certification, testing, and local error reports pro-

gram.
10.1.3

Implementation of the National System

Task 4.6: Conduct audits of local law enforcement agencies, in conjunction
with state program staff where state programs exist.

Task 3.1: Develop ,and install a national system to construct the data base.
The sta,te prototype system could be used by the National Program to perform initial
processmg of data from agencies in states without state programs. The' additional
softwar~ would. complete ~rocessing for data from all states, including various
accou~tmg functIOns to momtor data receipts, additional ('dit checks across records
'
collation of data, etc.

Task 4.7: Conduct special programs/studies.
Task 4.8: Manage the National Program.
10.2

Task 3.2:. D,€velop, analytic specifications and prototype reports for the
recommended publicatIOn senese The specification would include imputationprocedures.
.
Task 3.3: Develop analytic software to perform analyses and produce computer-generated, camera-ready copy for reports.
Task 3«4: Refine the sample design and select the sample for the Level II
component.
Task 3.5:. Refine audit procedures developed by the IACP to track offenses
through the reportmg process (rather than sampling at each stage) and to audit arrest
records as well as. offense and clearance records. Test revised procedures at six sites,
half Level I agencies and half Level II agencies.
audit.

Task 3.6: Develop the sample' design and sample selection procedures for the

. ,Task 3.~: C?nduct methodological studies (a) to determine the best form of
analytiC mtegration C?(i the UCR and the NCS based in part on audit results, and (b) to
develop ways to collect and analyze data concerning drug-related crimes.
levels.
10.1.4

Task 3.8:

Manage system development at the local, state, and national

Operation of the National System

Tas.k 4.1: Perform t~aining of ano liaison with stiaff at existing state programs and With local agency st:.:df where state programs do not exist.
Task 4.2: ~~mstructthe ~ata base. Thi's includes data receipt, data entry
where, ne:essary, editmg and' c leanmg of da ta, and collating 0 f data to produce the
analytiC fIles.
Chapte~

Task 4.3: Produce periodic and special publications as recommended in
9 of this report.

Implementation Schedule

Figure 10.1 illustrates a schedule under which the recommended system could
be implemented, each vertical line corresponding to a calendar quarter. Generic local
and state systems would be developed simultaneously in one and one-half years,
tested, revised as necessary, and retested. Manuals~ prototype crime and arrest
reporting forms, and training materials would all be developed during the later part of
system development, tested at the test sites along with the software system, and
revised if necessary. Local agency staff would be trained by state UCR program
staff, who would themselves be trained by National Program staff. Installation of the
generic systems and revisions of existing systems for local agencies and for state UCR
programs could begin after two and one-half years, and might be completed at most
agencies after one and one-half years.
National system software and prototype reports would be developed in the
first three years. The design of the sample for the Level II component would be
refined and the sample selected at the outset so that agencies would know early on
whether they will be asked to participate in the Level II reporting. The sample design
for the audits would be developed concurrently, although actual selection would occur
on an ongoing basis once routine audits were begun. Refinement of audit procedures,
on the other hand, would begin comparatively late in the development process, as the
procedures cannot be tested until agencies are operating under the new system. The
methodological study oJ the analysis of the UCR and the NCS would begin still later,
as it cannot be conducted properly until the results from agency audits become available.
10.3

System Costs

A~proxima te costs for the tasks descr ioed in Section 10: 1 are shown in
Table 10.1 •. Appendix C gives a detailed breakdown of the estimated costs. The total
cost of implementation is estimated to be about 9.4 million dollars (expressed entirely
in 1981~ dollars). Local costs comprise about 63 percent of the total estimate, state
program costs 16 percent, and National Program costs 21 percent. Seventy percent of
the local costs are for local law enforcement agency staff training by state personnel
in operation of the new systems. To the extent that this could be accomplished with
existing state UCR program staff, the cost of this task could be funded out of existing

lCosts are not included either for Task 1.7 (installing the generic system or
revismg the existing system at local agencies) or for Task 3.7 (conducting
methodological studies).

Task fI.!,4: Provide user services.

((
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Table 10.1

Figure 10.1
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~is task cannot be completed until several years of audit data have been collected.
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budgets. Annual operational costs of the National Program are ~st.imated to be about
5.3 million dollars. This compares to a FY 1983 budget of 2.7 mIllIon dollars to operate the current National Program.
These costs, especially the implementation costs, should be regarded with
uncertainty and probably as underestimates of true costs. Some of the cost
components are very difficult to estimate without collecting certain detailed
information, such as the precise hardware and software configurations at each of the
state programs. Also, as mentioned previ~usly, development an~ i~ple.mentati~n. of
large data systems such as this often mvolve unforeseen dlfflcultles reqUirmg
additional resources, a contingency for which no provision has been made.
It is important to recognize that a large amount of discretion can be
exercised in defining some of the tasks, with consequent substantial implications for
costs. In developing the generic local systems, one could expend a substantial amount
of effort, for example, in determining data elements and reports that would be of
local interest only, or one could simply make provision for local agencies to be able to
input and process several data elements of their choosing. There is a particularly
large amount of discretion involved in the tasks associated with operating the National
Program. The amount of resources to be utilized in editing and cleaning the data, in
providing (free) user services, in conducting audits, and in performing special studies
all are quite discretionary, and the choices made have potentially very large cost
consequences.
10.4

Conclusion

The success of the UCR Program to date cannot be questioned. Starting with
300 agencies in 1930, it today includes nearly 16,000 contributing agencies covering
over 97 percent of the population. The volume of information collected, the depth of
local coverage, and the unique combination of information on crime and arrests, on
victims, offenders, and police resources, make it the basic source of policy
information on crime in the United States.

Under present circumstances, the actions necessary to meet UCR repor~ing
goals and reassert UCR lE:adership are simple in concept. Our recommendatIOns
involve five basic steps:
•

Conversion of the current UCR system to a unit-record
reporting system.

•

Implementation of a two-level reporting system to allow the
collection of more extensive data from a relatively small set of
!:2lected departments, while minimizing the reporting burden on
the majority of departments.

•

Implementation of an ongoing audit and training program.

•

Implementation of steps to allow UCR data to be used together
with data from the other major criminal justice data bases.

•

Development of a comprehensive program of publication and
dissemination to make use of the flexibility and completeness of
the enhanced UCR system.

These steps should be taken today. Failure to act will retard but not stop the
continued development of highly automated local information systems. If action is
taken now, the UCR Program can again lead state and local law enforcement agencies
in developing their own information systems and providing needed information to
governments, law enforcement agencies, and the public.

This success is a tribute to the foresight and care of the original IACP Committee on Uniform Crime Records. The structure it created to categorize and tally
crimes and arrests has well withstood the test of time. Indeed, judging by two years
of study cmd discussion with concerned experts across the country, there is no reason
to think that the original designers were substantially wrong in any of the decisions
they made. Many of these decisions were compromises; many were controversial.
But, in most cases, different decisions would be just as controversial today. Fifty
years of hindsight do not suggest that the original framers of the UCR could have done
much better than they did.
Yet it is clearly time to change the UCR Program.
In a time of
revolutionary advances in data processing capacity and massive expansion in local
agency data bases,. the current UCR still reflects the basic limitations of paper
reporting and hand tallies. It is this discrepancy between the potential and actual
UCR that creates the current frustrations with the program. The UCR system must
be revised to take advantage of the flexibility and depth of information now available
to it, or it will b€::come obsolete. Equally important, if the UCR National Program
does not reassert its role in leading and coordinating local police information system
development, it will lose the ability to maintain effective sharing of national crime
information.
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Appendix A

METHODOLOGY FOR SITE VISITS, SURVEYS, AND INTERVIEWS
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This appendix describes the methodologies used in four key data collection
efforts: site visits to state and local UCR programs, mail survey of state UCR programs, telephone interviews with criminal justice researchers, and mail survey of law
enforcement agencies. 'For each of these efforts, .the following sections describe
selection of sites and respondents, instrumentation, data collection procedures, and
documentation of results.
A.1

Table A.I

STATES AND LOCAL/COUNTY JURISDICTIONS
IN WHICH SITE VISITS WERE CONDUCTED

State and Local Site Visits

Local/county jurisdictions

States

Site visits were conducted by Abt Associates staff to ten state government
and 19 local/county jurisdictions. The states were selected to offer a geographical
balance, and the assistance of the FBI's UCR Section was sought to ensure that a
range of reporting configurations and state-level reporting issues would also be represented. Eight of the ten state-level visits were conducted. in states with state UCR
programs, one visit was conducted in a state whose UCR program was in the development and implementation phase (Vermont), and one was conducted in a state with no
program in existence or development (Ohio). The local/county jurisdictions were
chosen in consultation with the .FBI's UCR Section and state UCR program staff.
Geographical, social, and demographic balance, as well as representation of a range oi
UCR reporting configurations and issues, were key criteria in local/county site selection. Table A.l lists the sites visited in this component of the study.
At each site, certain key individuals in the collection and tabulation of UCR
data were interviewed. At the state level, those interviewed included the supervisor
of the UCR program, the chief statistician (or equivalent), the supervisor of data
processing, a data coder, and a data entry clerk. Users of UCR data were identified
by asking state UCR program staff to identify key users, and then asking those key
users to identify any additional users of the data. In most states, user respondents
included representatives of print and electronic media, officials in other state
government agencies, and academic researchers.
Respondents from contributing agencies in local/county jurisdictions typically included the chief of the agency (or, in large jurisdictions, a deputy chief), the
supervisor of UCR reporting, a represerltative of the department's research unit (in
large jurisdictions), a data coder, and a data entry clerk. Users were identified for us
by local agency staff; most commonly, these were local government officials and
media representatives.

States with State UCR Programs
California Bureau of Criminal
Statistics

San Francisco Police Department
Los Angeles Police Department

Florida Department of Law
Enforcement

Manatee County Sheriff's Department
Jacksonville Sheriff's Office

Illinois Department of Law
Enforcement

Watseka Police Department
Wheaton Police Department

Maine State Police

Bath Police Department
Portland Police Department

Massachusetts Criminal
History Systems Board

Boston Police Department

New York State Division of
Criminal Justice Services

Erie County Central Police
Services (includes Buffalo)

Oregon Law Enforcement
Data System

Portland Police Bureau
Multnomah County Sheriff's Office

South Carolina State Law
Enforcement Division

Richland County Sheriff's
Department
Myrtle Beach Police Department

States without State UCR Program

Each site visit was conducted by one Abt senior staff member. The state
visits averaged two days in duration while the local/county visits typically lasted one
and one-half days.
Interviews were conducted according to structured protocols. These proto·cols included questions on basic site characteristics as well as individual respondent
data, and separate series of questions for users, local data collectors, and state data
collectors. User questions focused on familiarity with the UCR Program and its
publications and the specific uses made of the data. Local and state data collector
questions focused on detailed documentation of all collection, tabulation, quality
control, and reporting procedures. Abt staff obtained all relevant manuals, report
forms, system documentation, and statistical reports. There were also specific questions on workload, training, and reporting issues, including the most common types of
errors. All respondents were asked for their suggestions as to system enhancements.
The interview protocols are included as Attachment I to this Appendix.

States with State UCR Program
1n DeveloDment
.
Burlington Police Department
Brattleboro Police Department
Rutland Police Departmept

Vermont State Police

·Source:
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Cleveland Police Department
Toledo Police Department

Ohio

List compiled by Abt Associates staff.
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Table A.2

Immediately after return from the field, each interview was documented in
detail by the p~rson conducting the interview.

RESPONDENTS TO MAIL SURVEY OF STATE UCR PROGRAMS

A.2

Mail Survey of State UCR Programs

.
Abt .Ass.ociates conducted a mail survey of the 32 state UCR programs (includmg the DIstrIct of Columbia) that did not receive in-person site visits. Table A.2
lists these programs.

State

The instrument used for this survey was reviewed and approved by BJS and
the FBI before it was mailed to the programs. The questionnaires were sent to the
supervisor of the state program and included questions on program staffing and organization, funding, legislative mandate for reporting, format and procedures for local
reporting, complete program information flow, classification and scoring, quality
control, auditing, training, and use of FBI technical assistance, among other topics.
The instrument is included as Attachment 2 to this Appendix.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

The response rate for this survey was 100 percent. The questionnaire was
sent out shortly before the 1983 UCR conference in Quantico, Virginia. A session for
representatives of all state programs was held at the conference to answer their
questions on the survey and to encourage their response. Some questionnaires were
returned at the conference and the remainder were submitted shortly thereafter.
A.3

Telephone Interviews with Criminal Justice Researchers

Abt Associates senior staff identified and interviewed 22 criminal justice
researchers on their uses of UCR data and their suggestions for system enhancement.
The interviewees, listed in Table A.3, were identified through a literature review,
personal knowledge of Abt Associates staff, and consultation with the BJS/FBI Task
Force. The objective was to develop a list of leading scholars and researchers who
have frequently used UCR data in their work.
The instrument used for these interviews included questions on specific
research interests arid projects, the format of UCR data used, the relative ease of
obtaining and using raw UCR data or special UCR tapes, their most and least successful experiences with the data, and comments and suggestions on the collection and
reportmg of the data. The interview protocol is included as Attachment 3 to this
Appendix.
The telephone interviews averaged 30 minutes in duration and the results
were written up in the protocol format. Syntheses highlighting key findings were then

Agency

Criminal Justice Information Center
Department of Public Safety
Department of Public Safety
Crime Information Center
Bureau of Investigation
State Police
Metropolitan Police Department
State Police
Crime Information Center
Criminal Justice Data Center
Department of Law Enforcement
Department of Public Safety
Bureau of Investigation
State Police
State Police
State Police
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
Board of Crime Control
Crime Commission
State Police
State Police
Police Information Network
Office of Attorney General
State Bureau of Investigation
State Police
State Police
Department of Public Safety
Department of Public Safety
State Police
Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs
Department of Public Safety
Office of the Attorney General

pr~pared.

A.4

Law Enforcement Agency Survey ,

A.4.1

Nature of the Survey

Source:
Note:

The Uniform Crime Reporting Survey was administered through a 22-page
written questionnaire (Attachment 4) covering the following topics:
•

List compiled by Abt Associates staff.
In addition, review protocols were prepare~ by ~bt staf~ on the
state programs receiving site visits:Cal1forn1a, Flor1da, .
Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon,.South C~rol1~a~
and Vermont (program in implementation phase at tlme of slte V1S1t).

agency facts
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Table A.3

RESEARCHERS INTERVIEWED

Richard Block, Loyola University (Chicago)

•

computer systems available and planned for processing UCR
data
.

•

the agency's UCR reporting procedures and burdens

•

opinions about the accuracy and usefulness of UCR data, criticisms of the current UCR program, and proposed modifications

•

for 46 categories of offenses (e.g., attempted burglary of a
residence), opinions concerning whether the UCR should count
offenses as well as arrests, and/or include the offense in the
Index

•

for various types of information in the following categories,
opinions concerning the usefulness of the information to the
agency, and the difficulty of supplying it: .

Alfr&d Blumstein, Carnegie-Mellon University
Jan Chaiken, Rand Corporation
Stevens Clarke, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
.

1
;

,!

Jacqueline Cohen, Carnegie-Mellon University

.J

Philip Cook, Duke University
Stuart Deutsch, Georgia Institute of Technology

--calls/complaints
--details from offense reports
--details concerning arrests and arrestees
--disposition of arrests
--time spent by officers on tasks.

James Fox, Northeastern University
Michael Gottfredson, Claremont Graduate School
Thomas Henderson, Criminal Justice Statistics Association

Op~n-ended questions allowed for respondents to describe changes they ~ould
like to see made to the UCR, as.:ccts of the UCR that should be preserved wIthout
change, and changes that would make the UCR substantially more useful. For agencies that do not currently participate in the UCR, information was requested about
reasons for nonparticipation.

James Jacobs, New York University
Michael Maltz, University of Illinois-Chicago Circle
Lloyd Ohlin, Harvard Law School (retired)
Albert Reiss, Yale University

A.4.2

Peter Rossi, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

The survey was mailed to 5,714 law enforcement agencies. The sample
frame inHially consisted of all 16,932 agencies which are included in the Fed:ral
Bureau of Investigation "Return A" file. However, the frame was subsequ~ntly adJusted as described belew. The initial frame was stratified into three categones:

Lawrence Sherman, PolLee Foundation
Wesley Skogan, NortnwesternUniversity
Bradford Smith, National Council on Crime and Delinquency
Gregory Thomas, Police Executive Research Forum

Ann Witte, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
(,

Franklin Zi~ring, University of California, Berkeley

Affiliations correspond to the time of
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the~nterviews

Stratum 1. Agencies serving populations larger than 10,000 and
state agencies such as state police. All of these agencies were
included in the sample (sampling probability = 1).
Stratum 2. Smaller agencies were invited in advance to make
known their desire to participate in the survey. All those who
requested participation were assigned to this stratum and included
in the sample (sampling probability = 1). Announcements of the
opportynity to participate in the survey appeared in a number of
pubtlcations whose readership includes police managers.

James Q. Wilson, Harvard University

Note:

Survey Sample

(1983).

Stratum 3. There remained approximately 11,700 law enforcement
agencies serving populations up to 10,000. The s\jrvey was mailed
to a random sample of 500 of these agencies (sampling probability = .0427).
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Table A.4

HUMBER OF AGEHCIES IN SAMPLING FRAME AND SURVEY
SAMPLE FOR UCR SURVEY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGEHCIES

While only about one-third of all law enforcement agencies were included in
the sample, the stratification resulted in mailing surveys to agencies covering over
85 percent of the U.S. pOPlilation.
A.4.3

Survey Procedures

A number of steps were taken to maximize response rates. Announcements
were placed in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin and in publications of the National
Sheriffs' Association (The National Sheriff and Roll Call). Announcements were also
included in mailings by state programs to agencies that participate in the UCR Program.
The survey questionnaires were distributed by the FBI, with envelopes for
returning the completed questionnaire to Abt Associates. After the first round of
completed questiMnaires had been received, the FBI and state programs were given
lists of nonrespondents for follow-up.
A.4.4

Sample Attrition

Stratum
Number

Stratum
Description

1

> 10,000 pop
or special
< 10,000 pop
requested to
be surveyed

2

3

Total

After the initial rnailing list had been prepared, comments from FBI or state
program staff indicated that some of the sampled agencies were inappropriate recipients of the questionnaire; they were deleted from the sample. For the most part,
these deletions represent l(lcal offices of agencies whose headquarters were to be
included in stratum 1 of the sample. In a small number of cases, agencies were deleted from the sample because they no longer existed, had merged with another agency,
or were already represented in the response of a larger agency. (For example, a
sheriff's department might respond on behalf of sampled cities where it provides
police services, since the sheriff's department submits all UCR reports for those
cities.) For similar reasons, a small number of agencies were added to the sample, but
the sample adjustments on the whole resulted in a substantial net reduction in sample
size. Naturally, attrition was least among the volunteers (stratum 2), since they had
contemporaneously requested to participate.

Source:

Adjusted
Frame

Original
Sample

4,760

4,662

4,760

4,662

454

447

454

447

Original
Frame

< 10,000 pop
not requested

11,718

8,929 a

500

381

-

16,932

14,038 a

5,714

5,490

Compiled by Abt Aseociates staff.

aEstimate.

The initial and final frame and sample sizes are shown in Table A.4. Based
on the sample attrition in stratum 3 (23.8 percent), we revised the estimate of the
number of agencies in the sampling frame in styatum 3. Our final estimate is that
8,929 agencies serving populations under 10,000 population had not requested to be
surveyed and thus are represented by the stratum 3 sample.
A.4.5

Response Rates and Response Biases

By the close-out date for receipt of questionnaires, 3,411 valid questionnaires
were received, for an overall response rate of 62 percent. (A small number of
additional completed questionnaires were received from agencies not in the sample or
after the close-out date. These were reviewed for their content, but statIstics from
the survey included in the text of this report do not reflect these respondents.)
Responses were received from agencies within all 50 states, plus the District of
Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico.
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Table A.S

RESPONSE RATES ACCORDING TO POPULATION SIZE AND TYPE OF AGENCY

Stratum
number
1

Stratum
description

Sample size

Total
Cities, over
100,000
Cities, 10,000100,000
Counties, over
100,000
Counties, 10,000100,000
Special agencies

2
3

Total
Source:

Volunteers
under 10,000
Sampled
under 10,000

-

Respondents

Response rate

4,662

2,921

179

146

81.6

2,629

1,758

66.9

102

73

71.6

1,725

924

53.6

27

20

447

314

}0.2

381

176

46.2

5,440

3,411

62.1

62. 7 ,~

~.

I

74.1

The response rates differed substantially among the three strata. Naturally,
the volunteers had the highest response rate, 70 percent. The lowest response rate
was for the small agencies in stratum 3, namely, 46 percent. Even within stratum 1,
the response rate increased with the size of the agency; further, there were significant differences in response rates between county agencies and city police depart-.
ments.
Consequently, for purposes of projecting survey responses to the entire
population of law enforcement agencies, differential weighting factors for agencies
were applied according to the scheme shown in Table A.5. Each of the five subcategories of stratum 1 was given its own weighting factor (the inverse of its response
rate), and all agencies in stratum 2 had a sixth weighting factor. The agencies in
stratum 3 were given a weighting factor of 50.7, reflecting both the response rate in
this stratum and also the estimated size of the sampling frame in the stratum
(8,929 agencies).
Aside from the differential response rates according to the size of the
agency surveyed, there were no other response biases apparent in the data. Agencies
in states with UCR state programs were neither more nor less likely to respond than
those without state programs. Nor was there any response bias distinguishing incident-based state programs from summary-based state programs. In fact, 63.3 percent
of sampled agencies in states without state programs responded, 62.5 percent in
summary-based states, and 62.6 percent in completely incident-based states. (The
remaining states are partially incident-based, partially summary-based.)
The response rates from each surveyed state are shown in Table A.6. The
differences reflect primarily the relative mix of large agencies, small volunteer
agencies, and small sampled agencies in the states.

Compiled by Abt Associates staff.
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Table A.6

RESPONSE RATES BY STATE

State

Number of
agencies in
survey
--,-,
-- sau:ple,i'
~

Number of
agencies
responding

Response
percent

.'-

AK
AL

AR
AZ
CA

CO
CT

DC
DE
FL

GA
GM
HI

IA
ID
IL

IN
KS
KY
LA

MA
MD

ME
MI
MN

MO
MS

MT
NB

NC
ND
NH

NJ
NM
NV
NY

OH
OK
OR
PA
PR
RI

SC
SD
TN

TX
UT

VA
VT

WA
WI

WV
WY

Total

8
119
105
35
330
53
81
1
8
197
156
1
5
110
31
269
159
70
III
102
169
46
43
208
132
158
104
23
42
142
21
29
237
43
15
229
307
130
61
274
1
31
78
23
131
347
41
123
11
81
141
83
35

151
224
83
48
165
1
27
60
19
76
161
31
108
9
66
113
42
27

5,490

3,411

6
56
37
31
165
42
43
1
7
123
75
1
4
101
19
167
102
51
49
32
66
34
35
90
76
105
64
16
30
110
19
25
178
29
11

-

75
47
35
89
50
79
53
100
88
62
48
100
80
92
61
62
64
73
44
31

Attachment 1
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74
81
43
58
66
62
70

TOPIC OUTLINE FOR IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

71

77
90
86
75
67
73
66
73
64
79
60
100
87
77

83
58
46
76
88
82
81
80
51
77

,-
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(ASK EVERYONE)
Topic Outline for In-depth Interviews
on Uniform Crime Reporting

I.

Respondent Characteristics
A.

Affiliation

B.

Size of Agency

Name of Respondent
Respondent's Address

--.:.,---------------------

Respondent's Telephone Number
C. <JuriSdiction of Agency
Name of Interviewer
Date of Completion

_ _1_ _...;1_ _D.

Size of Population Served by Agency

E.

Position in Agency

F.

Function

INTRODUCTION
•

Research sponsored by Bureau of Justice Statistics

•

Purpose of research .is to examine UCR and recommended
changes

•

Interview is voluntary and confidential

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

Administration
Analysis
Data preparation
Pllmning
Operations
G.

Yeart~

"

~

in:

Criminal justice
Present

216
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po8ition~,
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(ASK USERS ONLY)
II.

Familiarity with UCR
A.

(ASK USERS ONLY)

Frequency of Use

III.

Use routinely
Use occasionally

( )

\,

Used in past

Use of UCR

)

A.

( )

,

General attitude toward UCR
1.

Ways in which UCR helps you do your job

2.

Ways UCR makes your job harder

3.

How would you be affected if:

'.~:::",

"

):

//

B.

Availability of Crime in the

u.s.

Own copies

C.

Copy easily accessible

( )

~M

(

)

Use of anything besides Crime in the U.S.
CODE ALL MENTIONED.
DO NOT READ LIST.

a.

Your jurisdiction dropped out of UCR

b.

OCR system was terminated

None
Law Enforcement Officers Killed
Bomb Summary
Assaults on Federal Officers
Other (SPECIFY)

B.

Use of Crime Data
1.

(Do

you)/(does your) department use offense, clearance, or
data? If so, for what purposes?

arr~st

- offense data
- clearance data
- arrest data
[Note:

2.

Be sure to record precisely how each is used.)

Is the data that is used the UCR data submitted to the state or
FBI, or data prepared specifically for internal purposes?

,
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(ASK USERS ONLY)
(ASK USERS ONLY)

III.

Use of UCR
III.
B.

Use of Crime Data

Use of UCR

(continued)
E.

3.

(Do you)/(does your department) use these data for
comparisons

Issues
3.

(continued)

Should any of the part I offense categories be changed?
how?

If so,

- with other Jurisdictions?
- any categories added Or deleted
- between areas within your jurisdiction?
- any changes to definition of existing categories
- from one time period to another?

4.

C.

(Do you)/(does your department) use this data primarily for
management, operations, planning, formulating agency policy or
communicating with people outside the department regarding
police performance and/or funding needs.

4.

Would it be more useful to you if offense categories were based
on characteristics of the offense such as use of force and time
of day rather than legal definitions?

5.

Would it be more useful to you if crime rates were reported in
terms of population at risk or offender-prone population, rather
than simply in terms of total population as is currently
done?

Use of Personnel Data
1.

(Do you)/(does your department) use any of the UCR data on law
enforcement personnel? If so, for what purposes?

6.

Do

2.

(Do you)/(does your department) use any of the UCR data on law
enforcement personnel killed or assaulted? If so, for what
purposes?

7.

Do

you think that changes in citizen reporting practice over
time or differences ~cross jurisdictions seriously reduce the
usefulness of UCR offense data?
you think that changes in police reporting practices over
time or differences across jurisdictions seriously reduce the
usefulness of UCR data on
- offenses?

D.

Does state UCR program (if any) provide you ~ny special tabulations
or reports? (If yes, get specifics and query usefulness).

clearances?
- arrests?

E.

8.

Issues
1.

What changes, if any, would you recommend to the current UCR
system?

Are there any types of data not included in the
that would be particularly useful to you?
data
- c%rt
,
/

- 'Corrections data
2.

Which aspects of the current system do you feel strongly
should not be chaNged?

220
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system

(ASK USERS ONLY)
III.

(ASK LOCAL

Use of OCR

E.

Issues

IV.
(continued)

tI

A.

Request copies of all applicable report forms, system documentation,
and reports generated from data.

B.

Describe complete offense data s:ystem, not just UCR componenic.
are clearances handled?

C.

Describe the entire information flow of the crime reporting proceSS
from the time a call is received in the Communications Center until
the UCR data is sent to either the state program or the FBI.

1I
!

11. Are there any other changes to the UCR system you would
recommend?

I

4
F.

From your perspective ~hftt would be an ideal c:ime reporting
system? Would you recommend ar. incident-based system?

rl

How

[Note to interviewer: The level of detail we are after is a
brQad schematic of paper flows across sections with description o~ major check!,! ~>n completeness and accuracy.]

1:1
t

DATA COLLECTORS ONLY)

Local Agency Collection of UCR Data

9. Are there 8tly tables ot analyses not included in the current
system that should be included if the system is revised?
10. Should any of the current tables be discarded?

AGE~CY

j

0)

I

D.

J

,'I

Describe quality control of data collection.

I

:',1
;1

1.

How are numbers assigned to the reports? Is a log kept to
ensure that no reports are missed? Who maintains it? [function,
not name]
If a report is assigned a number from a preprinted
dispatch caro. how does the UCR Section know that a report
isn I t missing', assuming that not all calls fot service result
in a written report?

2.

Are offense reports reviewed by UCR staff for accuracy and
completeness? How are erro~s resolved?

3.

Are there mechanisms for reView at each stage of transcription
within UCR? What are the mechanisms?

4.

Who classifies and scores reported incidents?

5.

Is cl~ssifying and scoring reviewed?
sample of caZies?

3

!

!

II

'"
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By whom?

All cases or a

------ ---
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(ASK LOCAL AGENCY DATA COLLECTORS ONLY)

(ASK STATE AGENCY DATA COLLECTORS ONLY)

IV.

V.

Local Agency Collection of UCR Data
D.

Describe quality control of data collection (continued)
6. What happens if there is a difference of opinion between the
OCR classifier and the UCR reviewer? Have you ever called
the State UCR Program to resolve a problem of this nature? What
about the FBI? What is the relatively frequency of calling
each?

7. Does anyone check the system output for errors?
if an error is noted?

State UCR Program Collection of UCR Data
A.

Request copies of all forms, documentation, and reports that we do
not already have.

B.

Describe complete offense data system, not just UCR component,
including the entire information flow from the receipt of data
from local agencies to the submission of data to the FBI. How
often is data submitted? How are clearances handled?

C.

In those cases in which classifying and scoring is done at the
state level, describe the process.

D.

Describe the quality control of data.
edited? By whom? How often?

E.

Local agencies vary in the quality and accuracy of the data they
submit. How do you find out where the problems are? How do you
respond to this difference in reporting?

F.

Are audits ever conducted of data submitted by local agencies?
Who? How often? Describe the process.

G.

What types of er rors most frequently occur from t~ local level?
What happens if an error or discrepancy is noted? Are there
problems conforming to FBI definitions?

H.

Do

1.

Do State UCR personnel attend training sessions?
often? Who conducts the courses?

What happens

8. Do State UCR personnel ever review your work for accuracy?

Describe.
9. What happens if an error in your work is detected at the State
level?

10. Do your Department's UCR personnel attend training sessions?

When or how often? Are these sessions conducted by the State?
FBI? Jointly? Other?
11. What is your personal opinion of the quality of data you

receive? What do you see as the major problems or sources of
inaccuracy, if any?
E.

Descriptions of types of requests for information received, if
any. Who makes the requests?

F.

Workload
1. Collect information on number and levels of staff involved in

OCR.

From your perspective, what would be an ideal crime reporting
system? Would you recommend an incident-based system?

you do training of local agency personnel?

How often?

1

2. What aspects, if any, of collecting data for the UCR progFam
are particularly burdensome?
G.

Is the data routinely

.' j

!

.,1

I

·r-· · :.
1 Il

1'1
-

I
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When and how
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(ASK STATE AGENCY DATA COLLECTORS ONLY)
V.

State UCR Program Collection of UCR Data (continued)
J.

What services do you provide to local agencies?
do you think these encourage participation?

To what extent

K.

Collect information on number and levels of staff involved in UCR
reporting, on computer costs, and on total cost of UCR reporting.

L.

Who uses state system? Description of types of requests for information
received, if any. By whom? Are there services they would like to
provide but do not? Why not?

Attachment 2

STATE UCR
M.

PROGR~~ REVI~¥

From your perspective, what would be an ideal crime reporting
system? Would you recommend an incident-based system?
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2.

STATE UCR PROGRJ\M REVIEW
::,.

In the space belOW, please draw an organizational chart showing the
location of the entity responsible for UCR in relation to the overall
structure of the agency.
If you have a preprinted chart, please attach
it.

...~ .

Please list the name(s) and position(s) of the persons who completed
this questionnaire.
Posi tion

Name

Address:

Telef~one

NUffioer:

Date of Completion:

PART I:

I

STATE REPORTING PRACTICES

f

1.

Please describe the size and type of staff responsible for UCR (e.g.,
one bureau chief, one unit supervisor, six field liaisons, and two
statisticians) •

1

I

I

\'
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,

I'

Approxima te ly how much did it cost your agency to ope ra te its s ta te
UCR Program last year? If data processing costs are not included in your
budget, please add.
(If you have a line item budget, please at.tach a
copy. )

A.

When was the legislation passed?

B.

Is there any recourse against a nonreporting agency?

$_------------

Yes

( )

No

()

What is the recourse?

What are the sources of your funding other than state monies?
Percent of Total Funding

Source

------,

,

c.

,

Are aanctions enforced?

Yes
No

4.

Have there been any major changes in your UCR Program in the pa.st two
years (e.g., large turnover in staff, reorganization, impact of new laws,
redesign of UCR reporting forms)?
Yes

6.

How nlany reporting enti ties contribute UCR data?

7.

In what form are local data submitted to you?

(PLEASE DESCRIBE BELOW)

No

~'rd

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

copy (paper form)

COlmputer tape
On ... line

IF MORE THAN ONE FORM IS CHECKED
How many entities submit data to you ••••

5.

Are local departments mandated by state law to submit UCR reports to
you?
Yes

(ANSWER A, BAND C BELOW)

No

(GO TO QUESTION 6)

In hard copy (paper) form
In computer tape form
On-line
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.. OF ENTITIES

.~----------

:

-

-

.

8.

In '~;i:{~'>'form are your data submitted to the FBI?
i.~:cd-

copy (paper forms)
13.

Computer tape
Other

9.

00 you collect information beyond that which is required by the national
OCR Proqram?

(DESCRIBE)

Yes

(

No

()

Do

10.

PLEASE ATTACH LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

No

How often do local reporting entities submit data to you?

lS~

11.

------------------------~-----------------------

you publish UCR or other data periodically?
Yes

,,

Describe

How often do you submit data to the FBI?
14.

.

)

DOes another state aqency publish your data periodically?
Yes

In general, is timeliness of data sUbmission a problem?

PLEASE ATTACH LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

No

Yes
No

16.

12. In your atate, how ~any reporting entities submit data that are •••

Please qive a complete description of the entire information flow from
the time the data are received until they are submitted to the FBI.
Identify the posi tion responsible for each phase in the process. (If
YI,)U have a wor)c-flow chart, please attach).

* REPORTING ENTITIES
Incident based
Summa ry;:-bas ed

i
1

Other (DESCRIBE)

I,

. ----

---·-----------------------:;F-·~
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B.

17.

'1g entities

What percent of your UCR field represent:!,st1ve's time is devoted to assisting local reporting entities with UCR pr'bGedures (including classification
and· scoring)?
21.

\
----.~

leo

About how many special requests from local repc
do you receive per year?

Did your agency provide training to UCR personnel in local reporting
entities during 1982?

What is the most common classify:!ng and scoring or other proc!!dural
problem that local clerks inquire about?

Yes

(ANSWER A AND B BELOW)

No

(GO TO QUESTION 22)

A.

About how many local personnel did you agency train in 19827

B.

II this training ever conducted jointly with personnel from the
FBI?
Yes

lY.

Have you ever called the FBI for assistance in this regard?
Yes

( )

Describe the situation

No

------------------------------------22.

No

,

)

Doe8 the FBI ever conduct training in local reporting entities without
your assistance?
Yes
No)

20.

Do local reporting entities ever request that you prepare special
reports for them?

A.

Yes

(ANSWER A AND B BELOW)

No

(GO TO QUESTION 21)

23.

Who tre,i ned your a.gt·ncy' s UCR personnel responsiblE: tor handling classif1 cation and. 5('ori nil procedures? CHrX:K ALL THAT APPLY
FBl staff

(

)

Another state's program
personnel

please describe the type of reques.ts.

Other

(SPECIFY)

.>
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PART II:
24.

" members ever attend refreshei t.~urses in Ul,;1ol
Do your agency's staf L
procedures?

A.

Yes

(ANSWER A AND B BELOW)

No

(GO TO QUESTION 25)

1.

QUALITY CONTROL

Does your agency perform an edit check of the data submitted by local
reporting entitizs?
Yes

(ANSWER A-D)

No

(GO TO

QUESTION

2)

Who provides this in nervice training?
~e

FBI

(

)

A.

Describe how the edits are performed and whether they are done
manually or by machine.

B.

How many of the edi t checks used by the FBI does your agency use?
CHECK ONE.

Personnel from
another state
Otther (SPECIFY)

B.

How often do staff attend these courses?

All of them

Some of them
None of them

c.

Does your agency use other edit checks than the ones used by the
FBI?

Yes
No

D.

Do

you have a procedures manual that specifies your edit checks?
Yes
No

237
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J

1,
2.

[;
L

What types of errors (e.g., arithem(!tical, missing data entries, misclassifications, suspect property loss values) mo§t frequently occur at the
local level?

5.

II
,
!
I

Please list briefly the types of corrections to state reports most
frequently identifed by the national UCR program.
For each type you list, check whether the source of error is usually
sta te or local.
SOURCE OF ERROR
STATE
LOCAL

TYPE OF CORRECTION

!

.~
.i

H
Ii
3.

What are the sources of the errors (e.g., hand tally mistak;";s, untrained
staff, carelessness, differences in state law,:,' tlCR def in! tions)?

1)

(

)

(

)

2)

(

)

(

)

3)

(

)

(

)

I:, ,
t

'~

f!
r~t
fi

!

!, \

I

,'j

I

. ---------------------------------------------

--------------------------~,->--~~

4.

What . .;>rrective .actions do you take when an error or 'discrepancy is ncted
g. sta te makes corrections f call local reporting entity, visit loeal
reporting entity, etc.)?

6.

What do you do to correct these problems when they arise at the local
level?

7.

Has the FBI contacted your agency during the last 12 months about a
problem with your data?

I

I

i\

II

1

\ii1

I

Ii

J

a

~!

1

11

1

II

rl

'I

1

L

'f

jI

!.~

J

Ii
~t

I

Iiil
l!
Ii

1,1

'I

i!

n"

.J,,'.,

Ii

~

I

i
"

( )

No

()

Describe

I

~l

ff
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Yes

1

I'"!

r!
"

,

L

!
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8.

UC~

How do you identify local reporting
standards?

ent~t~es

that deviate from

the FBI's

11.

Can you initiate an audit of a local reporting entity on your own or does
the reporting entity have to ask for one?
Can initiate an audit
Reporting entity must ask

12.
~.

If

HoW many audits were conducted last year?

you nave a problem reporting e n t't
~ y~ .~
_"at corrective action is taken?
"·10

PART III:

of·

YOUR COMMENTS

Please add any information which you think will be helpful to us in
trying to understand your state's UCR operations. You may attach"
additional pages as necessary.

lO~

00

yo~

routinely audit local reportlng
'
entities' VCR operations?

.~

.

.

res (ANSWER A AND B)
No

(GO TO QUESTION 11)

A.

~scribe

I.

Who conducts the 4udjts?

,

the procedures.

-----.,.---------.----,-
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Researcher Protocol

1.

Name
Phone'
Callback info
Position and Title
Ort:anizations

2.

We are aware of the follpwing aspects of your work:

Attachment 3
,I.

RESEARCHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

How would you characterize your principle research interest?
a.

Field:
Criminal Justice

Other

Police

_

Sociology

AjudicaUon

_

Psychology
Public Policy

Correction.
CJ System

l

!

Juveniles

i
I

!

I

!

i.

\

b.

Wh~t

kft~d
\~ '.

of units do you generally look at?

/!2~

.~!

Crimes
Offenders

.>

Victims
CJS empl c~>~{~~.,'
lnst ttutio'1i.

242
\'

'-
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\

«

-----~.,.~~.

,
[".. 1,
i
,

!

c.

How wuuld you describe the kinds of methods you typically use?
Qualitative

Quantitative
4(R). Could you describe your most recent substantial use of UCR?

field observation

involving time

case studies

involving place

theoretical analysis

within one time
and place
(e.g. flowchart)

legal research

d.

a.

What was the question?

General description (if more than above)
Purpose:
Evaluation

3.

Planning

b.

Can yeu tell me about your analytic methods (e.g. regression,
cross tabs . • . )

c.

Which UCR data did you use?

d.

Which other data?

We're pr,imarily interested in uses of UC;,R data:
Have you actually used Crime jn the United States
in your research
__'_ Are you familiar wi th other FBI Publications:
Which ones?

ever used?

------------------------------ ---->
---->

------------------------------~---

---------. '--------..,.--- ---->
In what form did you use the data
Ha rd copy
Keypunched from hard copy
Tapes from FBI

(if the latter two):

_ _ Special study done by FBI
were they easy to get
adequately documented
were

the~easy

to use

244
--------------------------------------------~----~------~--~--~,~~______~\~.L_~_~ __ _

(Other)

245

e.

Was the formulation of:the question influenced by

4(5). Could you describe your most successful use of. VCR?

UCR data availabili ty
a.

Other data availability

What was the question?

Purpose:

.

Planning

Evaluat!.on

f.

..
(Other)

b.

Can yo~ tell me about your analytic methods (e.e. regression.
cross tabs . . . )

c.

Which UCR data did you use?

What would the ideal data base for "this study look like?

.

g. ~What .ade this study [auc:cessful~')
{ul1successf~~ J

. ..
~

d.

Which other data?

-----------------------------------------------------

---------.- --------------..
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'l

r'i

t1
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e.

Was the formulation of the question influenced by
_

UCR data availability
~~~"--~--------------------------------------------

4(U). Could you describe your least successful use of UCR?

I,

a.

What was the question?

t
f

1

tl

Purpose:

:1 ,J i
\

/"1
t I

Other data availability

r

!

l'

t

r

Evaluation

i

1
I
{

What would the ideal data base for this study look like?

Can you tell me about your analytic methods (e.g. regxession.
cross tabs • . • )

c.

Which UCR data did you use?

d.

Which other data?

tI
1'1

... i
1
1J',
,

----~-,---------------------------------------------

(Other) _ _ _ _ __

b.

(

fr

Planning

,

I

.{

ll'j
!

~t

i
::1
g.

What

m~de

thi~

study

,!

(succ~ssful]

-----------------,.,----------:-

!
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L!,[1

'1 ·..,~,·.~I1
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I

I

,1

:
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e.

Was the formulation of the question influericed by

5.

UCR data availability

Thinking of your own and other uses of UCR, would you change
Scope of one of the existing topics
---- [Note to interviewers: the topics are:
(1) Offenses Reported
(2) Crimes Cleared by Arrest
(3) Characteristics of Persons Arrested
(4) Disposition of Persons Charged
(5) Law Enforcement Employees
(6) Officers Killed or Assaulted]

Other data availability

Presentation of existing topics

f.

What would the ideal data base for this study look like?

g.

What made this study [unsuccessful]

form
timing
---- narration

Detailed definitions and counting rules

I
jl

250))
"
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J
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1
I
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Data collection and Quality assurance procedures

Da ta e.lements

I
I

l!

_ _ _ _ _ _'........ i...... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

'/,
,!
1

!
)

!

.1

Additional topics

1

Form (tape,

[

h~rd

copy, time-shared data base)

J

'1

:!
·1

I

,'j
'I
'I
\

'·f

6.

Thinking about an ideal data system, what would your design
suggestions be?

:1
;,1
tj

____ Aggregation

rl
n
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IJ
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II
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____ Linkage with other systems
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Expiration Date: 12/31/84
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Attachment 4

INSTRUMENT FOR MAILED SURVEY
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

~

Uniform Crime Reporting Survey
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UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING SURVEY

DIRECTIONS

This questionnaire should be completed by the Chief of
Police or Sheriff or a designated deputy and returned to
Abt Associates at the address ..shown on the back of the
questionnaire.
This questionnaire has been designed to collect information from a wide range of law enforcement agencies. It
has also been designed to take as little of your time as
possible. Most items require that you circle a number;
some require a short written response.

Agency Facts
1. Is your agency best described as .•. (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
Municipal police ...•.... _ ......................•...........•.01.

11·121

County police ...............• , ... '" ... " ......... _...•...... 02
Sheriff's office with general police responsibilities ............... 03

Completion of this survey is entirely voluntary; however,
it is essential to the success of the study that your agency's views be known.
Your answers to this questionnaire will be kept strictly
confidential if you so desire. Please be sure to indicate
in question 60 on page 22 whether or not you want Abt
Associates to keep your answers confidential.
Please complete and return this questionnaire no later
than August 24, 1984. If you have any questions concerning how to complete the questionnaire, please call Ms.
Diane Stoner at Abt Associates,. Their telephone number
is (617) 492-7100.
Thank yOu for your cooperation.

Sheriff's office limited to"judicial security, prison transport,
jails, and warrant service .•..•......•.•................... : ... 04
Transit system, public housing agency, port authority or
other special local district police .....•..•..................... 05
State po,lice .......................•.......................• 06
Federal agency police ...•..............••...•......•..•..... 07
Private police such as railroad, university or college campus ....... 08
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

09

2. Does your agency have a logging system that gives every call or incident (v.:hether.cri!"1e-related o~ notl a se·
quential call number before it is dispatched and regardless of whether a cnme or inCident report IS wntten?
Yes ... , ...............•.••..........•..... '......•......... 1

131

No ..............•....•...•.....••......................... 2

NOTE: If there is no ID# on the cover of the questionnaire. please write in your agency's ORI number.

3. Does your agency use a computer to store or process crime records?
Yes (ANSWER QUESTIONS 4 THROUGH 18) .•..•..••....•••.••••. 1

141

No (SKIPTO QUESTION 19) .................................... 2

4. Does your agency have oomputerized records of calls for service and complaints?

Yes (ANSWER A AND B) .•.....,.!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

15!

No ..•.•.....•.•.......... ,':' ............••.............•... 2

IF YES:
Do these records include .•. (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
Yes.

No

A. A narrative description of the call?, .....•..... 1 •....... 2
B. A code for the type of call? .................. 1 .•...... 2

256

257

161

------

----

-

--

5. Does your agency have computerized records of incident/offense reports filed by officers?
Yes (ANSWER A-C) ................•......................... 1

18.

QUESTIONS 9 THROUGH 17 DEAL WITH SOME TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF YOUB COMPUTER SYSTEM.

NO ...•.......•............................................ 2

IF YES:
Do these reports include ... (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
VO.

9. What is the make (manufactu~er) of your computer?

No

A. A narrative description of the offense? .•....... 1 ........ 2

191

B. A code for the type of offense? ...........•.... , ........ 2

20:

C. Codes for other offense characteristics such as
. time of day, or victim characteristics? ..• ~.' ...... , ....••.. 2

211

35,38

10. What is its model number?
39·44

6. Does your agency have compl;lterized records of arrests?
Yes (ANSWE~ A-B) ............... ; .......... , .•..•' .......... 1

22'

No •....•......•.....•..•....•..•.•..............•........• 2

IF YES:

v••

11. What Is the size of its main memory? (RECORD IN EITHER KILOBYTES OR MEGABYTES)

No

------:='"",.....,..___

A Are these records linked to offense records? .... 1 ........ 2

23/

B. Do these characteristi.cs include codes
for some offender characteristics? ...•........ 1 ........ 2

241

Kilobyles

4>47'

-----:c:--.,--,----_
Movabyies

48-49'

12. What is your computer's available disk storage capacity in megabyte!??
50,53'

Megabyles

7. Does y(1ur agency have other computerized records?
Yes (PLEASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY) ...........................•.. 1

25

13. How many tape drives does your computer have?

No ..••..•...•.•..•.•.••......•••.........•. ; •.•..........• 2
26·27

Drives

30·31

\'

14. What densities does YOLfr tape drivels) support? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
800 Bpi ..................................... , ............ 1
1600 Bpi ...•.............................................. 2

57

6250 Bpi ......•.....•.•...........•.............. ';' ....•.•• 3

8. Does your agency_ .• (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
Have exclusive use of a computer ......••.•........ , '" ......... 1
Share computer facilities with other government agencies ....•..... 2
Purchase computer services from a vendor ..•.•... , .......
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

15. Is your computer system capable of communic~ting with other systems?

o' •••••• 3

,

~

I!

Yes (ANSWER A'AND B) ..••.................... , ............. ,

.4

59

No .... , ...••...•.....•.•..•...... ; ....•...........•....... 2
33·3<41

~,
'.

IF YES:
~

A. At what baud rate? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
300 ...............•..•............... "',...•....... 1

60,

1200 ...•...•.....•...•".......•....••.....•........ 2

61,

4800 ......•......•......•..•.••....•.••.....• .- ..... 3
9600 ...•..•..••.•...••.•••.•.•..•...••.....•......• 4

258
259

62;
63'

-----'-.-.~ "~~~

r

)
~

JI,

I

I

" .ICD 1.21
1

!

'!

B. With whi,ch of the following systems ,are you capable of
communicating? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)'"

IF YOU ALREADY USE A COMPUTER AND YOU ANSWERED QUESTIONS 4 TO 18, SKIP TO QUESTION 22.

National Crime Information Center (NCIO) ....... , ....... 1
National Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System (NLETS) ............... , ....... ,. , ........... 2
Sta
" ,
"
'
te system .... , ............•...... , ............... 3

661

County system (SPECIFY MAKE AND MANUFACTURER
OF COUNTY SYSTEM) ......................... , ..... 4

67

I

19. Do yOU plan to start USing a computer to store and process crime reccrds in the next two years?
Yes (ANSWER QUESTIONS 20 AND 21) ...............••..•..••.. 1

241

No (S/':IPTO QUESTION 22) .................................... 2

t
20. As currently planned, will you ... (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

72-77

rc;;-;,
16. Does your computing system support the foliowing commu~i~ations protocols?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM)
,,
"
'
Yes

~

Have exclusive use of your computer ............•...••..•......• 1

25,

Share computer facilities with other government agencies .......... 2
Purchase computer services from a vendor ......

I ••••••••••••••••

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

3
4

No
26,27.

Async ................... , . : ' . , .. " ' , •. , ....... , , " 1., , . , , .. 2

11

Bisync 2780 .. , .. "." ..... , ......•. ; .............. 1 ...... ,.2

12'

Bisync 3780 ........ ,: .. : ..... , .................... 1 ...... ,.2

13'

Bisync 3270 ................. , .... , ... , .... , ....... 1 , ....... 2

14,

Other bisync .................................. , .... 1 ..... , .. 2

15,

Don't know .....•.••...•........•.....•...•..........•...... 8

21. Do you know what computer you plan to use?
Yes (ANSWER A-D) ........•... ' ............................. ,
No .......•........•....... , .....•.......•...............•. 2

17. Does your system have any dial,up ports for remote terminals?

yes .............. " .......... , .... ,." .........•.. , .... , .. 1
No .... , ..•.......•..... " ....... ,' ~ ..... " .. , .,. ,., .......• ,2

281

16

IF YES:

A. What is the make? _ _ _ _ __
B. What is the model number? _ _ _ _ __

18. Will your department make any major changes to your existing computer facility quring the next two years?
Yes (ANSWER A) ... " ....... " " .•. , .....•....•. '" " ....... 1

:7"

C. What is the planned memory size? (RECORD IN EITHER KILOBYTES
OR MEGABYTES)

_____

"="'~--_

39-4,.

_ _ _~:--~~_ _ _ 42,43'

Meg_byt..

Kilobytes

No .............................. , ", ....... ..............•...
'
2

D. What is th~ planned storage disc capacity, in megabytes?

IF YES:

_ _ _ _ _ _- - - - 44-17:
Megabytes

A.Please briefly outline the changes you will make.

2021

22. Do you participate in the national or state Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program, either directly ot
through another local agency?

Yes .•....••..•.•............•.••.....••.........•......... ,
No (GO TO QUESTION 33) ..•...•......•.•..•.........•.....•.. 2

Ii

261
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UCR Reporting Procedures and Burden

25. Please estimate the average number of hours per week your employees spend on national and state UCR
tasks.
.
'
Number of

23.

hours per week

Type 01 Stiff

~~~~~~~~i~~~;~~os~hbem~~i~f~;~~~~n? on each incident individually or do you total incidents and report
Individual incidents (ANSWER A) ............................... 1

Sworn

53·56,

Civilian

57-601

Summary figures (ANSWER B) ................... .' ....•........ 2

1\

26. Classification in UCR involves placing offenses into the UCR crime categories. Please indicate the descrip·

IF SUBMIT INDIVIDUAL INCIDENTS:

tion or descriptions that best describe how your agency classifies offenses for UCR. (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

A. Do you think that reporting individual incldents places 'more or less
~u~d,:n on your department than the old tally system for UCR report.
Ing did?

Incident reporting is ... (CIRC1~E ONE NUMBER)
Much easier. ....................................... 1

50/

Somewhat easier ...............................' ...... 2
About the same •................... :.' •.....•........ 3
Somewhat more difficult. ........•........ :•.......... 4
Much more difficult ......................•: •......•.. 5

State agency classifies incident report for UCR ..................• 1

611

Offenses are class;fied for UCR by your agency's
central record staff ...................... , .. , .......... '" ... 2

62·

Offens(ls are classified for UCR by your agency's
desk sergeants or other line supervisors ......................... 3

631

Offenses are classified for UCR by the reporting
or Investigating officer .........•.............................. 4

641

Offenses are classified for UCR by various agen_cy
staff, depending on who is available .......... -; .... , ............ 5

651

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

IF SUBMIT SUMMARY FIGURES;

6
67·68'

B. Some people have suggested that it is easier for departments to
rep~rt each inCident individually. If you were to report the same infor.
matlon that you do now for each offense or arrest. but did not have to
tally up the totals, would it be. " (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
Much easier .. ..............................

1
Somewhat easier ......................': ....• " ...•.... 2~

27. Scoring In UCR involves determining the number of offenses to be counted in a particular incident. While

511

..........

scoring and classification are often done together, they are sometimes done separately. Please indicate
the descrif:!tion or descriptions that best describe how your agency scores offenses for UCR. (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

About the same.' ..............................'~' ...... 3
Somewhat more difficult .... : .•....•................. 4

'"

Much more difficult .....••................•......•... 5

24. Do you have a computerized system for automatically generating UCR reports?

yes................. ......

,

1

~ ~ ~ ::~:: ::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 2

State agency scores Incident report for UCR .. , . , ......... , .•...• ,1

71'

Offenses ar~ scored for UCR by your agency's
centr~!1 rec:ord staff .•................. , , ...•.•.........•..... 2

721

Offen~es are scored for UCR by your agency's
desk sergeants or other line supervisors ........................• 3

731

Offenses are scored for UCR by the reporting
or investigating officer .......•..... , •.........•........... , ... 4

74

f\

\1.1

No .......•...............• :

"j

JJ

Offenses are scored for UCR by various agency
staff, depending on who is available .. , ..........•.....•.•...... 5

751

. ~6

761

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
1.',;.1

t'dj~',i"r,'1

77·78'

,

IJ

:~,".:,~ ,.
.•.

" j

'\

~

<

(~

~

,

~

•.•

'"

79·80,

.~, ~,',~'I
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~\

263

~
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28. R~porting clearances accurately for UCR requires that all offenses for Which a person is arrested be cleared
but that offenses that have already been cleared by a prior arrest noy be cleared a second time. Uncleared
offenses may also be cleared exceptionally when the identity and whereabouts of the offender are known
and the offender wDuld be arrested except for special circumstancl:ls (death, previous incarceration). Listed
below are a number of different ways agencies handle clearances. Please indicate which of these descrip.
tions best appl;'! to your agency. (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
The state program calculates clearances based on our offense,
arrest, and exceptional clearance reports ........................ 1
111

We have a system that links each arrest or exceptional clearance to
the original offense reports and counts up all offenses that
are not indicated as being previously cleared ..................... 2
12·

We probably miss some clearances because we often clear only
.
one offense even though the arrest was for multiple
reported offenses .................................•.......... 3
We probably double count some clearances because there
is no easy way to be sure no one else has been arrested
for the offense unless we happen to notice it. .............•...... 4

131

It:

~

Please indicate whether YOl1 agree or disagree with
31, NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM)

~~Ch

of the following statements. (CIRCLE ONE
Oon'\

Agree

Di ..~r..

Know

1

2

8

20

Our agency could use more help in
setting up our records system .......... , •.. , ..

2

8

21

Our agency could use m<?re. help in figuring
out how to use crime statistiCS. , ............. .

2

8

22·

2

8

231

It is a real problem to free staff time
for UCR training .................•..........

2

8

24

UCR training is not generally avail·
able in the areas where we need help ........•..

2

8

25

Our agency could use more training in UCR
reporting rules and procedures .........•......

We know where to call when we need help
with UCR ............ , ..............•...•..

1

141

We probably miss some clearances because exceptional
clearances are rarely entered in UCR reports ..................... 5

15:

We don't always know whether a case should be cleared
or whether it should be unfounded .............•................ 6

32. If your agency did not contribute to the federal or state UCR program wou Id you ... (CIRCLE ONE
16t

We probably miss some clearances beca·use not all
dispositions get entered in our UCR reports .•.................... 7

17

ANSWER)

Continue to collect and tabulate the same crime
1
statistics that you now do for UCR ............................. .

261

Continue to collect crime statistics but classify and
2
tabulate them differently (ANSWER AI ....•............... , ..... .

29. ANSWER)
Overall. how do you feel your agency's reported clearances compare with actual clearances? (CIRCLE ONE

Drop a major portion of the current reports (ANSWER B) ............ 3
Not tabulate any crime statistics .....•.... , ......•............. 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5

Reported clearances are much higher than actual, ...•........•... 1
Reported clearances are somewhat higher than actual ....•........ 2
Reported

clearance~dre just about the sarne as actual ..• , ......... 3

Reported clearances are somewhat lower than actual .•.... , ....... 4

A.IF CLASSIFY AND TABULATE

Reported clear;:>.nces are much lower than actual .............•.. , .5

DIF~ERENTLY:

Please describe the major changes you would make.

30. the
Is there
FBI?at least one person in your agency who has received formal training in UCR from either the state or

33·34.

1\
:./

35·36.

Yes .....•... , .....................•...•......... , •... ':~' ... 1

NO ...............•...•..•..•.. , .•.....••.... '..• , ...•..•.•.. 2

19

B. IF DROP A MAJOR PORTION:
Please indicate what you would drop.

39·40

,.

264
265

-----

----~--~

r
I

37. What aQout changes in crime rates from one decade to the next? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
33. Listed below are four types of information contained in the FBI's publication Crime in the United States and
state UCR Program reports. For each type, please indicate whether your agency uses the pUblished data for
comparis(jh. (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
Use to look
at changes from
one year to the
next in your agency

Use for
comparison of
your agency with
other agencies

None ..... , ................................................ 4

Don't
use

NQ opinion ................................................. 5

2 ...........

3

45:

Clearance data ...' ......... , 1

2

............, 3

461

Arrest data ................ .

2 ...........

3

471

Personnel data ............ .

2 ...........

3

48!

34. How big a role !joes UCR data play - whether published by the FBI or provided to you by your state UCR
program - in your agency with regard to ... (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
Not
Essential
Helpful
used

>.........

3

...........

3

SOl

Evaluating your agency's
performance .............. .

2 ...........

3

51'

Making budgetary
decisions ................. .

2 ...........

3

521

2

3

531

2 ..

Public information ......... .

2

Supporting budgetary
requests ..... , ........... "

1

............

56'

Very little ................................. , .. , .............. 3

Offense data ........, ...... , 1

Internal management .•......

A great deal ...............................•................ 1
Some ...................................................... 2

38. The same issues have been raised in terms of differences in police reporting practices. Although UCR rules
are the same for all, some people have argued that the way the rules are interpreted and applied is so dif·
fere~t i~ d!ff~rent departments that crime rates, arrest rates, and clearance rates cannot be compared from
or.~ !urt::idlctlon to another .- even when. they appear to be similar places with similar populations. In your
OpiniOn, how much of the differences across departments are a reflection of differences in police reporting
practices with respect to ... (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM)
A great

Some

Very
little

None

No
opinion

...........................

2

3

4

5

571

Arrests ......... , ............ '" ..

2

3

4

5

581

Clearances .......................

2

3

4

5

59;

deal
Offenses

39. A given agency may also change its reports as recordkeeping improves or even. because dif.ferent staff in·
te~pre.t t~e rules differently. How m~ch of year·to-year changes in crime, arrests, and clearance rates do you
think IS likely to be due to changes In agency reporting practices with respect to ... (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACH ITEM)
Some

Very
lilt Ie

None

No
opinion

..........................

2

3

4

5

60/

Arrests ...........................

2

3

4

5

611

Clearances .......................

2

3

4

5

62'

A great

35. Some people have felt that they could not compare their crime rates with those of other jurisdictions even jurisdictions with similar populations - because citizens are more likely to report a crime in one place
than another. Others feel that this is a minor problem. How much of the difference in crime rates across
similar juriscjictions do you think is due to differences in citizen reporting practices? (CIRCLE ONE
NUMBER)

deal

Offenses

A great deal ....... _ ........ _.................•.......•..... 1
Some ............................. , ........................ 2
Very little .............. _........•........................... 3
40. What about changes from one decade

None ........•.......•...... '" .........•............. _ .... 4

to

another? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM)

No opinion .................•..........•................. · .. 5

Some

Very
IIltle

None

No
opinion

2

3

4

5

631

Arrests ....•..•. , .• , " ..........•.

2

3

4

5

04'

.......................

2

3

4

5

651

A great

deal

Offenses •...... ,I
36. Similarly. some people have argued that even changes in crime rates from one year to the next may largely
reflect changes In citizens' willingness to report crimes. How much of the year-to-year change in a jurisdiction's crime rates do you think is due to changes in citizens' willingness to report crime? (CIRCLE ONE
NUMBER)
A great deal .......•...•. __ ................................. 1

Clearances

• • • • • • • _• • • • • • • • • •

55'

Some .....•............. _... , ..•............•......•••... ,.2
Very little ...•. ',\~';' .... _ ...... " ..............•....... '....... 3
None .•..... , _•......•......•...•.....•.....•.•.......•.... 4
No opinion ........•.......................•....... ·.· •• ··•· 5

267
266

'41. Some people have argued that property loss values reported in UCR are simply too inaccurate to use. Would
you say that property loss values are ..• (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
Reasonably accurate ......................................... 1

Following are a series of statem.ents about possible modifications to the current system. Please indicat
for each whether you agree or disagree. (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
e

661

Agree
Strongly

Have lots of errors but give a good idea of the
general trend ....................................•.......... 2
Are better than nothing ........•...•........•................. 3
Are so inaccurate that we should not bother to
collect them ................................................ 4

0

42. Following is a list of criticisms that have been made of the current utR program. For each item, please in·
dicate how serious a problem it is in terms of your use of UCR data. (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH
ITEM)
Very
..rloul
~.m

Not all police departments
subrni~ reports to UCR .........•..••

Serious
problem

A
probl.m

Slight
problem

No
problem

2

3

4

5

67:

Federal agencies are not
included in UCR ............•.......

2

3

4

5

68t

National UCR reports are
not timely enough ..••.. , .•.........

:2

3

4

5

69'

2

3

4

5

70,

2

3

4

5

711

2

3

4

5

721

State program does not
return data in a timely
manner or in a form that
can be readily utilized ...•...........

1

1

UCR offense categories are
too broad to be useful .......•.......
There are too many
grey areas involved in
. classifying crimes ...........•....•.

1

There are too many
grey areas in
determining clearances ..•..........

2

3

4

5

Disagree
Strongly

rcD'7l
~

2

3

4

5

111

UCR crime categories should report
attempted burglaries sp-oarately
from actual ones ............. ~............... .

2

3

4

5

121

In general, all UCR crime categories
.
should repor'( attempted crimes
separately from actual ones .•..... " ....... '.. .

2

3

4

5

13;

Assault reports should distinguish
family disputes from other assaults ............ .

2

3

4

5

14/

Arson does not belong in the
UCR. It should be reported
in another system, if necessary. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . .. 1

2

3

4

5

15'

Criminal homicide in UCR now includes all
willfull killings (except the killing of
a felon by a police officer in the line
of duty or by a citizen during the com.
mission of a felony). UCR should be
modified to distinguish all self.defense
killings from others ......................... .

2

3

Instead of V,~t reporting clearances,
UCR shouhJreport a range of law
enforcement agency dispositions
such as not investigated due
to low solvability, warrant issued,
arrest made, and so forth ..................... .

4

5

161

2

3

4

5

Some method should be founti to dis.
tinguish major thefts from minor larcenies ..•..•.

2'

3

4

5

18/

73-

should be changed to eliminate grey areas. Specifically. " (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER
Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree Nor
DIsagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Dis,gree
Strongly

Aggravated assault should be
defined in terms of actual injury
without regard to intent ••................•..•.

2

3

4

5

19·

Unwitnessed broken windows. doors.
etc, should automatically be classifiee
as attempted burglary ......... , ...........••.

2

3

4

5

21.

43. When UCR was first developed. the designers made two critical decisions.
First. they recognized that vice crimes such as drug offenses. prostitution. and gambling were unlikely to be
reported by citizGns. For these offenses. they decided not to count offenses and instead only collect infor·
mallon on arrests.
Second. in order to reduce police reporting burden. the designers selected seven broad types of crimes for
offense reporting. These crimes (plus arson) are the Part I offenses. These crimes form the basis of the
crime index and are the only crimes for which numbers of offenses are published nationally. In the national
UCR system. only the numbers of arrests are now published for other crimes (the Part II offenses). though
some state UCR programs publish offense data for both Part I and Part II crimes.
This system has been criticized. People have argued that police record systems are more sophisticated and
that UCR does not need to be hamstrung by the record systems of fifty years ago. They have argued that the
current crime reporting ir] the UCR is both too broad and too narrow. On the one hand. the public may be un·
necessarily frightened by crime index totals that reflect a large volume of petty larceny. On the o\lher hand.
the crime. index may not adequately reflect the volume of crime·related demands for pOlice'~\er~)ces.
,

Nl!llther
Agree Nor Disagree
Disagree Somewhat

UCR crime c;ategories should separate
crimes against persons and their
property from crimes directed at
commercial establishments ...•...........•...

~~~S~~~~~~~~lt:;

~J

Agree
Somewhat

•

"

•

'>~/

Agree
Strongly

,~~.\

. We need better information on UCR accuracy. Specifically ... (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
/J

Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Neither
Agree Nor Disagree
Disagree Somewhat

,

Contrlbutlng agency reporting systems
should be reviewed and certified to
assure that they meet basic standards .•......•..

2

3

4

Contributing agencies should be
audited on a confidential basis
to assure reporting accuracy ........•...•......

2

3

4

268
'-69

Disagree
Strongly

211

5

221

----~-

-----

44. If yeR were to distinguish minpr and major larcenies/thefts, a good cut·off point would be ...
.
t .
'ndex 'IS retained we need other crime indices that distinguish different kinds of
Even If the curren ~r~me I
E ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ITEM)
crimes better. Specifically ... (CIRCL
Neither
Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

In addition to the crime counts provided
by a crime index, we need some way to
indicate the average seriousness of
the crimes included in the index ................

Agree Nor
Disagree

3

2

2

3

We need an index of total crime that
includes all offenses, including
many Part II offenses ...... - .................. 1

2

3

:r

Diligree
Strongly

3",351

45. The current Hierarchy Rule requires counting only the highest ranked Part I offense and Ignoring all other
offenses in a given incident. Do you think ... (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
The current rule should be retained as is ......................... 1

We need a separate index of serious
crime that does not include so many
minor crimes ................................

b

Disagree
Somewhat

Fill in the amount you would recommend: $

4

5

23;

4

5

2~1

The current rule should be modified to count the most serious
offense for each victim . ...................................... 2
No hierarchy rule should be used - all counts of each
offense for each victim should be tallied ......................... 3
Other (SPECIFY)

5

4

46. Some people have argued that we need reports like the UCR reports for the rest of the criminal justice
system. Specifically, they suggest, we need to know what happens once an arrest is made in terms of
prosecution. disposition, and sentencing.

rimes per 100 000 residents. We need to exThe crime rate expresses crime in terms o.f the nun:'
~ In 'f~~a~!y
(CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH
press the crime rate in terms of populations at ns. peci I
...
Agree
Strongly

Agree
Somewhat

Some way should be found to adjust
local crime fates to take account of
the fact that the rate of crimes per
resident may include large numbers
of crimes against nonresidents
such as commuters and tourists ............... .

Neither
Agree Nor
DiSlgree

DISIgre.
Somewhat

4

251

f' d

ITEM)

361

A.How useful do you think it would be to have such a system? (CIRCLE
ONE NUMBER)

Dlslgree
Strongly

Very useful .........•.....•...•..................... 1

391

Somewhat useful .......•........................... 2
Not useful ....•..•................................. 3

Auto theft rates should be expressed
in terms of thefts per 100,000 vehicles .....•.....
Rape rates should be expressed in
terms of number of females in the
population ........•.........................

Regardless of how the UCR reports are changed. it w~uldE~e ;g~
analysis, Specifically. we need ... (CIRCLE ONE AN W

3

4

5

26

2

3

4

5

271

Part of UCR ........•......•..•....................... 1

2

3

4

281

Separate from UCR but use the same
jurisdiciions so that the two <;ould be
linked together ..................................... 2

Analyses o! special topics s.uch as
new types of crime and the Impact of
different police techniques .• , . : •....•...•.....
Direct reports back t~ c?nt~ib~tors
showing them which JUrisdictions. are
.
comparable to the~rs. an? ~hat :;>r!me
rates are in those JUrisdictions ..• .' ...•....•....

5

Completely unrelated to UCR .......................... 3
47. Going back to the crimes reported in UCR. a variety of offenses are listed below. Please indicate ...

~~e6~ \~~~~ publications included more

Agree
Agree
Strongly 'Somewhat

Analyses that would take a?count of
differences in local populations and
conditions so that we could compare
crime rates in different places. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 1

B. If such a system were to be created. should it be ... (CIRCLE ONE
NUMBER)

2

Nelther
Agree Nor
DiSlgree

DiSBgr~e
Somewhllt

a. Whether you think that UCR should report offenses and arrests in
this category, just report arrests. or not include at all;

Dlslgr.e
Strongly

b. Whether you think the offense should betal/ied separately or should
be lumped together with other offenses listed in tne same category;
c. Whether, if we had to have only one crime index, this offense should
be included.

2

3

4

5

29

2

3

4

5

301

(Note: for offenses that should be lumped together, you may indio
cate groupings by drawing a line around the grouping you
would like. For example:
.
Lump tog.ther

Forcible rape of a female
Forcible rape of a male
2

3

4

5

3';

Other forcible sexual assault - female
Other forcible sexual assault- male
Alternatively. you may, if you wish. simply circle "2" under "lump
together", without indicating exactly which offenses should be
grouped togather.)

270

t.··.,li

n
tJ

271

.1r
\

I

FOR THIS OFFENSE, SHOULD UCR REPORTS:

a.
Count
ollenles Count
end
anests
anelts only

c.

b.

Do
not
include
at all

Lump

rately

Vlther

upa,

FOR 'THIS OFFENSE, SHOULD UCfl REPORTS:

Include
In Index?

Tally

ta-

YES

a.
Count '
offenses Count
, arrests
and
only
arrests

NO

b.

Do

Not
include
at all

Tally
sepa·

rately

c.
Include
In Index?

Lump

to.
get her

YES

NO

2,

52

Murder/Homicide
Nonnegligent homicide (chargeable). . . . . . . . • • . .

1

2

3

Nonnegligent homicide (self·defense).. . . . ...• ..

1

2

Justifiable homicide ......................... .

2

Negligent manslaughter.........

2

. ........ .

1

Larceny·Theft

2

42-

2

3 "I

2

451

2

Purse·snatching ..........................•..

2

3

50:

2

51,

3
3

2

2

Pocket'picklng ................... '.....•..... ,

,

481

2

3

531

2

5.:1

2

1

2

55,

511

2

3

561

2

571

2

58'

2

3

59:

2

60;

2

61

2

3

62J

2

631

2

411

471
50!

2

43

Shoplifting ........................ ': •..•. : .• '..

52,

Other thefts from individuals
(as opposed to businesses) ................... .

Sexual Assaults

1

2

3

53,

1

Forcible rape of a male ......•................

2

3

56/

1

Other forcible sexual assc,ult (includil')g
attempted rape) - female ..........••..........

2

3

591

Other forcible sexual assault (including
attempted rape) - male .......•...............

2

3

62'

Forcible rape of a female. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2541
2 571

2

55'

2

58

2

50.

2

61

2

63'

2

Other theft from businesses
or organizations .. , ........................ : ..

2

3

1

65 t

Statutory rape - male ........................ .

2

3

68!

Sexual abuse of children ..................... .

2

3

71

1.

2661
2 69,
2

72'

1

Other aggravated a.ssault ..................•..
Simple assault ......................... .
Child abuse .......................... , ... .
Domestic assault of spouse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,

2

3

111

2

12,

2
2

3

14/

2

151

3

171

2

18'

1

2
2

73

3

2CP

2

211

2

2

3

23!

2

24

2

2

661

2

67.

2

3

681

2

69:

2

70'

1

2

3

71;

2

721

2

Kidnapping .. , ......•............. , ........ .

2

2

12·

2

2

3
3

11'

Arson of a residential building ................. ' 1

14

Arson of a commercial building. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •
Bad checks

1

2

3

17.

,

2

3

20.

2

3

23

1

2

3

2fu

2

3

29:

2

2

3

3:'

,

13'

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •0

16

embezzlement

........

,.

..............................

Child pornography ~ production •...•........ '. . .
Child pornography - sale ..................... .

25

Other pornography - production .•..............
Other pornography - sale ......•....•.........
Drug abuse - sale

Robbery
Robbery ..•...• '" .................•.....•.. ,

1

2

3

26'

1

2

27'

2

28

Attempted robbery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . .

1

2

3 ~i

1

2301

2

311

3

32'

1

,

Attempted burglary of a residence •.. , . • . . . . . . • .

1

2

3

351

Burglary of residential outbuildings.. • . •. . . . . . • .

1

2

3

38:

Attempted burglary of
residential outbuildings ........•.. , ...•..•....
Burglary of commercial buildings. . . • • • . . • • . . . . .

2
1

Attempted burglary of commercial buildings ...•..

1

1

233
2361
2 39!

1.
1
1

2
2
2
2

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1€

2:·

'9

2

21'

2

2

24.

2

2

271
30'

2
2;

2

33:

2

,
,

.

28
31

3

35

2

36

38

2

39:

Drug abuse - possession ......•......•.......

2

3
3

41,

2

421

2

3

44,

2

45.

2;>

3

49·

2

50

2

2

3

5.:

2

S5

2

2

3

59

2

&)

2

61

2

3

64'

2

65/

1

2

66

2
2-

3

671

~:~ ~,

1

3

70,

271;

37;
52·63,

All other felonies not listed above
(e.g., blackmail, counterfeiting). . . . . . . . . . . . . • ••.

43'

2

2

Vandalism. '........... , •........••....•..•••

401

151

181

2

Burglary

2

2
2

1

.............................

Other (SPECIFY) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~4~7-4:!!:a
Burglary of a residence .............•......•..

1

~
~

Other

19

2

651

70

~

Aggravated assault with
actual injury................................

3

........

ICo5l

Assault

2
1

Attempted auto theft ...................... : ..
Joyriding/unauthorized use
.... ,. ...... .

2

2
2

1

Auto Theft
Auto Theft ..................................

Statutory rape - female ...................... .

,>

AU other misdemeanors not listed above ...•......

1'1

lVC}

491

o

272
273"

1

2

37

1

2

40

,

2

43

,

2

2
2

48. Thinking about the items you checked in question 47, how much of a burden would reporting these offenses
in separate categories impose on your department? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
A major burden ...........................••................. 1

A.

741

No burden .................................................. 4

Som.

Offense Reports
(cont'd.)

the UCR. For each of the items listed below, please indicate:

A. How useful that type of information would be to your agency: and
B. How easy or difficult it would be for your agency to supply the
information.

HOW EASY OR DIFFICULT TO SUPPLY
(CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH CATEGORY) '- - -

~

v.ry

..... ,

'0 0.'

v.ry ...yw. ah..dy

Nota'
all

tlbulat~

W. ha•• In iii.. but
rePOrtino It would be

SOmewha' V.ry
Easy

difficull

dilhcult

Easy

SorMwhat v.ry
difficult dlUicult

W. don" ha •• this
inlormation but
Would be
Could
poohlblti.,
get i'
to collKt

1

number of calls for
which an officer is
dispatched ...... .

2

2

3

3

751

78.

01

01

02

02

03

03

04

04

05
05

06
06

07
07

08

08

09

09

79.ao.

rcD7l

2

3

111

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

nature of location
of offense (park,
store. house, etc.) .•
type of weapons
used ... , ..•. , ..•

321

351

2

3

number of victims. .

1

2

3

Somewhlt V.ry
Easy difficult difficult

w. ha.e In Illes but
reporting It would ~ ...
Easy

Somewhlt \.'ery
difficult difficult

Could
Olt It

Would be
prohibitive
to collect

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

33·34'

02

03

04

06

03

04

09

3940'

03

04

02

03

04

02

03

04

06
06
06

08
08
08
08
08

36·371

02

07
07
07
07
07

09

02

05
05
05
05
05

2

3

411

sex of victims .... .

2

3

0\.$/

race of victims ... .

2

3

471

01
01
01
01
01

residence status
of victims ..•.....

2

3

501

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

type of
property loss ..... .

2

3

53!

01

02

03

04

05

06

value of
property loss .•.•..

2

3

01

02

03

04

05

01
01
01
01

02

03

04

02

03

04

02

03

04

02

03

04

01
01
01

02

03

04

02

03

04

02

03

01
01
01

02

1

w.

don't hive this
Inlormitlon but.

os

09

4243

09

~546'

09

4649

08

09

51·521

07

08

09

06

07

08

09

05
05
05
05

06
06
06
06

07
07
07
07

08
08
08
08

09

6O~1'

09

63-64'

09
09

66~7!

04

05
05
05

06
06
06

07
07
07

08
08
08

09
09
09

03

04

05

02

9-3

04

05

04

05

08
08
08

15·161

03

07
07
07

09
09

02

06
06
06

09.

18·19'

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

21·221

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

24·251

57·58

2

3

59

offender age ..... .

2

3

62;

offender sex .•....

2

3

651

offender race ..... .

2

3

prosecution charge.

2

3

71

disposition .•.....

2

3

74

2

3

17.

1

69·70

Disposition of Arrests
12·13
0,'

.,
1,

2

type of offense ....

geographic location
of offense (e.g ..
census tract 103) ...

3

II..ady ha •• Inlo,·
mlUon on computer and
programming to Olt It
would be •••

,~

Including,

use of force ...... ,

w. already
tabulat,

2

1

offense report
information. •. . . . .

76-171

Offense Reports

time of offense •...

SUP.;..P.::;;LY~_ __

InclUding,

Including,

codes that
indicate whether the
call is apparently
crime related •.....

B.
DIFFICULT TO

File of Arrests

Calls/complaints
number of calls ....

what

v.ry ... y-

Not at
all

victim-offender
relationship,
if known.........
age of victims. . . . .

B.

W. alr.ady ha.. inlor.
mation on comp4,.r and
programmino
it
would be

V.ry

type and extent .
of injuries ...... ~.

49. Some people have argued that we need very different information on crime than that currently supplied b/ .

(CIRCLE ONE ANSWER
FOR EACH CATEGORY)

w.

(CIRCLE ONE ANSWER
FOR EACH CATEGORY)

A ,minor burden .............................................. 3

HOW USEFUL

on

- - - (CIRCLE ONE MISWER FOR EACH CATEGORY) - - -

A moderate burden ................ ,', ......................... 2

A.

HOW EASY

HOW USEFUL

1

2

2
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3
3
3
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Including.

sentence •..•.. , ..
Tabulations of Officer
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administration ... ,
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50. One suggestiof1 that has been made would be to have some departments report in substantially more detail
than they do under the current system. If this were done. how likely do you think it is that your department
would be willing to report the more detailed data?
Very likely ........................•........•................ 1

54. Please list any other comments you want to make about UCR.
49·501

261

51·521

Somewhat likely ............................................. ~
53·541

Not at all likely .............................................. 3

55·56'

51. Please describe briefly the three most important changes that you would like to see made in UCR, if any.
27.2s:l
R

'I

29·30 ;

~

31.32:/ --

IF YOUR AGENCY IS NOW PARTICIPATING IN UCR. PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 60.

;\

~

For Non·Contributors Only
55. What is the size of the population that you serve? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)
Above 1,000.000 ............................................. 1

57

500.000-1.000,000 ........................................... 2
250,000-499.999 ...... " .............•........................ 3

52. What aspects of UCR do you feel should be preserved wIthout change, if any?

100,000-249,999 .................. , ..... , . , ... , ........ , ..... 4
25.000-99.999 .... , ..... , .. , . , , , , ........................ , ... 5
5.000-24.999 ............... , ..•...................•......... 6
Less than 5.000 ...... , ..........•....................... , ... 7

56. How many full time employees does your agency have who are .•.
Number of Employees

53. What could be done to make the UCR program substantially more useful to law enforcement agenciCls?

Sworn officers

50·62

Civilian staff

53·67

57. Have you contributed to UCR at any time during the last five years?
!
i

t

Yes ............ , ..•. , .... , .... , ... , .. , .................... 1

58

No, .. ;,. , .. , .••..• , • , .... , ..... ,. , . , ... , ............ , ..... 2

58. Do you think that you are likely to contribute to UCR in the next year

Of

two?

yes ...........•.. , ..•.. , ....••.•...........•.............. 1
No ........... . _,

-I'

t

••

,

•••••••

O

••••••••

!

•••••••••••••••••••

69'
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59. Why are you not contributing to UCR (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
Temporary problem in ge!t1ng reports together .................... 1

70:

Requires too much staff time .............................•.... 2

71.

1'1

Not useful to me ............................................. 3

72

r"l

My jurisdiction has too little crime for it to matter .................. 4

n

5

74.

Other (SPECIFY)

-------------------'-'--_-"-:.•.....-

1
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J
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY
AND THE UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING PROGRAM

60. Do you want us to keep your answers to this survey confidential?
Yes .......................~ .................•.............. 1

Appendix B
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No ........................................................ 2

61. PIElase sign below to indicate that th\3 chief or sheriff completed or reviewed the answers to this
questionnaire.

Chief or Sheriff

',.

,

~

j
)

(f

~

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE
ENCLOSED, STAMPED. SELF·ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO:

~

I
"I

\1

UCR Study
SRG Data Receipt
Abt Associates Inc.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
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This appendix compares the data str
'
the l!CR and discusses the possibility f u~~Jres o,f the NatIonal Crime Survey and
combmed estimates of crime rates.
0
m egratmg the two sets of data into
B.l
.

within the scope of the UCR but not universally within the scope of the NCS. Over
one-third of the burglaries and robberies counted in the UCR would not enter NCS
coverage because the victims are businesses.

Structuring the Data to Permit Reconciliation

With the present UCR data, it is impossible to say how many larcenies and
motor-vehicle thefts are under NCS coverage, because the UCR subclassifications
identify targets but not necessarily victims. Some kinds of larceny are inherently
directed against businesses (e.g. shoplifting), and some are inherently directed against
persons (e.g., pocket-picking), but in about three-quarters of all cases, the target
could be a person, a household, or a business.

.

The UCR and the NCS differ in thre f
fl.cat~on, and counting. This section di
e undamental aspects: coverage, classipermIt better reconciliation between th s~usses changes needed in the UCR data to
would include all the revisions discu:
Sources. The Level II UCR component
component, our main conclusions are as f~~ow~~re. In regard to the Level I VCR

;0

•

Commercial victimizations sh ld b
"
,
sonal and household crimes in bO~h e dIstmguished from persystem.
0
components of the new UCR

•

The requirements of '"e .' T
'
NCS and the UCR do n(otC~:~Ii;~gav~ational es~if!1at~s from the
submit separate UCR c
t
f ng all partIclpatmg agencies
covered by the NCS b oun s fO personal victimizations not
ecause 0 age or reside
Th'
pancy between the two svste s
nce.
e dlscreimplications and may be ade u: does not have major policy
occasional special studies. q tely analyzed by sampling or by

•

B.1.2

The initial design of the NCS included surveys of business crime. It was
quickly determined that reporting rates for these offenses were much higher than for
those against individuals or households, and the NCS data were not entirely satisfactory because the sampling frame for businesses was out of date. So a decision was
made to concentrate the NCS on individuals and households, leaving the coverage of
business victimizations to official sources, namely the UCR.
Unfortunately, although the UCR includes business victimizations, it does not
describe them. Since a major fraction of crimes against businesses are inseparably
commingled with personal victimizations, UCR ~ata cannot presently be used to
describe, or even count, crimes against businesses. Even if identifying business crimes
were not essential for integrating the NCS and the UCR, it would significantly extend
the usefulness (and logical coherence) of the UCR. One common complaint against
the Crime Index--and even against its eight components--is that fundamentally different events are counted together. Robbery of a convenience store and of a school child
are both serious crimes, but their antecedents and policy implications are almost
completely different. When robberies increase, one would like to know which kind of
oCcurrences account most for the increase, and the proposed UCR system would
provide this capability.

The UCR definition of
specify in more useful ~~~~~~~ed assaults should be clarified to
aggravated assault The N
e ~o.u~dary between simple and
the UCR de' 't' •
CS defInItIOn seems consistent with
dnI Ion except that the fo
.
' . rmer IS more precise. We
know little about the d'
other definitions by pOli~~e~entl~1 mterpretation of these and
new UCR system provides th~encles, an,d the design phase of a
the clarity and usefulness of va ~pporftunIty to le~r~ .more aboyt
r lOUS orms of defInItIons.
'"

•

The NCS should review its treat ent f
.
0 theft!n ~ases where the
stolen object does not'actually bml
e ong to the VIctIm.

•

A subcategory of burglar
' h
tabulated to avoid ambiguo~s ~ldt theft shoul~ be defined and
)U gments about mtent~

•

Reconciliation of the differences
Rule could be accomplished thr ~aw:;edl by the UCR Hierarchy
ted NCS data.
oug ana YSIS of currently coUec-

•

Multiple-victim data should b
11
'
the new UCR system to allow e. cto, ected m bot,h c.omponents of
VIC 1m as well as mCldent counts.

The case for collecting UCR data to distinguish businesses froi'n other crime
targets is a strong and simple one: only one additional information item is required,
and it is already coHected for burglary. The information is reliably and readily obtained, and it is intrinsically us'eful for purposes other than NCS reconciliation.
Other coverage differences between the NCS and the UCR complicate the
reconciliation process but do not seem sufficiently important to include data items for
clarifying them in the Level I component of the proposed UCR system. The NCS
sample omits many persons who do not live in households: residents of military barracks, patients and inmates, the homeless. This omission involves a small percentage
of the population and makes the survey much easier to conduct.

,
I

i·

Coverage

Children under 12 are also omitted from the National Crime Survey. It is not
clear how many cri.mes against t~is yge group occur, or wha~ fraction of them might
come to the attentIon of the police. The youngest people m the survey (age 12-15)

1

'
The NCS Covers only crimes against h
households or group quarters, while the UCR o~seholds or, agamst persons living in
every Part I crime an NCSrespondent r
t see, s to be unIversal. This means that
UCR. Crimes against businesses (and epo: s to the poli~e, sh~uld be recorded in the
agamst persons llvmg m group quarters) are

" lYoung victims are only half as likely as, the total population to report to the
police. Criminal Victimization in the U.S., 1981. Tables 92 and 95.
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Table B.1

o

QUESTIONS THAT WOULD BE HEEDED ON UCR REPORTING FORMS
TO ESTABLISH VICTIM COVERAGE IN THE NCS

have victimization rates 50 to 70 percent higher (for crimes o~ theft and crimes of
violence, respectively) than the rate for the total survey sample.
. Table B.1 was prepared to show the inadvisability of trying to prepare UCR
reportm& f~r~s that would collect inform.ation for determining exactly which reported
cnm~s vlctlmIze~ people who .w~uld be mcluded in the National Crime Survey. The
questIons shown m the table lImIt the range of possible answers to the information
needed for reconciliation with the NCS, so most of them serve no other purpose. More
open-ended questions could yield analytically useful information and would be included
in the Level II component of the proposed UCR system.
.
.For example, the .qu~stion, "How old is the victim?" yields far more specific
mformatIOn than "Is the vIctIm over 12 years of age?" Counterbalancing the poten~ially gr~ate.r utility is the pr.oblem that the police officer must supply far more
I~fo:mation ~n or~er to deterr~llne ~he. age of every known victim. Roughly one-sixth
0 .. VIOlent Crimes mvolve multiple vIctIms) If one of these victims reports the crime,
and the other victims are not available, the police officer taking the report is unlikely
t? know how. old the other victims are.
However, even in poorly reported
CIrcumstances It should usually be clear whether there are any victims under the age
of 12.
The lesson that emerges from this example is that, the more information an
item tries to capture, the higher the risk that it will capture no information (or no
reliable information) at all. One might ask a specific question each time the' answer
to the general question is unknown" but the result would be to double the complexity
of offense reporting forms for all law enforcement agencies, and the reward would be
only a small increase in information.
B.1.3

Classifying Crimes

Certain crimes are defined almost identically in the UCR and the NCS. The
elements of rape, larceny, and motor-vehicle theft are nearly identical under NCS and
UCR definitions. (The NCS definition of rape is gender neutral, but the UCR definition is currently for females only.) Over the past decade, the two data sources have
been in substantial agreement about both level and trends in these three offense
categories. UCR totals for rape and motor-vehicle theft have consistently differed
from NCS levels by less than the NCS sampling error. Larceny counts have been about
14 percent lower in the UCR than in the NCS, but the two sources for this crime are
converging. In 1982 the UCR showed about 5 percent more larcenies than NCS respondents said they reported to police. Since at least 13 percent of the UCR crimes
involve businesses, this still leaves a small discrepancy, but one well within the known
sources of uncertainty in the two data collection systems.

1.

Were the victims people, businesses, or both?
only businesses
only people
people plus businesses

li
!

2.

How many people were victimized?

3.

How many of these were over 12 years of age?

4.

How many of these are residents of the United States?

5.

How many of these live in households and group quarters covered by the
NeS
, and how many in military barracks or institutions
not covered by the NCS?

Note:

These quest,i.ons are not recommended for inclusion 1.n the UCR
offense reporting forms with this wording.

aF or exact compar1.son
.
.
0 f 1.n-movers
and out-movers between UCR and
data, the victims' status six months before and after would be
needed. Further, for comparing with NCS data for geographic
subareas, the city or county of residence would have to be
determined.

. ~Children just under 12 are quite different from those just over 12, and
these rates to the unsurveyed population could be done only very
speculatively. About the most that can be said is that a few percent of the crimes
known to the police involve victims too young to be included in the National Crime
Survey. Ibid., Tables 92 and 95.
generall~mg

3Criminal Victimizations in the U.S., 1981, Table 50, indicates about seven
victims for every six violent crimes.
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For the three other crime c:l~s~ificati,ons covered by both sources (robbery,
aggravated ~ssault, and burglary), definItIOnal discrepancies are potentially important
~:md the publIshe~ data ,from the tw,? sources are in substantial disagreement. Burglar~
In the UCR :eqUlres a Judgment of mtent to steal something or to commit a felony In
NCS tabulations,
•

"~urglary refers to the following crimes against households: forcl~~e en,try and unlawful entry without force, usually b t not
necessarIly attended by theft, and attempted forcible entry.,,~
More specifitally, there are NCS crimes called:
"Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, property damage";
"Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no property damage"; and
"Burglary, unlawful entry without force.,,5
Some of these c:: rimes would be classified as burglary under UCR rules, while
ot~ers would be vandalIsm or merely trespassing. If actual theft does not occur
neIther the NCS nor ~he current UCR data provides a basis for determining accuratel '
whether a theft w~s, mtE7nded. As d practical matter, such inferences by police Whil~
necessary for claSSificatIOn, are often highly conjectural.
'
It rr:tay be impossible ,to create a classification scheme in which both sources

p~od~ced strIctl,Y, comparable Judgments on every crime incident. Twenty-one percent

~ CrImes classified as burglary in the NCS involved property damage but no theft

noth~r 5 percent were unlawful entries with no forcE~, no property damage, and n~

theft. A large share of ,t~ese, events probably would not meet the strict UCR standards for burglar~ cla~slflcatlon. The current NCS publications do not detail the
numbe: of burglarIes with theft that are reported to the police, but this figure can be
approximated from data on the relationship between reporting and economic loss In
~ 981 there appear to ha~e been about 2.1 million burglaries with theft in NCS ho~seoids that respondents said they reported to police. b This number is about 9.5 ercent
below the l!CR count of completed household burglaries. By 1982 the differe~ce had
~rrowed. slightly, ,so that the NCS burglaries with theft were only 7.5 percent below
t ~ UC~ count. Since thes'c calculations involve untested assumptions about a rather
su stantlal number of "don't know" responses (about 1 percent for value of loss) as
well:5 NCS survey ~rror (about 7 percent for a 95 percent confidence interval) ~his
can, ,e, taken as qUite close agreement. Thus, one might expect that a ro 'riat
d~~In~tl~nal changes would permit identification of a common core of bur~iari~s fo~
w IC t e two systems could be almost completely reconciled.

°

~rimina,l y~ctlmization in the United States, 1981 based on NCS data '
the followmg defmItlOn of robbery:
'
, gIves

~iational Crime Surveys:

"Completed or attempted theft, directly from a person, of property
or cash by force or threat of force, with or without a weapon."
This closely resembles the UCR definition:
"Robbery is the taking or attempting to take anything of value from
the care, custody, or control of a person or persons by force or
threat of force or violence and/ or by putting the victim in fear."
The major difference is NCS's use of the word "directly", where UCR uses "care,
custody, or control." In fact, careful examination of the NCS survey instrument
suggests that the distinction is more important than it might at first seem. In order to
be counted as a robbery victim, the respondent must answer "yes" to the question,
"Was something stolen or taken without permission that belonged to you or others in
the household?" If the stolen goods were borrowed, rented, or temporarily held, the
respondent might answer "no," although by UCR and common law definitions the crime
would qualify as a robbery.
Eliminating this discrepancy would not improve the match of UCR and NCS
robbery data. In 1982 the UCR showed 537,000 robberies, of which at most 77 percent
victimized individuals. In the same year, NCS respondents indicated reporting 750,000
robberies (corresponding to about 650,000 distinct criminal operations) to the police.
Thus, under present definitions the UCR figure is at least 17 percent below the NCS
figure, and any known adjustment would either decrease the UCR figure or increase
the NCS figure.
Aggravated assault presents the most serious definitional problem of the
major UCR categories. Quite apart from any issues of matching NCS and UCR rules,
we know that police departments have differing policies for distinguishing between
aggravated and simple assault. As the UCR definition no",:" stands, it poses two i,m?~d
iments to any attempt to pin down the set of covered crrmes. The formal definition
is:
"••• an unlawful attack by one person upon another for the purpose
for iilflicting severe or aggravated bodily injury. This type of
assault usually is accompanied by the use of 9 weapon or by means
likely to produce death or great bodily harm."
Since the second sentence contains the word "usually," only the first is
strictly· defining. Even this requires first, a guess about the purpose of the attack, and
second, a judgment of severity. The accompanying text provides illustrations of
severe injury but does not establish a lower limit on the extent of injury.
The NCS definition would appear to be more restrictive than the UCR, since
it requires either the use of a weapon or one of the following injuries:
•

broken bones

5Ibid~., P9 97.

•

teeth knocked out

6Crir~linal Victimization in the U.S., 1981, Tables 1, 77, 79, and 99.

7UCR Handbook, 1984, p. 16.

4ICPSR.

National Sample, 1973-1979 (1981), p.185.
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quently this rule is invoked, but every indirect datum sUf!gests that it is too rare to
affect the general crime rates reported.

e

internal injury

•

knocked unconscious

•

hospitalized more than two days.

<:)

The Hierarchy Rule provides that only one of the first six Index crimes is to
be counted if more than one occurs. Arson is specifically excluded from the Hierarchy
Rule, and motorgvehicle theft is exclu?ed by .1mpl~catio~ in one of the examples in the
UCR Handbook.
If arson occurs In conjUnctIOn WIth another crime, both _are
counted. If motor-vehicle theft occurs in conjunction with one of the first five
c~imes, only the other crime is counted. If motor-vehicle theft occurs in conjunction
WIth another larceny, only the motor-vehicle theft is counted.

The injury examples listed by the UCR are:
•

broken bones

•

internal injury

•

where stitches are required.

Since these are cited only as examples, it is not clear where the loss of teeth or of
consciousness should be classified. These borderline cases do not contribute much to
the discrepancy between the two sources, since 94 percent of all NCS aggravated
assaults involve weapons and are thus automatically covered by both definitions.
Some of the discrepancy may be due to the definition of weapon. The NCS excludes
what the UCR calls personal weapons (hands and feet) but shows a slightly higher
proportion of "other" weapons (i.e., not guns or knives). Even in the presumably unambiguous categories of assaults with guns and knives, however, UCR numbers are about
40 percent below the NCS estimates of crimes reported to the police.
Although exact comparability probably cannot be obtained between the NCS
and the UCR definitions of aggravated assault, we have recommended for the new
UCR system that aggravated assault be defined more explicitly in terms of the use of
weapons and/or the extent of injury.
B.1.4

Counting

UCR rules include a number of complex provisions to avoid inflated or duplicate counts. Some of these are not reproduced by the NCS. For example, if six
people are assaulted and one of them dies, the five survi'lors are not included in UCR
counts. The two major counting rules are the multiple victim rule and the Hierarchy
Rule. For the crimes of murder, rape, aggravated assault, and auto theft, one offense
is counted for each person or auto involved. For robbery, burglary, larceny, and arson,
the unit of count is the criminal operation. For these crimes the NCS asks the respondent to guess how many other people were involved. This information indicates that
the number of robbery incidents is about 13 percent less than the number of victims;
for larceny, the difference is only 1 or 2 percent. Individual victims are not necessarily well informed about the number of other people involved, so these adjustments
may conform only poorly to fact, especially in the case of larceny, where the crime
may be discovered some time after it occurs.
For burglary, the multiple victim concept results in the Hotel Rule, where
the basis of count is how many reports are conjectured to be filed. Transi~nts are
assumed to report through a facilities manager, while apartment dwellers are assumed
to report individually. On this basis, burglaries of nine rooms in the same hotel are
counted as one operation, but burglaries of nine apartments in the same building are
counted as nine operations. There is no source of information to indicate how fre-

The. number of multiple crimes in the NCS is substantial. S~venteen percent
of all rapes Involve theft. The number of rape-burglaries is unknown. Combinations
of burgla~y and motor-vehicle theft are also posilible, but again, their frequency is not
reported In the NCS. For most other pairs of crime, NCS definitions have the same
effect as the H~era:chy Rule (e.g., assault plus theft equals robbery). Although
current NCS pubhcatIOns do not show the effects of the Hierarchy Rule, the collected
data are sufficien~ to allo~ ~ull ~omparab~lity. Thus, although there are many good
reasons for changing or eliminating the HIerarchy Rule, the need to reconcile UCR
and NCS data is not one of them.
B.2

Integrating UCR and NCS Data into National Estimates

This section discusses the use of the two independent data sources--the UCR
and the NCS--complementarily and as dual frames, to produce national estimates of
the incidence of crime by crime type.
The possibility of producing combined estimates of crime rates and victimization. rates from both UCR and NCS.data is attractive primarily from the perspective
of pollcymake.rs and the general pU.bllc. Afte: all, the federal enterprise of collecting
data about cnme should, from theIr perspectIve, at least be able to produce credible
and reliable estimates of the amount and trends in the vohr oe of crime--summarized
information that can be readily understood without detailed knowledge of the data
sources and their limitations.
Researchers who specialize in crime-related issues, on the other hand, have a

m?r~ subtle un?erstandi,ng of the impossibility of precisely defining what constitutes

cnmmal behavIOr, mucn less any particular subcategory of crime. Many of them
welcome the r.ichness of inf?rmation provided by independent data sources and might
n~ver consul! mtegrated nat~ona~ estimates that rest on simplified and not fully verifle~ assumptIO~s. For them It WIll ah~ays be necessary to make known, through publicatIOns or mamtenance of data archlVes, what the UCR data revealed directly, as
opposed to what they revealed after manipulation by analysts.
. . The notion that NC~ and UCR data co~d be integrated is analogous to a
statIstIcal method called multIple-frame sampling. This technique is incorporated in
many types of surveys for which a comprehensive list of all possible units to be sur8Ibid., p. 35.
. 9See ,. fO,r exam~le, H.O. Hartl~y, "Mult~pl~ Frame Surveys," Proceedings of
the SocIal StatIstICS SectIOn of the Amencan StatIstIcal Association, 1962.
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veyed can be obtained only by combinin seve 1 d'
.
.
frames covers approximately all units in fhe
ra !fferent lIsts. Often, one of the
use for sampling, while other lists are availabfP~lat\on to be sa.mpled but is costly to
Ordinarily, the individual frames are not indep:ndO;nte~s :xpensl.ve sampling methods.
degree of overlap; and in most a lications it .
. u con tam ~ greater or lesser
whether a given sampled ut~it is ofls not in eachIS PfOtshslble tol?etermme unambiguously
o
e samp mg frames.
In the case of two frames the un't . h
.
comes may be divided into three g;oups. t1h s m t e po~ulatlOn from which the sample
covered only by the second frame and· th ose ~over~ only by the first frame, those
e
chosen, a dual-frame estimate of ~ statistios f ~. vere ~y bot.h. After the sample is
from all sampled units in the first group ~h~ m~~rest IS denved from: the estimate
second group, the estimate for the overla' r es Imate for all sampled units in the
the first frame, and the estimate for the p g UP from thosE" overlap units drawn from
from the second frame.
over ap group front those overlap units drawn

f

.
To rnake an analogy to NCS and UCR dat.
.
mal event. It is in the "official reorts" f
. a~ t~e umt to be sampled is a crimfraction of the5e is included in the DCR d ;ame If ~~ IS reporte~ to the police; some
can be measured and analyzed The crimeaisai a~~or" l~g ~o samplmg probabilities that
who is eligible for sampling in· the NCS (i
n 'de VIctIm frame" if there is a victim
~uarters,. 12 years of age or older, etc.)e~n~e~~eent of a househol.d or .eligible living
~ncluded m the survey instrument. Some fraction 0 f e of .the ~nme :n. question is
m the NCS according to the sampling design of th t ese cnmes IS expllcItly counted
by respondents, and so forth.
a survey, nonresponse, recall errors

rt

.
. The analogy, however, is not very fa h'
.
cnme IS necessarily included in one or the ot~ ret c mg. In partIcular, not every
between the two frames is not known A
er ~ame, and the extent of overlap
interviewer that a particular crime h~ b respondent s statement to the crime survey
that the crime has in fact been report:d ~~nt~e~o~tfed to the pOlice is no guarantee
the UCR statistics.
'
a ,1 reported It has been included in
As with a typical 5everse-record che k t d
"
into the following sUbsets:l
c s u y, cnmmal events may be divided
•

those .that are identified by both the
reportmg system;

•

~~~~ed wher:- e

0

o

crimes known to the police but not included among the NCS
crime types or eligible populations, for example, burglaries of
commercial establishments or assaults against military personnel in barracks; and

o

crimes not known to the police nor recorded by the survey
system.

Setting astde the last category, which is beyond the scope even of integrating UCR
and NCS data, it is apparent that a careful determination of the crimes falling into
the other five categories cannot be made routinely; they can only be made infrequently and through laborious special studies. Some kind of technique, such as regression analysis, would then be rt;'quired to "predict" the relative amounts of crime in
each of these categories as a function of more readily observed aspects of a locality's
population, UCR crime rates, police operational practices, and so forth.
These prediction equations would be needed to extrapolate from the necessarily limited special studies to the general populations of crimes that are of interest
for policy purposes. Considering our presently very limited understanding of the
causative factors underlying differential rates of crime reporting to the police in
different jurisdictions, it appears that a substantial and extended research effort
would be needed to produce believable integrated estimates from appropriately adapted multiple-frame techniques.
Alexander and Singh point out three other reasons why applying a multipleframe approach would present many technical obstacles to making estimates of crime
rates for small geographical areas, such as cities, rather than for the nation as a
whole. Their reasons are as follows:
•

First, the geographic definitions of crimes differ between the
two surveys. A crime is recorded in the NCS according to the
location of the person's residence and in the UCR (typically)
according to the location of the criminal event. If the location
of the event happens not to be one of the geographical areas
included in the NCS sample, further definitional and analytic
problems arise.

•

Second, simple dual frame models assume that there are no
systematic differences between the units in the overlap that are
in the first frame and those that are in the second. In the case
of reported or nonreported crime, this is not a tenable assumption, again requiring further complexity in the statistical
model.

•

Finally, the dual-frame approach does not apply at all to geographical areas that happen not to be included in the NCS
sample. Because the NCS data are intended to provide national
estimates, they do not have to be, and are not, representative
for small geographical areas. Even if a geographical area is
included in the NCS sample, the sample size from that area may
be inadequate to yield an acceptable sampling error. UCR data,
on the other hand, are provided by the voluntary cooperation of

ff' 1
lCla and the survey

the police have an official record and the respon
that it e~~~l~:S the .same event, but. the respondent fails to stat~
en re~.orte d to the polIce;
,I

•

cases .where the respondent says the police were notified but
there IS no official record of the event;

•

;~~~~d~entifiec;f
by
,

the survey system but not included in official

.
lOThe categories are adapted from Albert JR'
".
Cnme Statistics," unpublished, March 1983.
• elss, Jr., OffIcial and Survey
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10~a1 agenci
Crime rates.

I1 and traditionally provide small-area estimates of

Alexander and Singh suggest two alternative methods to the multiple-frame sampling
approach for integrating UCR and NCS data, especially to provide small-area estimates: synthetic estimation and regression estimation. The synthetic estimation
approach has little appeal. Much like cross-tabulation, synthetic estimation of crime
rates requires estimation from national or large-area data for various subcategories of
victims, say, differentiated according to race, ag,e, sex, and general categories of
residence. The estimate for a given locality would then be calculated simply from the
relative numbers of residents in the various categories. This method does not take
into account any local data. At best, it can describe what the crime rates would be in
the locality if it were somehow average in relation to other localities.
In the regression approach, the detailed reasons for disparities between the
NCS and the UCR crime counts are ignored. fnstead, the difference between the two
crime counts is modeled directly as a function of characteristics of the population and
the jurisdiction. This method could potentially allow the use of UCR data to estimate
the victimization rate that would be obtair.cd from the NCS if it were administered in
a jurisdiction, but it does not help mud, in determining the extent to which '!actual"
crime counts exceed those recorded in official recGHIs.

Appendix C
ESTIMATED COST OF RECOMMENDED SYSTEM BY TASK

A Bayesian technique 1hat has been applied to small-area estimates is known
as the James-Stein estimator,! In this technique, local data and large-area data are
combined to derive estimates for local areas, but the weight attached to the estimate
from local data (e.g., if some NCS sampled households were in the local jurisdiction)
depends on the size of the variance of the estimate from local data alon~. For example, if a small city happened to contain ten respondents to .::~ crime survey, their data
would be included in the integrated estimate, but without a large weight. If a city
happened to include 450 respondents to the NCS, the James-Stein estimator would
automatically give high weight to the information obtained from them.
Many technical and conceptual complexities face those who would wish to
adapt and apply existing methods to the integration of NCS and UCR data. Since
research in this particular application is only in its infancy, we believe that a substantial amount of research and field testing of data collection and validation procedures
is needed before any agreement can be reached as to a suitable method.

11 Charles H. Alexander and Rajendra P. Singh, "Some Potential Uses of UCR
by NCS to Produce Local Estimates," paper presented at the national meetings of the
American ~ociety of Criminology, November 1984.
I For example, see B. Efron and C. Morris, "Data Analysis Using Stein's
Estimator and Its Generalizations," Journal of the American Statistical Association,
Vol. 70, pp. 311-319, 1975 and R.E. Fay and R.A. Herriot, "Estimates of Income for
Small Places: An Application of James-Stein Procedures t9 Cens.J' Data," Journal of
the American Statistical Association, Vol. 74, pp. 269...;277, 1979.
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Eati[!l8ted costa Bre given 'lo 1984 dollars; no adjustment is made for inflation during course of project.

SAsaumes travel by automobile; $80· !ler day including mileage: 650 peraon"""montha of traln~n8 ant! travel (~xcludlnlt
preparation); 20 training days per '~onth; and 90 percent of training days require overnight travel.

~oading8:

15% of l.bor and 0% of clhect cost. for state and national progra ... : 125% of direct labor and 20% of direct
costs for contractor.

CAasUJ:leo 33 states opt. for generic system. 8 want to revise their existing incident-baaed .yateN, and 10 Itatel without

state programs will remain without a program. It should be recognized that a few Itatea without incident-hasee:!· sYltell'l1
have hardware for which it would be essentially irllposslble tu i~lerr.ent II generic .ystem. These statea would have to
develop their systell uaing the deSign specifications for the generic I)Y£ltelD; no coata ar;e included for this
contingency.

dAs8Utl~S training held at Quantico. Does not take into account COlts of roolll and board.
account travel or time coata of r~,oEe attending.

(.,!~,o doel not take into

Ceosts not included as study would best be conducted after collection of uny yeara of audit data unde·r reviled IYlte ••
f AsSUMO managellent cost equals 10% of contractor labor In iMplementation t.asks.
Soperational coota are .peculative and will be re-e.ti .... ted foliowing dhcu.s1on. with 8JS/VRI Tnk Force.
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This appendix examines issues of the design of a national probability sample
for the expanded UCR system. Following a brief discussion of the objectives of the
design, we consider such topics as the choice of sampling unit, the selection of the
sampling frame, stratification of the sample, allocation of the sample among strata,
and the size of the sample. Finally, we discuss possible augmentation of the sample
within states to enable accurate state-level estimates to be made.

'

0.1

In designing any sample, the first step should be a determination of the
objectives of the sample. As discussed in Chapter 6, we recommend that the Level II
component include all Part II as well as Part I offenses, and that substantial detailed
incident data (such as victim characteristics, victim-offender relationships, extent of
injury, and use of weapon) be collected on each incident included in the system. It is
our recommendation that the objective of the sample design for the Level II component be the provision of accurate national and regional crime statistics. Additionally,
state-level estimates could be made (by states that so desired) by sufficiently
augmenting the sample within a given state. (See Section D.9.)

Appendix D

.

Objectives

;

SAMPLE DESIGN FOR
LEVEL II COMPONENT

The objective of obtaining accurate national and regional estimates would
require a wide variety of statistics, generaUy taking one of the following forms:
•

total numbers of offenses, clearances, and arrests in Part II
offense categories, as well as in Part I and Part II subcategories
defined by the detailed data (e.g., robberies with serious injury
to the victim);

•

proportions of offe'nses, clearances, and arrests falling in various classes (e.g., proportion of rapes in which the offender is a
stranger to the victim or proportion of reported aggravated
assaults between relatives that are cleared by arrest);

•

differences in crime rates between years for offense categories
available only with the expanded system (i.e., Part II offenses
and Part land Part II offense subcategories); or

•

means (such as mean value of loss by embezzlements).

o

"'I

i
In any sample, jhe population elements of interest--in this case Part I and
Part II offenses in the United States--are grouped into sampling units that cover the
entire population and do not overlap (in the sense that every element of the population
belongs to one and only one unit).
One option often is to treat the elements themselves--here the individual
incidents-Jas the sampling units. This would be possible for offenses reported under
unit-record reporting. A sample of reported offenses could be selected (without
regard to the reporting agency) and returned to the reporting agency for further data
abstraction to support the Level II component. While spreading the burden across
many agencies, this approach has the major disadvantage of requiring implementation
of the system at almost 16,000 law enforcement agencies. Further, Part II offenses

'J ,-
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would have to be ·listed by every agency if these were to be included in the Level II
component sample of offenses.

Table 0.1

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN SAMPLING FRAME BY POPULATION
SIZE AND DEGREE OF ~ANIZATION

A far more natural and practical choice--and the choice we recommend--is
to treat individual local, county, and state law enforcement agencies as the sampling
units for the incidents occurring within their jurisdictions. With this approach, a
sample of law enforcement agencies would be selected and data collected on incidents
within the sampled agencies' jurisdictions. (Formally, this approach is called cluster
sampling.) This approach has the enormous advantage of requiring implementation at
only the sampled agencies, which, as will be discussed, would be vastly fewer than
16,000.
D.3

Sampling Frame

Agencies
Group

Number

Crime Index

Percent

Number

Percent

182
304
653
1,695
8,762

1.1
1.8
3.9
10.0
51.8

5,082,000
1,166,000
1,186,000
1,084,000
881,000

44.5
10.2
10.4
9.5
7.7

102
353
177
1,016

0.6
2.1
1.0
6.0

}

983,000
374,000
135,000

8.6
3.3
1.2

2
325
959
2,375

0.0
1.9
5.7
14.0

}

215,000

1.9

175,000
131,000

1.5
1.1

8

0.0

-

-

16,913

100.0

Cities

In any sample design, the sampling frame is the list of units--in this case the
law enforcement agencies--from which the sample will be selected. The current
agency list maintained by the FBI is recommended as an excellent frame from which
an initial sample of agencies could be drawn. The sample would need to be updated
periodically to reflect changes in the frame as old agencies ceased to exist and new
agencies are created.

~

100,000
50,000 - 99,999
25,000 - 49,999
10,000 - 24,999
< 10,000

Suburban counties

Table 0.1 shows the distribution of agencies in this sampling frame by population size and degree of urbanization. Also shown are the corresponding Index crime
counts. One notices immediately the degree to which crime is concentrated in a
relatively few large agencies. In fact, 55 percent of the offenses fall within the
jurisdictions of less than 2 percent of the agencies, those serving cities and counties
with popUlations in excess of 100,000.

~

100,000
25,000-99,999
10,000-24,999
< 10,000

Rural counties

D.4

Stratification

A standard technique used in ~ample design is stratification--the division of
the population of units into mutually exclusive and exhaustive subpopulations, each of
which is called a stratum--and the selecti,on of a sample from each stratum independently. There are two principal objectives of stratification: (1) to increase the precision of estimates for the entire population, and (2) to assure adequately preciseestimates for certain subpopulations. To achieve the first objective, the population must
be divided into strata, each of which is relatively homogeneous as compared to the
overall population. To achieve the second, each subpopulation of critical interest
should be made a separate stratum (or combination of strata), and an adequately large
sample allocated to it.
Three variables--population size, degree of urbanization, and geographic
region--suggest themselves as potential stratification variables. Population size is
probably the most important of these for improving the precision of national and
regional estimates. For example, in estimating national counts of Part II offenses,
counts within an agency would obviously be correlated with the size of the. jurisdiction
that the agency serves. Stratification by population size would make the variation in
agency offense or arrest counts within each stratum much smaller than the variation
across agencies generally.

> 100,000
25,000-99,999
10,000-24,999
< 10,000
Other a
Total

100.0

Sources:

Computations from FBI 1983, Return A file and from Crime 1n the United
States, 1983, Table 13.

Note:

Crime Index counts are for agencies reporting; no adjustment
nonreporting agencies.

1S

made for

aIncludes four state police agencies and four agencies in U.S. Possessions.

D~egree of urbanization has potential importance as a stratification variable
for two reasons. First, crime rates are hlghly correlated with degree of urbanization,
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so that stratification in this dimension would increase the precIsIon of many
estimates. As shown in Table D.2, the Index crime rate is 6,406 per 100,000 in cities,
whereas in rural counties it is only 1,990 per 100,000. Secondly, sinc~ it is of national
interest to understand the nature of crime 'in both urban and rural areas, separate
estimates are highly desirable and could be best assured by stratification in this
dimension.
Finally, if indeed we wish to be able to make separate estimates of adequate
precision, geographic region should be used, at least for the four major regions of the
U.S.--the Northeast, the North Central, the South, and the West. Stratification in this
dimension should also increase the precision of many estimates, since crime rates
differ from one region to another (as shown in Table D.3, from 4,768 Ipdex crimes per
100,000 in the North Central to 6,358 per 100,000 in the West in 1983).

Table D.2
~>.

IIIDU CRIME RAT! PBB. 100,000

BY DEGREB OP URBANIZATION

Crime rate

Urbanization
Cities

6,406

Suburban counties

3,734

The choice of the number of strata to define with Jehese variables must
depend in part on the total sample size to be used. If we were to assume a sample size
of perhaps 500 to 1,000 agenc~es, a stratification such as that shown in Table D.4
might be a reasonable choice.
Agencies serving population~ over 100,000 are not
subdivided further, under the assumption that all of these agencies would be included
in the sample (see Section D.7).

Rural counties

1,990

Overall

5,346

D.5

Source:

Method of Estimation

Computed from Crime in the
United States, 1983, Table 13.

Another aspect of the sample design that must be considered is the method
of estimation, which in some instances can have large effects on the precision of
estimates. For example, in estimating total national counts (or, equivalently, rates)
for a given offense category, at least three poss~le estimates could be used.
(Formulas for these estimates are shown in Table D.5. ) One is an unbiased estimate,
which is simply a weighted sum of the counts within each stratum, where the weights
are the inverses of the sampling rates for agencies within each stratum. The two
others are so-called ratio estimates that attempt to take advantage of correlation
between the variables of interest O.n this case, the offense count) and an auxiliary
variable known for all agencies whether included in the sample or not. The auxiliary
variable that we have in mind for possible use is the size of the population served by
individual agencies. One of these estimates, called !eI. separate ratio estimate, uses
ratios of total offense counts in sampled agencies to total population of sampled
agencies within each stratum to derive a national estimate. Each ratio is multiplied
by the total population of all agencies in the stratum, and these products are summed
to obtain the national estimate. The other, the combined ratio estimate, uses instead
the ratio of the estimated national offense count (based on the unbiased estimate
discussed above) to the national popuLation as estimat~d from the sampled agencies.
This ratio is multiplied by the known national population to obtain the estimated
IFBI, Crime in the United States, 1983, pp. 44-48.

2A more nearly optimal choice could be made in the final design using
regressIon analysis to examine the amount of variation explained by each stratification variable.

...

3See, William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques (New York: John Wiley and
Sons), 1977, pp. 164-165 and p. 270.
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Table D.3
IIIDEX CRIME RATE PBB. 100,000
BY CEOGRAPHIC itBCIOH

Region

Crime rate

North Central

4,768

Northeast

4,842

South

4,953

West

6,,358
,

Overall
Source:

5,159
Computed from Crime in the
United States, 1983, Table 3.
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Table D.4
STRATIFICATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SAMPLIHG FRAME
BY POPULATION SIZE, DEGREE OF URBAHIZATION, AIm GEOGRAPHIC REGION

Stratum

o

"-J

North Central

South

West

Total

Cities and counties ~ 100,000a

34

54

120

82

290

Cities '50,000 - 99,999

87

77

60

80

304

Cities 25,000 - 49,999

181

l89

145

138

61;';1
J ...

Cities 10,000 - 24,999

572

509

415

199

1,695

2,264

2,229

3,151

1,118

8,762

Suburban counties 25,000 - 99,999

44

116

163

30

353

Suburban counties 10,000 - 24,999

25

54

88

10

177

423

90

381

122

1,016

Rural counties 25,000 - 99,999

47

82

149

47

325

Rural counties 10,000 - 24,999

33

353

488

85

959

274

639

1,125

337

2,375

4,392

6,285

2,248

16,909

Cities < 10,000
w

Northeast

Suburban counties < 10,000

Rural counties < 10,000
Total

3,984

i

,,'

1\

..,

'~.

Sou~ce:
I)

~~.

Note:

Computations from FBI 1983 Return A file.
Excludes four agencies in u.S. Possessions.

aIncludes four state police agencies.
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national offense count.
Table D.5

The final sample design, work &hould e?Camine the preCIsIon of alternative
estimators for each of the various classes of estimates to be made. In the following
discussion, we assume Uf!; of the unbiasecrestimate, recognizing that a ratio estimate
may improve the precision of some estimates. In fact, preliminary analyses did
indicate that the ratio estimates would sometimes yield increased precision.

ALTElUIATlVE ESTIMATES

Notation
D.6

nh

=
=
=

number of strata

Yh

=

total number of offenses of a specified type in all sampled
agencies in stratum h

xh

=

total population served by all sampled

H

Nh

number of agencies in stratum h in population
number of

agen~ies

in stratum h in sample

agen~~:'es

Xh =
X =

total population

A

(y )
U

H

Y
u

- nh ': Yh

h=l

...
(YRs )

Separate ratio estimate
H

Y
Rs

=

Yh
xh

L

h=l

Xh

For simplicity of computation, we have disregarded the geographic stratification. Since region is correlated with crime rates, the effect of this will be to underestimate the precision of estimates that would be obtained were this stratification
taken into account, and to overestimate somewhat the required sample sizes.

)

tions of at least 100,000 people will be included. We have done so for several reasons,

-----,

In allocating the sample, we have assumed that all agencies serving jurisdic-

A

Combined ratio estimate

=

(Y

Rc

H

Y

~X

This result is not specifically applicable to the case at hand, since, as discussed earlier, we wish to estimate a variety of quantities, and the Sh will differ from
one variable of interest to another. However, only the relative sizes of the Sh' and
not the absolute levels, affect the allocation, and the relative sizes of the Sh might
reasonably be expected to be roughly similar from one variable of interest to ano~her. Indeed, an analysis of. the Sh for the seven original Index offenses suggests this
IS so. For example, the ratIOS of the Sl1 for burglary to the Sh for the Index offenses
as a whole ranged from only .224 to .396 across the ten population groups from which.
agencies would be sampled.

Further, moderately sized deviations 4rom the optimal o;Hocation usually
have small effect on the precision of estimates. Thus, one might reasonably use as
the basis of allocation the Sh for almost any offense count variable. A particularly
good choice is likely to be the Index crime count, as it will reflect crime counts more
generally than any single offense variable. One would use the Sh for the Index crime
count for the most recently available year at the time the allocation is made. In this
section, we show an allocation based on the Sh fDr the Crime Index counts for 1983
and examine the precision of the resulting estimates.

Nh

~

=

Sampling theory indicates the optimal allocation of a sample among strata
for estimating a mean (or total) over the entire population for a variable Y, the allocation depending on the form of estimator used. For the unbiased estimate, the
optimal allocation i~hat which assigns to stratum h a sample size nh proportional to
the quantity, W Sh/,1C where Wh is the weight associated with stratum h and is equal
to the proportiBn of a~encies in the population in stratum h, Sh is the standard deviation of the variable Y within stratum h, and ch is the cost per unit of data collection
in stratum h. (If costs are equal across strata, the denominator can be ignored.)

in stratum h

total population served by all agencies in stratum h

Unbiased estimate

Allocation of Sample

whe'ce

X

u

X

: r

h=l

u

but the consequences in terms of reduction in the precision of natiopal and regional
estimates as compared with an unconstrained optimal allocation would have to be
examined before making any final decision in this regard. ,One reason for including all
of these agencies is that the optimal allocation would .undoubtedly sample a large
4 Ibid., pp. 115-117.
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fraction of ~hem and, for a sufficiently large total, sample size, would in fact include
them all. Second, if most of these agencies are to be sampled in any case, it may be
advantageous, in terms of securing the cooperation of these agencies; to ask that all
contribute. Third, these agendes are generally expected to be able to supply Level II
data at relatively little cost to themselves and in the form (tapes) that is most easily
processed by the UCR Progr.:am. Finally, data from these agencies are of particular
import, since crime is more prevalent in large metropolitan areas, and it will be of
interest to make estimates specifically for this group of agencies.
TabJe 0.6 shows the optirnaljillocation among strata, assuming 100 percent
sampling of the over-100,000 stratum, and percentage sampllng rates when the additional sample size allocated to all other strata is 500. Putting aside the 290 agencies
sampled in the over-100,000 stratum, one sees in the first column that 71 percent of
the additional sample is allocated .to cities and the remaining 29 percent to suburban
and rural counties. From a different perspective, one finds 40 percent allocated to
agencies serving cities and counties with populations between 25,000 and 100,000,
20 percent allocated to agencies in jurisdictions with populations between 10,000 and
25,000, and 40 percent allocated to agencies serving smaller populations.

Table D.6

\

II
tl

j

.j

007

Sample Size .

....

One of the major issues to be addressed in designing any sample is the choice
of sample size--the ultimate choice representing a trade-off between costs and the
precision of estimates (or the power of statistical tests). Table 0.7 shows the effects
of alternative sample sizes on the precision of estimated crime rates for a range of
offenses. of varying frequency of occurrence. The first column of the table gives the
sample Size. to be allocated among all strata except the stratum of cities and counties
over 100,000. In addition, all 290 agencies in the latter stratum' are assumed to be
sampled. The'second column gives the total sample size as the sum of these. The
remaining columns give the standard error of estimated crime rates for Index offenses
as a group, as well as for burglary, aggravated assault, forcible rape, and murder
considered individually. Standard errors are given both in absolute value and as a
. percentage of the corresponding rate. Standard errors can be translated directly into
95. percent confidence intervals by multiplying by 1.96. For example, if the estimated
CrIme rate were 5,000 per 100,000 and the standard error were 100, we would be 95
percent certain that the true rate Was between 5,000 ± 196, that is, between 4,804 and
5,196. Further,.if the standard error as a percentage of the rate were ~2.0 percent, we
would be 95 percent certain that the estimated rate was within 3.9 percent of the true
rate.

_______________________________________- r________________r -____________~

i
j
(1

Percent'
allocated
to stratuma

Stratum

j
I

i

Cities and counties

I

~

100.0

100,000

I

Cities

- 99,999

12.8

21.1

L

Cities 25,000 - 49,999

15.7

12.0

j

Cities 10,000 - 24,999

16.5

4.9

Cities < 10,000

26.4

1.5

Suburban counties 25,000 - 99,999

6.9

9.8

Suburban counties '10,000 - 24,999

0.8

2.3

Suburban counties < 10,000

4.3

2.1

Rural counties 25,000 - 99,999

4.6

7.1

Rural counties 10,000 - 24,999

3.1

1.6

Rural counties < 10,000

8.9

1.9

"I

f~

5~,OOO

~

I

1

f

100.0

Total

algnores allocation to stratum of cities and counties over 100,000 sampled at
100 percent •
bSampling rates shown are for an additional sample size of 500 over and above the
290 assigned to the stratum of cities and counties over 100,000; rates for other
additional sample sizes are proportional.

Part I offenses are usedln this table because data were available from FBI
files to allow direct computation of the variances of estimates for these offenses.
Since actual counts of Part I offenses would be available from the Level I component,
5This stratum also includes four state police agencies.
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Percentage
sampling
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Sampling rates within strata for an additional sample size of 500 range from
1.6 to 21. Generally, the rates are higher in the strata for agencies serving larger
populations, and they are also ~igher in strata for cities than for counties. The former
fact reflects greater within-strata variability, while the latter reflects both greater
variability and greater numbers of agencies.

SAMPLE ALLOCATION AND SAMPLING RATES
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Table 0.7
STAHDARD ERRORS OF ESTIMATED CRIMI!: RATES PHIl lf~i} jlGOO

Index offenses
(rate = 5,159)
Additional
sample
size

Total
sample
size

Standard
error

Standard
errOr as
percent
of rate

Burglary
(rate = 1,334)

Standard
error

Standard
error. as
percent
of rate

Aggravated
assault
(rate = 429)

Standard
error

Standard
error as
percent
of rate

Forcible
rape
(rate = 33.']')

Standard
error

Standard
error as
percent
of rate

Murder
(rate = 8.3)

Standard
error

Stan,dard
error as
percent
of rate

\.

100

390

185

3.6

52.4

3.9

16.9

3.9

1.82

5.4

• 544

6.6

200

490

130

2.5

36.8

2.8

I1.B

2.8

1.27

3.8

.382

4.6

300

590

105

2.0

29.8

2.2

9.6

2.2

1.03

3.1

.309

3.7

690

90

1.7

25.6

1.9

8.2

1.9

.88

2.6

.266

3.2

500

790

80

1.6

22.7

1.7

7.2

1.7

.78

2.3

.236

2.8

600

890

73

1.4

20.5

1.5

6.5

1.5

.71

2.1

.214

2.6

700

990

67

1.3

18.8

1.4

6.0

1.4

.65

1.9

.197

2.4

800

1,090

62

1.2

17 .5

1.3

5.5

1.3

.60

1.8

.182

2.2

400
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Source:

Computations based on FBI 1983 Return A file.
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the Level II component would actually be more useful for estimating the frequency of
Part II offenses. However, the precision of estimates for Part II offenses is expected
to be quite close to the precision shown here for Part I offenses of similar frequency
of occurrence.
Table 0.7 indicates important increases in the preciSion of estimates as one
increases the sample size for the additional strata from 100 to 800, and pet'haps surprisingly small differences across offense categories. For Index offenses considered as
a whole, the standard error expressed as a percentage of the rate decreases from 3.6
percent to 1.2 percent. For burglary and aggravated assault, the percent standard
errors are just slightly larger. For the least frequent of the offenses considered-forcible rape and murder--the percent standard errors are significantly greater. For
murder, they range from 6.6 percent with 100 agencies in the additional strata, to 2.2
with 800 agencies.
The precision of estimates for the ultimate sample design will, without
doubt, be better than those shown in Table 0.7, for several reasons. First, as already
noted, these figures do not take into account the substratification by geographic
region, which would reduce the within-strata variance and hence increase precision.
Secondly, the design can and should be refined when a better idea of the total sample
size is known, by examining the choice of number of strata as well as the population
cut-offs dividing strata. With sufficiently large sample sizes, breaking the strata into
finer population divisions would almost certainly increase precision. A further
increase in precision could Ukely be obtained by assignment of agencies such as the
county field offices of state police (currently grouped with county agencies serving
populations less than 10,000) to their own strata. Also, as discussed previously, use of
one of the ratio estimates might provide greater precision than the unbiased
estimate. Finally, if the (unconstrained) optimal allocation would sample the over100,000 stratum at less than 100 perceut, overall precision would be improved if we
were not to insist on including all such agencies in the sample. This could make a
large difference for small sample sizes.
In Section 0.1, we identified four classes of estimates to be made with expanded system data. Thus far we have considered the preciSion of only one class..,estimates of numbers of offenses, clearances, and arrests--which we have examined by
transforming them into rates per 100,000 population. Before finalizing any decision on
the size of the sample, the precision of each type of estimate at both national and
regional levels should be considered. Examination of the precision of estimates of
differences between years is particularly important, as such estimates are of critical
interest. From the analysis presented here, we would recommend a sample size of at
least 600 to 800 agencies.
0.8

Sample Rotation

Inclusion in the sample of agencies selected for participation might ultimately result in some systematic differences between these agencies and/or their
jurisdictions and the agencies and jurisdictions not included. Such differences would
result if, for example, the additional data and analyses produced for such departments
ultimately led to greater police effectiveness in reducing the incidence of crime or to
increasing the number of arrests in the selected jurisdictions. One might also imagine
that the additional information from the expanded system might result in .increased
press coverage, and that such coverage might cause changes in the behavior of either
victims or offenders. Victims, for example, might report offenses more frequently
313
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than previously.
If such differences did develop, estimates based on a fixed sample of
agencies would be biased. The selected agencies would no longer be representative of
the nonselected agencies.

In order to assure that the estimates remain unbiased, we recommend that
the sample be slowly rotated (i.e., changed). Agencies in strata sampled at 100 percent would be unaffected, since such agencies are necessarily included. In strata
sampled at less than 100 percent, a small proportion of the sampled agencies would be
replaced by a new sample of agencies on a periodic basis. As an example, perhaps 10
percent of the sample might be rotated every five years. Analyses should be
conducted periodically to compare the newly sampled agencies with the originally
sampled agencies for the extent of any systematic differences. The result of these
analyses would be used to determine the frequency and extent of rotation necessary to
assure that any bias in the estimates is negligible.
D.9

Attribute-Based Crime Reporting

ANSI

American National Standards Institute (standards for computer
programs and files)

ANSI COBOL

American National Standards Institute Common BusinessOriented Language

BJS

Bureau of Justice Statistics

BPI

Bits per inch (measure of computer tape data density)

CCS

Crime Classification System

CJS

Criminal Justice System

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FORTRAN

Formula Translation Language

ICPSR

Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research

LEOKA

Law Enforcement Officers Killed or Assaulted

MARK IV

A data base management system

NCIC

National Crime Information Center

NCS

National Crime Survey

OBTS

Offender-Based Transaction Statistics

SHR

Supplementary Homicide Report

SIR

Scientific Information Retrieval (data base management system)

UCR

Uniform Crime Reporting

State-Level Augmentation of Sample

While the principal purpose of the Level II component should be, in our view,
obtaining accurate national and regional estimates, individual state programs may
wish to be able to make accurate state-level estimates as well. Expected sample sizes
for the Level II component sufficient for national and regional estimates would not
generally be adequate for state-level estimates. The system should be designed to
enable such states to augment the national sample by selecting additional agencies
within the state sufficient in number to allow precise state-level estimates to be
made. Some states might well wish to collect Level II data for all agencies within the
state. The national system must be designed to allow for this.
A separate issue is whether or not such additional Level II-type data should
be forwarded to the national level, processed, analyzed, and published. We have no
recommendation now on this issue, as its resolution should depend on both available
resources at the national level and the results of audits of both the Level I and Level II
components, which would indicate any cjff~irences in accuracy between the two.
0.10

ABCR

Summary of Sample Design

The sample for Level II would probably include all agencies serving
populations of 100,000 or more plus a sample of perhaps smaller agencies stratified by
r~gion and size. This sample would be sufficient for regional and national estimates
and could be augmented by state UCR programs to provide state-level estimates.
However, details of this sample design should be reexamined before final
implementation. In particular, the issue of sample size needs to be investigated with
respect to the precision of estimates of proportion of offenses, clearances, ana arrests
falling in various classes and differences in crime rates between years for offense
categories available only in the Level II component. The final decision should also
reflect more precise information on the availability of resources.
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